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( 1 )

Mathematical Philofophy.

•

Laro LECTURE I

A

FTER having difpatch'd the Mat-

ters of pure Aftronomy, we pro-

ceed unto the other Part of our

Work, the Philofophy of the Fa-

OmousSir Ifaac Newton. For we are

purpos'd to trace the Steps of that

Great Man, and to fet forth his principal and

moft noble Philofophical Inventions in a more

eafy Method ; that fo we may bring that (as I may

fay) Divine Philofophy within the Reach and

Comprehenfion of thofe, who are but indifferent-

ly perhaps exercis'd in the Mathematicks, and

communicate the Knowledge thereof as far as

may be. But fince that it is neceffary for any one

that would undertake this Philofophy, that be-

fides fome Knowledge of Geometry, Arithmetic,

and Aftronomy, he fhould alfo be furnish'd with

the Knowledge of the true Laws of Motions ;

and eſpecially fhould underſtand fomething of the

Nature and Properties of thofe Curve Lines,

which are called the Conic Sections ; the Nature

of our Purpoſe, which, as was faid, was to di-

rect our felves chiefly to Mathematicians of the

lowerB
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lower Form, and who only understand the firſt

Elements of Geometry and Aftronomy ; there-

fore ' tis requir'd of us, that we fhould in the Be-

ginning touch upon, and in fome meaſure expli-

cate , as well the Conic Sections , as the of late

demonftrated Laws of Motion ; that no one

through his being ignorant of theſe Things, may

lofe his Labour in his Study of that Philofophy

which we have now in hand. For indeed, as to

the firft Laws of Motions and Collifions, Des Car-

tes was fo miferably miſtaken about them, when

he went about to eſtabliſh them, and hath fo bold-

ly impos'd upon the World falfe Rules concern-

ing Collifion and Reflection of Bodies, that it is

worth the while to endeavour to root out of the

Minds of Menthe Prejudices which have ſprung

from thence.

We ſhall therefore begin with the Conic Secti-

ons ; and before we go about any thing elſe, give

fome Knowledge and Underſtanding of thoſe

Lines which are interwoven with all the Philo-

fophy of the Famous Newton, who fhews that all

the Paths, whether of the Planets or Comets of

our Syftem, are according to fome or other of the

faid Sections. But we fhall not ſpend ſo much

Time about this Matter, as to deliver the Conic

Elements in any other than a fummary Way, or

otherwiſe than by bringing into View out of the

Writers of Conics, and eſpecially the Famous De

La Hire, the Natures, and chief Properties, and

Affections of theſe Curve Lines without their

Demonftrations, affuming them for demonſtrated.

And forafmuch as although the faid Lines may be

fet forth by mere Delineations in a Plane, as will

be done afterwards ; yet the Geometricians, as

well the Moderns as thofe of old, have for the

moft part expounded them by the Sections of a

Cone ;
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Cofe; and becauſe alfo thefe Curves can in no

other, Way be fhew'd all together, and at once,

and confequently, the mutual Relation and Cog-

nation which is betwixt them , cannot in any

otherway of explicating them be fo clearly made

known: For thefe Reafons, I fhall, in the firſt

place, open the Natures of thefe Lines, and fet

them forth bythe Sections of a Cone, propofing

to explicate them by Delineations on a Plane af-

terwards

If you take any immoveable Point without a

Plane in which a Circle is defcrib'd, and imagine

a right Line drawn through that Paint, and pro-

ducd infinitely both ways, to be mov'd about the

Circumference of the Circle , the Superficies

which will arife from this Motion, is called a Co-

nical Surface ; and the Surfaces on both Sides the

immoveable Point taken conjunctly, are termed

Surfaces vertically oppofite : The immoveable

Point, common to both, is nam'd the Vertex; the

Circle, the Bafe ; and the Solid comprehended un-

der the Conical Surface and the Bafe, and which

maybe fuppos'd to be infinitely produc'd, is called

a Cone; to which Solid , that generated beyond

the Vertex is both equal and like. The Right

Line, which is drawn from the Vertex to the

Center of the Circle which is the Bafe, is the

Axis of the Cone: Which Right Line, if it be

perpendicular to the Plane of the Bafe, the Cone

is called a Right Cone ; but if not, an Oblique

or Scalene one. Further, a Plane howfoever po-

fited, fo that it paffeth not through the Vertex it

felf, doth cut the Conic Superficies, and is called,

A Secant or Cutting Plane ; and another Plane

which doth pafs throughthe Vertex, and is every

where Parallel to the Secant, goes by the Name

of the Vertical Plane ; and that Curve Line

which

t

B 2
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which the Conic Superficies deſcribes in the Cut-

ting Plane, is called à Conic Section ; which

Section varies according to the different Inclina-

tions of the Cutting Plane to the Cone.

Hence will arife three Cafes : (1.) When the

Vertical Plane toucheth the Conical Surface or

Surfaces, and then the Section in the Cutting

Plane is called a Parabola. (2.) When the Verti-

cal Plane neither touches nor cuts either of the

Surfaces, then the Section is called an Ellipfis.

(3.) When the Vertical Plane cuts one of the Sur-

faces, and confequently the other, then the Se-

cant Plane alfo cuts both Surfaces, ( fince it is

'Parallel to the Vertical one ) and the Sections

are called Hyperbole , Oppofitæ, or oppofite Sections.

If therefore the Secant, and the Vertical Plane,

be fo mov'd round in a Parallelifm each to other,

that the Vertical Plane doth fometimes cut the

Bafe , fometimes touch the Conic Superficies ,

fometimes is placed wholly without the Cone ;

It is manifeft, that by thofe Conical Superficies,

divers Species of Hyberbola's, divers Parabola's,

and divers Species of Ellipfis , will be delineated

in the Secant Plane. And moreover we plainly

fee, what a near Affinity there is betwixt all theſe

Lines. For if the Section be parallel to the Baſe,

or even in a Scalene Cone, if it be fubcontrarily

pofited, it will be a Circle ; which therefore is

defervedly reckon'd amongſt the Conic Sections,

as being one of the Extremes of the Ellipfis ; from

which then, if you proceed by a gradual Change

of the Inclination of the Cutting Plane, there

will be produc'd infinite Species of Ellipfes ; until

at lengththe Inclination becoming Parallel to the

Side of the Cone, the other Extreme of the El-

lipfis paffeth into a Parabola. But then the In-

clination of the Cutting , Plane being never fo

little
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little changed further, there will arife an Hyper-

bola ; of which there are infinite Species, accord-

ing to the divers Inclination of the Vertical Plane

within the Cone. So that the Ellipfes do on this

Side end in a Circle, and on that in a Parabola ;

the Parabola on this Side in an Ellipfis, and on

that in an Hyperbola ; the Hyperbola on one part

in a Parabola, and on the other in a ftrait Line.

But becauſe the Conical Delineation ofthe Regu-

lar Curves may feem too difficult to many, I fhall

purfue it nofarther, but proceed to that Expofition

of theſe Lines, which is us'd by Cartes and others,

and is perform'd by an eaſy Delineation of them

upon a Plane.

For a right Conception therefore of the Pro-

duction and Nature of an Ellipfis, let ( Plate 1.

Fig. 1.) H and I be two Points, or two Nails or

little Pegs, about which let there be put a Thread

BHI ; and then putting your Finger, or a Pin, to

the Thread, and keeping the fame always in an

equal Tenfion, move your Finger round from the

Point B, until you return to the fame Point B

again. Bythis Revolution of the Point B, is de-

fcrib'd the Curve Line, called the Ellipfis, which

differs from the Delineation of a Circle only in

this, that a Circle hath only one Center, but the

Ellipfis hath, as it were, two Centers ; which in-

deed, if the faid Points H and I, their Distance

vanishingaway, fhould come together into one,the

Elliptic Curve would become perfectly. Circular.

But by how much the greater the Diſtance is be-

twixt thofe Points , the fame Length of the

Thread ftill remaining ; fo much the farther is this

Figure remov'd from the Circular. So that ac-

cording to the divers Proportion of the Distance

HI to the Thread BHI, or to the Line DK, which

is equal to the fame Thread made lefs by the

Diſtance
B 3
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Distance HI, divers Species of Ellipfes will be

deſcribed. But then, ifthe Length of the Thread

fhall be increas'd or diminiſh'd , in the fame Pro-

portion as the Diſtance of the Points H and I

fhall be increas'd or diminiſh'd, there will be de-

fcrib'd indeed divers Ellipfes, but which are all of

the fame Species , or like to one another. From

whence it appears, that Ellipfes are not only in-

numerable in Magnitude but in Species alfo, and

reach from a Circle to a Right Line : For like as

whenthe Points H and I meet together, the Ellip-

fis becomes a Circle ; fo when they are remov'd

from each other half the Length of the Thread,

it becomes a Right Line, both Sides meeting to-

gether. From whence alfo it is manifeft, that

every Species of Ellipfes is no lefs different from

any other , than the Extremes of them are diffe-

rent on this Side from a Circle, and on that from

a Right Line. It alfo appears from this Delinea-

tion, that if from a Point taken at Pleafure in the

Elliptick Periphery, as the Point B, you draw two

Lines tothe two Central Points ; thefe two Lines

BH and BI taken together , will be equal to the

greateft Diameter DK; and confequently that

the Sum of them is always given: Which thing

the Construction it felf fhews. For that Part of

the Thread, which is extended from I to B, and

from thence back to H, is the fame with that

which returneth from I to F, and from thence

back to H; and again, that Part of the Thread

which reaches from D to H, is the fame with that

which reacheth from K to I, or DH is equal to

IK ; therefore IB BH, which by the former is

equal to ID DH, is equal to ID + IK, that

is, to KD.

And thus much for the Production of the Fi-

gure in a Plane ; we fhall now fubjoin the Names

of
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of the chief Lines in it, and the most notable

Properties thereof; fo as to give fome Sort of

Knowledge at leaft of this moft Noble Curve, for

the more right underſtanding true Aftronomy,

and the Courfes of the Planets.

In Fig. 2. Plate 1. DFKR is an Ellipfis ; C

the Center ; the Points H and I , the Foci

thereof; DK the greater Axis, or the Tranfvers

Axis, or the principal Diameter, or Latus tranf-

verfum, the Tranfvers Side ; FR is the leffer Axis :

All the Right Lines paffing through the Center

Care Diameters : All Right Lines terminated at

the Periphery, and which are divided into two

equal Parts by any Diameter whatever, are called

Ordinates, or Lines orderly applied, to wit, with

refpect to that Diameter. Thus MG paffing

throughthe Center, is a Diameter ; and PK which

is divided into two equal Parts by the fame, is an

Ordinate thereof, or a Line orderly applied there-

to. That Part of every Diameter, which is in-

tercepted betwixt the Vertex thereof and the Or-

dinate, as Mu, is call'd the Abfciffa or Abfcifs

thereof, (as being cut off from the fame Diame-

ter:) A Line drawn from the Vertex of the Di-

ameter, parallel to the Ordinates thereof, as n9,

is a Tangent to the Ellipfis in that Vertex . A

Diameter parallel to the Ordinates of another Di-

ameter, and which confequently hath its Ordi-

nates parallel to the former Diameter, is term'd a

Conjugate Diameter. Thus GM and VT are

conjugate each to other, and the Ordinate PK is

parallel to the Diameter VT, and the Ordinate

KEto the Diameter GM. The Ordinate to the

greater Axis, which paffeth through either ofthe

Foci, as MA in the firft Fig. is term'd the prin-

cipal Latusrectum, or the Parameter of the greater

Axis.

B 4
Now
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Nowthe most notable Properties of this Ellip-

fis are thefe : (1.) The Ordinates of every Dia-

meter, which by the foregoing Definitions are

bifected by the Diameter, are parallel each to

other.

(2.) The Ordinates of the Axes are perpendi-

cular to the Axes themfelves : But the Ordinates

of the rest of the Diameters are oblique to their

Diameters ; and in Ellipfes of divers Species , fo

much the more oblique, at equal Diftances from

the Axis, by how much the Proportion of the

greater Axis to the leffer is the greater ; but in the

fame Ellipfis, fo much the more oblique, by how

muchthe more remote the Diameters are fromthe

Axes.

(3.) There be only two Conjugate Diameters ,

which are equal each to other ; thofe, to wit,

whofeVertices are at equal Diftances from theVer-

tices of the Axes. Thus the Diameter V T

is conjugate and equal to that other GM, where,

to wit, VF is equal to MF, and VD equal to

MK.

(4 ) The obtufe Angle VCM of theſe two Di-

ameters, which are conjugate and equal, is great-

er, and the acute Angie VCG is less than every

other Angle contain'd by the reft of the Diame-

ters that are conjugate to each other.

(5.) If the Lines μP and B be Semi- ordinates

to any Diameter, as MG ; the Square of the Se-

mi-ordinate P is to the Square of the Semi-ordi-

nate B, as is the Rectangle Muxu G to the

RectangleMxG ; that is, Pq is to the Re-

tangle comprehended under the two Parts , into

which the Diameter is divided by the Ordinate

KP, as Bq is to the Rectangle under the Parts of

the Diameter made by the Ordinate AB.

(6.) The
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(6.) The Parameter or Latus rectum of any

Diameter is a third Proportional to that Diame-

ter, and its Conjugate. That is (in Figure 1.) if

the Diameter DK, is to its conjugate Diameter

EF, as EF to Y, then Y is the Parameter or DK EF:

Latus rectum of the Diameter D K. WhenceF:AM

AM, an Ordinate to the Axis thro ' the Focus, is

as above, equal to the principal Parameter, and

is a third Proportional after the greater and leffer

Axis. Forthe Axes are the principal Pair of con-

jugate Diameters. Reason of

nams

e

(7.) The Square of every Semi-ordinate, (as

MI in the firft Figure is less than,the Rectangle

made of any Abfcifs whatever, as IK drawn in-

to the Latus rectum of its own Diameter, or thanTMA.

IKX Y. And in the other Figure , " Puq is

lefs than the Rectangle made of the Abfcifs
Z

M , and the Latus rectum of MG. From which

Defect, or exerts this Section hath its Name.

(8.) If from any Point,as B in the first Figure,

you draw the right Lines BH and BI to the

Foci, the Sum of them will be equal to the great-

er Axis, as was fhew'd above. And if the Angle

IBH comprehended by thofe Lines be bifected

by the right Line ba ; the Line a is perpendi-

cular tothe Tangent V B in the Point B, that is,

to the Curve in the Point of Contact.

(9.) The Curvature, with respect to the Cen-

ter of the Ellipfis, is at divers Diftances from that

Center in the Quadruplicate Proportion of thoſe

Distances directly : As, if CK be double of CF,

the Curvature in the greater diftance K, fhall bẹ

to the Curvature in the leffer diftance F, as 16 is

to and if CK be Treble, CF, the Curva-

tute in K, will be to that in F as 81 to 1. And

fo of the reft. Ja

Inigol
(10.) The
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10. The Curvature of the Elliptic Arches,with

refpect to the Focus is in divers Diſtances

from that Focus, in the fimple Proportion of the

Diſtance directly. Thus, if HD be half of HK,

the Curvature at D,if you refpect the Focus ; XH

will be half of that at K, refpecting the fame

Focus, and fo of the reft. And the Thing is the

fame in a Parabola and Hyperbola.

(11.) The Diftance of a Body turn'd round

in an Ellipfis, about the Focus H, fromthe fame

Focus, is the greateſt of all in the PointK, leaſt

of all in the Point D, and mean in the Points E

and F ; and that mean diftance HF is equal to

the greater Half-Axis DC or CK ; as is mani-

feft from the Production of the Ellipfis.

(12.) The vaniſhing Subtenfe of the Angle of

Contact, parallel to the Diſtance from the Focus,

at an equal perpendicular Interval from that di-

ftance, always remains given and unvaried in the

fame Ellipfis, yea and in the fame Parabola and

Hyperbola too. Thus if d Z be always given,

gd alfo will always remain given in a diſtance

infinitely ſmall.

*

(13.) The Area of the Ellipfis is to the Area

of the Circle circumfcrib'd, as the leffer Axis is

to the greater ; and fo are all correfpondent Parts

whatever amongst themfelves, as MIK, mIK;

and the Ordinates to the greater Axis, as MI are

divided by the Elliptic Periphery always in the

fame Proportion ; fo that MI is to m I always

in the fame Proportion ; to wit that of the leffer

Axis to the greater. And we are to reafon in the

fame manner concerning a Circle infcrib'd in the

Ellipfis.

(14.) All Parallelograms defcrib'd about the

conjugate Diameters of the Ellipfis, and compre-

hendingthe Ellipfis, are equal. Thus the Paralle-

logram

/
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logram aby is equal to that other end ; and thus

it is every where.

(15.) If a right Line always paffing through

one of the Foci be fo mov'd, that the Elliptic

Area defcrib'd by the fame is proportional to the

time ; the Angular Motion of a right Light

drawn from the other Focus to the former Line,

will be almoft equable. Thus in the former Fi-

gure, if the Angular Motion of the Line HB

be fo attempered, that the fame being according

to the reciprocal Proportion of the Diſtance ac-

celerated or retarded,doth deſcribe the Area DHB

proportional to the time, the Angular Motion

KIB, about the other Focus I will be almoſt

proportional to the time, and confequently with-

out any notable Acceleration or Retardation, and

nearly equable ; that is to fay, where the Ellipfes

doth not differ much from a Circle.

Feb. 7. 170 .

Τ

LECT. II.

O pafs now from the Ellipfis to the

Parabola, let DI be an Infinite right

Line, and IL another perpendicular

to it. Then there being taken in the

Line DI any Point F, let the Line

FI be bisected in the Point T. And let there be

taken Two Threads joined together in the Point

T, one TI, the other TF. And let a Pin fixed

to the Threads in the Point T be moved to the

Right and Left, in fuch a manner, that when the

Pin is in any other Poſition as in P, the Thread

ΤΙ
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TI which here becomes PL be always perpen-

dicular to IL, or, which is the fame Thing paral-

lel to DI, but equal to the Thread TF, which

in this Cafe becomes PF, ever paffing thro' the

Point F. And the Curve thus generated by the

Pin, infinitely produced both ways, is called a

Parabola. In which gPi Ts Ro is the Peri-

phery ; ID the Axis or principal Diameter ;

F the Focus. The Point T the principal Vertex ;

an Ordinate to the Axis through the Focus is

equal to the principal Latus Rectum . All right

Lines n i, or R Z Parallel to the Axis,are Diame-

ters, as dividing the Lines i h and K T which are

Parallel to the Tangents at their Verttices into

Two equal Parts ; and they are called Diameters.

belonging tothe Vertices in which they termi-

nate, as T,i.

Now the principal Properties of a Parabola

are theſe.

(1 ) Every Diameter or right Line parallel to

the Axis, bifects all the Lines within the Figure

which are parallel to the Tangent of the vertical

Point. Which bifected Lines are as hath been

faid called Ordinates.

+

(2.) The Ordinates of the Axis are perpendi-

cular thereto : But the Ordinates of the rest of

theDiameters are oblique to their Diameters ; and

fo much the more oblique, by how muchthe

Vertex of the Diameter is further remov'd from

the principal Vertex of the Parabola.

(3.) The Latus rectum, or Parameter to every

Diameter, is a third Geometrical Proportional

after any abfciffe and its femi-ordinate ; that is

the Latus rectum of the Diameter (i n), (or that of

the Vertex (i ) is y; if it be thus ; as the Abfcifs

(ig) is to the Semi- ordinate (q k) fo is that Semi-

ordinate (qk) to y,

(4.) The
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(4 ) The principal Latus rectum, or that belong-

ing to the Axis, is equal to the Ordinate (hi) paf-

fing through the Focus ; and fourfold of F T, the

leaft diftance of the Focus from the principal

Vertex.

(5.) The Latus rectum belonging to any Vertex

or Diameter, is alfo fourfold of the diftance of

thatVertex from the Focus. Thus the Latus re

&tum of the Vertex s is fourfold Fs, and fo it is

every where.
'

(6.) The diftance of any Vertex or Point in

the Parabola whatfoever from the Focus, is equal

to the leaft diftance of the fame from the Line

LL, which is perpendicular to the Axis, and is

diftant from the principal Vertex by a Quarter of

the principal Latus rectum. For by the Conftru-

&tion, the Line F P is equal to PL.

(7) The Square of every Semi- ordinate, as

(q k) is equal to a Rectangle made of the Latus

rectum , of the fame Vertex as Y, and (iq) the

"Abfciffe of the Diameter of the Vertex. And

from the Equality of the agacon, or Compariſon

in the Figure, betwixt the Rectangle and the

Square of the Semi-ordinate, without any Excefs

or Defect, the Name of the Section is derived .

(8.) When therefore, the Latus rectum in any

Diameter is given,the Abfciffes are as the Squares ,

or in the duplicate Proportion of the Semi- ordi

nate. Thus TF is to TG as iFq is to g
G4;

and fo likewife is iq to ir, as the Square of qT

is to the Square of r1 ; and thus every where.

From whence alfo, when the Abfcifs of the Axis

is equal to the principal Latus rectum, or fourfold

of the diftance from the Vertex, it will be equal

to its femi- ordinate,

(9.) The

1
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(9.) The Angle comprehended byanyTangent

whatever, and a Line from the Focus, is equal to

an Angle comprehended by the fame Tangent,

and any Diameter or the Axis. Thus the Angles

IiF and pin are equal. From whence indeed,

(which thing is to be noted by the way) all the

Rays of Light which fall upon the Concave part

of the Surface produced by the Convolution

of the Parabola about the Axis, which fall, I fay,

upon the fame Parallel to the Axis, will be re-

flected from a Concave Paraboloid Figure to

the Focus F, and will beget there a moft vehement

burning ; from which Property indeed the Point

F hath the Name of Focus ; and hath communi-

cated the fame Name to the like Points in an

Hyperbola and Ellipfis.

(10.) A Parabola, like as an Hyperbola, doth

not encloſe a Space, but is ftretched forth in infi-

nitum.

(11.) A Parabolic Curve always tends more

and more in infinitum to a Parallelifm with its Di-

ameters, but can never reach thereto.

(12.) If two Parabola's be defcribed with the

fame Axis and Vertex, the Ordinates to the com-

mon Axis will be cut off by the Parabola in a

given Proportion ; and the Area's comprehended

by the fame Axis and Ordinate, and the refpe-

ative Curves will be in the fame given Proportion

to one another.

(13.) Every Parabolic Space , comprehend-

ed betwixt the Curve and the Ordinate, is to the

Parallellogram made of the fame Bafe and Alti-

tude in a Subfefquialteral Proprortion, that is, as

2 is to 3, and to the external Space in a double

Proportion , or as 2 is to 1. So qiT is to qil

as 2 is to 3 , and to iIT as 2 is to 1. From

whence it becomes eaſy to fquare the Parabola.

(14.) The
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614) The diftance betwixt the Vertex of the

Axis, and the Point where any Tangent what-

ever interfects it, as I, is equal to the Abfcifs of

the Axis which belongs to the Ordinate apply'd

from the Point of Contact. So TI is equal to

TF; and thus it is every where.

(15.) All Parabola's are like, or of the fame

Species ; as are alfo all Circles.

(16.) If a Diameter be continued through the

Point of meeting of Two Tangents , this Di-

ameter will bifect the Line that joins the Con-

tacts. Which Property of the Parabola is like-

wife to be applyed to the Ellipfis and Hyper-

bola.

And thus much for the Parabola.We now come

to the Hyperbola (Fig. 4. Plate 1.) Take a Staff

or Rule of a fufficient Length as IB, let I and

Hobe two Central Points anſwering to the Fo-

ei of an Ellipfis, in which let Nails be faftned ;

then there being tied to one end of the Stick a

Rope or Thread, twofold fhorter than the Stick,

let the other end thereof be bor'd through, and

fo fixed upon the Nail I ; but as for the other end

of the Rope let it be fixed by a Knot upon the

other Nail H ; which done, laying your Finger

upon the Point B, where the Rope and Staff are

tyed together, let your Finger defcend fo long

that you have thereby now applyed and joyn'd

the whole Rope to the Staff or Rule, the Staff

having been in the mean while, as it needs muſt,

wheel'd about the Gentre I. And thus you have

defcrib'd by the Point B, the Vertex of the An-

gle H BI, a Curve Line, XBD which is part

of an Hyperbola ; the whole confifting of that

Curve wich will refult from the Curve X BD,

which hath added to it the Curve Y D, the Pro-

duct of the Rule and Work as turn'd to the other

-

Side.
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Side. Furthermore, if you transfer the Hole or

Knot of your Rope to the Nail I, and faften the

end of the Staff upon the Nail H, you will de-

fcribe another Hyperbola vertically oppofite to

the former, which is altogether like and equal

thereto. But then , if without changing any

thing in the Rule and Nails, you fhall only apply

a longer Rope, you will defcribe an Hyperbola of

a different Species fromthe former ; and if you

fhall ftill lengthen the Rope fomewhat, you will

have another Sort of Hyperbola ; until at length

making the Rope double in length of the Rule,

vou will have the Hyperbola chang'd into a right

Line. But if you alter the Diftance of the Nails

in the veryfame Proportion , in which youchange

the difference betwixt the Length of the Rope

and that of the Stick ; in this Cafe you will

have Hyperbole mark'd out , which are altoge

ther of the fame Species, but have their fimilar

Parts differing in Magnitude. And lastly, if the

Length of the Rope and Rule be equally increas'di

their Difference in the mean while, and the In-

terval of the Nails remaining the fame ; not a

different Hyperbola either as to Species or Mag-

nitude will be defcrib'd, nor any other than a

greater Part of the fame Hyperbola. And this

for the Mechanical Conftruction of an Hyperbo-

la in a Plane.

But it is to be acknowledg'd, that many Pro-

perties of an Hyperbola are better known from

another manner of generating the Figure ; which

Way is this : ( See Fig. 5. Plate 1. ) Let LL and

MM be infinite Right Lines interfecting each

other in any Angle whatever in the Point C :

From any Point whatever , as D or e , let Dc,

Dd, be drawn parallel to the firft Lines, or ( ec,

ed ; ) which with the Lines firft drawn make the

Parel-
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Parallelograms as Dc Cd, or ecCd Now

conceive two Sides of the Parallelogram as

Dc, Dd, or ec, ed, to be fo mov'd this way

and that way, that they always keep the fame

Parallelifm, and that at the fame time the Area's

always remain equal : That is to fay, that Dc and

ec remain always Parallel to MM, and Dd

or e d always Parallel to L1 ; and that the Area

of every Parallelogram be equal to every other,

one Side being increas'd in the fame Proportion

wherein the other is diminiſh'd. By this means

the Point Dor e will defcribe a Curve-Line with-

in the Angle comprehended by the first Lines ;

which is altogether the fame as was defcrib'd

above, both by the Section of a Cone, and Car-

tes's Delineation. And in like manner, in the

Angle vertically oppofite will be defcrib'd a like

and equal Hyperbola, if fo be the Parallelogrami

CcKd, equal to the former, be fuppos'd to be

mov'd inthe fame manner as before : Which Hy-

perbola's are, as was faid before, called oppofite

Sections, or oppofite Hyperbola. Now in ei-

ther of the two Figures, DK is the Tranfvers

Axis, or Tranfvers Diameter of the Hyperbola,

or the Oppofite Sections : The Point C is the Cen-

ter : The Points H and I the Foci. And in the

2d Figure, all the Lines paffing through the

Center C, as ih are Diameters. But if Hy-

perbole be defcrib'd in the following Angles, as

LCM, MCL, thofe Sections will be called the

Following Sections ; and if the Distance of the

primary Vertex of thofe Hyperbole from the

common Center C, as C , or Cy, be equal to

the Semi-tangent Kv, or K , at the primary

Vertex of thefe, thofe Sections fhall be called

Conjugate Sections : And all the Figures together

will be to be named the Hyperbolic Syftem .

ន Fur-
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Furthermore, (i h) the Ordinate to the Axis

through the Focus, is equal to the principal Latus

rectum, orthe Parameter of the Axis ; and an in-

determinate Diameter, whether of the following

Sections, or of the former, which is parallel to

the Ordinates of any determinate Diameter, is

called the Conjugate Diameter of the fame : and

hath its Ordinates parallel to the former Diame-

ter.

And now we come to the principal Properties

of the Hyperbola, and the oppofite Sections,

which are as follows :

(1.) Any Diameter or right Line paffing thro'

the Center, bifects all its Ordinates ; that is, all

the Right Lines which are terminated on both

Sides by the Hyperbolic Periphery, and thofe pa-

rallelLines that are bifected byanyDiameter what-

ever, are called the Ordinates of that Diameter.

(2.) The Ordinates of the Axis are perpendi-

cular to the fame: But the Ordinates of the reft

of the Diameters are oblique to their Diameters ;

and ſo much the more in divers Species, at equal

Diſtances from the Axis, by how much the

Difference of the Angles including the Hy-

perbola is the greater ; and in the fame Hyper-

'bola, fo much the more oblique, by how much

the Diameters are remov'd from the Axis.
44

(3.) If any Lines, as Hh and Qs, be Semi-

ordinates to any Diameter whatever, as KD ;

the Square of the Semi-ordinate Hh is to the

Square ofthe Semi-ordinate QS, as the Rectangle

KHDH is to the Rectangle KQ, DQ : And

fo the Square (b n) is to the Square (a K, ) as the

Rectangle (i b h b) is to the Rectangle ( ia ha ) ;

and thus every where.

(4 ) The Latus rectum, or Parameter of every

Diameter, is a third Geometrical Proportional

after
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after the Diameter, and the Conjugate thereof,

(or its Tangent, which is equal to it :) That is,

the Latus rectum of any Diameter , as DK is

Y, if it be thus ; as the Diameter DK is to its

Conjugate Bv, or its equall ( v) ; fo that Conju-

gate By, or that Tangent ( v) is to y. And as

the Ordinate to the Axis through the Focus is the

principal Latus restum, fo it is more than Qua-

druple of the leaft Diſtance of the Focus from

the Vertex.

(5.) The Square of any Semi-ordinate what-

ever, as (Qr,) is greater than a Rectangle made

of the Abfcifs DQ, drawn into the Latus rectum

of its own Diameter, as y : And in like manner,

the Square of the Semi-ordinate (bn) is greater

than the Rectangle of the Abfcifs (i b) into the

Latus rectum of the Diameter (hi.) From which

epCox , or Excefs, this Section hath its Name.

(6.) If from any Point of the Hyperbola , as

(B) in the former Figure, there be drawn Right

Lines to both the Foci, as BH, BI, the Diffe-

rence of theſe Lines will be equal to the Axis

DK; as will eatly appear from the Delineation

it felf.

(7.) If the Angle H B I, comprehended by

Lines drawn to the Foci, be bifected by the Right

Line E B, that Right Line will be a Tangent to

the Hyperbola in the Point B.

(8.) The Right Lines LL, and MM, which

encloſe the Hyperbole , are Afymptots of the

Hyperbole, i. e. they are fuch unto which on

both Sides the Curve approacheth nearer and

nearer, but is never able to touch or coincide

with the fame.

(9.) The Species of Hyperbole are various,

according to the different Magnitude ofthe Angle

LCM comprehended by the Afymptots : But

€ 2
that
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that Angle remaining the fame, the Species of

the Hyperbola remains unchang'd ; but according

to the different Magnitudes of the Parallelograms,

by which the Hyperbola are defcrib'd, Hyper-

bola of divers Magnitudes do arife : But if the

Angle contain❜d by the Afymptots be a right An-

gle , the Hyperbola is called Equilateral or

Rectangular, and the Latus rectum of all the Di-

ameters will (as it is in a Circle) be equal to their

Diameters. And laftly , if Hyperbole be de-

fcrib'd about the fame Axis, in divers Angles of

the Afymptots, the Right Lines perpendicular to

the Axis will be cut off in a given Proportion

by them all ; and the Spaces likewiſe enclos'd by

the Right Lines or Ordinates, the produced Axis,

and the Curves, will be in the fame given Pro-

portion.

(10.) If the Diſtances from the Center of the

Hyperbola be taken in a Geometrical Proportion

in one of the Afymptots, ſo that CI, CII, CIII,

CIV, CV, CVI, be continuedly proportional

geometrically ; and if from thoſe Points there be

drawn parallel to the other Afymptot, the Lines,

I 1 , II 2 , III , IV4, V 5 , VI6 ; the Spaces I 2,

II 3 , III4, IV 5, V6, will be equal amongst

themſelves. And confequently, if that Afymptot

CM be fuppos'd to be divided , according to the

Proportion of Numbers exceeding one another in

a natural Series, thofe Spaces will be proportional

to the Logarithms of all thofe Numbers.

Feb. 14. 170

LECT.
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LECT. III.

AVING now expounded feverally

the Curve Lines , called the Conic

Sections ; let us now compare them to

gether,and briefly confider,whatAffini-

ty there is betwixt them, what mutual

Refpect they bear to one another, and what Dif-

ference there is among them.

Let the Point A therefore ( fee Fig. 5. Plate 1.)

be the Center of the Circle FXBY , and the

common Focus of all the Sections : [And it is

indeed a certain Center, as it were, of all the

Sections : And the Ordinate to the Axis through

the Focus, or Latus rectum, doth in moſt of them

more agree with the Diameter of the Circle paf-

fing through the Center thereof, than the Axis it

felf of the Section doth : ] Then let the Point F

be the principal Vertex of all the Sections ; and

FX BY a Circle, the Center of which Figure,

as being only anExtream Ellipfis,falls in with the

Foci, (where XY will be, if I may fo fpeak,

the Latus rectum of the Circle paffing throughthe

common Focus or Center, and equal to the reft

of the Diameters.) Let FGHI be an Ellipfis

lefs Curve on the Vertex than the Circle is ; the

remoter Focus of which Ellipfis is the Point C ;

FH the principal Diameter or greater Axis ; GI

the leffer Axis ; ef the principal Latus rectum,

which is more than double to AF, the Diſtance

of the Vertex F from that Focus A, but less than

Quadruple thereof. But it is to be noted, that---

C 3
another
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another Ellipfis alfo may be drawn more Curve in

F than the Circle ; but then it is defcrib'd about

the Point A, as the remoter of the Foci. But

then after the greater Ellipfis, the Center thereof

departing further in infinitum, there arifeth the

Conic Section LdFcK, which we call a Para-

bola ; which indeed is half of an Ellipfis infinite-

ly long ; the Axis whereof is the Infinite FH,

and (cd ) the Latus rectum : Which fame is Qua-

druple of the Diſtance of the Vertex from the

Focus AF. As for the Curvature of the Parabo

la in the Vertex F, it is less than that of the El-

lipfis, as is eaſy to be feen. Then laftly, the

Hyperbola MiFIN follows, whofe Parameter,

or principal Latus rectum (il) is more than Qua-

druple to AF, the Diſtance from the Focus : and

the Curvature thereof in the Vertex F, is less than

that of the Parabola, and will infinitely be di-

minish'd, the Angle TEV, contain'd by the A-

fymptots, being increas'd in infinitum , until at

length the Afymptots falling into one Right Line,

the Hyperbola it felf with its Afymptots, end in

the Right Line OP perpendicular to the Axis.

From whence it is to be noted, ( 1. ) That the

Conic Sections are in themſelves a Syftem of

Regular Curves allied to each other ; and that

one is chang'd into another perpetually , when it

is either increas'd or diminish'd in infinitum. Thus

the Circle, the Curvature thereof being never fo

little increas'd or diminiſh'd, paffeth into an El-

lipfis , and the Ellipfis, its Center going away in-

finitely , and the Curvature being by that means

diminish'd, is turn'd into a Parabola : And when

the Curvature of the Parabola is never fo little

chang'd, there arifeth the firft of the Hyperbola ;

the Species whereof , which are innumerable,

will all of them arife orderly by a gradual Dimi-

nution
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nution of the Curvature, until the Curvature va-

niſhing away, the laft Hyperbola ends in a Right

Line perpendicular to the Axis. From whence

it is manifeft , that every Regular Curvature like

to that of a Circle , from the Circle it felf unto

a Right Line, is a Conical Curvature, and is di-

ftinguiſh'd with its peculiar Name , according to

the divers Degree of that Curvature. (2.) That

the Latus rectum of a Circle is double to the Di-

ſtance from the Vertex ; that all the Latera recta

of the Ellipses are in all Proportions to that Di-

ftance betwixt the Double and Quadruple, ac-

cording to their different Species : That the Latus

rectum of the Parabola , is juft Quadruple to that

Diſtance ; and laftly, that the Latera recta of

Hyperbole are in all Proportions beyond the

Quadruple, according to their various Kinds.

(3.) That all the Diameters in a Circle and El-

lipfis interfect one another in the Center of the

Figure within the Section : That in the Parabola

they are all parallel amongst themſelves , and to

the Axis ; but that in the Hyperbola they inter-

fect one another , but this without the Section,

in the common Center of the oppofite Sections.

(4.) That the Curvature, with respect to the Fo-

cus in all theſe Figures, is increas'd or diminiſh'd

proportionably to the Increafe or Diminution of

the Diſtance from the Focus. For although by

reafon of the Obliquity of the Tangents , the

Curvature for the moſt part feems greater in a lef-

fer Diſtance from the Focus, and lefs in a great-

er ; yet the true Curvature, which is to be defin'd

by the Subtenſe of the Angle of Contact, is

on the contrary greater in a greater Diftance, and

leffer in a lefs , and greater or lefs in proportion

to the Increaſe or Diminution of the Distance ;

as was above noted, and will be more fully open-

C 4 ed
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ed in the Sequel. And thus much for the Conic

Sections.

And forafmuch as we fhall make fome fort of

Ufe of the Line called the Cycloid, we fhall

briefly describe it.

Ifupon the Right Line A E (ſee Fig.1. Plate 2.)

the Wheel or Circle A B C D be roll'd along,

until the Point A, in which it at firft touched the

faid Line, doth again after an entire Revolution

meet and touch the fame in E; the generating

Circle ABCD will defcribe the Line AE equal

to its own Periphery, and the Point A by its

Compound Motion will defcribe the Curve Line

AFE, which is called a Trochoid or Cycloid :

The Length of which Line is Quadruple to the

Diameter of the generating Circle ; and the Cy

cloidal Space comprehended by this Curve, and

the Subtenfe A E, is triple the Area of the gene-

rating Circle. Moreover, any part whatever efti-

mated from the Vertex, as FI is every where

double the Chord of the Circle F b, and the

Tangent thereof GIH is perpetually parallel to

the fame Chord Fb. And thus much forthe Cy-

cloid.

Now after this preparatory fhort Explication of

the Conic Sections , we come to our pro-

per Work: Intending to proceed next to the true

Laws of Motion, both thofe commonly known,

and thoſe which were lately found out and efta-

blifh'd by the Famous Sir Ifaac Newton.

In the fetting forth of whofe Noble Inventions,

we ſhall generally make ufe of the very Words

of that great Man ; but yet fo, that every where

we shall endeavour to explicate, demonftrate,

and to make clear and plain to all, what either

Words or Things feem more obfcure and difficult.

رپمان

DE-
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DEFINITIONS.

(1.)BODY or Matter is an extended Sub-
ftance , Solid, or Impenetrable , of it

felf merely Paffive, and indifferent to Motion or

Reft ; but capable of any fort of Motion what-

ever, and of all Figures and Forms. I call it a

Subſtance extended , becauſe that it poffeffeth

fome part of extended Space ; but Solid and Im-

penetrable : not becauſe it cannot be penetrated

by Space, or perchance by other incorporeal Sub-

ftances, but becauſe it is impenetrable by all other

Matter ; and upon that account it doth eminent-

ly claim the Name of Solid. I put in the Defini-

tion [its being indifferent to Motion and Reft]

not that I reckon Motion, as well as Reft,a Thing

plainly Negative or Privative, but becauſe the

Conception of a Body, as in Motion, is as eaſy.

and familiar as of a Body at Reft. I call it in it

felf Paffive, becauſe we perceive nothing of Acti-

on or Energy, or of a Power of moving it felf,

either in its Nature or Affections ; but on the

contrary from all the Phænomena of Motions we

every where meet with its meer Inactivity. But

I fay that it is capable of any fort ofMotion and

of all Figures and Forms ; fince the daily Ap-

pearances in the World, and infinite Experiments,

doe fhew this to be the Nature of it:

Space, Place, and Motion, as being things fo well

known to all, fcarce need to be defined. But how-

ever, for the taking away fome Prejudices out of

Mens Minds, it is very expedient, that with the

famous Newton we fhould diftinguifh thefe Quan-

tities into Abfolute and Relative, True and Ap-

parent, Mathematical and Vulgar, and fo in a

Time,

fort

f
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fort deſcribe them ; which for Order's fake fhall

be done in the following Definitions.

(2.) Time Abfolute, True, and Mathemati-

cal, is an eternal and equable Duration, com-

pounded of Parts, fucceeding each other in an

immutable Order. For in it felf, and its own

Nature it flows equably. Nor doth it depend on

the Motion of Things, much leſs on their Reſt,

nor indeed upon their Exiftence. For whether

any thing were mov'd or not ,
whether any

Thing did exift, or nothing at all were in Being,

it would be all one in this Cafe. Time flows

equably, whatſoever relation any other Things

have to one another.

(3.) Relative Time, or that which is Apparent

and Vulgar, is fome fenfible and external Mea-

fure of Duration (whether it be by Motion, or

fome other way ; whether it be Accurate, and

even or uneven ; ) which is vulgarly ufed inftead

of the true time, as an Hour, Day, Month, Year,

the Duration of the World, or any Syftem from

the beginning to the End, &c. In Aftronomy,

Abfolute Time is diftinguifh'd from Relative, by

the Equation of the Vulgar Time : For the Na-

tural Days are unequal, which are nevertheleſs

commonly taken for equal in the meaſuring of

time. This Inequality Aftronomers correct , that

they may meaſure the Heavenly Motions by a

truer Time. It is poffible, that there maybe no

even Motion at all by which Time may be accu-

rately meaſured. All Motions may be accelerated

and retarded, but the flowing of abfolute Time

cannot be chang'd. The Duration or Perfeve-

rance of the Exiftence of Things is the fame,

whether their Motions be fwift, flow, or none at

all. Confequently this Duration is juftly diftin-

guifh'd from its fenfible Meaſures, and collected

from
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from them by Aftronomic Equation. For this is

that which Aftronomers have labour'd after ;

namely, that from the unequal Motions of the

Heavenly Bodies, they might find an equable

Motion about fome Center ; from whence they

may more easily and accurately meaſure Dura-

tion, that flows equably.

(4 ) True, Abfolute, Mathematical Space, is an

Extenfion Penetrable, Indiſcerpible, Immoveable,

Infinite, Eternal, and every where like to it felf.

Whether or no fuch an Extenfion doth really ex-

ift diftinct from Matter, is another Queſtion. But

that this is the common Notion of Space with

all, muſt be allowed by every reaſonable Man;

and therefore, is to be taken as a Definition ; for

fo Geometricians do at firft define a Circle, a

Square, a Triangle, c. not troubling them-

felves with the Queftion, whether fuch Figures

do really exist or no. We ought therefore to lay

down a Deſcription ofSpace fhould be laid down

aforehand , leaft afterwards there fhould arife

Strife about Words ; as we may afterwards enquire

whether it bethe Idea ofa Thing really exiftent.

(5.) Relative Space (which alfo as I fuppofe

is commonly called Place) is the Meaſure of Ab

folute Space, or any moveable Dimenſion, which

is defin'd and determin'd by our Senfes,from its Po-

fition with reſpect to certain Bodies, and is com-

monly us'd by the Vulgar for immoveable Space.

As the Dimenfion of an Aereal, Celeftial, or

Subterraneous Space, is defined by its Pofition in

reſpect of the Earth. So Space, Abfolute and

Relative, are the fame in Species and Magnitude,

but do not always remain the fame in Number :

That is, if we confider the Space or Cavity con-

tain'd in any Veffel, whitherfoever the Veffel is

mov'd,
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mov'd, the Space or Cavity included within the

Sides thereof will always be of the fame Nature,

by reaſon that the nature of Space is every where

fimilar to it felf ; and will remain likewife of the

fame Magnitude, becaufe of the given Magni-

tude of the containing Veffel. But it doth not re-

main the fame Space numerically, for that is

changed perpetually by the Motion of the Veffel.

In like manner, if the Earth be mov'd with an

annual Motion about the Sun, the Space of our

Air which relatively, and in refpect of the Earth

remains ftill the fame, that is of the fame Nature

and Quantity, will fometimes be one part of Ab-

folute Space, fometimes another, and ſo will ab-

folutelyand really be changed perpetually. For,

indeed, as the Order of the Parts of Time is un-

changeable, fo likewife is the Order of the Parts

of Space; although the Things which are in them

are continually mov'd and chang'd. For Times

and Spaces are, as it were, the Places of them-

felves, and of all other Things ; which are pla-

ced in Time as to order of Succeffion , and in

Space as to order of Situation. They are Places

by their Effence, and it is abfurd to ſay that the

primary Places can be mov'd. Thefe therefore

are the Abfolute Places ; and the Tranſlations

which are from thefe Places, are the only Abfo-

lute Motions. But then, becauſe the Parts of

Space cannot be ſeen in themſelves, or diftin-

guifh'd from each other by our Senfes, inftead of

them therefore we ufe fenfible Meaſures ; defining

all Places from the Pofitions of Things, with re-

fpect to fome Body which we look upon as un-

mov'd, and their Diſtances from the fame ; and

eftimating all Motions with respect to the faid

Places,and fo far as we conceive Bodies to be tranf-

ferr'd from them.And thus inſtead ofabfolutePlaces

and
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and Motions, we make uſe of Relative ; and this

indeed not unfitly in common Affairs : But in

Philofophical Matters we ought to abftract from

the Senfes for it is poffible,that no Body is really.

quiefcent, to which Places and Motions may not

in this manner be referr'd to.

(6.) An abfolute Place is that part of the abſo-

lute Space which the Body poffeffeth.

(7.) A Relative Place is that part of Relative

Space which a Body poffeffeth. I fay that Place

is a part of Space, not the Situation of a Body,

or the ambient Surface. as fome have defin'd it.

For the Place of equal Solids are equal ; and the

fame quantity of Matter always poffeffeth the

fame Quantity of Space, of whatfoever Figure

or Denſity it is . As for Example,As for Example, The Places of

a Sphere, and of a Cube of the fame abfolute

Magnitude will be equal, or they will fill and be

adequate to equal Places ; although the ambient

Surfaces, by reafon of the diffimilitude of the Fi-

gures will be unequal ; and fo in all other Figures.

Further, the Motion of the whole is the fame

with the Sum of the Motions of all the Parts,

that is, the Tranflation of the whole from its

Place is the fame with the Sum or Aggregate of

the Tranſlations of all the Parts from their Places ;

and confequently, the Place of the whole is the

fame with the Sum ofthe Places ofthe Parts, and

therefore is Internal, and inthe whole Body. But

Situations properly ſpeaking have no Quantity,

and cannot be faid to be greater or leffer, neither

are fo much Places as Affections of Places.

(8.) Abfolute Motion is a Tranflation of any

Body or Subftance from one abfolute Place, or

immoveable Space, into another abfolute Place or

immoveable Space.

(9.) Re-
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(9.) Relative Motion is a Tranflation of a Bo-

dy from a Relative Place or fome moveable Space,

into fome other Relative Place, or moveable

Space ; or a transferring of a Body from the

Neighbourhood of fome ambient Bodies into the

Neighbourhood of others ; or laftly, a Tranfla-

tion of a Body from its Situation amongſt ſome

certain Bodies into another Situation.

Thus in a Ship which is under Sail, the Rela-

tive Place of a Body is that part of the Ship in

which it is ; or that part of the whole Cavity

which fuch a Body fills ; and which confequent-

ly is mov'd with the Ship : And the Relative Reſt

of that Body, is the abiding thereof in the fame

part of the Ship, or Cavity. But the true Reft

thereof is its continuance in the fame part of the

immoveable Space. From whence if the Earth

did truly reft , the Body which relatively refts

in the Ship, would be mov'd truly and abfo-

lutely with the fame Velocity wherewith the Ship

is mov'd on the Earth.

But if the Earth be alfo mov'd ; the true and

abfolute Motion of the Body will arife, partly

from the Motion of the Earth in the unmov'd

Space ; partly from the Relative Motions, both

of the the Earth and of the Body in the Ship ;

and from theſe Relative Motions will arife a Re-

lative Motion of the Body on the Earth.So ifthat

Part ofthe Earth in which the Ship is, be really

mov'd towards the Eaft with a Velocity of 10010

Parts, and the Ship be carried towards the West by

the Wind with a Velocity of Ten Parts ; and the

Mariner walk in the Ship towards the East with

one Part of Velocity : The Mariner will be

mov'd truly and abfolutely in the unmov'd Space

towards the Eaft with 10001 Parts of Velocity,

and Relatively on the Earth towards the Weft with

Nine Parts of Velocity.

Feb. 28. 1704. LEC
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W

LECT. IV.

E have already laid down fome Defi-

nitions by way of Preparation to the

Newtonian Philofophy. We will now

fuper-add a General Scholium apper-

taining to the two laft Definitions.

A General Scholium.] Reft and Motion Abfo-

lute and Relative, are diftinguiſh'd one from ano-

therby their Properties, Caufes, and Effects.

It is plain by what hath been faid , that altho'

any two Bodies, each of which doth truly reft,

do alfo reft betwixt themſelves ; yet it doth in no

wife follow from their refting betwixt themſelves,

that they do truly reft : For there may be fome

truly Quiefcent Body in or far beyond the Regi-

on ofthe Fixed Stars, with reſpect to which both

the faid Bodies do change their Poſition.

But from the Situation of Bodies in our Regi-

ons, in refpect of one another, we cannot difco-

ver whether any of them keep a given Pofition in

reſpect of that remote one ; and fo true Reft can-

not be defined by their Situation between them-

felves. The Property of Abfolute Motion is,

that thofe Parts which keep given Poſitions to the

Wholes, participate of the Motions of thoſe

Wholes : For all the Parts of Revolving Bodies

endeavour to recede from the Axis of Motion.

And the Impetus of moving Bodies ariſes from

the conjoint Impetus of each of their Parts :

Therefore in Ambient Bodies, thofe move which

are relatively at reft. And therefore true and ab-

folute
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folute Motion cannot be defined by a Tranflatiori

from a Vicinity of Ambient Bodies, confider'd as

at Reft. Thoſe Ambient Bodies ought not only

to be look'd upon as Quiefcent, but alfo to be

truly fo: But all included Bodies, befides their

Tranſlation from the Neighbourhood of Ambient

Bodies, alfo participate of the true Motion of

thofe Bodies ; and that Tranſlation being taken

away, they are not truly, but only feem to be at

Reft. For Ambient Bodies are to the included

ones, as the outward Part of the Whole is to the

inward one, or as the Shell to the Kernel. But if

the Shell be mov'd, the Kernel or part of the

Whole is alfo mov'd together, without a Tranfla-

tion from the Shell .

In like manner, if a Relative Place be moved,

a Body therein plac'd is alfo mov'd ; and a Body

which is moved from a moved Place partakes of

the Motion of its Place.So the Motion of any one

walking backwards and forwards in a Ship whilft

it is under Sail, is greater or leffer in refpect of

the Earth, or Shore, according as it tends towards

the fame or contrary Part with the Ship. But if

he ſtand ſtill in any certain Part of the Ship, he

partakes of its Motion, and moves with the fame

Celerity : And if it tends towards the fame part

of the Ship, in refpect of the Earth it will be

moved fwifter than the Ship, if to the contrary

flower : And fo we ought to reafon concerning

the Motion of the Earth if it doth move. There-

fore, all the Motions which are made from moved

Places, are only Parts of Whole and Abfolute

Motions ; and every entire Motion is compound-

ed of the Motion of the Body from its firft Place,

and of the Motion of this Place from its Place

and fo on till we come to an unmoved Place ; as

appears in the above-mentioned Example.Whence

Motions
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Motions entire and abfolute can be defined by un-

moved Places only : And therefore abfolute Mo-

tions are referred to unmoved Places, and relative

Motions to moveable Places. But Places are not

unmoved, unleſs they all keep the fame Pofitions.

to one another from Infinity to Infinity ; and

therefore unmoved Places always abide and con-

ftitute the Space which we call immoveable.

•

The Cauſes by which true and relative Motions

are diftinguiſhed from one another, are the For-

ces impreffed on Bodies to generate Motion.

True Motion is neither generated nor changed ,

unleſs by a Force impreffed on the Body it felf.

For fince any Part of Matter whatſoever is in-

active and merely paffive , it cannot be moved

without fome Force impreffed from fome other

Place, nor thruft from its State without fome

Force which may change its State. But relative

Motions (fuch only as Cartes owns) may be gene-

rated and changed without Forces impreffed on

the Bodies themſelves. For it is fufficient , if

Forces be impreffed on other Bodies , to which

the Relation is made to alter that Relation in

which the relative Reft or Motion of theſe con-

fift, if thoſe other Bodies give way. So indeed,

according to Cartes, it is fufficient that the Earth

only be revolved, in order to the relative Motion

of the Fixed Stars ; and that the Earth will be at

Reft, while it is carried round the Sun in the Solar

Vortex, ifit is in the fame Ambient Parts of fubtil

Matter, altho together with thofe Parts it annual-

ly performs a whole Revolution in the Ecliptick,

and is abfolutely moved about the Sun. Again,

true Motion is always changed by Forces impref-

fed on the moved Body. But relative Motion is

not neceffarily changed by thefe Forces : For if

the fame Forces are fo impreffed on other Bodies

D alfo
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alfo to which there is a Relation, that the re-

lative Situation be preferved, that Relation will

alfo be preferv'd, in which the relative Motion

confifts. As if a Syftem of Bodies be moved

amongthemſelves after what manner foever, and

an equal Force act upon equal Parts ofthe Syftem,

according to parallel Lines, altho' that Force re-

ally changes the true Motion of every Part, ne-

vertheless it will not change the relative one :

For the Pofitions and relative Motions of the

Parts acting equally and by parallel Lines, will

remain among themfelves as they were before.

Therefore every relative Motion may be changed,

tho' the true be preferved, (viz . by the Mutation

of the Motions of other Bodies, ) and preferved

where the true is changed ; as appears from the

laft Example: And therefore true Motion doth

not confift in Relations of any Kind.

The principal Effect whereby Abfolute and

Relative Motions are diftinguifh'd one from the

other, is a Force whereby a Body departs, or en-

deavours to depart from the Axis of the Circular

Motion. For in a Circular Motion barely rela-

tive, this Force is none at all ; but in a true and

abfolute one, it is greater or lefs according to the

Quantity of the Motion. If a Bucket, which

hangs upon a long Rope, be turn'd round per-

petually, fo that the Bottom of it always re-

mains parallel to the Horizon , and the Axis

of the Motion perpendicular thereto, until the

Rope by twisting is become very ftiff: Then

fill it with Water, and let both Bucket and Wa-

ter be at reft ; then by a fudden Force will the

Bucket turn about with a Motion contrary to

the former ; and by the Strings untwisting it felf,

it will continue in this Motion. The Surface

of the Water will at first be plain, and parallel to

the
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the Horizon, as before the Motion of the Veffel :

But after the Veffel by a Force imprefs'd on

the Water by little and little, hath at length caus'd

that the Water fhould begin to be turn'd about

fenfibly in the Form of a Whirl-pool, as it were;

it will depart by degrees from the Middle , and

will aſcend to the Sides of the Veffel, putting on

a Concave Form ; and will afcend with a fwifter

Motion, more and more, until at length perform-

ing its Revolutions in equal Times with the Vef-

fel it felf, it comes to reft relatively in the fame.

Now this Aſcent fhews an Endeavour of depart-

ing from the Axis of the Motion. For although

the Receffion from the Axis of the Motion be in

it felf perpendicular to the Axis, yet feeing the

Veffel doth in that Place hinder the actual Recef-

fion , the Force will be imprefs'd upon the next

Particles , and become fenfible where it hath

room ; and becauſe the true Circular Motion will

be greater in Particles which are moſt remov'd

from the Center, forafmuch as it is communica-

ted to them from the Veffel firft, and chiefly by

reafon of the greater Circles and greater Celerity

which is towards the Circumference, the Parts

more remote from the Center will recede the

more from that Center: And thus that Aſcent of

the Water arifeth from its true Circular Motion,

and is meaſured by its Endeavour of receding

from the Center. And it is to be obferv'd , thac

the true Circular Motion is in this Place altoge

ther contrary to the relative Motion. For at first,

when the relative Motion of the Water, with re-

fpect to the Veffel, was the greateſt of all, for-

afmuch as the Veffel was whirl'd about, the Wa-

ter remaining almoft unmov'd ; and confequently

the Water it felf, which is contain'd, was moft

fwiftly mov'd to the contrary Part, in respect of

D 2
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the Veffel, without any true Motion in it felf ;

then, I fay, that relative Motion excited no En-

deavour of receding from the Axis ; the Water as

yet remain'd plain and Level : But after that the

Relative Circular Motion of the Water decreas'd,

and the True fenfibly begun, the Afcent to the

Sides of the Veffel fhew'd an Endeavour of re-

ceding from the Axis ; which Endeavour fhew'd

the true Circular Motion, more and more in-

creafing, until it became the greateft, which was

when the Water came to reft in the Veffel rela-

tively. It is plain therefore, that the faid Endea-

vour depends not upon a Tranflation of the Wa-

ter, in respect of the Ambient Veffel. (Where the

Veffel alone is moved, and from thence a relative

Motion only is given to the Water. ) And there-

fore true Circular Motion is not to be defined by

fuch Tranſlations. There is only one true Circu-

lar Motion of every revolving Body, to which

one fingle Endeavour anfwers, as its proper and

adequate Effect : But relative Motions, according

to divers Relations to divers Bodies, and divers

Situations, according as this or that Body is re-

fpected, are innumerable, and tend towards all

Parts at once ; and as it is with Relations in ge-

neral, are deftitute of all true Effects, any farther

than they participate of true Motions. From

whence alfo in their Syftem, who would have the

Heavens below the Sphere of the Fixed Stars to

be turn'd round, and to carry the Planets along

with them ; the Planets which relatively reſt in

their Heavens, are notwithſtanding truly mov'd,

as well as the Heavens themſelves : For they

change their Pofitions according to their different

Periods of Revolutions, which is the Cafe of Bo-

dies really moved.Accordingly the Stars themſelves,

as Parts ofthe Revolving Spheres, partake of their

Motion,

1
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Motion , and endeavour to recede from the

Axis.

Therefore the Relative Quantities, which we

have now diſtinguiſh'd from the true , are not

thoſe very Quantities which they are reckon'd to .

be, asthe Space contain'd betwixt the Walls of a

Chamber, the Diurnal Motion of the Stars, &c.

butthey are their fenfible Meaſures, (whether true

or falfe ) which are vulgarly made ufe of inftead

of the true meaſured Quantities themfelves.

Wherefore, if the Significations of Words are to

be defin'd from their Uſe, by the Names of Time,

Space, Place, and Motion , thefe Meaſures are

properly to be understood ; and the Expreffion

will be unufual and purely Mathematical, ifthe

abfolute Quantities themſelves be understood.

And therefore as they do Violence to the Holy

Scripture, who there interpret thefe Words, as in-

tending the abfolute Quantities ; fo alfo do thoſe

whofrom the Reft affign'd to the Earth, and Mo-

tion to the Sun, in the Words of the Scripture, are

wont to diſpute concerning the true Frame of the

World, contrary to evident Reafons of Aftrono-

my and Philofophy ; as they do likewife, if fuch

there be, who from the Words wherein it is pre-

dicted, That Time fhall be no more, do from thence

collect, that Eternal Duration, or Abfolute Time,

fhall be annihilated. Nor do thofe any whit lefs

defile Mathematicks and Philofophy, who con-

found the true Quantities with their Relations

and vulgar Meaſures.

1

Now to know the true Motions of Bodies, and

actually to diſtinguiſh them from the apparent, is

indeed difficult ; becauſe the Parts of the unmove-

able Space in which the Bodies are truly mov'd,

do not encounter the Senfes. Yet notwithſtand-

ing, the Cafe is not altogether defperate ; for we

Ꭰ ; have
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have certain Tokens and Arguments of the fame,

partly from the apparent Motions which are the

Differences of the true, partly from that Force

which is the Caufe and Effect of the true Mo-

tions. As if two Globes, tied together by a Cord

at an even Diſtance from each other, fhould be

rolled -round about a Center of Gravity common

to both, the Endeavour in the Globes of departing

from the Axis of the Motion , would fhew forth

it felf in the ftretching of the Cord ; and from

thence the Quantity ofthe Circular Motion might

be computed. Then, if any equal Force what-

ever ſhould be at the fame time impreffed upon the

Alternate, that is, the diametrically oppofite Fa-

ces ofthe Globes, to increaſe or diminish the Cir-

cular Motion ; that is, if one fhould be imprefs'd

on one Part, and the other on the contrary Part

at the fame time, the Increaſe or Decreaſe of the

Circular Motion would be ſeen from the increas'd

or diminiſh'd Tenfion of the Cord. And from

thence, at length, would be found, Which are the

Faces of the Globes on which the Force ought to

be imprefs'd, for the augmenting the Motion

most of all ; to wit, the hinder Faces, or thoſe

which in the Circular Motion do follow. But

the Faces which follow being known, and by con-

fequence the oppoſite ones, or thoſe which go be-

fore, the Determination of the Motion will be

known. After this manner , both the Quantity

and Determination of this Circular Motion might

be found in any immenfe Vacuum, where there

is nothing fenfible and external with which the

Globes might be compar'd. If now there ſhould

be placed in that Space fome far diftant Bodies ,

keeping a given Pofition one with refpect to

another, fuch as are the Fixed Stars in our Regi-

ans ; it could not be known from the relative

Tranfla-
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Tranſlation of the Globes amongft Bodies, whe-

ther the Motion were to be attributed to theſe or

thofe ; like as we upon the Earth cannot by any

apparent Motion of the Fixed Stars, determine

whether it be the Earth or they that is indeed

mov'd: But if the Cord be minded, and it be

found that the Tenfion thereof is the very fame

which the Motion of the Globes requir'd, we

might conclude that the Motion is in the Globes ;

and then at length from the Tranſlation of the

Globes amongst the other, collect the Determi-

nation of the Motion. For feeing that from the

Tenſion of the Cord, it would be manifeft, that

the Motion is truly in the Globes, and not in the

remote Bodies ; the Motion of the Globes, as

well in refpect of Velocity as Direction, will ea-

fily be determin'd by thofe Bodies, which are de-

fervedlynow to be look'd upon as unmov'd. And

in this way we collect the annual Motion of the

Earth, as being exactly proportional to the Cen-

tri- petal Force towards the Sun ; and likewife ea-

fily gather the Stability of the Fixed Stars from

the annual Motion of the Earth. Then the Mo-

tion of the Earth, and Stability of the Fixed Stars

being known, it is as eaſy to deduce from thence

the Velocityand Direction of the annual Motion.

But in what manner true Motions are to be col-

lected from their Cauſes , Effects , and different

Appearances ; and on the other hand, in what

manner, from Motions either true or apparent,

their Cauſes and Effects are to be gathered, will

be taught more largely in the Proceſs.

(10.) The Quantity of Matter is the Meaſure

of the fame, arifing from the Denfity and the

Magnitude thereof conjunctly.

D 4 Air,
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Air, which is as denfe again as fome other Air,

and poffeffes double the Space , is Fourfold of the

"other. And if a Cubic Veffel contain Air, which

by compreffion is reduced into a leffer Cube,

the Denſity in the leffer Cube will be to that in

the greater, as the greater Cube is to the lefs ;

or in the Triplicate Proportion of the Sides re-

ciprocally ; and the Diſtances of the Particles of

Air which are like, and in like manner pofited,

will be in the Proportion of the Cubic Sides.

The fame Thing is to be underſtood of Snow and

Powders condens'd by Compreffion or Liquefa-

tion ; and there is the like reafon of all Bodies

in whatſoever manner condens'd. We have no

regard in this Place to a Medium pervading the

Infterftices of the Parts, ifthere be any fuch. But

we ſhall call this Quantity of Matter, which is

to be reckon'd from the Denfity and Magnitude

conjointly , every where hereafter Body or Mafs.

And the fame is known by the Weight of every

Body ; for an equal Quantity of Matter, of what

fort foever it is, doth equally gravitate ; as is ma-

nifeft by Experiments of Pendulums which have

been most accurately made, as will be taught in

the Sequel. And from hence indeed, that we may

note this by the way, It is certain, that either

there is no Æthereal Medium pervading the Pores

of Bodies ; or if there be any, feeing it doth in

no wife gravitate nor hinder the Motion of Bo-

dies, it ought to be reckon'd Matter differing from

that of all other Bodies ; yea, in fpeaking pro-

perly, it deferves not the Name of Body or Mat-

ter at all. But we fhall have occafion to fay more

of this hereafter.

(11.) The Quantity of Motion is the Meaſure

of the fame, arifing from the Velocity, and from

the Quantity of the Matter conjunctly.

The
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The Motion of the Whole is the Sum of the

Motions of all the Parts ; and confequently in a

Body double of fome other, and mov'd with

equal Velocity , the Motion is Twofold of the

Motion which is in the other Body ; and in the

Double Velocity of the greater Body Fourfold.

The Quantity of Matter therefore is equal to the

Rectangle of the Denſity drawn into the Magni-

tude ; and the Quantity of the Motion equal to

the Rectangle of the Velocity drawn into the

Quantity of the Matter. From which Principle

the Forces of Machines are easily deduced.

For wherefoever in the Equilibrium of Machines

a Body is greater, there the Celerity of that Bo-

dy will be fo much the leffer ; and where the

Body is the lefs, the Celerity will be fo much the

greater ; fo that the Quantity of Motion refulting

from the Body, as drawn into its own Velocity,

is equal on both Sides ; as will be more largely fer

forth afterwards.

(12.) The innate Force of Matter is a Power

of refifting, whereby every Body, as much as it

can, perfeveres in its own State of Refting, or

Moving uniformly ftrait forwards in a right.

Line.

This Force is proportional to the Body, and

differs nothing from the Inactivity of the Body,

but in the manner of conceiving it, by which it

comes to paſs, that a Body is not without difficul-

ty put out of its State whether of Reft or Motion.

From whence, by a very fignificant Name it may

be called the Force of Inactivity. But a Body ex-

ercifeth this Force only when it is acted upon by

fome Force from without ; under which exercife

of its Innate Force it is confidered in a Double

Refpect ; to wit, as Refiftance and Impulfe. Refi-

ftance, as far as it ftruggles with the impreffed.

Force,
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Force, in order to preferve its own State ; Im-

pulfe, as the fame Body by not easily giving way

to the Force of the refifting Obftacle, endeavours

to change its State.Indeed, it ſeems most proper to

attribute Refiftance to quiefcent, and Impulſe to

moving Bodies ; and I fhould affign any Impetus

whatſoever, where one of the Bodies is at Reſt,

to the poſitive Force of the moved Body, rather

than to the Negative Force of the quiefcent

one.

(13.) The imprefs'd Force is an Action exer-

cis'd on a Body for the changing its State, whe-

ther of Reft or uniform direct Motion.

Thus this Force confifts in Action alone, and

remains not in the Body at all after the Action .

For the Body perfeveresin every new State by its

fole ForceofInactivity. Now Force imprefs'd is

from divers Caufes, as from a Blow, a Preffure, or

Tendency to a Center.

(14.) The Centripetal Force is that, whereby a

Body is drawn, impell'd, or in fome way or other

tends to a Center.

4

Of this Sort is Gravity, whereby a Body tends

to the Center of the Earth ; the Force Magnetic,

or that whereby Iron tends to the Center of the

Loadftone ; the Attraction or ftretching of the

Cord to retain the Stone that is whirl'd round in

a Sling. Hither alfo is to be referr'd that Force,

whatſoever it is , whereby the Planets are conti-

nually held back from rectilineal Motions, and

compell'd to revolve in Curvilinear Ones. The

Quantity of this Centripetal Force is of Three

Sorts, Abfolute, Accelerating, and Moving.

(15.) The Abfolute Quantity of Centripetal

Force is the Meaſure ofthe fame, greater or leffer,

according to the Efficacy of the Central Caufe,

which propagates it from the Center all round

about.
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about. Thus the Strength of Magnets is different,

and greater,Cæteris Paribus , inthe greater Magnet,

and leffer in the lefs. The Attraction or Tenfion

of the Cord greater in the Circumvolution of a

greater Stone than in that of a lefs ; and in the

Iwifter Circumrotation of the fame Stone than

in a Slower. And thus we may conceive, that

the Gravitation of Bodies to the Sun, which is a

Body fo much greater thanthe Earth, is greater

at an equal distance than the fame is towards the

Earth.

(16.) The Accelerating Quantity of this Cen-

tripetal Force is the Meaſure of it in divers Di-

ftances from the fame Center ; which is proporti

onal tothe Velocity which it produceth in a given

time.

As the Virtue of the one and the fame Mag-

net (in which confequently the Abfolute Quan

tity remains the fame) is greater in a lefs diftance

than in a greater ; the gravitating Force in the

Surface of the Earth is fomething greater about

the Poles than about the Equator ; it is greater alfo

near the Surface of the Earth than at a greater

Diſtance from the Center. But this Accelerating

Force, which is diftinctly to be noted, is at equal

Diſtances from the Center every where the fame,

and this in all Bodies whether they be Heavy or

Light, Great or Small, Solid or Fluid ; that is to

fay, if you do here abftract from the refiftance of

the Air. Which Thing is prov'd bythe equally

ſwift Deſcent of all falling Bodies in Tubes emp

tied of Air ; and from the Motion of all Pendu-

lums , what Matter or Magnitude foever, vibra-

ting togetherin like Circles or Cycloids.

(17.) The Moving Quantity of the Centripe-

tal Force, is the meaſure of the fame Proporti-

onal
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onal to the Motion which it generates in a gi-

ven time.

This Force is the propenfion of the whole

Body towards the Center, which is eftimated by

the Quantity of the Force contrary thereto,

which is requir'd to the hindring its Defcent,

which is called the Weight of a Body, and is

greater in a Body which is greater ; and greater

in the fame Body by how much it is nearer to the

Earth. The Abfolute Quantity therefore of this

Force we are treating of, is defin'd from Magni-

tude, or at leaſt from the Strength and Efficacy

of the Central Body. The Accelerating is that.

Force as perpetually decreafing in the Increaſe of

the Diſtance, and on the contrary. The Moving

Force is the Weight it felf ; which arifeth from

the Body or Mafs drawn into the Accelerating

Force. From whence the Abfolute Force being

given, the moving Force in a given Body will be

as the Accelerating ; and the Accelerating being

given it will be as the Body. Theſe three Forces

therefore are referr'd to three Things, to Bodies,

to the Places of Bodies, and to the Center of

Force. The Motive Force refpects the Body

and the Endeavour and Propenfion , there-

of to the Center, as compounded of the Endea-

vours and Propenfions of all the Parts. The Ac-

celerating refers to the Place of the Body in the

Medium as the Efficacy of the fame Abfolute

Force according to divers Diſtances from the Cen-

ter ; and the Abfolute Force refpects the Center or

Central Body it felf,as endowed with fomePower,

withoutwhich the moving Forces are not propaga-

ted round about whether that Power or Caufe be

theCentral Body(astheMagnet in theCenter ofthe

Magnetick Force,) or the Earth in the Center of

the gravitating Force, or be fome other Thing

which
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which doth not appear. At leaft, this is a Mathe-

matical Conception, and fufficient for our prefent

Purpofe;for wedo not yetconfider thePhyficalCau-

fes of thofeForces.TheAccelerating Force therefore

is to the Motive as Swiftnefs is to Motion ; for

from the fame, as multiplied into the Quantity of

the fame Matter, the Moving Force arifes, like as

the Quantity of Motion arifeth from the Celerity

multiplied into the Body. For the Sum of the

Actions of the Accelerating Force upon each

Particle of the Body, is the Moving Force ofthe

Whole ; from whence, where the Accelerating

Gravity is the fame , the Moving Gravity or

Weight is as the Body. And in the fame Body

where the Acceleration is diminish'd, as in the

upper Regions, the Weight is likewife diminiſhed.

Thus where the Accelerative Force is Twofold

lefs, the Weight of a Body Twofold or Threefold

lefs, will become Fourfold or Sixfold lefs. Fur-

thermore, we call Impulſes and Attractions Acce

ferative and Motive in the fame Senſe. And we

uſe the Words [Attraction, Impulfe, and Propen-

fion to a Center] indifferently and promiscuouſly;

We at preſent confidering theſe Forces not Phy-

fically but Mathematically, as was faid before, and

now fay again, to Caution our Reader from un-

derſtanding us, as Meaning and Defining Phyfi-

cal Caufes or Reaſons of Motions, or attributing

to Centres, which are Mathematical Points, true

and proper Phyſical Force ; when at any time we

fay that the Centers draw , or have Force in

them. And fo far we have given you the Defini-

tions requifite to be premis'd to Sir Ifaac Newton's

Philofophy.

Feb. 28. 1704.

LECT.
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E

LECT. V.

Axioms or Laws of Motions.

VERY Body perfeveres in its own

prefent State, whether it be that

of Reft, or uniform direct Moti-

on; unleſs it be compelled by fome

Force imprefs'd,to change that State.

Projectiles hold on their Motion, fo far as they

are not hinder'd by the Refiftance of the Air, or

their own Gravity. A Top, whofe Parts by cohe-

ring continually draw themſelves from the Recti-

lineal Motion, ceafeth not to be whirl'd about, fo

far as is not retarded by the Air, or the uneven-

nefs of the Surface, on which it turns. But the

greater Bodies of Planets and Comets maintain

their Motions, whether Progreffive or Circular,

much longer in Spaces lefs refifting. This Law of

Motion is indeed the fundamental Law of all,

and is moft evident from the merely Paffive Na-

ture of Matter ; which makes it naturally as im-

poffible for a Body of it felf to ftop its own Mo-

tion once begun, as it is for it to move it felf ori-

ginally.

(2.) All Motion is of it felf Rectilinear.

For Motion cannot be conceived, but it muft

be directed and determin'd towards fome Place or

other, and it will by the Law foregoing keep the

fame Direction which it firft had, until it be

hinder'd or put out of its way by fome Extrinfic

Cauſe.

And
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And confequently , whenever any Body is

mov'd in a Curve, that Curvature muft needs pro-

ceed from External Force ; and therefore muft

ceaſe when that Force ceaſeth. Which, when it

doth, then by this and the foregoing Law, the

Motion will be continued in a Right Line, which

is the Tangent of the Curve, at the very Point

of the faid ceafing Force, or in the laſt Rectili-

neal Direction. Thus it is in a Stone wheel'd

about in a Sling, which flipping out of the Sling

is not now carried forward in its former Circle or

any Circle at all, but in a Tangent of the former

Circle ; where indeed, by reafon of the Force of

Gravity, compounded with the projectile Force,

it defcribes a Parabolic Line : But of this after-

wards.

(3.) All Bodies carried about, endeavour to re

cede from the Center of their Motion ; and by

how much the Motion is the fwifter, this Endea-

vour is the greater.

For feeing Bodies do of themſelves tend unto a

Rectilineal Motion, or that which is according to

Tangents of Curves ; and feeing all the Parts of

the Tangents are further diftant from the Center

of Motion, than the Parts of the Curves, unto

which the Bodies are drawn by the Centripetal

Force : It is manifeft, that that Endeavour of go-

ing off according to Tangents, doth as much

draw back the Bodies from the Center, as the

Centripetal Force draws them to it, and is exactly

equal to the contrary Endeavour of the Centri-

petal Force.

(4.) The Mutation of Motion is proportional

to the moving Force imprefs'd ; and is according

to the right Line in which that Force is imprefs'd.

If any Force generates any Motion, a Double

Force will generate a Double one, a Treble a

Treble
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Treble one ; and this whether the Force be im-

prefs'd all at once, or fucceffively.

And then this Motion imprefs'd, (for as much

as it is always determin'd to the fame Part, with

the generating Force) if the Body on which the

Impreffion is, was before in Motion, either is ad-

ded to the Motion thereof, as confpiring together

with it; or fubducted therefrom, as being contrary

thereto ; and thus it either increaſeth or dimi-

nifheth the former Velocity. But if the Impulſe

be oblique, it is added obliquely, and compound-

ed with the former Motion, according to the Di-

rections ofboth. So that if it were at right Angles,

the Velocity as confidered in the firſt Line will

neither be increas'd nor diminiſh'd.

(5.) Re-action is always contrary and equal to

Action . That is, the Actions of Two Bodies act-

ing upon each other, whether they be Impulfes

or Attractions, are always directed each to the

contrary Part, and are alfo equal .

Whatſoever preffeth or draweth another thing,

is equally preffed or drawn thereby. If you prefs

a Stone with your Finger, your Finger is equally

prefs'd by the Stone. When a Horfe draws a Stone

tied to a Rope , the Horſe will equally be drawn

back to the Stone : For the Rope, which is di-

ftended on both Sides, will , with the fame En-

deavour of relaxing it felf, draw the Horfe to the

Stone, as it doth the Stone to the Horſe ; and will

fo much hinder the Progrefs of one, as it for-

wards the Progrefs of the other. If one Body

dafhing upon another , fhall by its Force in any

fort change the other's Motion, it will alfo reci

procally undergo the like Change in its Motion,

to the contrary Part , by the Force of the

other, and this by reafon of mutual Preffure.

But then by theſe Actions are made equal Changes,

not
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not of Velocities but Motions ; to wit, in Bodies

not otherwife impeded. For Mutations of Ve-

locities made to the contrary Parts, fince the Mo-

tions are equally changed, are reciprocally pro-

portional to the Bodies : We may fhew the Matter

briefly thus in Attractions. Let fome Obftacle be

fuppos'd to be interpos'd betwixt the Bodies A and

B, which attract each other, to keep them from

meeting together. If either of the Bodies, as A,

be more drawn towards B,than B is towards A;the

Obſtacle will be prefs'd more with the Action of

A upon it, than with that of B, and confequent-

lywill not remain in an Æquilibrium.The ftrong-

er Preffure therefore prevailing , will make that

the Syftem of the three Bodies will be mov'd di-'

rectly unto that Part which is from Ato B ; and

fo in a free Space will be mov'd in infinitum in

that Direction , with a Motion continually acce-

lerated: Which is abfurd and contrary to the first

Law of Motion. For by that, the Syftem ought

to perfevere in its State, whether of Refting or

moving right forwards ; and confequently the Bo-

dies will equally prefs the Obftacle, and fo will

equally be attracted to each other. And the Thing

is the fame if there be no Obftacle ; for the

ftronger Motion will in the Meeting overcome

the Weaker, and carry both Bodies to the fame

Part, and according to its own Direction. Where-

fore, either there is no Attraction in a Syftem of

Bodies where the firft Law hath Place,fuch asthe

Solar one is, as we fhall hereafter clearly demon-

ftrate it to be hereafter ; or the Attraction is mutu

al and equal. The Famous Sir Ifaac Newton hath

made an Experiment of the Matter in the Magnet

and Iron. If theſe be feparately put in two proper

Veffels, fwimming clofe to one another in a ftand-

ing Water ; neither will prevail over the orher,

E but
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but with an Equality of Attraction on both ſides,

they will fuftain their mutual Endeavours on one

another, and at length being in Equilibrio will

be at rest. So likewife, the Gravity betwixt

the Earth and its Parts is mutual and equal. If

the Globe of the Earth HEFGKI (fee Fig.

2. Plate 2.) be divided into Two unequal Parts by

a Plane GE , the Gravity of the Part EGF ,

towards the rest of the Earth, will be equal to

the Gravity of the rest of the Earth towards this

Part which is prov'd thus. Imagine the Earth

to be divided by Parallel Planes into three Parts,

EGF, HKI, EGKH ; of which E GF, and

HKI, are equal to each other, and lye upon

the middle Part E G KH. Here it will be mani-

feft, that the middle Part EGKH, doth by its

own Weight incline to neither of the Parts, but

hangs, as we may fay,in Equilibrio betwixt both,

and fo refts. But the Extream Part HKI lies

with its whole Weight upon the middle Part, and

urgeth that towards the other Extream Part

EGF. And therefore, the Force wherewith the

Sum of the Parts HK I, and EG KH, tends

towards the Third Part EGF, which is equal to

theWeight ofthe fame Parts,is equal to the Third

Part EGF. And therefore if the Earth be divi-

ded by any Plane whatever, as EG into Two

Parts EGF and E G I, the Force wherewith the

greater Part EGI tends to the leffer EGF is

equal to the Force wherewith the leffer Part

tends to the greater ; and unleſs thofe Weights

were equal, the whole Earth would give place to

the greater Weight, and in yielding to it would

fly away, and there would no Place be found for

it ; which, as before, is abfurd,and contrary to the

firft Law.

(6.) If
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(6.) If of two equal Bodies, void of Elafticity,

one of them which is, in Motion meets the other

at reft, upon the meeting they will both be car-

ried forwards together, to the fame part, with half

the Velocity of the Body which was moved. For

the Body put in Motion, will in the Shock com-

municate its Motion fo long to the other quiefcent

Body,till that moves with the fame Velocity with

it felf. For whilft the Velocity of the mov'd Body .

is greater than the Velocity of that which was

before quiefcent, the former Body will ſtill force

the other, and accelerate its Motion ; but affoon

as the Body that was quiefcent hath gotten a Ve-

locity equal to whatthe moving Bodymoves with

it can force it no further,but follows it clofely.And

thus the Motion of the former being now equally

divided betwixt them,it appears that they are both

carried with half the Velocity which the former

had before.

(7.) If two equal Bodies, void of Elafticity,

do directly meet each other with the fame Velo-

city, they upon the Collifion will both of them

reft.

For fo much as either of them tends to go for-

ward it is repelled by the other : And fo theſe

Two equal Forces, or Quantities of Motion,

tending to the contrary Parts, will deftroy one

another ; whereupon, there being no new Caufe

of Motion, they muft needs both of them reft.

In which Cafe , the Motion wholly perifheth

contrary to the Opinion of Cartes, who would

have the fame Quantity of Motion always to re-

main in the World..

(8.) If two unequal Bodies, deftitute of Ela-

fticity, meet one another with fuch Velocity, that

by how much the greater exceeds the other in

Magnitude, by fo much it is exceeded by the lef-

E 2 fer
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fer in Swiftness, fo that the Velocities are reci-

procal to the Bodies ; they will both reft after

the meeting.

For the Motions which are directly oppofite

to each other, being as to the Quantities of them

equal, they will deftroy one another, as before.

(9. ) If a moving Body ftrike another at reft,

(but both void of Elafticity ) how unequal fo-

everthey bein Bulk and Quantity of Matter,they

will both move after the fhock with the fame Ve-

locity towards the fame Parts , as in the Sixth

Law: And the common Velocity will be fo much :

less than the first, as both the Bodies together are

greater than the Body first moved.For fince all the

Motion ofthe former Body is now divided be-

tween the two Bodies , the Velocity will be fo

much diminiſhed, as the Quantity of Matter to

be moved is increaſed.-

Corollary, Therefore, when the Bodies are gi-

ven,there will be alfo given the Proportion of the

Velocity of the moved Body before the Shock, to

the common Velocity of the Bodies after the

Shock. For as both Bodies together are to the

moved Body, fo will the Velocity of the moved

Body before the Shock, be to the common Velo-

city of both after the Shock.

(ro. ) If two unequal Bodies, void of Elaftici-

ty, which are carried with equal Velocity to op-

pofite Parts, hit againſt one another, the Quantity

of Motion in both, taken together after the Col-

lifion will be the difference only of the former

Motions ; for the leffer Quantity of Motion on

either Part will be equivalent to an equal Quan-

tity of Motion on the other Part, and as above

will deftroy it ; wherefore, there remains only

the Excess of the Motion, as the fole Caufe of

it after the Shock. And the Cafe will be juft the

fame ;
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fame, as if the Body that had the greater Quan-

tity of Motion, ftruck another at reft with that

difference of Motions, and after the Shock ought

to be calculated in the fame manner.

(11.) If two equal Bodies, void of Elafticity,

be mov'd with unequal Velocity towards the fame

Part, upon their Collifion there will remain the

fame Quantity or Sum of their Motion, but the

commonVelocity will be the half of both the for-

mer Velocities put together.

For the Excefs of Velocity will now be divided

equally betwixt both Bodies, and fo they will go

away together with a mean Velocity.

1

(12.)If intwo unequal Bodies, void of Elafti-

city, the Greater overtakes the Leffer, the com-

mon Velocity, after the Shock, will be greater

than half the Sum of the former Velocities. And

on the contrary, it will be lefs when the leffer

Body overtakes the greater. For if the Bodies

were equal, it would, by the foregoing, be juft

half that Sum. Wherefore it will be more or

lefs than half, in proportion to the Greatness or

Smallneſs of the hindmoft Body.

Corollary, Therefore the Velocities and Magni-

tudes of Bodies before the Shock being given, it

will be eafy to compute the common Velocity of

the Bodies after the Shock. For the Sum of the

Motions, divided by the Sum of the Bodies, gives

the common Velocity, when the Motions are

made towards the fame Parts ; or the difference

of the Motions divided by the Sum of the Bodies

gives the common Velocity, when the Motion is

towards the contrary Parts.

Scholium, Thefe are the true Laws of Motion

in Bodies, which yield fomewhat, but do not re-

ftore themſelves, or are endued with no elaſtic

Force ; and the fame Laws may perhaps hold alfo

E 3
in
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in Bodies perfectly hard,fothat they be not Elaftic,

But the Rules ofMotion in Bodies perfectly Elaftic,

or which reftore themfelves with the fame Force

wherewith they are comprefs'd,are altogether dif

ferent from the former ; and therefore require a di-

ftinct and feparate Confideration. And forafmuch,

ásthe Collifionsofthefe Bodies do afford manyboth

difficult and notable Phænomena and the famous

Monfieur Hugens hath undertaken in a pofthumous

Work to explicate and demonftrate them ; but

this indeed not without much going about, and a

long Pomp of Arguments and Figures according

to the manner of the old Geometricians , we

fhall deliver the Laws of Motion of Elaftic Bo-

dies according to his Order, but in a briefer Me-

thod and one that is more natural ; that fo Begin-

ners may be able infome meaſure to comprehend

the Certainty and Phyfical Origin of thefe Laws ;

the firft and fundamental one of which is this,

( 13.) If a Body perfectly Elaftic dafheth upon

another Body ofthe fame fort which is Quiefcent

and Equal ; after the Shock the Motion will be

wholly transferr'd into that which was quiefcent

before, and with the fame Celerity , but the

Body which was mov'd before, will now reft.

For the impelling Body, whether it were Ela-

ftic or no will by the Sixth Law commu-

nicate half of its Motion to the other, and be-

gin to go along with the other with the fame

Pace ; and by its Elafticity, the Force of which

is equal to the Force of the direct Impulfe, it will

communicate the other half of its Motion ; from

whence it comes, that the Motion of the Body

before quiefcent, will now be equal to that which

the Impellent had before ; and confequently,

that feeing fo much of Motion as the Impellent

transfers to the other, fo much it lofeth of its

"

own
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own Motion, the Motion upon the whole will

be convey'd into the Quiefcent, the Impellent

having loft its Motion.

Corollary (1.) If a greater Body dafheth upon a

leffer, the former will not reft, but only be mov'd

more flowly ; and the other which before reſted

will,in its being mov'd,gain a greater Velocity in-

deed than was in the Impellent, but a lefs Quan-

tity of Motion.

Coroll.(2.) If a leffer Body dafheth upon a

greater, it will not reft but go back ; and the

Quiefcent will gain a lefs Velocity indeed, but a

greater Quantity of Motion than was in the Im-

pellent.

Coroll. (3.) If a Body, put into Motion, hit up-

on divers Bodies contiguous to one another, and

quiefcent, they will all reft but the laft or furtheft

of them ; and this will be mov'd wth a Celerity,

equal to, or greater or lefs, than that of the Im-

pellent, according as the Impellent Body is equal

to, or greater or less than the laft Body. Thefe

Corollaries follow naturally from the prefent Law

of Motion, and therefore ſeem to require no fpe-

cial Demonftration.

(14.) If two Bodies perfectly Elaftic, which

are equal, but mov'd with an unequal Celerity,

dafh one upon another, they, whether they were

before carried to the fame part or to the contrary,

will after the Contact be mov'd each with that

Celerity which the other had before.

I

For if they tend towards the fame Parts, the

common Velocity on both Sides being taken

away, there will only remain the difference of

the Velocities as the fole Caufe of the Change in

the Shock ; and fince by the foregoing Law that

Velocity will be communicated to the flower Bo-

dy, it follows, that the ftriking Body fhall lofe

E 4 tha
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that Excefs of Motion, and the flower Body get

it ; that is, in other Words but the fame Senfe,

they will move with each others Velocities. And

in like manner, we may demonftrate the fame in

the fecond Cafe, where the Bodies carried to-

wards different Parts are fuppofed to ftrike one

another. For the common Velocity being taken

away on both Sides, the difference of Velocity,

which after the Shock tends the contrary way,

and will not at all change the former common

Velocity, will remain as before, the fole Caufe

of changing the Velocity ; which by the forego-

ing Law will be transferred from the fwifter to

the flower Body : Whence as before, it will fol-

low, that elaftic equal Bodies after the Shock will

move with each others Velocities.

1

( 15.) Any Body how great foever , may be

moved by any Body how fmall foever, with any

Velocity whatfoever. This Law of Motion is in-

deed an Axiom, manifeft in it felf, and wants no

Demonftration.

(16.) When two Bodies, perfectly Elaftical, are

dafh'd one upon the other, they depart from one

another with the fame Celerity wherewith they

approach'd one tothe other ; that is, not with the

fame abfolute Celerity perhaps, but with the fame

relative Celerity. This Law indeed is the Foun-

dation of all the following Laws ofMotion. The

Thing wasbefore prov'd concerning two Elaftical

Bodies which are equal,when it was demonftrated,

that in their departure from each other, there are

the fame True and Abfolute Celerities on both

Sides, the Seats of them only being chang'd. And

therefore it is neceffary, that the Relative Veloci-

ty of departing from one another be the fame

with that of coming towards one another. Now

concerning Bodies unequal it is thus fhew'd. Ifa

greater
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greater Body ftrikes a leffer, which is either qui-

efcent, or at leaft moved flower, it will commu-

nicate fome of its Motion to the quiefcent or

flower Body ; and the Elafticity being laid afide,

it will not reft ; and by fuch Communication to-

gether with the quiefcent or flower Body it will

continue to go on with a direct Impulfe, and alfo

by the Elaftick Re-action accelerate that quie-

fcent or flow Body, until it recede from it felf

with the fame Velocity, by which it had with-

ftood its Motion, and compreffed its Elafticity ;

that is, by which it felf approached the other.

Indeed, the greater Body muft neceffarily im-

prefs this Velocity on the leffer ; but it cannot

imprefs a greater ; (altho the leffer Body of it

felf is capable of a greater :) for as foon as the

quiefcent or flower moved Body hath gotten a

Degree of Velocity equal to the Impulfe or for-

mer Relative Velocity, it will fly thence, and

will fuftain no farther Impulſe whatſoever. But

if a leffer Body ftrike a greater, either quiefcent

or moved flower, it is impoffible the leffer Body

fhould imprefs the whole Excefs of its Velocity

on the quiefcent or flower Body, (for that will

be in that Cafe only where the Bodies were equal,

as we juft now faw in the 13th and 14th Cafes.)

But in the Communication of the Motion, the

Excefs of the fwifter is loft, even when the Ela-

fticity is not confidered. And while the Bodies

go on together in that manner, the hindmoft will

react on the foremoft until they are feparated with

the fame Relative Velocity, with which at firſt

they came together ; forin this, and only in this

Cafe can the Elaftic Force be equal to the Impulſe ;

or rather fo far, and nofarther can the leffer Body

fuffer the Re-action. as in the former Cafe. But

in thoſe Bodies which mutually ftrike one ano-

ther
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ther with unequal Velocities, we must take away

the common Velocity from both, ſo that it will

generate the fame Velocity after the Shock but

the Seats changed ; but then there will be left on-

lythe difference of the Velocities,as the fole Caufe

to change the Velocity ; which Caufe indeed

will not ceafe, but in Acting and Re-acting, the

Bodies will depart from one another with the

fame Relative Velocity, with which they came

together. And the Matter will every where de-

pend on this , that the Elaftick Forces, every

where equal to the impreffed , produce their

Whole and Pure Effects only ; which cannot be

done any otherwife, than if the Relative Velocity

of Receding, exactly anſwer to the Relative Ve-

locity of approaching.

(17.) Iftwo Bodies perfectly Elaftical, do each

return to the Impulfe with the fame Celerity

wherewith they rebounded from it ; they will

each of them, after the Second Impulfe, require

the fame Celerity as they had before the firſt

Meeting. For by reafon of the given Quan-

tity of the Stroke in the Collifion , there will

be given therewithal a certain Rectangle, whoſe

two Factors are the Diſtances from the Point of

Concourſe, both the primary diſtance, and that

to which they return on both Sides after the ift

Conflict ; if therefore we divide the Rectangle by

the firſt Diſtance, there will come forth the fe

cond Diſtance as the Quotient ; and if we divide

it by the ſecond Diftance we fhall obtain the first

Distance for a Quotient ; and fo perpetually.

From whence it follows, that thofe Diſtances as

defcrib'd in a given time, or the Velocities of

coming to, and receding from one another, do

anfwer to each other mutually, and follow one

upon the other.

(18.) In
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(18.) In two Bodies which meet one another,

whether they be Elaftic or not Elaftic, there doth

not always remain thefame Quantity of Motion

as was before, but it may be greater or lefs. This

Propofition, which directly contradicts Cartes, we

deduced out of the Seventh Law, as to Bodies not

Elaftic ; and it follows out of the laft Law fave

one, concerning Bodies Elaftic. For feeing the

Quantity of Motion is estimated from the Cele

rity drawninto the Matter ; and feeing in Bodies

howfoever unequal, and unequally mov'd, the

thing is indeed thus, that the Sum of their Velo-

cities, or the Relative Velocity remains given, the

Quantity of Motion will be very unequal, as the

greater or leffer Body gains a greater or leffer Part

of the entire refpective Velocity ; as will more

clearly appear from that computation of Motions

which will prefently follow.

1

$

(19.) If a Body perfectly Elaftical, which is

greater, meets a leffer one which is quiefcent, it

will give a Velocity to it lefs than the double of

its own. Forfeeing, after the Impulfe, the Bo-

dies ought to be feparated from each other with

the fame reſpective Velocity, with which they

came to one another, that is, in the prefent Cafe

with the Velocity with which the greater was

mov'd before the Impulfe ; if the Velocity ofthe

quiefcent Body were double to the Velocity of

the Body incurring, then after the Motion com-

municated to the Quiefcent, the Impellent ought

to go forward with the fame Celerity, which it

had before, without any diminution of it : which

is abfurd.

1
(20.) If two Bodies perfectly Elaftic, the Ce

lerities whereof are in reciprocal Proportion to

their Magnitudes, meet one another directly and

oppofitely, they willboth rebound with the fame

+

Celerity
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Celerity with which they came to each other.

For feeingthe Force which arifeth from the mere

Impulſe of Bodies without any confideration of

the Elafticity, is on both Sides equal, they by the

Eighth Law will mutually fuftain and destroy

each other ; fo that there will remain no Caufe

of Motion but the Elaftic Force ; which feeing

it is on both Sides equal will beget equal Moti-

ons on both Sides ; and confequently both the

Bodies will rebound with the fame Celerity which

they had before.

Scholium, A Problem. There being given two

unequal Bodies perfectly Elaftic meeting one ano-

ther directly, both of which are mov'd or one

only, and the Celerity of both, or of the one, if

onlyone be mov❜d,being alfo given,to find the Ce-

lerities with which both are mov'd after the Meet-

ing. Let it be made thus, as the Sum ofthe Bo-

dies, is to the Double of the Second Body, fo is

the given refpective Celerity of Approachto the

other Celerity. The Difference betwixt this laft

found Celerity, and the Celerity of the firft Bo-

dy before the Impulfe (or in one Cafe the Sum

of them, to wit, where the firft Body in the Mo-

tion goes before) will give the Celerity ofthe first

Body after the Meeting ; which Celerity being

fubducted out of the whole refpective Celerity

given, the remainder will be the Celerity of the

fecond Body after the Meeting. Which Rule is

thus demonftrated. The Velocity of the first

Body after the Meeting will be the Difference

betwixt the Velocity of the first before the Meet-

ing and the whole Velocity, where the Bodies

are put to be equal, fo that the Sum ofthe Bodies

is equal to the Double of the fecond Body, as

appears from the 14th Law : It is therefore ma-

nifeft, that all the Difference, that is, the Motion

of
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of the firft Body after the Meeting, doth arife

from the Difference of the Sum of the Bodies,

and the double of the fecond Body ; and confe-

quently is proportional to the fame. Which is

the very Thing that the prefent Analogy fup-

pofeth.

=

ForExample : Let the firft Body be moved to-

wards the right Hand with the Celerity of Six-

Parts ; and the fecond to the contrary Part with

the Celerity of Four Parts : Let the firft Body

alfo be quadruple of the fecond Body. The re-

fpective Velocity therefore of approach will be of

Io Parts, 6-4 10. And the Sum of the Bo-

dies will be of Five Parts. It will therefore be

thus ; as the Sum of the Bodies is to the

Difference ofthem= 2; fo is the whole refpective

= Velocity=10 to 2304 ;the Difference of which

Velocity, and of the Velocity of the first before

the meeting 2, will give the Velocity of the first

after the meeting. From whence the Velocity of

the fecond after the Meeting will be found to be

of Twelve Parts, QE I.

2x10

=

But if the other Body doth reft, the Celerity

thereof after the Meeting will eafily and immedi-

ately become known by the former Analogy. To

wit, if the greater Body in the former Example

be put to be unmov'd,, the Motion thereof will

immediately be found thus. For as the Sum of.

the Bodies = 5, is to the Double of the fecond :

Body =2 ; fo is the whole reſpective Velocity

4, to the Velocity of the Second after the

Meeting
or 3. For the Difference be-

twixt the Celerity of the firft Body before the

Meeting, which was none at all,and this Celerity, i

will be the very Celerity of the firft after the

Meeting, and confequently the Velocity of the

fecond will be Parts 1 or 23.

-284
-

12 22

(21.) The

"

3
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(21.) The Celerity which a greater Body per-

fectly Elaftic, gives to a leffer perfectly quief-

cent which is perfectly Elaftic, hath that Propor-

tion to that Velocity,which the leffer moved with

the like Celerity gives to the greater which is qui-

efcent, which the Magnitude of the greater hath

to the Magnitude of the lefs . For by reafon of

the given refpective Velocity in both, and the

Sum of the Bodies alfo given, the Computation

will be alike in both Cafes ; to wit, as the given

Sum of the Bodies is to the given refpective Ve-

locity ; fo is the double of the greater Body or

the double of the leffer to the fought Velocity.

The Velocities therefore are as the Bodies,

QED.

•

Scholium, We fhall in this Place, by way of

Corollary, annex the three remaining Theorems of

Hugens hitherto belonging, (albeit the Demon-

ftration of them is longer than agrees to this

Place) both becauſe they are in themſelves moſt

noble Theorems,, and becauſe, they may fuffici-

ently appear manifeft from a Calculation taught

under the foregoing Problem.

(1.) Two Bodies perfectly Elaftic meeting one

another, that which is produc'd from drawing the

Magnitudes of each into the Squares of their re-

ſpective Velocities, being added together, both be-

fore and after the meeting of the Bodies, will be

found equal on both Sides ; if to wit, the Pro-

portions both of the Magnitudes, and of the Ve-

locities, be exprefs'd in Numbers or Lines.

(2.) If any Body perfectly Elaftic, meets ano-

ther Body which is quiefcent, whether greater or

lefs ; it will give a greater Celerity thereto, by an

interpos'd Elaftic Body of a mean Magnitude,

which is likewife quiefcent, than if it hit upon

it without the Interpofition of the other Body :

And
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And it will confer upon it the greateſt Celerity

of all, if the interpos'd Body be a mean propor-

tional betwixt the Extreams.

(3.) By how much the greater Number of Bo-

dies perfectly Elaftic, is interpos'd betwixt two

unequal Bodies perfectly Elaftic, whereof the one

refts and the other is mov'd, byfo much the great-

er quantity ofMotion will be produced in the qui-

efcent Body: But the greateft Motion of all will be

convey'd through the Multitude of the interpos'd

Bodies, if the interpos'd ones, together withthe

Extremes, do conftitute one continued Series of

Geometrical Proportionals.

And it is to be noted, that it appears, from the

two laft Theorems, according to the Author's

Computation ; that if there be given an ioo Bo-

dies placed in a Line, which are in a double Pro-

portion, and the Motion begins at the greateft,

the Celerity of the leaft will be to the Celerity of

the greateft, as 14,760,000,000 to 1 or there-

abouts. But if the Motion begins with the leaft,

the Quantity of the Motion will be increas'd in

the End, in about that Proportion which I bears

to 4,677,000,000,000. Where in the former Cafe

is feen a moft prodigious increaſe of Celerity ;

and in the latter, a more ftupendious Augmenta-

tion of the Quantity of Motion.

Ι

But to conclude, what things Hugens afferted

(that I may advertiſe this at length) concerning

all Bodies, or at leaft concerning all Bodies per-

fectly hard, we have all along with our Famous

Mathematicians Wallis and Newton, demonftrated

of Bodies perfectly Elaftic only. Nor certainly,

ought they to be otherwiſe underſtood or affirm'd.

For the Laws of Motion which agree to Bodies™

not Elaftic, are for the moft part altogether dif-

ferent from thefe , as is abundantly manifeft

from
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from what hath been faid, and therefore ought in

no wife to be mingled together with the Laws of

Elaftics. But as to what concerns Bodies imper-

fectly Elaftic, we fhall deliver their Laws out of

the famous Newton in the following Lecture.

May 8. 1704.

Law.

(22.)
E

LECT. VI.

VERY Body will in the fame

Time defcribe the Diagonal ofa

Parallelogram with Forces. con-

junct, that it would do the Sides

with thofe Forces ſeparate.

(In Fig. 3. Plate 2.) Let the Body A be carried

in a given time by the fingle Force A B,imprefs'd

according to the Direction of the Line A B, from

Ato B ; and by the fingle Force A C imprefs'd

according to the Line AC let it be carried inthe

fame time from A to C ; and let the Parallelo-

gram ABDC be compleated ; I fay, that by

both the Forces imprefs'd together, it will be car-

ried in the given time from A along the Diagonal

unto D. For becauſe thefe Forces imprefs'd to-

gether are not oppofite one to the other, they can

in no wife deſtroy one another, but will beget a

certain Motion which is in the middle betwixt

both. For feeing the latter Force AC, acts ac-

cording to the Line A C, which is Parallel and

Equal to BD, this . Force ought not at all to

change the Velocity of coming to the Line BD,

which is produc'd by the former Force. Therefore

the
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the Body will come in the fame time to the Line

BD, whether the latter Force be impreffed or

no; and confequently the Body, in the End of

the given time will be found fomewhere in that

Line BD. And by the fame Argument, fince

the former Force A B, acts according to the

Line A B, which is Parallel and Equal to CD,

this Force ought not at all to change the Veloci-

ty of comingto the Line CD, which was gene-

rated by the latter Force. Therefore the Body

would come in the fame time to the Line CD,

whetherthe former Force were imprefs'd or no ;

and confequently in the End of the given Time

will be found fomewhere in that Line CD. And

therefore it is neceffary, that in the End of that

time the Body fhould be found in D, the Con-

courſe of the two Lines BD and CD. Fur-

thermore, ſeeing the fame Thing may in altoge-

ther the fame manner be demonftrated of innu-

merable Points d, d, d, &c. in the fame Diagonal

Line ; it is manifeft, that the Body with theſe

Forces conjoin'd, ought always to defcribe this

Diagonal Right Line. Q. E. D.

;

Coroll. (1.) The Forces being given, the Velo-

city arifing from the Conjunction of them will be

fo much the greater, by how much the Directions

of the firft Forces do the more confpire together,

or by how much the Angle BAC is the leſs

and fo much the lefs as the Directions of thoſe

Forces are the more oppofite to one another, or

'the Angle BAC is the greater : And the Velo-

city of both Directions which tend to go accord-

ing to the Parallel Lines A C, BD, and A B,

CD, parallel to the Lines B D and CD, or any

others whatſoever, is in no wife chang'd by the

conjunction of thefe Forces, but always remains

F the
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the fame, as is manifeft from what has been de-

monftrated in this Propofition.

Coroll. (2 ) The fame Diagonal Line A D,

may be defcrib'd from the conjunction of innu-

merable Pairs of Forces. Thus , if inftead of

the former Force AB you fuppofe another, to

wit AE ; and for AC put AF, and then com-

pleat the Parallelogram AEDF, the Line AD

being the common Diagonal : The Body Afrom

the conjunction offame Line AD whichForces will defcribe the

it did before, as is mani-

feft from the Propofition. And there is the fame

Reaſon for any other Pair of Forces whatever,

by which the Sides of a Parallelogram, whofe

Diagonal is A D, ought to be defcrib'd .

"

Coroll. (3. ) Therefore the Forces being given

both in Magnitude and Direction, there is alfo

given one right Line to be defcrib'd, to wit the

Diagonal of a Parallelogram : but the defcrib'd

Line or Diagonal being given, the Forces are not

thence given, nor the Directions by which that

Parallelogram was defcrib'd. For the Sides of a

Parallelogram being given, and the Angle in-

cluded, there is given therewithal the Parallelo-

gram it felf, and confequently the Diagonal of

that Parallelogram ; but a Line being given in

Length and Direction for a certain Diagonal, the

Parallelogram it felf is not from thence given ; to

wit, becauſe the Line may be the Diagonal of

innumerable Parallelograms. For as the Sides of

the Parallelogram, without the included Angle,

do determine no certain Diagonal ; fo neither

doth the Diagonal without the adjacent Angles

determine any certain Sides.

Coroll. (4 ) Where the primary Forces BA,

BD(fee Fig. 4.Plate 2.) are equal,and comprehend

the Angle A BD of 120 Degrees, the Velocity

reſulting from the conjunct Forces, will be the

fame
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fame as that of either of the feparate Forces ;

and the Directions of the Force only will be

chang'd ; for in this Cafe the Triangles ABC

and BCD will be Equilateral, and compofe a

Rhombus ; and the Diagonal therefore BC will

be equal to either of the Sides. 77

Coroll.(5.) Where the primary Forces are equal,

and the Angle included by the Sides is a right

Angle, the Velocity arifing from the Forces con-

join'd will be incommenfurable to either of them

feparate ; to wit , becauſe the Diagonal of a

Square is incommenfurable to the Side.

J

Scholium. What has been fpoken in this Pro-

pofition , and its Corollaries , concerning real

Motions and Velocities, is to be applied to any

Endeavours or Tendencies to Motion what-

ever. Thus, if the Body A in the former Figure

be impell'd by two Forces, which have that Pro-

portion amongst themfelves,which the Lines A C

and A B have, and alfo are impell'd accord-

ing to the Directions of the fame Lines, or be

prefs'd, or drawn in thofe Directions, or any

other way tend according to the fame, although

actual Motion fhould not prefently follow by rea

fon of fome Obftacles, yet notwithstanding the

Impulfe or Force arifing from the conjoin'd For-

ces, tends according to the Direction of the Dia-

gonal AD; and the Velocityto be produced is to

be exprefs'd or reprefented by, the Line AD ; as

will more easily be understood from what fol-

lows.

>

r

•

(23.) All Forces and Motions whatever maybe

refolv'd into innumerable Forces and Motions ;

and on the contrary, direct Forces, and rectili-

near Motions, may be compounded of innume

rable oblique Motions and Forces,

F 2 Thus
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Thus inthe former Figure, the Line and Dire-

ction of the Motion is the fame, whether it be

compounded of the Forces A B, AC, or of the.

Forces AE, AF, or arife from one fingle Moti-

on imprefs'd according to the Line AD. And

on the other Hand, any Motion whatever along

the Line AD, although it may ariſe perhaps from

one fingle Force impelling right forward , yet

may be confidered as compounded of A B, AC,

or A E, A F, and innumerable other the like ;

forafmuch, asthe very fame Motion would arife

from all thofe combin'd Forces.Forces. And in the

fame manner are we to reafon of Motions more

compounded. For in the firft Place, having con-

fidered a Diagonal Line as refulting from two

Forces combin'd ; we may then reduce thoſe two

unto one fingle Force, and conceive a third Force

as fuperadded ; which being join'd to the former,

will produce a Motion,along another Diagonal of

fome fecond Parallelogram, and then may we in

our Conception fuperinduce a fourth Force, and

after that a fifth, and fo on infinitely. Nor can in-

deed any direct Force, where there is occafion to

refolve it into more, be otherwiſe refolv'd than

thus. Now this Compofition and Refolution of

Forces occurs very frequently, and is abundantly

confirm'd from Mechanics, as we fhall now fhew

with our Author.

Ifunequal Rays OM, ON (ſee Fig. 5. Plate 2.)

going forth from O, the Center of fome Wheel,

do by the Threads MA, NP, fuftain Weights

in Equilibrium, and the Forces of the Weights

unto the moving of the Wheel be requir'd :

Through the Center O let the Line KOL be

drawn, meeting the Threads which fuftain the

Weights perpendicularly ; and from the Center

O with OL, the greater Interval of the two

Ок
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OK, OL, let there be defcrib'd a Circle meeting

the Thread MA in D ; then through O andD

let there be drawn the right Line OD, to which

let DC be perpendicular, and AC Parallel ;

and let the Parallelogram DCA be compleated.

Now becauſe it nothing matters, whether the

Points of the Threads KLD be faftned or not

faftned to the Plane of the Wheel ; the Weights

will be of the fame Force, whether they be hang-

ed on the Points K and L, or thofe D and L ;

for (fetting afide the Weight of the Thread) the

Gravity of the fame Body is the fame wherefo-

ever the Thread is fixed, fo it be in a Line per-

pendicular to the Horizon : Let therefore the

whole gravitating Force at A be reprefented by

the Line AD as the Diagonal ofa Parallelogram ,

that from the Proportion of the Diagonal to the

Side of the Parallelogram, we may come to know

where it is, that one of the Forces is none at all.

Now that whole Force which A D defigns may

be refolv'd into innumerable Pairs of Forces, but

feeing others are foreign to our Purpoſe, let it be

refolv'd into Dc (or A C) and DC ; the one

to wit according to the direction of the protracted

Radius DO,the other Perpendicular to the fame

Radius. One of theſe Forces AC or c D, by

reaſon that it draws the Radius O D directly

from the Center (for it tends from D to c inthe

Protracted Radius ) is of no force at all for

the moving the Wheel ; but the other Force

DC which draws the Radius DO perpendi-

cularly, is of the fame Force as if it drew the

Radius OL , equal to OD perpendicularly :

But feeing the Wheel doth by the Hypotheſis

reft in Equilibrio, the Weight P will be to the

Weight A, as the Force DC is to the Force

DA. For the whole Force of the Weight P

draw
F 3
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draws the Radius OL perpendicularly, and fo

confers its whole. Force to the moving of the

Wheel ; but only that Part of the entire Weight

A repreſented by the Line AD, I fay, only that

Part of this Weight which is expounded by D C,

draws the Radius OD, which is equal to OL

perpendicularly , the Force of the other Part

which tends according to the Radius O being

wholly loft ; that Part therefore DC only avails

to the moving of the Wheel . Since therefore,

becauſe ofthe Equilibrium fuppos'd on both Sides,

the entire Force of the Weight P is equivalent

only to a certain Part of the Weight A, to wit, to

DC ; it is manifeft, that the Weight A ought to

be fo much greater than the Weight P, by how

much the Diagonal DA is greater than the Side

DC ; and that becauſe of the Declination of

the Body A from the perpendicular DC. As

therefore the Weight A is to the Weight P, fo'

is DA to DC ; that is , becauſe of like Tri-

angles ADC , DOK , as OD or OL is to

OK, therefore the Weights O and P, which are

reciprocally as the Rays OL and OK which.

are placed in a ftraight Line, will be of the fame

Force on both Sides, and confequently ftand in

án Equilibrium . And this indeed is the moft

known, and the fundamental Property of the

Balance , Leaver , and Axis in Peritrochio,

which from the refolution of Forces is eafily de-

monftrated. But if either of the Weights bě

greater than in this Proportion, its ftronger Force

will prevail, and fuffice to move the Wheel. But

if the Weight , equal tothe Weight P, be partly

hang'd upon the Thread N , and doth partly lye

upon the Oblique Plane G; let NH and H

be drawn, the former Perpendicular to the Hori-

zon, the latter to the Plane G ; and let the Pa-

rallelogram

Z
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rallelogram NRH be compleated. And if the

entire Force ofthe Weight tending downwards,

be reprefented by the Line NH, it may be re-

folv'd into the Forces 7 N, RN. Now if to the

Thread N, fome Plane as Q were perpendi-

cular, cutting the other Plane G in a Line pa-

rallel to the Horizon, and the Weight lay whol-

ly upon theſe twoTQ, G ;the Weight would

prefs theſe Planes perpendicularly, to wit Q

by the Force N, and the Plane G bythe Force

R N. And therefore if the Plane Q fhould be

taken away, that the Weight fhould ftretch the

Thread, becauſe the Thread doth now by fuftain-

ing the Weight fupply the Place of the Plane

which is taken away, it will be ftretch'd with the

fame Force N wherewith the Plane was before

W

π

prefs'd. From whence the Tenfion of this Ob-

lique Thread will be to the Tenfion of the other

perpendicular Thread PN, as N is to NH ;

and therefore if the Weight be increas'd in the

Proportion of NH to NT, it will fuftain the

Weight A, and the Wheel will not be mov'd.

From whence, if the Weight be to the Weight

A in the reciprocal Proportion of the leaft Di-

ftances of their Threads AM PN from the

Center of the Wheel, or as K O to OL, and

alfo in the direct Proportion of NH to N ;

that is, joining both Proportions together, as the

Rectangle KO x NH to the Rectangle OL

XN, the Weights will be of equal Force to

the moving ofthe Wheel ; and confequently they

will futtain each other in an Equilibrium, as any

one may easily find upon Tryal.

Corollary (1 ) From hence we may diſcover a

new way for meaſuringall leffer Weights from one

given Weight. For if the Plane G, perfectly

polish'd, be placed gradually at divers Degrees of

InclinationF 4
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Inclination, the fame Weight or P will be equi-

valent to divers Weights whatſoever lefs than it

felf ; to wit, in the Proportion of the Line N

to HN. And confequently, if a Table ſhould

be made, ofthe Proportions of the Lines N and

HN in the divers Degrees of Inclination ; it will

be eaſy from the Inclination of the Plane G,

and one only given Weight or P to examine

and determine the Weights of all Bodies lefs than

Tor P.

Coroll. (2.) Hence likewife we may eftimate the

Velocities or Weights of Bodies, defcending or

declining in any Plane whatfoever : Let AB be

the inclining Plane,and (fee Fig. 6. Plate 2.)of the

Body defcending along that Plane, or leaning up-

on it ; let the entire Force of its Gravity be re-

prefented by the Line df perpendicular to the

Horizon ; and let that whole Force be refolv'd

into two Forces fc, and fg, ofwhich let the one

be perpendicular to the inclined Plane, for the

bearing of which therefore that Plane adequately

fufficeth ; and let the other be put Parallelwife

with respect to the inclined Plane, which there-

fore is fitted for exciting a Motion, or at leaſt

for procuring an Endeavour towards Motion

without any Impediment. The Motion therefore

or Weight in the inclined Plane, is to the Motion

or Weight inthe Plane perpendicular to the Ho-

rizon, as the Side fg is to the Diagonal Line

fd ; that is , becaufe of the likeneſs of the Tri-

angles fgd and ABC as AC is to AB, or

as the Radius is to the Secant of the Angle BAC;

which is a Propofition very well known in Me-

chanics.

Caroll. (3 ) From hence alfo the Force ofthe

Wedge appears. Let (Fig. 7. Plate 2.) CCAbe a

Wedge ftruck by a Maller with a direct Blow ; let

the

<
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the whole Force of the Stroke be expreffed by

the Line DA ; and let it be refolv'd into two

Forces DQ and DR ; the one of which let be

perpendicular to the Face of the Wood CA,

and confequently directly fet to remove the

fame Face, and the other DR parallel to the

fame Face, and confequently pofited to go for-

ward directly ; and let the fame be underſtood

of the other half of the Wedge DAC. The

removal then of the lateral Obftacle , accord-

ing to the Line DQ, is to the Progrefs of

the Force downwards, according to the Line

DR, as DQ is to DR ; that is, becauſe ofthe

Triangles DQA, DCA, which are like, as

DC is to DA; or the force of the other Part

being computed, as CC is to DA ; which al-

fo is a moft known Property of a Wedge, and

univerfally receiv'd in Mechanics. Or, if we be

minded to diſpatch the Matter with Sir Ifaac

Newton out ofwhat has been before demonſtrated ;

The Weight , in the laft Figure fave one, lying

upon the two oblique Planes Q, TG, will have

the Nature of a Wedge betwixt the interval Fa-

ces of the cloven Body ; and from thence the

Force of the Wedge and Mallet will be known.

for the Force wherewith the Weight preffeth

upon the Plane Q, is to the Force wherewith

the fame is impell'd, either by its own Gravity,

or by the Stroke of the Mallet, according to the

Line perpendicular to the Horizon, as N is to

NH ; and is to the Force wherewith it preffeth

upon the other Plane G, as N is to NR.

Naythe Force of the Screw likewife may be col-

lected by the like divifion of Forces, forafmuch

as the fame, in our Author's Opinion is a Wedge

forced by a Leaver.

Scholium,
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Scholium, The uſe therefore of this Compofiti-

on and Refolution of Motion, appears of very

wide Extent, and from its Clearnefs demonftrates

its own Truth, fince all the Mechanic Science,

which is diverſly demonftrated by Authors, de-

pends upon the Things which have been now

faid : For from theſe are deriv'd the Forces ofthe

Machines which are wont to be compos'd of

Wheels, Screws, Leavers,

and Weights, afcending directly or obliquely, and

the rest of the Mechanic Powers ; as alfo the

Force of Muſcles for moving the Bones of living

Creatures.

Octob. 23, 1704.

(24.)

LECT. VII.

HE Quantity of Motion which

is collected, by taking the Sum

of Motions made to the fame

Part,and the difference of thoſe

made to the contrary Parts, is

not chang'd by the Actions of Bodies one upon

another.

For Action, and the contrary to it Re-action,

are equal by the Fifth Law ; and confequently

by the Fourth, they make equal Mutations of

Bodies towards the contrary Parts. Therefore,

if the Motions be made to the fame Part, what-

foever is added to the Motion of the Body,

which flies away, will be fubducted from the Mo-

tion ofthat which follows,fo that the Sum fhall re-

main
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main as before. But if Bodies meet one another

in the fame Line, there will be an equal fubdu-

ction from the Motion of both, and confequent-

ly the difference of the Motions made to con-

trary Parts will remain the fame. As if the Sphe-

rical Body A be Threefold greater than the Sphe-

rical Body B, and have two Parts of Velocity;

and Bfollows in the fame right Line with 10 Parts

of Velocity; and confequently the Motion ofthe

BodyA,refulting from its Velocity and Magnitude

together,is to the Motion ofthe Body B, eftimated

in the fame manner as 6 is to ro ; therefore the

Sum ofthe Motions to the fame Part is of16 Parts.

Inthe meeting together therefore of the Bodies A

and B, if the Body A, according to the Quantity

of its Elafticity, doth gain three Parts of Moti-

on, or four or five,the Body B fhall lofe fo many ;

and confequently the Body will go forward after

Reflection, with Nine Parts, or Ten, or Eleven,

and B with Seven, or Six, or Five, the Sum of

Sixteen Parts, remaining always as before ; as the

thing will always happen in Bodies not at all, or

at moft in a lefs degree Elaftic. But if the Body

fhall gain 9, 10, or II, or 12 Parts, and fo go

forwards, after the meeting with Fifteen Parts in

all, or Sixteen, or Seventeen or Eighteen ; the

Body B, whilft it lofeth fo many Parts as A gains,

either will go forward with one Part having loft

Nine ; or it will reft, its progreffive Motion of

Ten Parts being wholly loft ; or it will go back

with one Part, having loft its Motion, and (as I

may fay) one Part more, or it will retrocede with

two Parts, becaufe of the progreffive Motion of

twelve Parts which was taken away. And fo the

Sums ofthe confpiring Motions 15+1, or 16to;

and alfo the Differences of the contrary Motions

17-1, or 18-2, will always be of Sixteen Parts,

as it was before the Meeting or Reflection ; which

will
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will happen alfo in Bodies imperfectly Elaftic,

as may fufficiently be understood from the

Laws of Motion before delivered, and is after-

wards to be faid concerning Bodies imperfect-

ly Elaftic. But the Motion wherewith Bodies go

forwards after Reflection being known, there will

be found the Velocity of the fame after the Re-

flection, by faying it is to the Velocity which was

before the Reflection, as the Motion after is to

that which was before. As in the laſt Cafe, where

the Motion of the Body A was of Six Parts be-

fore the Reflection, and of Eighteen afterwards,

and its Velocity was of two Parts before the Re-

flexion ; its Velocity will be found to be of Six

Parts after the Reflexion, by faying according to

the Golden Rule ; as Six Parts of Motion before

the Reflexion is to Eighteen Parts afterwards, fo

is the Velocity of two Parts before the Reflexion

to Six Parts of Velocity after. For feeing the

Quantity of Motion doth arife from the Velocity

and Magnitude conjunctly, in a given Body the

Quantity of Motion will be eſtimated from the

Velocity alone, and confequently the Quantity

of Motion and Velocity will be directly propor-

tional to each other. But if Bodies not Spherical,

or which move in divers right Lines,fall one upon

another obliquely, and their Motions after the

Reflexion be required ; the fituation ofthe Plane,

by which the concurring Bodies are touched in

the Point of Concourfe, is to be confidered and

known. Thus the Motion of both Bodies is to

be diftinguiſh'd into two, one perpendicular to

the Plane, the other parallel to the fame ; but the

parallel Motions, by reafon that they are in no

wife oppoſite to each other, the Bodies acting up-

on one another, accordingto a Line perpendicu-

lar to this Plane , the fame are to be retain❜d

after
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after the Reflexion as well as before ; and equal

Mutations to the contrary Parts are to be attri-

buted to the perpendicular Motions, in fuch fort,

that the Sum of the confpiring Motions, and the

difference of the contrary ones remain always as

before. As for Example : Let the Body A (fee

Fig. 8. Plate 2.) which is Spherical, and perfectly

Elaftic, be threefold ofthe Body B, which is alfo

Spherical and perfectly Elaftic, and let A have

two Parts of Velocity, reprefented by the Line

AE, divided into two equal Parts ; and let the

Body B meet it obliquely according to the right

Line B E, in the Angle A E B, with ten Parts of

Velocity, reprefented by the Divifion of the Line

BE into Ten Parts equal amongst themſelves,

and to the former ; let the Angle A E B be bifect-

ed by the right Line O EM ; Let A G and BO

be let down perpendicular to the Line E O ; and

the Parallelograms ACEG, BOED be com-

pleated. The Plane then which paffeth through

OM, will be that by which the Spherical Bodies

will be touched in the Point of Concourſe ; and

the oblique Motions along the Diagonals AE

and BE will be diſtinguiſh'd on both Sides into

two, to wit AE into AG and A C, and BE

into BO and BD ; one of which Motions AG

and BO, or CF and ED are perpendicular to

the Plane of Concourfe ; to which alone there-

fore, as being directly oppofite to each other, and

tending tothe contrary Parts EC and ED, all

the change of the Motions in the Concourfe is

to be referred, in the mean while that the other

AC and BD, or GE and OE which are pa-

rallel each to the other, and in the Point of Con-

courſe tend wholly unto the fame Part, are fo far

from being contrary to one another, that they

are rather to be reckon'd to confpire together di-

rectly,
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"

rectly, and confequently are to be retain'd after

the Reflexion as well as before. Wherefore let

EI be equal to EG, and EM equal to EO ;

and that we may eſtimate the Mutations of Mo-

tions made to the contrary Parts, and to be dire-

cted according to the Line CD; let us make the

computation according to the Twentieth Law of

Motion, borrowed from Hugens. Let it be made

then, as the Sum of the Bodies A and B 4 is

to the double of the Body B 2 ; fo is CD the

refpective Celerity of the approach, which is of

Twelve Parts, (for becauſe the Triangles AGE,

BOE are like, A G or CE is to BO or ED

as AE 2 is to EB 10 ; and confequently,

AE EB12) to the half of GDCF

6. And the Difference betwixt the Celerity of

Six Parts, and the Celerity of the Body A be

fore the Impulfe which was of Two Parts, which

is equal to 4, will give the Celerity wherewith

the Body A will be mov'd after the Concourſe;

which Celerity being taken away out of the whole

refpective Celerity which was before the Impulfe,

to wit, 1248, there remains the Celerity

of the Body B after the meeting. Let therefore

EN be of Four Parts, and EL of 8, and the

Parallelograms ENHI, and ELKM being

compleated, and the Diagonals E-H and EK

being drawn, the Bodies A and B in the fame

time in which they haftened to the Meeting be

fore, according to the Diagonals AE and BE

will come after the Meeting, to the Points H and

K, being reflected into the Diagonals EH, and

EK; and the Motion of the Body A will be

of 4× 3 = 12 Parts ; and the Motion of the

Body B = 8x18 Parts , the difference of

which Motions is Four Parts, which was alfo the

difference of the Motions before the Meeting.

Wherefore

7

2
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Wherefore in this Cafe the Quantity of Motion

which is collected by taking the difference of

the Motions made to the contrary Parts, is not

changed by the Action of the two Bodies upon

one another ; and confequently in Bodies dafh-

ing one upon another obliquely, this Rule holds

good, as well as in Bodies which directly meet

one another. Now from thefe Reflexions, there

are wont to ariſe circular Motions of Bodies about

their own Centres : But we fhall have no occa-

fion to confider theſe Caſes in what follows ; and

it would be too long to demonftrate all the Things

hereto appertaining.

200

ALemma to the 25th Law. I

If two right Lines given in Pofition, A C and

BD, (Fig. 1. Plate 3. ) be terminated at the given

Points Aand B, and have a given Proportion to

one another ; and the right Line CD, where-

with the indeterminate PointsC and D are join'd,

be divided in the given Proportion in K̂ ; I fay,

that the Point K will be placed in a right Line gi-

ven in Pofition X

Forlet the right Lines AC and BD (if they

be not Parallel) meet together in the Point

E ; and in BE let BG be taken in the fame

Proportion to AE as is BD to AC: And let

FD be equal to EG. Here EC will be to

GD, that is, to E F, equal by Hypothefis to GD,

as AC is to B D, and confequently will be in

the Proportion given ; therefore the Triangle

EFC will be given in Species (to wit as having

the Angle CEF, and the Proportion of the Sides

about the fame Angle given) let C F be cut in

Lin that given Proportion, and fo there will be

given in Species the Triangle EFL (by reaſon

of
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of the given Proportion of the Sides about the

given Angle EFC ;) and therefore the Point L

will always be plac'd in the Line EL given in

Pofition. Join LK ; and becauſe of FD which is

given, as being equal to E G given, and the pro-

portion of LK to FD which is given, the fame

to wit as that of CK to CD, LK will be gi-

ven . Let EH be taken equal to L K, and EL

KH will be a Parallelogram, for LK is parallel

to FD, and confequently to E H the protracted

part of the fame Line, to which it is by the Hy-

pothefis equal. Therefore the Point K is placed

in HK a fide of a Parallelogram which is given

in Poſition. Q. E. D. But then, ifthe right Lines

AC, BD, be parallel each to other, the Point

of Concourfe will be infinitely diftant,that is none

at all ; and all the Lines E C, EL, HK, ED,

will be parallel to one another.(ſee Fig. 2. Plate 2.)

In which Cafe the Lemma is thus demonftrated.

Let the Points terminating the Lines A C, BD,

which have a given Proportion, be join'd by the

Lines A B, CD, and let thefe joining Lines be

protracted to meet together in Q; through the

Point K which divides the Line CD in the gi-

ven Proportion, let HK be drawn parallel to

AC and BD : I fay, that the Point K is placed

in the right Line HK given in Pofition. For

wherefoever the Points C and D are taken in the

right Lines AC, and BD, the Line joining theſe

Points will tend to the Point Q, as in the Points

c and d, and the joining Line cd will be divided

in that given Proportion bythe Line HK: For

according to the Hypothefis, and in this Figure

Ac isto Bd as AC is to BD ; as alfo accord-

ing to the Hypothefis and in this Figure ck, is

to cd as CK is to CD. It is manifeft there-

fore
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fore in this Cafe, that the Point K is always

placed in the right Line given in Poſition.

Coroll. (1.) If two Points go forwards together

with an uniform Motion in right Lines, and their

diſtance be divided in a given Proportion , the di-

viding Point will be placed in a right Line given

in Pofition ; and that Point as K will be mov'd

uniformly in that right Line. For, becauſe ofthe

Uniform and Even Motion of both Points, the

Lines of Motion which they deſcribe at the fame

time will always be in a given Proportion, to

wit, in the Proportion ofthe Celerities which are

on both Sides equable : From whence it is mani-

feft by the things already demonftrated , that

the Point K will always be carried in the right

Line HK. But that it is carried uniformly, and

with an equable Motion, will be thus demon-

ftrated HK is always equal to E L, and EL

increaſeth in the fame Proportion as the Lines

EC and E F proportional to it , which Lines

are alſo proportional according to what hath

been already faid, to AC and BD , along

which the Bodies are mov'd at the fame time.

EC therefore is to EF, as AC to BD ; from

whence, fince thofe Lines by the Uniformity of

the Motion do increafe equally ; EL alfo, and

HK, which is proportional to the fame, will al-

fo increaſe equally ; or, which is the fame thing,

the Point K will be carried with an uniform and

equable Motion along the Line HK. Q. E. D.

And we may argue in like manner in the fecond

Cafe where the Lines were fuppos'd parallel. Nor

is there need of more Words in fo plain a

Matter. The truth of the Lemma will like-

wife be concluded concerning a folid Place

} by almoft the like Demonftration , viz. if you

conceive a Plane cutting the leaft diftance of the

G Lines
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Lines in the fame Proportion and perpendicular

to the fame diftance ; and if you imagine Lines

let fall perpendicular to the faid Plane, the De-

monftration will be as in this Propofition , if in-

ftead ofthe Lines of Motion, fuppos'd in different

Planes, we uſe the Lines joining the Perpendicu-

lars, which will be in the fame Plane.

Coroll. (2.) If both Points go forwards unto the

fame Part, the dividing Point will alfo go for-

wards unto that Part : From whence in every

Cafe, that dividing Point K will either reft or be

mov'd uniformly in a right Line. If one of the

Points be mov'd unto this Part, another to the

contrary, the Point K will be mov'd more flowly

unto one Part or the other, according as the Pro-

portions ofthe greater Celerity, or of the diftance

from the Point K fhall require Or laftly, if

thoſe ſhall be Proportions of Equality, and pre-

vail on neither fide, the dividing Point will be

mov'd to neither Side, but wholly reft.

(25.) The common Center of Gravity of a Sy-

ftem of Bodies doth not change its State either of

Motion or Reft, from the Actions of the Bodies

amongſt themſelves, (whether they be Attractions

or Impulſes ; ) and therefore the common Center

of Gravity of all Bodies acting upon one another

(Actions and Impediments, whether External or

otherwife gotten being excluded) doth either reft,

or is mov❜d uniformly ftraight forwards. For if

two Bodies or Points, as CD go forwards with

an uniform Motion in the right Lines A C, BD,

and their (ſee Fig. 1 , 2. Plate 3. ) diſtance CD be

divided in a given Proportion ; (as the Line al-

ways paffing through the Centers of the mov'd

Bodies is divided by K the common Center of

Gravity of both in a given Proportion, to wit,

that which is reciprocal to the Bodies) their com-

mon
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mon Center of Gravity K, will either reft or be

mov'd uniformly in theLine KH.Therefore ifany

Number of Bodies be mov'd uniformly in right

Lines,the common Center of any two of them ei-

ther refteth or goeth forwards uniformly in a right

Line ; becauſe that the Line connecting the Cen-

ters of thofe Bodies which go forward uniformly

in right Lines, is divided by the common Center

of Gravity in a given Proportion ; in like man-

ner, the common Center of theſe two, and any

third Body whatever, either refts or goes forwards

uniformly in a right Line ; becauſe that the di-

ftance of the Center of Gravity of theſe two,

and of the Center of the third, is divided thereby

in a given Proportion , to wit , a reciprocal

Proportion to the third Body, and the Syftem of

the two : Forthe common Center of Gravity of

the two goes forwards uniformly in a right Line,

and confequently is to be reckon'd as if it were

the Center of a fingle Body. In the fame man-

ner, the common Center of Gravity of theſe

Threeandany Fourth,either refts or goes forwards

uniformly in a right Line ; becauſe the diſtance

betwixt the Center of Gravity of the Three, and

of a Fourth, is divided in a given Proportion ;

and fo on in infinitum. Therefore in a Syftem of

Bodies which are altogether free from Actions up-

on one another, and others alfo imprefs'd from

without ; and which confequently do either reft

or are mov'd uniformly in feveral right Lines, the

common Center of Gravity of all either refts or

is mov'd uniformly ftraight forwards. Moreover,

in a Syftem of two Bodies acting upon one ano-

ther, fince the Diſtances of the Centers of both

from the common Center of Gravity is recipro-

cally as the Bodies, the Relative Motions of the

fame Bodies, of coming to that Center or de-

G 2 parting
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parting from the fame, (whether the one befrom

Attraction, or a Centripetal Force, or the other

be from an Impulfe or a Centrifugal Force) are

equal betwixt themſelves, and the Velocities of

Accefs or Recefs are reciprocally proportional to

the Bodies, that is, directly proportional to the

Diſtances from the Center of Gravity of both.

From whence , by thofe Actions the diſtance

from the Center will be proportionally increas'd

or diminiſh'd ; and therefore that Center is nei-

ther advanced forwards nor retarded, nor fuffers

any change in its own State as to Motion or Reft,

from the equal Changes made to the contrary

Parts, and confequently the Actions of thefe

Bodies amongst themfelves , whether they re-

pel one another or attract, do not any ways

alter the State of the common Center of Gra-

vity. Now in a Syftem of more Bodies , becauſe

the common Center of Gravity of any two

acting mutually upon each other, doth not in

any wife by reafon of that Action change its

State ; and the common Center of Gravity of

the reft fuffers nothing therefrom ; but the di-

ftance of the Centers of theſe two is divided by

the common Center of all the Bodies into Parts

reciprocally proportional to the Sums total of

the Bodies whofe Center of Gravity they are,

and confequently thoſe two Centers keeping

their State of Motion or Reft, the common Cen-

ter of Gravity of all will alſo keep its State ;

from hence it is manifeft , that that common

Center of all never changeth its State as to Mo-

tion or Reft, becauſe of the Actions of two Bo-

dies betwixt themfelves. But in fuch a Syftem of

all, the Actions of all amongst themſelves are ei-

ther of two Bodies ; in which Cafe the common

Center of Gravity of the whole System is no-

thing
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thing chang'd, as we have already fhewn ; or

compounded of the Actions which are betwixt

Couples of Bodies ; and therefore they will fu-

perinduce no change in the State of Motion or

Reft to the common Center of Gravity. For if

by the Action ofA upon B, the State ofthe Cen-

ter of Gravity is nothing chang'd, nor by the

Action of C upon B ; neither will the fame be

difturb'd bythe conjunct Forces of C and A up-

on B. Wherefore, ſeeing that the common Cen-

ter of Gravity, when Bodies do not act upon one

another, either refts or goes forwards uniformly

in fome ftraight Line ; the fame will continue

notwithſtanding the Actions of Bodies one upon

another, either always to reft or to go forwards

in a right Line uniformly, unless it be moved

from this State by fome extrinfic Force imprefs'd

upon the Syſtem. There is the fame Law

therefore of a Syftem of Bodies as to perfeve-

rance in the State of Motion or Reft, that there

is of one fingle Body. For the progreffive Mo-

tion, whether of a folitary Body or of a Syftem

of Bodies, ought always to be eſtimated from the

Motion of the Center of Gravity.

Octob. 30, 1704.

LECT.G 3
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(26.)

T

LECT. VIII .

HE Motions of two Bodies in-

cluded in a given Space, and

partaking of the Motion there-

of, are the fame amongst them-

felves, whether that Space reft-

eth, or that the fame is mov'd uniformly ftraight

forward without a Circular Motion.

For the difference of the Motions tending to

the fame Part, and the Sums of thoſe which tend

to the contrary Parts, are the fame at the begin-

ning in both Cafes (by the Hypotheſis) ; and

from theſe Sums or Differences arife the Con-

greffes or Shocks whereby the Bodies encounter

one another, [ to wit, of the Sums of the Moti-

ons tending to the contrary Parts, and the Dif-

ferences of the fame when tending to thefame

Part.] Therefore by Law 4th, the Effects of the

Congreffes will be equal in both Cafes, and

therefore the Motions amongſt themſelves in one

Cafe will remain equal to the Motions amongſt

themſelves in another. For the common and uni-

form Motion of the Space, and included Bodies

which tends to the fame Part, will either by

equally accelerating all, as in cafe they all tend

to the fame Part with the Space it felf, or by ad-

ding fo much to one as it takes away from ano-

ther, as in thoſe which tend to the contrary Parts,

make that the Forces at the Meetings of the Bo-

dies will be in no wife changed . This fame thing

is prov'd by a manifeft Experiment ; for all Mo-

tions
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tions are inthe fame manner in a Ship, whether

it refteth, or be carried uniformly ftraight for-

wards.

(27.) If Bodies be mov'd in any wife amongſt

themſelves, and be preffed with equal accelera-

tive Forces according to parallel Lines, they will

all continue to be mov'd in the fame manner

amongſt themſelves, as if they were not preffed

with thoſe Forces. For thoſe Forces will move

all the Bodies equally as to Velocity, whilft they

act according to the Quantities of the Bodies

to be mov❜d, and in parallel Lines ; and therefore

they will not change their Pofitions and Motions

in refpect of one another.

A Lemma to the Experiments following:

The Velocity of a pendulous Body in the low-

eft Point of any Circle, is always as the Chord

of the Arch which is defcrib'd in the falling.

(See Fig. 3. Plate 3.)

Let CAB be a right Angle, C or H a move-

able Body hanging bythe Thread CA or HA

upon the Center A, which will fall down in the

Arch CB or H B. I fay that the Velocity of

the Body C, in the loweſt Point B, is to the Ve-

locity of the Body H in the fame Point, or ra-

ther the Velocity of the fame Body falling firft

along the Arch C B, and afterwards the Arch

HB, is as the Chord C B is to the Chord H B.

For the Velocity of the Body, falling through

the Arch C B, as we fhall demonftrate by and

by (Coroll. 5. Prop. 6. following) is in the loweft

Point B (that Velocity, to wit, wherewith the

Body would go on to be mov'd in a right Line,

which toucheth the Circle in B, if it fhould leave

the Thread in B) is, I fay, the fame, as that

whichG4
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whichthe Body would have in the Point F, if it

had fallen perpendicularly along CF. And by

the fame, the Velocity of the Body which falls

from H according to the Arch H B, is the fame

as that which it would have in the Point K, if it

fhould fall perpendicularly along HK : [the fame

Celerity, to wit, being imprefs'd in Spaces be-

twixt parallel Planes, whether the Tranfit through

thoſe Planes be perpendicular, as in Bodies falling

perpendicular to the Horizon ; or whether it be

oblique, as in pendulous Bodies defcribing circular

Arches, as will be more fully made appear after-

wards.]Therefore the Velocity of a Body defcend-

ing along the Arch HC B, is to the Velocity of

the fame defcending along the Arch H B, as the

Velocity of a Body falling along CF, is to the

Velocity of that which falls down HK. But

(by Coroll. Prop. 4. beneath) The Velocity of a

Body falling down in CF, is to the Velocity of

á Body falling down in HK, in the fubduplicate

Proportion ofthe Line C F to the Line H K ; and

(as will appear from Prop. 2. following) the Chord

CB is to the Chord H B in the fame fubdupli-

cate Proportion of CF to HK. From whence

it follows, that the Velocity of the Body defcend-

ing along the Arch CB, is to the Velocity of a

Body falling down the Arch HB in the loweſt

Point B, as the Chord C B is to the Chord H B.

Q. E. D.

* De vi Centri-

fuga. p.426,427.

Corollary. From hence is to be corrected the

Error of Hugens, or rather of his

Editors, who fuppofe that the Pro-

portion of Velocity in the Point

B, is the fame as that of the Lines

themſelves CF, HK, when it is only the fub-

duplicate Proportion of the fame, as we have al-

ready
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ready demonftrated from the Principles of Hugens

himſelf.

A general Scholium. The truth of theſe Laws

hath heretofore been prov'd by Sir Christopher

Wren before the Royal Society by the Experiment

of Pendulums ; which thing the famous Mariotte

hath taken upon him to fet forth and declare in an

entire Book. But that this kind of Experiments

may agree with the Theories, regard is to be had

not only to the Elafticity of the Pendulous Bo-

dies, but alſo to the Refiftance ofthe Air. Let the

Bodies A and B (fee Fig. 4. Plate 3.) hang by the

parallel Threads A C and BD upon the Cen-

ters C and D From thefe Centers, and at equal

Intervals, let there be defcrib'd the Semi - Circles

EAF, GBH, bifected refpectively by the Ra-

dii CA and D B. Let the Body A be drawn

unto any Point of the Arch EAF as R, and

the Body B being withdrawn, let it be let down

from thence, and return after one Vibration , com-

pounded of going and returning, to the Point V.

Here RV is the Retardation from the refiftance

of the Air. Of this RV let S T be made a

fourth part, placed in the middle ; and let R Q

be equal to QV ; and thus ST will repreſent

the retardatio nvery near which is in the Deſcent

from S to A. For if in the Double both Afcent

and Defcent, the Retardation be R V, the Retar-

dation in one Afcent or one Defcent will be one

fourth Part thereof. And feeing two Arches be

greater, and two be less than the Arch Q A, the

refiftance of the Air is to be taken neither in the

greatest Arches, nor in the leaft, but in a mean

betwixt them. From whence the fourth Part

ST is neither to be placed at the higheſt Pärt R,

nor at the lowest V, but in a middle one which

is betwixt both. Now let the Body B be reftor'd

into
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:

into its Place : Let the Body A fall from the

Point S ; and the Velocity thereof in the Point

of Reflection A, will, without fenfible Error, be

the fame, as if it had fallen in a Vacuum from

the Point T ; the Body A by falling fomething

higher, compenfating the Refiftance of the Air ;

and therefore, according to the juft now demon-

ftrated Lemma, let this Velocity of the Body in

the Point A be reprefented by the Chord of the

Arch T A. After the Reflexion, let the Body

A come unto the Place s, and the Body Bto the

Place k, whether the Bodies be Elaftic or not.

Let the Body B be taken away, and the Place

(u) be found, from which if the Body A was let

down, and fhould after one entire Vibration re-

turn to the Point (r) ; (st) may be a fourth Part

of (ru) which (st) is fituate alfo as before in the

middle And by the Chord of the Arch (t A) let

the Velocity which the Body A hath after its Re-

flexion in the Point A be reprefented ; for (t) will

be the true and correct Place unto which the Bo-

dy A, the refiftance of the Air being taken away,

ought to have afcended ; and by the like Method

will the Place (k) be to be corrected, that to wit,

to which the Body B afcends, and the Place (1)

to be found, that to wit, unto which the Body

ought to have afcended in a Vacuum. By this

means we may try all this fort of Experiments in

like manner as if we were placed in a Vacuum.

Then at laſt the Body A is to be drawn into the

Chord T A, which reprefents its Velocity, that

the Motion of it in the Point A juft before the Re-

flexion may be had ; and afterwards into the Chord

(t A), that the Motion of the fame in the Point

A preſently after the Reflexion may alſo be had :

As in like manner the Body B is to be drawn in-

to the Chord (B1) that the Motion of it preſently

after
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after Reflection may be had ; and by the like Me-

thod where two Bodies are let down together

from divers Places, there are to be found the Mo-

tions of both, as well before as after the Reflecti-

on, andthen thofe Motions are to be compar'd at

length betwixt themſelves, and the Effects of the

Reflexion to be collected . By experiencing the

thing in this manner in Pendulums of ten Feet,

and this in Bodies both equal and unequal, and by

making that the Bodies fhould meet together from

very great Intervals,as ofEight,Twelve,or Sixteen

Feet, the Famous Sir Ifaac Newton always found ,

without an Error of Three Inches in the mea-

fures, when the Bodies did directly meet each

other, that the change of the Motion to the con-

trary Parts was equally in both Bodies, and con-

fequently that Action and Re-action, according

to the fifth Law were always equal. As if the Bo-

dy A fhould fall upon the Body B, which is at

reft, with Nine Parts of Motion, and feven Parts

being loft in the Conflict, fhould go forward af-

ter the Reflexion with two Parts only, the Body

B would rebound with thofe Seven which A loft.

If Bodies meet one another, A with Twelve

Parts of Motion, and B with Six ; and A re-

turns with Two, B would return with Eight ;

there being made to wit, a fubduction of Four-

teen Parts on both Sides. Let Twelve Parts be

fubducted from the Motion of A, and there will

remain nothing ; let there be fubftracted other

two Parts, and then there will be a Motion of

Two Parts unto the contrary Part. And fo as to

the Motion of the Body B of fix Parts, by fub-

ducting 14 Parts, there will arife Eight Parts of

Motion the contrary way. But if the Bodies

fhould be carried to the fame Part, A more ſwift-

ly with fourteen Parts, and B more flowly with

five
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five Parts, and after the Reflexion A fhould go

forward with five Parts,B would go forwards with

fourteen, there being made a Tranſlation of Nine

Parts from the Body A to the Body B,and fo in all

other Cafes. The Quantity of Motion which was

collected from the Sums of the confpiring Moti-

ons, and the difference of the contrary ones, was

never found in the Tryals of the forefaid great

Man to be changed by the Congrefs or Collifion

of Bodies. For the Error of one Inch or two in

the Meaſures is to be attributed to the difficulty

of performing every thing with due exactnefs. For

it was not an eafy thing to let down the Pendu-

lums juft at one time, fo that the Bodies fhould

dafh one upon another in the loweſt Place AB ;

then to note the Places s and k, to which the

Bodies afcended after the Congrefs, was difficult ;

and in the Balls themſelves which were to be us❜d,

the unequal Denſity of the Parts, and the irregu-

lar Texture arifing from other Caufes muft needs

bring in fome fort of Errors. But further, left any

fhould object, that the Rule, for the proving of

which this Experiment was invented, doth pre-

fuppofe either that the Bodies are abfolutely hard,

or at least perfectly Elaftic, of which fort there are

none perhaps to be found in natural Compofitions;

we add, that the Experiments now defcrib'd do

fucceed as well in foft Bodies as in Bodies Hard

and Elaftic ; theſe Experiments not depending at

all upon the Condition of the Hardnefs or Elafti-

city of Bodies. For if thething were to be tryed

in Bodies not perfectly Hard or Elaftic, the Re-

flexion ought only to be diminiſh'd in a certain

Proportion according to the Quantity of the Ela-

ftic Force which is diminish'd. In the Theory of

Wren and Hugens, Bodies abfolutely hard return

from one another with the Relative Velocity of

the
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the Congress ; but with the famous Wallis it is al-

together to be faid, that this holds in Bodies per-.

perfectly Elaftic only ; and it is to be afferted,

that other Laws have place in Bodies not Elaftic,

whether foft or hard, that obtain not in Elaftic

ones ; as is abundantly manifeft from what has

been above opened. And particularly thofe Bodies

only which are perfectly Elaftic, do after mutual

Collifions return from one another with the Ve

locity of the Congrefs, according to the 16th

Law of Motion thereto belonging. In thoſe

which are imperfectly Elaftic, the Velocity of

the Return is to be diminish'd together with the

Elaftic Force,and in the proportion ofthe diminu-

tion of the fame : becauſe that that Elaftic Force

(unleſs where the Parts of the Bodies are hurt by

the Meeting , or fuffer fome kind of Exten-

fion as under a Mallet) feems to be in it felf cer-

tain and determinate, and makes Bodies to return

from one another with that Relative Velocity,

which is in a given Proportion to the Relative

Velocity before the Concourfe. Which thing

Sir Ifaac Newton did thus experiment in Balls made

of Wool, moft ftraitly wound up and preffed to-

gether ; firft by letting down Pendulums, and

meaſuring the Reflexion, he found the Quantity

of the Elaftic Force ; then by this Force he com

puted the Reflexions which were to be expect-

ed in other Cafes of Congreſs , and the Experi-

ments anſwer'd. The Balls always return'd from

one another with a relative Velocity, which was

to the Relative Velocity of the Concourfe, as the

Number Five is to Nine. Balls of Steel were al-

most perfectly Elaftic, for they return'd almoft

with the very Velocity of the Concourfe ; thoſe

of Cork with fomething lefs ; but in Glafs Balls

the Proportion was of about Fifteen to Sixteen.

.

And
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And by this means,the Fifth LawofMotion as to

Stroaks and Reflexions was prov'd by Dr. Wallis's

Theory, which plainly agrees with Experience.

Sir Ifaac Newton doth alfo fhew in this Place

briefly that this Rule holds alfo in Attractions ;

to wit, that the Quantity of Motion, collected

by gathering the Sum of the Motions made to

the fame Part, and the difference of thofe which

are made to the contrary Parts, is not changed by

the Actions of Bodies amongst themſelves ; whofe

reaſoning in this Matter we confidered above un-

der the Fifth Law, and confequently fhall at pre-

fent omit it, and come to the reft of his Obfer-

vations belonging to the prefent Place. Asthere-

fore Bodies in Concourfe and Reflexion are of

the fame Force, whofe Velocities are reciprocally

as the implanted Force or the Bodies themſelves,

as may be underſtood from the Eight and Seven-

teenth Laws, and Hugens's Eighth Propofition ; fo

in moving Mechanic Inftruments, Agents are of

the fame Force, and fuftain each other by contra-

ry Endeavours, whofe Velocities , eftimated ac-

cording to the determination of their Forces, be

reciprocally as their Forces. Thus Weights are

of equal Force to the moving the Beam of a Pair

of Scales, which in the Vibration of the Balance

are reciprocally as their Velocities up and down ;

that is, the Weights ifthey afcend and deſcend

perpendicularly, are of equal Force betwixt them-

felves when they are reciprocally,as the Diſtances

of the Points on which they are hanged from the

Axis of the Balance. But if being hinder'd by

oblique Planes, or fome other Obftacles, they

afcend and defcend obliquely, thofe Weights are

Equipollent , which are as the perpendicular

Afcent and Defcent , and this becauſe of the

determination of Gravity downwards. Thus in a

Wheel
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Wheel or Pulley, the Force of the Hand which

directly draws the Rope, is to the Weight afcend-

ing either directly or obliquely, as is the Velocity

of the perpendicular Afcent to the Velocity of

the Hand drawing the Rope,the Hand will fuftain

the Weightin Equilibrio.In Watches, and the like

Inftruments which are fram'd of little Wheels put

together, if the contrary Forces for the further-

ing and hindring the Motion ofthe Wheels be re-

ciprocally, as the Velocities of the Parts of the

Wheels on which they are imprefs'd, they will

fuftain one another. The Force of a Screw to

prefs a Body, is to the Force of the Hand turn-

ing round the Handle, as the circular Velocity of

the Handle in that Part where it is prefs'd by the

Hand to the progreffive Velocity of the Screw to-

wards the preffed Body. The Force with which

the Wedge lies upon the Two Parts of the cloven

Wood, is to the Force of the Mallet upon the

Wedge, as the Progrefs of the Wedge according

to the determination ofthe Force imprefs'd upon

it by the Mallet, is to the Velocity wherewith

the Parts of the Wood give Place to the Wedge

according to Lines perpendicular to the Forces

of the Wedge. And the Reafon is the fame in all

Machines. Their Efficacy and Ufe confifting on-

ly in this, that by diminishing the Velocity we

may increaſe the Force, and on the contrary.

From whence in all Kinds of fit Inftruments

that fo much talk'd- of Problem is folv'd, of mo-

ving a given Weight by any given force, or of

Overcoming any other given Refiftance by any

given Force how fmall foever. For if Ma-

chines be fo form'd, that the Velocities of the

Agent and Refiftents are reciprocally as the

Force , the Agent will fuftain the Refiftent,

and overcome the fame with a diſparity of

Velocities :

7

h

•
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:Velocities Certainly, if the difparity of Veloci-

ties be fo great, that it will overcome even all

Refiftance, which is wont to arife as well from

the Attrition of Bodies contiguous, fliding one

upon another , as from the Coheſion of Bo-

dies continuous, and which are to be feparated

one from another, and the Weights of Bodies to

be lifted up ; all that Refiftance being overcome,

the Force redounding will produce an Accelera-

tion of Motion proportional to it felf, partly in

the Parts of the Machine, partly in the refiding

Body. But to treat of, and handle Mechanics

as it ought to be done, belongs not to our Pur-

pofe ; we by thefe Things only fhewhow far and

wide this Rule extends, and how certain the Fifth

Law of Motion above delivered is. For if the

Action of the Agent be eftimated from its Force

and Velocity conjunctly, and the Re-action of

the Refiftent from the Velocities of each of its

Parts, and their Force in refifting, arising from

their Attrition, Coheſion, Weight and Accelera-

tion ; Action and Re-action will be in all Kinds

of Inftruments equal one to the other ; and fo far

forth as the Action is propagated by the Inftru

ment, and at length imprefs'd upon every refifting

Body, its laft Determination will always be con-

trary to the determination of the Relaction.

Corollary, From theſe two Laws of Motion now

fufficiently explain'd and prov'd , the grofs Errors

of Des Cartes about the fame do manifeftly appear;

whofe Laws of Motions, are fo far from agreeing

every where with the true Laws of the fame, that

they are rather found every where to diſagree with

them. And confequently it is no wonder, ifthe

in like manner err'd in the rest of the Phenome-

na of Nature. The Laws of Motion being now

difpatch'd, we come unto the Propofitions.)

November 6th, 1704. LECT.
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I.

T

LECT. IX.

PROPOSITIONS.

HE laft Proportion ofthe Tangent

Subtenfe or Chord to the Curve

Arch which belongeth to them, is

the proportion of Equality ; that

is, the Tangent, Arch, and Chord,

wherethe leaſt Arch of all , or that which vaniſh-

eth away is taken, do at length end in one and

the fame Line. And the famething is to be un-

derftood of the Sine. Let Ab be the Arch of a

Circle or fome other Curve, which is as little as

may be ; let Af be the Tangent thereof, and

Ab the Subtenfe : I would know what is the

Proportion of thefe Lines one to another if they

be taken as near as may be to the Point A, or if

the Point b doth as it were coincide with the

Point A and I fay, that the Proportion of the

Arch, whether to the Tangent above, or to the

Subtenfe below, is the Proportion of Equality.

For from the Nature of Curves it is manifeft, that

all the difference betwixt the Tangent and Sub-

tenſe of any Arch whatever doth arife from the

length of the intermediate Arch, and that the

difference is always fo much the greater, as the

Arch which is taken isthe greater,and fo muchthe

lefs by how much the Arch which is taken is the

lefs ; from whence it follows, that inan Arch the

leaft that may be the difference will be the leaft

that maybe, and in an Arch infinitely ſmall, fuch

H as
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as we now intend, the Difference will be infinite-

ly fmall, or none at all. And if the Difference be-

twixt the Tangent and the Subtenfe be none at

all, much more fhall the Difference betwixt the

Tangent and the intermediate Arch be none at

all, or the Difference betwixt the Subtenfe and

that Arch ; fince that Arch is every where of an

intermediate Length betwixt the Tangent and the

Subtenfe. And this Equality of the leaft Tan-

gents, Arches and Subtenfes, and of Sines alfo, is

a Thing which Geometricians have always fup-

pofed and acknowledged ; whilft they have con-

fidered the Perimeters of Curves, as being in-

numerable Sides of Polygons, and as arifing from

the Coalefcence of the infcrib'd and circumfcrib'd

Figures, the Difference betwixt them vaniſhing

away.

Corollary,Iftherefore it can be demonftrated,that

dbDb(Fig. 5. Plate3.) the Subtenfes ofthe Anglès

of Contact, are always betwixt themſelves in the

duplicate Proportion of the Subtenfes A b, AB,

as will prefently be done, it will from thence fol-

low, that the fame vanishing Subtenfes are alſo in

the duplicate Proportion of their conterminous

Arches A b, A B, or of the Sines cb, CB ; be-

caufe the Subtenfe A b doth in the foregoing

Cafe fall in, and become the fame with the Arch

A bor its Sine cb, and fo doth at length the

fubtenfe A B with the Arch A B, or its Sine C B.

II. The Subtenfes of the Angles of Contact

in Circles, are always in the duplicate Proportion
s'in't

of the Subtenfes of the conterminous Arches.

Let there be in the fame Figure any two

Arches as A,B and Ab ; and DB, db (equal

to AC and A c, the verſed Sines of the fame

Arches)the Subtenfes ofthe Angle of Contact.To

thefe Subtenfes (by Book the 3d, Prop. 31. of the

Élements)
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Elements) G B and Gb drawn from the Point G

will be perpendicular ; let the Rectangles ADBC,

and Adbc be compleated. This done , the

Square of A B (by VI. 8. of the Elements with

VI. 17. of the fame) is equal to the Rectangle of

AG into AC or DB ; and in like manner, the

Square of Ab is equal to the Rectangle under

AG and Ac or d b. And confequently , the

Proportion of the Square of A B to the Square

of Ab, is the fame as that of the Rectangle un-

der AG and D B, fo that under A G and db ;

that is, (by VI. 1. Elements) the fame as of the

Line D B to the Line db.. Q. E. D.

Corollary. Therefore any Subtenfe whatever of\

the Angle of Contact, as DB or db is equal to

the Square of the Chord applied to the Diameter

of the Circle . For as A G is to AB, to is AB

to AC or DB : From whence by the Golden

ABX AB ABq. And in

or

AG
Rule, BD=

like manner, AG isto Ab as Ab to Ac or

db ; from whence db

1

AG

Abq

AG.
Q.E.D.

Coroll. (2.) In the leaft Segments of perspective

Glaffes, the Altitudes or Axes of the Segments

AC, and Ac, are to be reckon'd to have the

fame Proportion betwixt themſelves, which the

Squares of the Bafes or Apertures Eb and RB

&c. have. (fee Fig. 5. Plate 3.) For we have,

fhew'd that AC and A c have the fame, Propor-

tion as the Squares of the Subtenfes ;, and feeing

in very ſmall Arches the Subtenfes or Sines, or

their Doubles R B and EB are almoft in the

fame Proportion amongst themfelves ; it follows,

that the Altitudes alfo AC and A c have almoft

the fame Proportion as the Squares of the double

Sines RB and Eb, that is, of the Apertures.

Q. E. D. H 2
Coroll.
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Corell (3.) In very fmall Angles, the Excefs of

the Secants above the Radius , are alfo very near

as the Squares of the Subtenfes, or Sines, or Tan-

gents, or even of the Arches. For thofe Exceffes

(fee Fig. 5. Plate 3 ) bf and BF , do in that

Cafe coincide with the Subtenfes of the Angle of

Contact b d and BD, and confequently have

the fame proportion amongst themfelves as

they. Thus you mayfee in the Tables of Secants,

that the Radius of the Circle being put to be of

.10000000 of equal Parts, the Excefs ofthe Secant

of two firft Minutes is of two Parts, and that of

the Secant ofFour first Minutes is of Eight Parts ;

from whence the difference of the former Secant,

and the Radius, is fourfold of the difference of

the latter Secant to the double Arch, and the

Radius ; that is, thofe Differences are betwixt

themſelves as the Squares of the Arches ; and fo

of the rest.

Coroll. (4.) The Nafcent or Evaneſcent Subten-

fes of the Angle of Contact, are in the duplicate

proportion of the conterminous Arches. Forthey

are every where, by what hath been demonftra-

ted before, in the duplicate Proportion of the

Chords. Butfeeing the Chords do at laft end in

the Arches, that is, in Diſtances 'infinitely fmall

do coincide with them, and are equal to them,

as we demonftrated above, thofe Subtenfes in like

manner will in the prefent Cafe be in the dupli-

cate Proportion of the Arches.

Coroll. (5.) From whence alfo in the fame Caſe,

according to the firft Corollary of this Propofi-

tion, the vanishing Subtenfe of the Angle of

Contact, will be equal to the Square of the Arch

it felf, applied to the Diameter of the Circle.

Coroll. (6.) Hence is gathered that Noble and

Fundamental Theorem of Sir Ifaac Newton, and

of
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of Mr. Hugens alfo ; to wit, that in the circular

Motion of a Body, the Centripetal Forces, or

the Gravities toward the Center are every where,

as the Squares of the Velocities ofthe Arches, de-

fcrib'd at the fame time, applied to the Diameters

or Radii of the Circles. For (in Fig. 6. Plate 2.)

let the revolving Bodies B and b deſcribe the Cir-

cumference of the Circles BD and b d,and in the

famegiven Time let them defcribe the infinitely

fmallArches B D and bd ; becauſe by their Innate

Force alone they would defcribe the Tangents

B C, b c equal to theſe Arches ; by the firft Law

of Motion it is manifeft, that there is fome cen-

tripetal Force which perpetually draws back the

Bodies from the Tangents to the Circumferences

of the Circles ; and confequently, theſe are one

to another inthe firft Proportion of the Nafcent

Lines CD and cd ; that is, as

BD q

BG

is to

or, by taking half the Divifors , as

to

bdq

b s

bdq;

bg

BDq

BS

and becauſe the Velocities are in the Pro-

portion of the Arches defcrib'd at the fame time,

thofe Forces will be as the Squares of thofe Velo-

cities applyed to the Radii of the Circles. But if

the Circles be equal betwixt themſelves, then by

reafon of the given Diameters thofe Forces will

be as the Squares themſelves of the Arches de-

fcrib'd at the fame time, or of the Velocities ; as

we will fhew more fully afterwards.

Coroll. (7.) By means ofthe foregoing Corolla-

ry, we gather the Proportion of the Centripetal

Force to any known Force, as that of Gravity.

For fince that Force in the time that the Body

defcribes the Line BC, or an Arch equal to it,

H 3 impells
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impells the fame along the Line CD; which in

the beginning of Motion is equal to the Square

of that Arch B D, applied to the Diameter ofthe

Circle. And fince every Body by an uniformly

accelerated Motion, or the fame Force continued

towards the fame Part always, doth defcribe Spa-

ces in the duplicate Proportion of the Times, as

will preſently be fhewed (under Prop. 4.) that

Force in which time the revolving Body doth de-

ſcribe any given Arch, will make the fame Body,

going right forwards, defcribe a Space equal to

the Square of that Arch applied to the Diameter ;

and confequently, is to the Force of Gravity as

that Space is to the Space which an heavy Body

in falling doth defcribe in the fame time. As for

Example, from the Experiments of Pendulums,

and other ways it is manifeft, that all Bodies

whatever defcribe in a Vacuum 16,14 English Feet

in one Second of Time whilft they are falling by

the Force of Gravity : I therefore would know

what Proportion the Centripetal Force, whereby

the Moon is held in its Orbit bears to the Force

of Gravity with us ? For this purpoſe the Square

of the Arch of the Moon's Orbit, which is de-

fcribed in one Second of Time , is to be divided

by the Diameter of the Orbit ; and fo we fhall

find the Line which the Moon (if the circular

Motion thereof were deftroyed, and it defcended

as an heavy Body towards the Earth) would de-

fcribe in the fame time. The mean Diſtance of

the Moon from the Center of the Earth is about

Sixty-Times the Earth's femi-Diameter , or of

about English Feet in Number 1257696000. The

Circumference therefore of its Orbit, if reduced

to a Circular, will be of about 7897834380 Feet ;

which Periphery, fince the Moon defcribes it in

the Space of a periodical Month, or 27 Days, 7

Hours, 43 Minutes, that is, in 2360580 Seconds ;

let
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let the Circumference 7897834380 be divided by

2360580 the Seconds which belong to the fame,

and the Quotient 3346 will give the Length of

the Arch deſcribed by the Moon in a fecond of

TimeinEnglish Feet, the Square whereof 11128976

being divided by the Diameter 2515392000 will

give L00443 Parts of an English Foot to be de-

fcribed in one Second by the Moon falling, and

in one Minute 16L14 Feet,or thereabouts ; there-

fore the Centripetal Force, or Gravity of the

Moon, is to the Centripetal Force of Bodies with

us upon the Surface of the Earth, as 443 Hun-

dred Thoufandth Parts of one Foot is to 16L14

Feet, that is almoft as 1 to 3600. And confe-

quently, the Force of Gravitation towards the

Earth at the diftance of the Moon is only the

3600th Part of the Force of Gravity with us.

III.The Velocities ofa Body accelerated by any

uniform urging Force whatever,are betwixt them-

felves, as the Times are wherein that uniform

Force is imprefs'd ; that is, in Double the Time

Double, in Treble the Time Treble of it ſelf, and

in Four times the Time a Quadruple Velocity.

For if the Accelerating Force be Equable and

Uniform, which is here fuppos'd ; and the Body

confequently, whether it refted at the Firft, or

was mov'd with any Celerity , doth receive

equal Degrees of Velocity, and an equal Increaſe

in equal Time ; it is manifeft, that the Velocity

of the Body is exactly proportional to the Time.

For if in every given Particle of Time that Force

doth generate a certain Velocity, it will be able

in the next equal fmall Portion of Time to gene-

rate a Velocity like and equal to the former ; and

fo likewife in the Third, and Fourth, and Fifth,

c. Particle of Time, and fo in infinitum . From

whence the entire Velocity will every where be

H 4
as
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as the Space of Time, in which that Accelerating

Force is imprefs'd on the Body. Q. E. D..

Corollary. Seeing therefore it is manifeft by Ex-

periments, that all Bodies whatever being accele-

rated by the Force of Gravity, do receive increa-

fes of Velocity every where proportional to the

Times; it is manifeft, that the Force of Gravity

doth act uniformly, and doth affect Bodies moft

fwiftly defcending, as well as quiefcent. From

whence it appears, that the Gravity of Bodies is

to be afcrib'd to no Preffure ofthe Air, or Im-

pulſe of either, nor to the Mechanical Endeavour

ofany Mater towards Motion. For all thefe Im-

pulfes or Endeavours would moft of all affect a

Body at Reft, and by how much the more ſwift-

ly the Body ſhould be mov'd, they would fo much

the lefs continually urge it, until at length, the

Celerity produc'd becoming equal to the Force

of the Caufe which generates it, all the Impulſe

would ceaſe, and no Acceleration of Motion fol-

low thence forward.

Some Lemmata to the 4th Prop.

(1.) Odd Numbers being added to themſelves

continually do make all the Square Numbers.Thus

One is the firft of odd Numbers, and the firſt al-

fo of Square Numbers. But if the Number 3,

which is the Second odd Number be added to

One, there is made the Number Four, the Se-

cond ofSquare Numbers ; and ifthe Number Five

be added to Four there is made the Number Nine,

the Third Square Number, and fo on in infinitum.

We fhall bring Two Demonftrations of this Lem-

Pract. Arithm .

Book V. Chap. I.

Theor. 7.

ma, one out of Tacquet, the other

out of our own Store. Tacquet

hews the Thing thus. In the na-

tural
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༡.

tural Progreffion, faith he of odd Numbers, 1, 3 ,

5,7, &c. the total Sum is equal to the Square of

the Number of the Terms. For according to the

Nature of Arithmetical Progreffion, the Sum of

all the Terms is equal to the Product of Half the

Sum of the Extremes, drawn into the Number

of the Terms : But half the Sum ofthe Extremes

of an Arithmetical Progreffion of odd Numbers,

beginning with Unity, is equal to the Number of

the Terms, (for it goeth on from Unity by Two's

fuperadded, whilft the Number of the Terms in-

creaſeth only by Ones) and confequently, that

Product is equal to the Square of the Number of

the Terms, and therefore the Sum Total of odd

Numbers, beginning with Unity, is equal to the

Square of the Number of the Terms, Q. E. D.

We demonftrate it thus : Let (a c) or (a b) (fee

Fig. 7. Plate 3. ) be Unity, and (a d) the Square

of Unity; I fay, that the Addition of the odd

Numbers, 3 , 5, 7, 9, &c. is neceffary to make

the Squares (a h, an, as, az, a A) of all Num-

bers proceeding from Unity ; for to the making

the Second Square, or the Square of the Number

Two, there are Three other Squares of Unity to

be added to (a d) to wit, the Two lateral Squares

(cd and df) and the Diagonal Vertical Square

(i g.)And then through all the reft of the Terms,

the Number of the Squares to be added is always

to be increas'd by Two for the making up of the

reft of the Squares ; to wit, three Squares (ki ,

1h, and g g) correfponding to the Three which

were added before are firſt to be added, then ano-

ther Square (h p) becauſe that the Square, added

by the Side of the Diagonal, doth always require

a Pair of correfponding Squares to be fuper-added,

to which at length is to be added another Diagc-

nal Square (mo). And thus it is every where (the

Number
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Number of the Squares to be added always, ex-

ceeding the former by Two,) that the Squares

(ad, ah, an, as, &c.) from Unity may be

compleated. From whence it plainly appears,

that the continual Addition of uneven Nam-

bers begets all Square Numbers , Q. E. D. But

he that will be content with an Induction, car-

ried on without End , may fafely enough pafs

By this way of demonftrating the Thing ; how-

beit it is indeed fo eafy, that it will not require

much Attention of Mind to comprehend it.

Lemma (2.) If a Body doth in a given time de

part gradually and uniformly from Reft, and by

that means defcribe a certain Line ; the fame Bo-

dy in the fame given time will,from the laft Cele-

rity acquired ,if it be uniformly continued,defcribe

a Line double to the former. For fince the Body

in departing from Reft acquired a certain Degree

of Velocity by equal increafes, the Line defcrib'd

by the fame, will be to be diftinguiſh'd into in-

numerable Lines greater each to the former gra-

dually And if thofe little Lines gradually in-

creafing, were difpos'd not Length-wife but or-

derly at the Sides, they would compofe a certain

Triangle, (a b c) or at leaft, according to Ca-

vallier's Method of Indivifibles , are to be rec-

kon'd to compofe one ; where the Vertical Point

of the Triangle, to wit (a) is the Point of Reft,

and the Bafe (c_b) defigns the laft (fee Fig. 8.

Plate 3.) Line of Motion, and the reft of the

Parallel little Lines, the Lines of the diverfe Ve-

locity which the Body had paffed through. Now

if we had put the greateſt Line (1 b) to have

been meaſured in the fame full time, or had di-

fpos'd from the Point (a) to the Bafe (1 b) fo ma-

ny Times equal to the greateft, as we had before

difpos'd Lines gradually increaſing, we had com-

pos'd
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pos'd a Parallelogram, double to the former Tri-

angle, (I. 41.of the Elements. ) And confequently,

the uniform Motion, gradually increas'd from the

Point of Reft, is in the given time double to

the former, Q. E. D.

IV. The Lines which Bodies by any urging

uniform Force do defcribe, are in the duplicate

proportion of the Times, i. e. if the Times be Se-

conds, One, Two, Three, Four, Five, &c. the

whole Lines defcrib'd will be amongst themſelves,

as One, Four, Nine, Sixteen, Twenty-five, &c.

which are the Squares ofthe former. For if any

Body whatever, by any urging uniform Force

whatever, fhall as it falls defcribe in the leaft

Portion of Time, as one Second, fome Line ; in

the fecond equal Portion of Time it will defcribe

a Line equal to the former, by reafon of the con-

tinuation of a Forcé equal to the former ; and

becauſe of the gradual Acquifition, and Increaſe

of the Velocity of Motion, it fhall by Lemmathe

Second deſcribe a Line double to the former

therefore from both Caufes conjoin'd it will now

defcribe a Line treble to the former. But in the

Third Particle of Time, by reafon of the Force ,

of Gravity ftill acting, a Line equal to the for-

mer will be deſcrib'd ; and becaufe of the Velo-

city of the former, which was double to B, con-

tinued in the equal Time a Line will be defcrib'd

double to the former, that is, quadruple of the

firft, and fo from the Forces conjoin'd a Line will

be defcrib'd five-fold ofthe Firft ; and fo forwards

from the continual Impreffion of Gravity a Line

equal to the firft will always be to be added, and

then another Line equal to the firft by reaſon that

the Velocity is continually increas'd by one Part ;

and confequently, two Parts or Lines equal to the

firft are every time to be added; and confeqently,

the

}
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the entire Lines defcrib'd in every fucceffive Par-

ticle of Time will be to be defign'd perpetually

by odd Numbers. Seeing therefore (by Lemma 1.)

the odd Numbers added one to another do orderly

make all the Square Numbers, the Lines of theſe

Moments added together will neceffarily make the

entire Lines of the Moments to exceed the latter

the foregoing in a duplicate Proportion, or in

the Proportion of a Square Number to a Square

Number. Thus if in one Second of Time Bo-

dies be carried downwards by the Force of Gra-

vity about Sixteen English Feet, as is manifeſt

from Experience ; they will in two Seconds be

carried Sixty-four Feet, and in three one Hundred

Forty-four Feet, or thereabouts.

Or according to Galilæus in his Syftema Cofmi-

cum , we may demonftrate the Propofition thus.

( Fig. 8. Plate 3. ) Let equal Times be repre-

fented by equal Lines a b, bc, cd, de, and the

Velocity in the end of the first time bg, by the

Line (b 1). Seeing then, that Velocity which

the falling Body hath in that Place, was acquir'd

not together and at once, but gradually, and in a

certain Space of time, reprefented by the whole

Line(a b) from the continual and uniform accele-

rating Force ; therefore it is neceſſary, that it

ſhould have had all the leffer Degrees of Velo-

city before it got that Velocity ; from whence

thofe former Degrees of Velocity will be repre-

fented by leffer Lines drawn from the Parts of

the Time ab parallel to the Line ; and feeing the

Velocity doth increaſe uniformly

Prop. 3. fore with the Times, thofe Lines ac-

going.

cording to the Method of indivifi-

bles will conftitute and compofe the Triangle

(ab 1). Therefore the whole Line which ſhall

be defcribed from all thofe Velocities join'd toge-

ther,
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ther, will be proportional to the Aggregate of all

thofe Lines, that is, to the Triangle (ab 1 ) ; and

will rightly be reprefented by that Triangle. But

in the fecond time, when the Body fhall now

have acquir'd a Velocity proportional to the Line

(b ) and reprefented by the fame ; with that

only Velocity continued, it will defcribe a Line

double to the former, and confequently to be re-

prefented bythe Parallelogram (ab1h) or (bi

kc) double to the Triangle (a b 1) ; and over

and above,by the new Velocity, arifing as before,

from the perpetual and uniform Incitation of the

fame Force, a Line will be deſcribed equal to the

firft Line ; therefore if you add both Forces to-

gether, in the fecond Time, the Line defcrib'd

will be treble to the former, and to be repre-

fented bythe Trapezium ; and the Sum of the

Lines defcrib'd in the first and fecond Time,

will be to the Line defcribed in the firſt time

alone as the Triangle (a c 2) is to the Triangle

(ab1) ; that is, in the duplicate Proportion ofthe

homologous Sides (a c) and (a b) which repre-

fent the Times ; or as the Squares of the Times

themſelves. In like manner, in the third Time

the Body with the Celerity hitherto acquir'd, or

the mere permanence of the Motion now got,

will defcribe a Line to be reprefented by the Pa-

rallelogram (c2 n d) ; and by the new added

Force arifing from Gravity ftill , and continually

uniformly inciting, will defcribe a Line to be re-

preſented by the Triangle (2 n 3. ) From whence

the Line defcrib'd in the third Time will be five-

fold of the Firft, and to be repreſented by the

Trapezium (2 c d 3 ) ; and the Sum of the Lines

in the firft, fecond, and third Times,, will be to

the Line deſcribed in the firft time only, as the

Triangle (ad 3) is to the Triangle (ab 1) or as

the
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the Squares of the Times (a d) ; and (a b) and fo

in infinitum.

Corollary, Since according to what hath been

before demonftrated, Celerity is every where pro-

portional to the time, and feeing the Lines de-

fcribed by Bodies falling down be in the dupli-

cate Proportion of the Times, the fame Lines

will alſo be in the duplicate Proportion of the

Celerities, or as the Squares of the Velocities.

As for Example, if the Velocities laft acquir'd of

two Bodies falling to the Earth, be one to the

other as the Number Two is to One , the

Heights of the Fall fhall be betwixt themſelves as

Four is to One. If the Velocity of one Body be

treble to the Velocity of the other, the Height

of the Defcent of the fame fhall be Ninefold of

the Height of the Defcent of the other. And

fo on ad infinitum.

Nov. 13, 1704.

V.

LE C T. X.

F a Body fhall begin to tend up-

wards with that fame Velocity-

which it had acquir'd in the End of

its Deſcent,it will afcendto the fame

Altitude in the fame Time, from

whence it before defcended, and fhall equally lofe

its Velocity in.equal Times.

For by Force of what was , demonftrated in

the laft Propofition it appears, that the Velo-

city once acquir'd , as (3d) will always de-

fcribe
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fcribe an equal Parallelogram, whether the Body

afcend or defcend : But feeing the new Force of

Gravity in the Defcent increaſes by the Triangle

(3 m 43) and in the Afcent diminiſheth the fame

by an equal Triangle ; it is manifeft that the

Trapezium now to be defcribed in the Afcent

will be equal to the Parallelogram before defcrib'd

in the Defcent, to wit the Trapezium 3 2 cd ;

and ſo on.From whence the Lines defcrib'd which

are proportional to theſe Trapeziums, and the

Velocities proportional to the Bafes of the Trape-

ziums, will every where be the fame in the A-

fcent that they were in the Defcent ; until at

length the Body reacheth to the laft Point of the

Afcent in the fame time that it had defcended

from it.

VI. The Celerities of heavy Bodies acquir❜d by

-deſcending upon divers Inclinations of Planes will

-be equal, if the Elevations of the Planes or their

perpendicular Altitudes be equal.

7

Corol. 2. Law

of Mot. 23.

Let EG be a Line perpendicular to the Hori-

zon , and EF a Line inclin'd to the Horizon

(Fig. 1. Plate 4.) in any Angle whatever , and

let G A be perpendicular to E F. I fay, that

any heavy Body whatever will acquire the fame

Velocity in defcending along the inclined Line

EF,whichit would acquire in the Line EGby the

perpendicular Fall. For from what

was demonftrated before,the Force

of Gravity in the oblique Plane

EF, is to the Force of Gravity in the perpendi-

cular EG, as AB is to AC, or , on account

of the likeness of the Triangles ACB, EFG,

as EG to EF ; or becauſe the Triangle E GA

is like to them, as EA is to E G. From whence,

by reaſon of the divers Forces , the Motion

and Velocity of the Body defcending along

E A
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EA in the inclined Plane, will be to the Motion

and Velocity of the Body deſcending along EG,

the Time of the perpendicular Defcent being gi-

ven, as E A is to E G, or as EG is to EF ;

and the Velocity of the Body defcending along

EA, unto the Velocity of the fame defcending

along E F, will be in the fubduplicate Proportion

of EA to EF, that is, in the Pro-

VI. 8. Elements. portion of E A unto E G. There-

fore the Velocity of the Body in

the Point A, is to the Velocity ofthe Body in the

Point F, and to the Velocity of the fame defcend-

ing perpendicularly in the Point G, in the fame

Proportion, to wit, that of the Line E A tothe

Line EG, or that of the Line E G to the Line

EF. From whence it appears, that thofe Velo-

cities are equal one to the other. Q. E. D.

Coroll. (1.) Whilft a Body falling perpendicu-

larly defcribes the Line E G, another falling ob-

liquely will deſcribe the Line E A, determined

by the Perpendicular G A.

Corell. (2.) The Time ofthe perpendicular Fall

is to the time of the oblique Fall, in the fubdu-

plicate Proportion of the Line EA to the Line

EF ; or as the Line E A is to the Line E G,

that is, in the proportion of the perpendicular Al-

titude EG to the oblique Line EF. From

whence, by how much the Velocity is diminiſh'd

on account of the diminution of the Force,

it is increas'd , by reafon of the increafe of

the time ; fo that in the fame perpendicular Alti-

tude there always remain the fame Velocity,

whatſoever may be the obliquity of the inclined

Plane to the Horizon.

Coroll. (3. ) . The Times of Defcents upon Planes

diverfly inclin'd to the Horizon , but whoſe

Elevation or perpendicular Altitude is the

fame,
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fame, and betwixt themſelves as the Lengths of

the Planes. For the time of Defcent by EF is

to the time of Defcent by E G, (Fig. 1. Plate 4.)

according to what hath been already demonftra-

ted, as E F is to E G;and the time of Defcent thro'

EG is to the time of Defcent thro' E H as E Gto

EH from whence by equality of Proportion, the

time of Deſcent through E F will be to the Time

of Defcent thro' E G, as E F is to EH, Q. E. D.

Coroll. (4.) If a Body defcend from the fame

perpendicular Altitude, with a continued Motion

through how many foever and whatfoever conti-

guous Planes, as EI, IK, KL, howfoever in-

clin'd, it will always acquire the fame Velocity in

the End; that, to wit, which it would have ac-

quired by falling perpendicularly from the fame

Heighth. For by the Dermination of Mr. Hu-

gens, the fame will be the Velocity, according to

what hath been already demonftrated, of the Bo-

dy (Fig. 1. Plate 4. ) falling to the Point I, whe-

ther it fall along EI or MI ; from whence the

Velocity will alfo be the fame in its going along

IK, as in falling along NK from whence, the

Velocity will be the fame at the Point K , whe

ther the Fall were through EI or IK or along

M K, or even NK; from whence will follow

that there will be the fame Velocity in falling

along K L at the Point L, which would be

the Deſcent were according to one fingle Plane

NL, or two Planes MK and KL, or even

three Planes, EI, IK, KL ; the fame to wit,

according to what hath been already demonftra-

ted, which the Body falling perpendicularly could

acquire at the Point G. Q. E. D.

Corall: (5 ) Hence it is alfo manifeft, according

totheDetermination ofthe fame Hugens,that a Bo-

dy defcending along the Circumference of a Cir-

cle, or a Cycloid,or any Curve Line whatever,the

I
fame
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fame Velocity will always be acquir'd, if it de-

fcend from an equal Altitude ; and that that Ve-

locity will be fo great as the Body ought to ac-

quire by a perpendicular Fall fromthe fame Alti-

tude. For Curve Lines are as it were, compound-

ed of many innumerable right ones ; and fince the

Propofition is true in any rectilinear Perimeters

whatever, and how many foever, it will be true

likewife where they are in Number infinite, that

is, where they end in Curve Lines. Q. E. D.

མ་ ཁྐྲི་

Coroll. (6.) Hence it alſo appears, that if an hea-

vy Body's Motion be turned from a Defcent up-

wards, it will afcend unto the fame Heighth from

whence it came, along whatſoever Plane conti-

guous Surfaces, and in what fort foever inclin❜d it

fhall be carried. For as before, (Prop. 5. Fig. 1,

Plate 4. ) the fame will be the Velocity in any

Point K and I, whether the heavy Body defcend

or whether it afcend ; from whence certainly the

fame will be the Limit of the afcending or de-

ſcending Velocity, the fame the Term of it at the

Point E. From whence alſo, if there be an infi-

nite Multitude of Planes ; that is, if the Surface

be Curve, the Body will arife along the Curve

Line alfo unto the Height from whence it came,

and no higher.

7

Coroll. 7.) If a Body falls perpendicularly, or

defcends along any Surface whatever ; and then

fhall, from the Force acquir'd by the Deſcent be

carried upwards along any other Surface ; it will

have in Aſcending and Defcending the fame Ve-

locity in Points of equal Heighth. And if the

Plane or Surface of the Afcent be like and equal

to the Surface of the Defcent, it will afcend in

equal time in which it defcended. Thefe Things

do fo clearly follow from the Things already de-

monftrated, that there needs no more Words

about them. Lemma's
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Lemmata to the 7th Propofition.

(1.) If a Curve Line be of that Nature that it

will every where fuftain the Force of Gravity in

proportion to its length ; fo that by how much

the Part of the Line to be defcrib'd is the greater,

by fo much will the accelerating Force be the

greater, and altogether in the fame Proportion ;

and by how much the part of the Line which is

to be defcrib'd is the lefs, by fo much the lefs will

the accelerating Forces be, and this in the fame

Proportion ; the Times of Defcent along fuch a

Curve, whether the Arches defcrib'd be greater or

lefs, will always be equal to one another. For the

Velocity in the given Time is as the moving

Force ; if therefore the Line to be defcrib'd be

alfo as the fame moving Force, it will be likewiſe

as the Velocity ; but if the Velocity of the Mo-

tion be every where as the Line to be defcribed,it

is manifeft, that any Line whatever, whether

great or fmall, ought to be defcrib'd in the fame

time. But that this is the Nature and Property

of the Cycloid is what comes to be demonftrated

in what follows.

Lemma (2.) Let DAC ( Fig. 2. Plate 4. ) be

a Semi-cycloid, DFA half of that Circle which

produced the Cycloid ; and from any Point in

the Cycloid as B , let there be drawn the Line

BE parallel to the Bafe DC, meeting the Semi-

Circle D FA in E ; then let the Chord AE be

drawn, and from the Point B in the Cycloid the

Line BL, parallel to the Chord A E ; the Line

BL will be a Tangent to the Cycloid in the

Point B...

Lemma (3 ) And the Arch of the Cycloid A B

will be equal to the double Chord A E. Theſe

1 2 two
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two Lemmata are manifeft from the Elements of

See Wallis'sWorks

Vol. I. P. 533,&c.

the Cycloid ; and we have them

demonftrated by the famous

Sir Christopher Wren and others.

VII. In a Cycloid inverted , whofe Axis is ere-

cted perpendicular, the Times of the Defcent

wherein a Body let down from any Point what-

ever in it, comes to the loweft Point A, always

equal betwixt themſelves.

.

Let BA and OA be any Arches whatever in

the Cycloid, and BL and ON the Tangentsin

the Points B and O ; and let E A and FA be

Chords ofthe Semicircle D F A or parallel to the

faid Tangents, by Lemma the fecond : let, A F be

produced to the Point K. There are therefore by

the third Lemma, Lines to be defcribed by the Bo-

dy placed in one Cafe at B, in the other at O,

which are betwixt themſelves as the Chord E A

is to the Chord FA ; but the Force in the

direction of the Tangent BL, or the Chord

FA parallel thereto, is in the fame Proportion

to the Force in the direction of the Tangent

ON, or AF which is parallel thereto. For

(Fig. 2. Plate 4.) as the Square of EA is to the

Square of F A, fo is the verfed Sine EP to the

verfed Sine FP ; or fois KM to FP ; or fo

is KA to F A. Therefore the Chord A E is

a Geometrical Mean proportional betwixt the

Chord AF and the Line A K ; and confequent-

ly AF, AE, AK. But the Force of Gravity,

accordingto what hath been demon-

Corol. 2. to ftrated, which is inthe Plane A E, is

to the Force of Gravity in the Plane

AF, as AK is to AE ; that is, as the Chord

AE is to the Chord A F ; and thus every where.

But the Line to be defcribed is as the fame A E

is to the fame A F ; and confequently the acce-

Law 23.

n

lerating
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lerating Force is every where in the fame Propor-

tion as the Line which is to be defcribed, and

therefore the Times of the Defcent are every

where equal. Q. E. D.

Coroll. (1.) If therefore we form other entire

Semi-Cycloids QRT, QSC like and equal to

the former AT and A C, the Vertices whereof

touch the Bafe of the other at the Points T and

C ; and the heavy Body V hangs from the Center

Qupon the Thread QRV, which is equal to

QDA, or the double of D A ; and be mov'd be-

twixt thofe Semi-Cycloids QRT, QS C, the

pendulous heavy Body will,from the Evolution of

the Thread defcribe the entire primary Cycloid,

as is manifeft from the Properties of the Cycloid,

and will perform the Vibrations of what Ampli-

tude foever, even to the greateft of them T AC,

in the fame times exactly, and fo that the Center

of the Ofcillation fhall always be in the Curve

Line it felf TAC.

Coroll. (2.) Seeing all Vibrations whatever in a

Cycloid are always in equal Times , and feeing the

leaft Vibrations in the leaft Arch of the Circle,

the Radius whereof is Q A, and in the leaſt Arch

of the Cycloid TA C, by reafon of the manifeft

Coincidence in this Cafe of the Arch of the Cir-

cle and ofthe Cycloid in the loweſt Point are the

fame ; it is manifeft that the time of every Vibra-

tion in the Cycloid is equal to the time of the

leaft Vibration in a Circle, the Radius whereof

is double to the Diameter of the Circle which

produced the Cycloid.

Coroll. (3.) By reafon alſo of the fame Coinci-

dence of the leaft Arches of the Circle and Cy-

cloid in the loweſt Point, the Vibrations in the

Circle will be fo much the more in equal Times,

by how much the defcrib'd Arches are the lefs ;

t
I 3

fo
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fo that in very fmall Arches they may very
well

be reckon❜d to be in equal times.

Coroll.(4.)Therefore in Pendulum Clocks which

have longer Strings or Wires for the pendulous

Bodies to fwing by ;the Times of the Vibrations of

the leffer Arches which are defcribed, come near-

er to an Equality, than they do where the Strings

or Wires are fhorter ; and confequently,the former

Clocks are to be preferr'd far before the latter.

"

Coroll. (5.) The Times of Vibrations in divers

Cycloids are in the fubduplicate Proportion of the

Cycloids or Radii QA ; or the Lengths of the

Pendulums are in the duplicate Proportion of the

Times ; this will eafily appear from what was de-

monftrated (Prop. 4. ) before, as applied to the pre-

fent Cafe. But it is to be noted, that the fame

Thing is alfo to be understood of the Times of

Vibrations in Circles as well as in Cycloids.

Thus, becaufe a Pendulum of 39L25 Inches per-

form any Vibrations whatever in a Cycloid, and

alfo the leaft Vibrations in a Circle in the time of

one Second, a Pendulum of 157 Inches would

make the like Vibrations in the time oftwo Se-

conds, and one of 353125 Inches in the Space of

Seconds.
3

Coroll. (6.) Since the Times of all Vibrations

whatever are equal in a Cycloid only ; and upon

this Account only are to be reckon'd equal in the

leaft circular Arches ; to wit, becauſe the Arches

of the Cycloid and Circle coincide no where

elfe but in the loweſt Points, they being in every

other Place fufficiently different from one ano-

ther It is manifeft, that the Vibrations in Arches

of a Circle are fo much the lefs Ifochronal, by

how much the greater they are ; and confequent-

ly, that in larger Arches they are

far enough remov'd from Ifochro-

nifm. And according to Hugens, the

Horolog. Q-

fcillat. P. 9.

time
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time of Deſcent in a Quadrant of a Circle, is to

that which is in the leaſt Arch, as 34 to 29, fup-

pofing that the Vibration is made in a Vacuum.

Which therefore will arife to a very fenfible Dif-

ference when we compare the greateft Vibrations

and the leaſt together.

Coroll. (7.) Becauſe it appears from Experiments,

and the Computation made thereupon, that each

fingle Vibration to and fro, where the Pendulum

is 96185 Inches long (each one I mean in a Cy-

cloid, and the leaft in a Circle) is perform'd in

94125 Thirds of Time, or 1". 34" L25. And be-

caufe, by what Hugens hath demonftrated, the

Time of Vibration is to the time of the perpen-

dicular Fall along the Quadruple of the Diameter

of the generating Circle ; or along double the

Length of the Pendulum 193176 Inches, or

16L1 English Feet, as the Circumference of the

Circle is to the Diameter doubled ;

or as 94125 Thirds ofTime to 60 or

one Second, [for 355: 226 : 94″L25 :

60" 1" ; ]thence it follows, that

an heavy Body will defcend by the

Force of its Weight 1611 English, or 15 Feet of

Paris, in the space of one Second. Which Velo-

city of Deſcent, deduced from the pendulary Ex-

periments, agrees notably with the faid Author's

Experiments about falling Bodies ; and therefore

is to be accounted for certainly true.

Horol. Ofc.

de vi Centri-

P. 57, 58. &

fug. Prop. 12.

Coroll. (8.) Therefore the perpendicular Line of

a falling Body being given for anyſpace of time,

the Line of Defcent, whether Perpendicular or

Oblique, is given for any other Space of Time ; as

being always in the duplicate Proportion of the

Time. Thus in a direct Fall, as ten Seconds

Squareroo is to the Square ofone Second = 1 ;

fo is 1610 English Feet defcrib'd in ro" , to 161

Feet defcrib'd in one Second. And in oblique De-

fcents
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fcents it is not much otherwife. For the Lines of

Deſcent in an oblique Plane are by the fame Rea-

fon one to another as the Squares of the Times ;

all the Difference is, that the Force of Gravity

which is the Caufe of the Defcent, is to be dimi-

nifh'd in this Cafe in the Proportion ofthe Perpen-

dicular Line to the oblique. (See Fig. 1. Plate 4.

Coroll. 1. Pr. 6.) For fince the oblique heavy Body,

as we fhew'd before, defcends in the fame time

through the Line E A, that the Perpendicular

doth through the Line E G ; it is manifeft, that

the moving Force is every where in the fame Pro-

portion. Therefore if we put the Cafe, that the

heavy Body defcends along a Plain fo very ob-

lique, that E G is only a third Part of E F ; what

we have to do is only to diminish the Force of the

Gravity inthe fame Proportion, ſo that the Body

be fuppos'd to defcend along a Line of 5137 Feet

only in the ſpace of one Second, and the Calcu

lation will be the fame as in the direct Fall.

November 27, 1794.

9

VIII.

LECT. XI.

LL Projectiles, not perpendi-

cular tothe Horizon, defcribe

.Parabola's, fo far as they are

not hindred by the refiftance of

the Air.

(Fig. 3. Plate 4.) Let any Body be fuppofed

at T, and let it in any given time tend by the

Force of the Horizontal Projection according to

the Tangent TE, from T to a, fo far as it is not

hinder'd by fome other Force : Then let the

Force
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22. T

Force of Gravity furpervene , which acts in the

Line TK perpendicular to the Horizon, or any

of the Lines parallel to it, (a 1, b m, cn, do, ep)

for by reafon of the great diftance of the Center

of the Earth, thofe Lines are to be accounted for

Parallel. Since therefore, the Force of the Pro-

jection begets an uniform equable Motion, ac-

cording to the Direction Te or F1, Gm, Hn,

Lo, Kp, which are parallel to the fame TE,

and the Velocity of this Motion, ac-

cording to the primary Direction , fuf- Corol. 1. Law

fers nothing from the Force of Gravi-

ty that fupervenes ; the Body will in the end of

the first time be found fomewhere in the Line

(a 1) ; ofthe fecond Time fomewhere in the Line.

bm, ofthe third fomewhere in cn, of the fourth

fomewhere in do, as being Lines parallel and

equi-diftant. Then let us confider the Force of

Gravity as fupervening, from which alone in the

mean while, that the Body would by the proje-

Яile Force alone defcribe the Line Ta, it is car-

ried downwards according to any little Line TF

or al, fo that if there were no other moving

Force but this of Gravity, the Body would in the

End of the first time come to the Line F1. Since

therefore, the Velocity of this Force fuffers no-

thing from the combination of the projectile

Force therewith, any more than the Velocity of

this latter fuffers from it, the Body, notwith-

ftandingthe projectile Force will be found ftill in

the end of the first time in the Line Fr. From

whence it appears, that in the end of every time,

it muft by the Conjunction of thefe Forces be

found in the Interfections of thofe Lines al and.

F1, bm and Gm, &c. to wit, in the end of the

first time in the Point L, of the fecond in the

Point M, of the third in n, of the fourth in o,

and ſo on. Since therefore, if al be of one Part,

bm
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bm is 4, cn is 9, do is 16, ep is 25, and fo

on, they being amongst themfelves by Prop. 4. as

the Squares of the Times or Diftances Ta, TB,

Tc, Td, Te ; and from the Nature ofthe com-

pound Motion, TF is to TG, as F1 fquared is

to Gm fquared, and fo in the reft. And fince,

according to the primary Property of the Parabo

la, the Abfciffes of any Diameter whatever TÊ

and TG , are alfo betwixt themfelves as the

Squares of the Semi-ordinates FI and G m,it is

manifeft, that the Points 1, m, n, o, p, are in the

Curveofa Parabola,the principal Diameter where-

ofis T K ; and T F, TG, TH, TI, TK, are the

Abfciffes, and F1, Gm, Hn, Io, Kp, are the

Semi-ordinates. And feeing all the Things here

demonftrated do alike belong to any Diameter

whatever, how oblique foever the Tangent of the

fame may be to it, as well as to the Axis ; it is

manifeft, that the Trajectories of all Projectiles

are univerfally truly parabolic ; that is, fo far as

they are not hindered by the Refiftance of the

Coroll. (1.) Hence we may learn the Foundati-

ons of the Art of Gunnery. For fince all Pro-

jectiles carried to any Inclination whatever, do

defcribe Parabola's greater or leffer, or at leaſt a

greater or leffer Part of the fame Parabola, fo far

as they are not hinder'd by the refiftance of the

Air, and feeing the Air is of fmall or no moment

for the retarding the Motion of thefe Projectiles,

by reaſon oftheir Solidity, and the Velocity of the

Motion ; it is plain that the principles of that Art

are to be taken from the Nature of the Parabola.

The Ufe of this Corollary extends it felf a great

way, and will be illuftrated in the Sequel by ma-

ny Examples taken out of the faid Art.

Coroll.
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1

Cooll. (2.) 'The Velocity of a Projectile being

given, whatſoever the Angle of Inclination may

be, there will alfo be given the diſtance of the

Focus of the Parabola, from the Point where the

Projection begun. Lets (See Fig. 4. Plate 4.)

be the Point of the Projection , where the Proje-

ctile being thrown along the Tangent sv, begins

to move in a parabolic Curve, and let s v be the

Line to be defcrib'd by the Body in any given

time by the projectile Force alone ; let alfo vc,

or sr be a little Line to be defcrib'd by the force

of Gravity alone in the fame given time. In the

end therefore of that time, the Projectile will be

found in the Point of the Parabola ; and by rea-

fon of the given Force of Gravity as well as of

Projection, there will be given alfo, whatſoever

may be the Inclination of the Tangent to the

Horizon , the Lines vc or sr and sv or cv,

that is, the Abfcifs of the Diameter so, and the

femi- ordinate of the fame ; the third Proportional

of which two is the Latus rectum belonging to the

Vertex s ; which therefore will neceffarily be gi-

ven when the former things are given . From

whence alfo, the fourth Part of that Latus rectum,

which is the diftance of the Vertex s from the

Focus of the Parabola,will alſo be given.Although,

therefore, from the fame Velocity of Projection,

divers Parabola's will be defcrib'd in divers Ele-

vations, yet the Foci of them all will be equi-

diftant from the Vertex or Point where the Mo-

tion began, and confequently will be placed in a

Circumference, whofe Center is in that Point,

Q. E. D.

Coroll. (3 ) The Horizontal Range is then the

longeft, when it is directed according to a Line

which is in the middle betwixt the Horizon-

tal and perpendicular Lines, or in an Angle of

45
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45 Degrees above the Horizon. For, feeing the

principal Vertex of any Parabola whatever, de-

fcrib'd by Projectiles, is in the greateſt Height of

the Projectile, under which in the Axis it felf the

Focus DF is placed ; feeing the Diſtance of the

fame Focus from the Vertex is given : Seeing laft-

ly, the Horizontal Range will be the longeft

where s F, the diſtance of the Vertex s, from the

Focus, is meaſured by eg an Ordinate to the Ax-

is paffing through the Vertex s ; fince theſe things

are fo,the Horizontal Range will certainly be the

longeft , where s F the diſtance of the Vertex s

from the Focus, coincides with sg the Ordinate

to the Axis ; for otherwife, by reaſon of the gi-

ven diftance of the Focus, 3 Fsg will be greater

than s F doubled : But where s F coincides with

sg, sg will be double to s F, and confequently,

the Horizontal Range will be the longeft, where

s F coincides with s g ; that is, where the Angle

vsh is half-right. For the Angle vs f compre-

hended by the Tangent vs and s F, the diftance

of the Vertex s fromthe Focus is always equal to

the Angle bso , comprehended by the fame Tan-

gent, and so the Diameter of the Parabola. If

therefore, the Angle b so be an half right one,

VSF will alſo be an half-right one, and confe-

quently the Angle os F will be a right one, and

the Line s F will become sh, and will coincide

with the Ordinage sg, and the Ordinate sg will

be the longeſt Horizontal Range of all.

Coroll. (4.) Since therefore, the Tangent of

the Parabola doth only in that Cafe compre-

hend with the Diameter an half right Angle,

where it toucheth the fame at the Extremity of

the principal Latus rectum, which paffeth through

the Focus ; it is manifeft, that every longeft Ho-

rizontal Caft will be comprehended betwixt that

Part

+
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Part of the parabolic Curve that is placed above

the latus rectum, the Focus it felf being in the Ho-

rizontal Line ; and that the higheft Altitude from

the Horizon in this Cafe is T F, a Quarter of the

principal Latus rectum.

Coroll. (5.) If the Angle of Elevation differs

equally from an half-right one, whether it be

greater or lefs, the greateft Horizontal Range will

egually be diminish'd. For becaufe of the right

Angle hso, and the Angles vs F, os b, which

are equal one to the other, their Excefs or Defect

with reference to a right Angle, will be equal to

the Angle Fsh, whether the Focus be above the

Horizontal Line, as in the greater Elevation, or

beneath it , as in the lefs Elevation. But the

acute Angle Fsh , and the right one Fhs,

and the Side Fs being given , there is given

withal the Side sh the femi - ordinate of the

Axis, and sg the ordinate determining the Ho-

rizontal Range. Thus in two Projections of equal

Velocity, where the Angles of Elevation are one

of 40, the other of so Degrees, the Horizontal

Range will be equal on both Sides, and in like

manner in the Degrees 30 and 60,20 and 70, &c.

as is well known to them that practife this Art.

"

Coroll. (6.) The Horizontal Diſtances produced

in a given Velocity, in divers Angles of Elevati-

on, are as the right Sines of the double Angles of

Elevation. To wit, as gs is every where, fo is,

hs the half thereof ; but in the right Angled

Triangle Fhs, becauſe , of the given Radius Fs,

and the Angle h Fs, double to b so, the Angle.

of the Tangent and perpendiculars h will be

every where the right Sine of that Angle ; and

confequently, the Horizontal Diftances will al-

ways be betwixt themſelves as thofe Sines.

Coroll.

3
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Coroll. (7.) The Times of every Horizontal

Range from a given Velocity in divers Degrees of

Elevation,are betwixt themſelves as the right Sines

of the Angles of Elevation. Let one Body be

thrown (fee Fig. 4. Plate 4. ) according to the

Angle of Elevation Icd, and another according

to the Angle LAD. I fay, that the time in

which the first Body reacheth through the Para-

bolic Arch c TI to the Point 1, fituate in the

fame Horizontal Plane with the Point c, will be

to the time in which the latter Body reacheth

along the Arch AtL (Fig. 5. Plate 4. ) to the

Point L, fituate in the fame Horizontal Plane

with the Point A, as the Sine of the Angle dcl is

to the Sine of the Angle DA L. For let there be

in theſe Figures, as taken together, AA equal to

dc : Ae alfo (becauſe of the Equality of the

Time, in which the Bodies together would de-

fcribe the equal Lines dc and Aa bythe proje-

tile Force alone) will be equal to d 1. But by

the Nature of a Parabola before declared, D L is

to A e as DA fquared is to 4A fquared ; or as

DL fquared is to DI fquared. Therefore DL,

Ai, Ae, are three Lines continually proportio-

nal. And fince (Prop. 4.) the Lines DL, A

are in the duplicate Proportion ofthe Times, Ai,

and Ae will themfelves be in the proportion of

the Times ; therefore, the former Time will be to

the latter, as Ae, or d 1 is to Ai ; that is, as the

Sines of the Angle of Elevation dc 1 and DAL.

Q. E. D.

~

e

Coroll. (8.) The greateft Heights of Projectiles

in a given Velocity in divers Angles of Elevati-

on, are one to another as the Squares of the right

Sines of the Angles of Elevation . To wit, as

dl or e fquared is to Al fquared, fo are the

greateſt Altitudes d1 or Ae to DL. Q. E. D.

2 Coroll
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Coroll. (9.) The greatest Altitude of Projectiles

in a given Velocity, is where the Projection is

perpendicular to the Horizon, and is the 4th Part

of the Latus rectum, which in a given Velocity is

always given as in this Cafe the Parabola ending

in a right Line, the Vertex T (Fig. 4. Plate 4.)

coincides with the Focus F, and the higheſt Alti-

tude becomes equal to Fs a quarter of the given

Latus rectum ; and confequently, which is to be

noted by the way, half of the longeſt Horizon-

tal Range , as we fhall preſently demonftrate.

•

Caroll (10.) The Angle of Projection being

given, but the Velocity being chang'd, both the

higheft Altitude, (Fig. 4 Plate 4 ) that is, the

principal Vertex of the Parabola, and the longeſt

Horizontal Range, or the Ordinate sg willbe

changed in the duplicate Proportion of the Velo-

city. The former Part is manifeft from what has

been before demonftrated, feeing the Altitudes of

the Lines,or their Afcents,or Defcents, are always

in the duplicate Proportion of the Velocities by

Prop. 4. foregoing, And from this Part of the

Propofition the other alfo follows ; for, becauſe

of the likeness of all Parabola's, and of the like-

nefs of the Parts of like Figures on both Sides, if

the Altitude Th be changed in the duplicate

Proportion ofthe Velocity, the reft of the Lines

alfo, as sh and sg will be changed in the fame

Proportion. But the latter part of the Corollary

may alſo be easily deduc'd otherwife, and from of

the Nature of the Parabola it felf ; for let us put

the Velocity to be twofold greater than it was be-

fore, in this Cafe, in what time the Projectile

would defcribe before the Line s.v, it will now

defcribe the double of that Line ; but becauſe of

the Uniformity of the Force of Gravity , the

Line
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Line vc or sr will not be changed. Therefore,

as vc or sr given is Double to the Line'svy

fo is that double Line to another Line, to wit,

the Latus Rectum of the Vertex s, which is Four-

fold of the Latus Rectum that belonged to that

Vertex before. From whence the Fourth Part of

this Latus Rectum, or sF, will be Fourfold alfo of

SF the fourth Part of the former Latus Rectum ;

and becauſe of the Likenefs of the Triangles

sFh, sFh in both Cafes, the Lines sh and sg

will be Fourfold alfo of themfelves, sh and sg;

and fointhe reft. The longeft Horizontal Range

therefore in a Velocity Twofold greater, is Four-

fold greater, in a treble Velocity Ninefold, and

fo in infinitum.Nay, indeed it is generally to be af

firmed, that all the Lines in a Parabola which are

like, and in the like manner placed, are always

increas'd and diminish'd in the duplicate Propor

tion of the Increaſe and Diminution of the Ve-.

locity; as may be gathered from what has been

imb sth ei
already faid.

Coroll. ( r.) The longeft Horizontal Range of

every Parabola, is equal to half the Latus Rectum

belonging to the Vertex that terminates the prin

cipal Latus Rectum. For in that Cafe, Fs is equal

to sh; but Fs is the fourth Part of the Latus

Rectum belonging to the faid Vertex ; and sis

double to sh; from whence sg is half the long-

eft Horizontal Range of that Latus Rectum, qil

Coroll. (12 ) Hence we may determine the

longeſt Horizontal Range belonging to every

Degree of Velocity. For let it be made thus, as

the Line sr, defcrib'd in one Second of Time by

the Force of Gravity = 161 English Feet, is to

the Velocity of the Projectile sv, or rc, to be

computed in the fame Time ; fo is that Velócity

to a fourth Number, which will give the Latus

Rectum
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Rectum of the Vertex s in the fame Feet : But the

half of this Number will give the longeſt Hori-

zontal Range, as is abundantly manifeft from

what hath been faid. Thus, if the Projectile Ve-

locity be fo great, that it would carry the Ball

One Thouſand English Feet in one Second, fay

16L1 : 1000 1000 : 62112 the Latus Rectum of

the Vertex s in English Feet. The longeft Hori-

zontal Range therefore is 31056 Feet ; beyond

which Diftance, as nothing can be reach'd, fo

within the fame it may reach any affign'd Place

whatever, as will be fhewn in the next.

Coroll.(13.) Probl. (1.) To reach by a Pro-

jectile, in a Given Velocity, any Place whatever

affign'd in an Horizontal Plane, not diftant a-

bove half of the Latus Rectum ofthe Vertex s. Let

the Place be at the Diſtance of 20,000 English

Feet, and the Velocity be the fame which was

fuppos'd in the foregoing Corollary. Becauſe

therefore the Velocity is given, there is given

the Latus Rectum of the Vertex where the

Projectile will begin its Motion in a Curve, and

confequently the 4th Part thereof , or the Line

Fs, to wit, of 15528 Feet. But according to

what was faid before , sh is 10000 Feet.

From theſe things therefore , let there be found

the Angle hsF by this Analogy, as sh is to s F,

or as 10000 is to 15528 ; fo will the Radius beto

the Secant of the Angle Fsh, to be found bythe

Table of Secants ; to wit, 49°. 47'. Which Angle

being taken out of a right one, or fuperadded

thereto, will give the Sum of the equal Angles

vSF and osb ; the half of which vs F, or osb,

will determine the Angle which the Tangent vb

ought to comprehend with the Perpendicular so ;

to wit, of90°.-49°. 47′.—40°. 13 ′. (or 90°. × 49°.

47.139° 47'. ) the half of which is 20 .

K 6%
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Ro

6' . 30". or 69°. 53. 30". to wit, according as we

would have the Elevation greater or leffer than

the Mean. If therefore a Leaden Ball be thrown

with the given Velocity in the faid Angles, it will

defcribe the Parabola required, and confequently

reach the Place affign'd, without any other Decli-

nation from the Mark , than what the Reſiſtance

of the Air makes, which indeed is fo fmall, that

it ought not to be regarded. Thus we have folv'd

the Problem, and taught how, with a given Ve-

city, to hit any Mark in any Horizontal Plane,

which is not too far diftant.

Coroll.(14). Problem (2.) To reach by a Pro-

jectile Motion , in a given Elevation , any

Place affign'd in an Horizontal Plane ; that is,

from the Distance of the Place given sg, and

the Angle hsv given to determine the Velocity

SV Here the Quadruple of s F will give the La-

tus Rectum belonging to the Vertex s That sv

therefore may be found, vc or sr is to be drawn

into the Quadruple of sf ; and from thence will

arife a Rectangle equal to the Square of vs or cr ;

the Quadratick Root therefore being extracted

out of that Rectangle , there will be found vs or

cr, that Semi- ordinate which the Projectile ought

to defcribe in one Second of Time. As for Ex-

ample : Let sg, the Diftance of the Object , be

as before , to wit, 20000 English Feet, and the

given Angle hsv 69°. 53. 30" The Angle
" The

Fsv, or osb, will be of 20. 60 and the

Angle Fsh of 49°. 47. Whence from the

Tables of Sines, the Proportion of the Line sh

to Fs will be that of 10,000 to 15,528 From

whence Fs will be given, and the Latus Rectum of

the Vertex s of 62112 Feet ; which Number be-

ing drawn into vc or sr161 Feet, there

will arife the Rectangular Number 1000,000, the

fquare
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fquare Root whereof is 1000, which affords the

Number of Feet in the Line sv. If therefore in

the given Angle , the primary Velocity of the

Projectile be fuch, as to carry it One Thoufand

Feet in one Second of Time, it will reach the

Mark g placed in the Parabolick Curve s Tg, if

it is not a little retarded by a very fmall Refiftance

of the Air. And the Computation is altogether

the fame, if the Angle Fs v, or os b, were fup-

pos'd to be 69°. 53 ' 30". as will eafily appear from

what was faid in the laft Corollary foregoing.

Coroll. (15 ) Hence alfo , from the Elevation

given, or from the Velocity given, any Place what-

ever, as 1 may be reached that is placed out of the

Horizontal Plane ; that is, if in the fame Parabola

produc'd, ifthere be Occafion, we notefome other

Point, as g, placed in the Horizontal Plane. For

the fame Caft which reacheth to the Place g,

will alfo reach unto 1, or any other Place fituate

in thefame Parabola.

Coroll. (16.) The Velocity of a Body which

deſcribes a Parabola, is every where as a right

Line drawn from T , the Vertex of the Parabola

unto the Middle of the Semi - ordinate ; or as part

of the Tangent drawn betwixt the Point of Con-

tact m, and the Axis ; that is, as the Secant , of

the Angle of Elevation above the Horizon. (See

Fig. 3. Plate 4 ) For the Line to be defcrib'd

in the given Time, is as the Diagonal of the Pa-

rallelogram m QR P.; the Side whereof mQ is

always given, and in P is equal to bm doubled,

or to SG. Therefore the Velocity in the Point

m, is to the original Velocity in the Point T, as

mR is to PR, or as Sm is to GM; and thus it

is every where. Therefore the Velocity in m,

any Point of the Parabola, is to the Velocity o n,

which is any other Point of the Parabola, as the

PareK 2

•
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Part of the Tangent Sm is to Part of the Tan-

gent X4, both being taken betwixt equi-diftant

Diameters bm and TG; that is, as the Secants

of the Angles of Elevation. Q. E. D.

Coroll. (17.) The leaft Velocity of all therefore

is in T, the Vertex of the Parabola ; and the Ve-

locity is always by fo much the greater , by how

much the greater the Diftance is from that Ver-

tex.

Coroll. (18.) If therefore the Velocities of Bo-

dies, thrown in divers Angles, be in the Propor-

tion of the Secants of the Angles of the Elevati-

on above the Horizon, they will all of them de-

foribe the fame or an equal Parabola, that is,

Parts of the fame or an equal Parabola ; Parts

greater, wherethe Angle of Elevation is greater,

and leffer where the faid Angle is lefs. But if

the Velocities be in fome other Proportion, they

muft needs defcribe divers Parabola's , or Parts of

divers.

Decemb. 4. 1714.

*****

LECT. XII.

A Lemma to the 9th and following Pro-

pofitions.

HE Quantity of the Centripetal Force

of Bodies mov'd round in Circles, is

to be eſtimated from two things con-

junctly, to wit, the Curvature of the

Arches defcrib'd at the fame time, and

the Velocity of the Motions in that Curvature.

For
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For fince all Motion is in it felf Rectilinear, and

Bodies can be mov'd in Curves only by a centri-

petal Force imprefs'd from without ; it is reafo-

nable that the Velocity being given, we ſhould

determine the Curvature, which is generated from

an extrinfic centripetal Force only , proportional

a the fame Force. And on the other Side , fince

to greater centripetal Force is requir'd tothe ma

king the fame Curvature, where the Velocity of

the Projection, or of the equable Original Moti-

on is the greater , and a lefs centripetal Force is

requir'd where the faid Velocity is the lefs : It is

reaſonable that the Curvature being given, we

fhould determine the centripetal Force, propor-

tional to the fame Velocity. As therefore in com-

paringRectangles,we determine their true Propor-

tions by thofe of their Longitudes and Latitudes

fo it is likewife to be done in the comparing of

centripetal Force ; by defining, to wit, their true

Proportions in every given Time , from the

Proportions of their Curvatures and Velocities

conjunctly. Let it therefore be laid down for a

certain Truth, That the Proportions of centripe-

tal Forces are every where to be eſtimated from

the Proportions of their Curvatures and Veloci-

ties conjunctly.

Scholium, For the Underſtanding the true

Proportions of Curvature and Velocity, we are

to obferve, that the Curvature is every where

equal in the leaft equal Angles, if the Subtenfes

of the Angles of Contact be one to another, as

the Radii or Diftances from the Center ; as the

Proportion of like Figures doth altogether re-

quire : And if the Curvature doth recede from

that Proportion of the Diſtances, the Proportions

of the Exceſs or Defect are to be taken for the

true Proportions of exceeding or deficient Curva-

K 3 ture,
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ture, which are afterwards to be computed But

as for the Velocity, it is every where to be con-

fider'd according to that Degree in which it ferves

to promote the Angular Motion, and confequent-

ly every where in a Line Perpendicular to the

Radius, or, which comes to the fame, it is to be

eftimated in the leaft Circular Arch. For where-

foever the Direction ofthe Motion is either up-

wards or downwards, by how much the Velocity

is increas'd, by fo much is the Curvature always

diminifh'd ; and fo on the contrary : The Quan-

tity which arifeth from the conjunct Forces of

the fame, being yet in no wife chang'd ; which

is to be obferv'd every where.

IX. If two Bodies do in equal ( Fig. 5. Plate

3. ) Times run over Two whole unequal Cir-

cumferences bdge, and BDGE, with an e-

quable Motion,the centripetal Force in the grea-

ter Circumference will be to that which is in the

lefs, as the Circumferences are one to another di-

rectly ; or, which is the fame, as their Diameters

or Radii.

For becauſe of the Curvature given on both

Sides, to wit, that of a whole Circle ; the cen-

tripetal Force in the greater Circumference will

be to that which is in,the Lefs, as the Velocities

of the Bodies ; that is, as the Circumferences of

the Cfrcles, directly. Q. E. D.

Corollary If the periodic Times of Bodies re-

volving in Circles be Equal, then both the Velo-

cities, and the centripetal Forces proportional to

the fame, will be one to another, as the Circumfe-

rences or Diameters of the Circles directly ; and

on the contrary, if the centripetal Forces of Bo-

dies revolving m Circles, be one to the other, as

the Circumferences or Radii of the Circles di-

rectly;
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rectly ; then their Velocities will alfo be in the

fame Proportion, and the periodic Times will

be equal .

1 Corali (26) If the Force of fome central attra-

ative Body be directly as the Ditances from the

fame Center ; the periodic Times of all Bodies

revolving in Circles about the central Body will

be equal. And the fame Thing is to be afferted

of Ellipfes , fince their entire Curvatures be e-

qual to the entire Curvature of any Circle what-

ever ; and their Circumference an intermediate

one as it were betwixt the Circumferences of

Circles, taken on this Side and on that. From

whence fromthe Equality of periodical Times in

Circlesy whether greateror leffer than Ellipfes, it

will be obvious enough to afcribe the fame Equa-

lity of periodic Times, to the intermediate Ellip-

fes alfo about their Centers.:

If two Bodies revolve in the fame, or equal

Circles with unequal Celerities, but both with

an equable Motion, the centripetal Force of the

Swifter will be to that of the Slower, in the

Proportion of the Celerities duplicated ; or as

the Squares of the Arches defcribed together. For

becauſe of the given Curvature of equal Circles

in equal Arches ; increafing together with the

Velocity, the Curvature alfo will increaſe in the

fame Proportion ; therefore the centripetal Force,

which is to be eſtimated from the Curvature ,

and the Velocity conjunct, will be in a given

Time in Proportionsof the Arch , to the Arch

defcribed at the fame Time, upon Account ofthe

Velocity; and in Proportion of the fame Arch,

defcrib'd at the fame Time , confidèr'din re-

fpect ofthe Curvature ; from whence by the Con-

junction of both Proportions , the icentripetal

Force will be ( theReangle being reduo'd to a
G'vom

K 4 Square,)
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Square,) in the duplicate Proportion of the Ar-

ches defcrib'd at the fame Time ; or as theSquares

of thofe Arches. Q. E. D.

Coroll. (1.) Since the Periodic Times in equal

Circles are reciprocally Proportional to the Velo-

cities, the centripetal Forces will be reciprocally

in the duplicate Proportion of the periodic

Times, or as the Squares of the periodic Times

reciprocally ; fo that by how much the Square of

the periodic Time is the greater, the centripetal

Force is ſo much the lefs ; and by how much that

Square is the lefs, fo muchthe greater is the cen-

tripetal Force, and in the fame Proportion.

ters ;

Coroll. (2.) Ifmany Bodies be mov'd in Circles

about many Centers , each about their own, and

this atthe fame Diſtance every one from the Cen-

the attractive Force of the central Bodies will

eafily appear, fince they are amongst themſelves

as the Squares ofthe Times reciprocally ; and the

Velocities alſo will easily appear, fince they be

in the reciprocal Proportion of the periodical

Times.

爨

XI. If two Bodies be carried in unequal Cir-

cles with equal Velocity, their centripetal Force

will be in the reciprocal Proportion of their Cir-

cumference or Diameters ; fo that in the leffer

Circumference there will be the greater centripe-

tal Force, and in the greater the lefs.ogger

For becauſe of the given Velocity, the centri-

petal Force in the given Time, will be as the Cur-

vature of equal Arches, that is as the Circumfe-

rences , the Diameters or Radii directly. Q.

E. D.

Coroll. ( 1. ) Since the periodic Times in

Bodies equally fwift, are betwixt themſelves in

the fame Proportion , as the Circumferences to

be defcribed ; if the periodic Times of Bodies

mov'd
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mov'd in divers Circles, be directly as the Cir-

cumferences of the Circles, the centripetal For-

ces will be as thofe Circumferences or Radii re-

ciprocally ; and on the other Hand, if the cen-

tripetal Forces be as the Radii or Diftances reci-

procally, the periodic Times will be as the Radii

directly.

Coroll. (2.) If the Force of any attractive cen-

tral Body be reciprocally as the Diſtances of

Bodies from the Center ; fo that by how much

the nearer Bodies approach thereto, fo much the

greater the central Force is ; and by how much

they are more remov'd, fo much the lefs is that

Force : The peroidic Times of Bodies, plac'd at

divers Distances, will be as thofe Diftances di-

rectly, and the Velocities of thofe Bodies will be

equal.

XII. If two Bodies be mov'd in unequal

Circles , with an unequal Velocity , in the

fub-duplicate Proportion of the Circumferences,

Diameters, or Radii, the centripetal Forces will

be equal every where , and neither increas'd in

the Acceſs or Recefs.

For becauſe of the greater Velocity in the

greater Circle, and this in the fub-duplicate Pro-

portion of the Circumferences, the centripetal

Force is to be increas'd in the greater Circle in

the fame Proportion. And becauſe ofthe greater

Curvature in the leffer Circle, and this in the

fub-duplicate Proportion of the Circumferences,

the centripetal Force is to be increas'd reciprocally

in the leffer Circle. It is therefore manifeft, That

the centripetal Forces are to be increas'd on both

Sides in an equal Proportion , and confequently

that they are ftill equal on both Sides. Q. E. D.

As
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"

As for Example, Let the Radius of the greater

Circle be Fourfold of the Radius of the leffer

Circle, or as 4 to 1 ; and let the Velocity in the

greater be to the Velocity in the leffer, in a fub-

duplicate Proportion of the Radii, or as 2 to 1.

Seeing now the Curvature of the greater is equal

to the Curvature of the leffer, in like Arches,

and in Arches equal, is to the fame reciprocally

as the Radii ; it is neceffary that in a double Arch,

which the double Velocity in the greater, will

deſcribe in the given Time, the Curvature fhould

be half of the other. The Velocity therefore of

the former Body is to that of the latter, as 2 to

I; and the Curvature of thelatter to the Curval

ture of the former, as 2 to 1. From whence the

Quantity of the centripetal Force in the former,

will be to the Quantity of the fame in the latter,

as a Rectangle made of the Velocity of the for-

mer, drawn into the Curvature thereof , or as

2 x 1, is to a Rectangle of the Velocity of the

latter, and the Curvature of the fame conjun&ly,

or as 1 x 2 ; that is, in the Proportion of Equali-

ty : And thus every where.def to dooba ei:༢ ?

Coroll. (2.) Since the periodic Times be in this

Cafe one to another, in the fub- duplicate Propor-

tion of the Circumferences, Diameters, or Ra

dii, the Squares of the periodic Times will be

betwixt themſelves as the Circumferences,

If therefore the Squares of the periodic Times

be one to another as the Circumferences, c. the

centripetal Force will be equal in all Diftances,

and the Velocities in thefub- duplicate Proportion

of the famesCircumferences, Diamers, And

on the other Hand , if the centripetal Forces be

equall in all Diftances, the Squares of the perio

dic Times, will be as the Diſtances or Radii ; and

the
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the Velocities ftill in the fub-duplicate Proportion

of the fame.

Coroll. (2.) If the centripetal Force of any at-

tractive central Body be altogether the fame in all

Diſtances, the Velocities will be in the fub- dut

plicate Proportion of the Distances ; and the

Squares of the periodic Times will be to one a-

nother, as thoſe Diſtances or Diameters, of Cir-

cumferences.

,

XIII. If two Bodies be mov'd in unequal

Circles with an unequal Velocity , in the

fub-duplicate Proportion of the Circumferences,

&c. reciprocally ; fo that in the greater Circle

the Velocitybe the leffer, and in the leffer Circle

the greater, and this in the faid fub-duplicate re-

ciprocal Proportion, the centripetal Force will be

reciprocally as the Squares of the Radii or Di-

ftances.

For becauſe of the leffer Curvature in the

greater Circle, and this in the fefquialteral reci-

procal Proportion of the Radii ; and becauſe of

the leffer Celerity alfo in the greater Circle, and

this in the fub-duplicate Proportion of the Radii,

the centripetal Forces to be deriv'd from thefe

conjunct Proportions will bein the duplicate reci

procal Proportion of the Radii , or reciprocally

as the Squares of the Radii, Q. E. D.

For Example : Let the Radius of the greater

Circle be Ninefold of the Radius of the leffer, or

as 9 to 1; and let the Velocity in the greater be

to the Velocity in the leffer, in the Subduplicate

Proportion of the Radii reciprocally, or as 1 to 22

Seeing the Curvature of the greater is to that of

the leffer as before , that is, in like Arches equal,

and in equal Arches reciprocally as the Radii Te

muft needs be, that in an Arch equal to the Third

Part only of the other, which the Third Part of

the
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the other's Velocity will defcribe in the Given

Time, fhould be in the Greater only one 27th

Part of the other, or as 1 to 27. Therefore the

Velocity in the greater Circle is to that in the lef

fer as 1 to 3, and the Curvature in the greater to

that in the leſs, as 1 to 27. From whence the

Quantity ofthe Centripetal Force in the greater,

will be tothe Quantity of the fame in the leffer,

as a Rectangle of the Velocity and Curvature in

the greater conjunctly, or as IxII is to the

Rectangle of the Velocity and Curvature in the

lefs conjunctly, or as 2 x2781 ; that is, as the

Square of the Radius of the lefs 101 is tothe

Square ofthe greater = 81 . And fo every where.

For the Periodic Times will be to one another

as 27 is to 1 ; that is, in the Sefquialteral Propor-

tion ; for 27 is a Geometrical Mean Proportional

betwixt 9 and 81 ; and confequently the Propor-

tion of27 to 1, contains the Proportion of9 to 1 ;

and the halved Proportion of 81 to 9, or the Sub-

duplicate of 81 to 27, [ 1 :3 : 9: 27: 81 : ] and thus

every-where.

Coroll. (1.) Seeing the Periodical Times in this

Cafe are one to another in the Sefqui-plicate Pro-

portion of the Radii, the Squares of the Periodi-

cal Times will be betwixt themſelves as the Cubes

of the Radii. If therefore the Squares of the

Periodic Times be betwixt themſelves as the

Cubes of the Radii , the Centri-petal Forces will

be betwixt themſelves as the Squares of the Radii

reciprocally ; and the Velocities ftill in the Sub-

duplicate Proportion of the Radii reciprocally.

And on the other hand, ifthe Centri-petal Forces

be inverfly asthe Squares of the Diſtances or Ra-

dii, the Squares of the Periodical Times will be

betwixt themſelves as are the Cubes of the Radii,

and
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and the Velocities ftill in the Subduplicate Pro-

portion of the Radii reciprocally.

Coroll. (2.) If the Centri- petal Forces of any

Central attractive Body whatever be in divers Di-

ftances from their Center, as the Squares of thofe

Distances reciprocally , the Velocities of Bodies

revolved in the diversDiftances will be in the Sub-

duplicate Proportion of thofe Diftances recipro-

cally ; and the Proportion of the Periodical Times

duplicated, will be equal to the Proportion of the

Diſtances triplicated, or the Squares ofthe Perio-

dical Times will be betwixt themſelves as the

Cubes of the Radii.

Coroll. (3.) If the Motion be in an Ellipfis, then

let the Middle Diſtance betwixt the greateft and

the leaſt be taken ; and then alfo the Squares of

the Periodical Times will be as the Cubes of the

Radii as well as in Circles.

XIV. If two Bodies be carried in unequal Cir-

cles with an unequal Celerity ; fo that by how

much greater the Radius, Diameter or Circumfe-

rence is, fo much the lefs the Velocity is ; and by

how much the lefs the Radius is, fo much the

greater is the Velocity, and this in the Recipro-

cal Proportion of the Radii , the Centri-petal

Forces will be as the Cubes of the Radii recipro-

cally.

For becauſe of the leffer Celerity in the greater

Circle, and this in the Reciprocal Proportion of

the Radii ; and by reaſon alſo of the leffer Cur-

vature in that Circle, and this in the Duplicate

Reciprocal Proportion of the Radii, the Centri-

petal Forces to be deriv'd from thoſe Conjunct

Proportions will be in the Reciprocal Triplicated

Proportion of the Radii, or as the Cubes of the

fame reciprocally.

As
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As for Example : Let the Radius of the greater

Circle be Twofold of the Radius of the lefs, or

as 2 to 1. And let the Velocity in the greater be

to the Velocity in the lefs Reciprocally as the Ra-

dii, or as 1 to 2 : In this Cafe the Curvature of

the greater will be to the Curvature of the lefs in

the Given Time as 1 to 4 : Therefore the Velo-

city in the leffer, is to the Velocity in the greater,

as 2 to 1 ; and the Curvature in the lefs, to the

Curvature in the greater, as 4 to 1. From whence

the Quantity of the Centri- petal Force in the

Jefs, will be to the Quantity of the fame in the

greater ; as the Rectangle 2 ×48 is to the Rect-

angle 1x11, or as the Cubes of the Radii re-

ciprocally ; and fo every-where.

#

Coroll. ( 1.) Since the Periodic Times be in

this Cafe in the Duplicate Proportion of the Ra-

dii, ' if the Squares of the Periodic Times be

themſelves, as the Biquadrate of the Ra-

ditor which is the fame, if the Periodic Times

theinfelyes be one to another as the Squares of the

Radii the Centri-petal Forces will be betwixt

themſelves as the Cubes of the Diſtances or Radii

inverfely, and the Velocities inverfely as the Ra-

dii. And on the other hand, if the Centri- petal

Forces be inverſely as the Cubes of the Diſtances,

the Periodic Times will be betwixt themſelves as

the Squares of the Radii ; and the Velocities ftill

as the Radir themſelves inverfely....

Coroll. (2.) If the Centri-petal Forces of any

Central attractive Body whatever be in divers Di-

ftances from their Center, as the Cubes of thoſe

Diſtances reciprocally, the Velocities of Bodies re-

volved in divers Diftances will be in the Recipro-

cal Proportion of the Diſtances; and the Perio

dic
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dic Times in the Duplicate Proportion of thoſe

Diſtances.

Coroll ( 3.) All the fame Things concerning

Times, Velocities, and Centri-petal Forces, where-

by Bodies deſcribe like Parts ofany Curveswhat-

ever which are like, and have their Centers in the

like manner pofited, do follow from the Demon-

Itrations of the foregoing Matters which were ap-

plied to Circles in particular, as applied to the o-

ther Cafes. rf

Scholium. Since the Cafe of Propofition 13th

hath place in the Celeftial Bodies ; to wit, that the

Squares of the Periodic Times are every-where

one to another as the Cubes of the Diſtances ;

and that confequently the Centri-petal Forces are

as the Squares of the Diſtances reciprocally, and

the Velocities in the Sub-duplicate Proportion of

thoſe Diſtances reciprocally : Since, I fay, this

Cafe hath place in the Syftem of the World, and

this alone, as our Countrymen, Sir Chriftopher

Wren, Dr. Hook, and Dr. Halley have feverally Col-

lected and that the fame is now generally recei-

ved amongſt Aftronomers ; This moft noble Cafe

requires to be more largely and diligently confi

der'd in what follows ; while the Confequences

of the reft are but more lightly and curforily

touch'd upon.

Dec. 11. 1704.

7

01 LECT.

"
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XV.

LE C T. XIII.

HE Area's, which revolving Bo-

dies do defcribe by Radii, drawn

unto an uninovable Center of

Force, do both lie in immovable

Planes, and are proportional to

the Times, and fo in any given Time every-

where equal ; the Velocity of Motion in

the leffer Diſtance, and the Slowness thereof in

the greater fo tempering the Deſcription of the

Area's, that from thofe various Diſtances no dif-

ference of the Spaces run over in the given Time

doth ever arife.

For let the Time be divided into equal Parts,

and in the firft fmall Time let the Body by its

innate Force, or by a projectile Motion defcribe

in the first Part of Time, any right Line, as A B.

(See Fig. 6. Plate 4. ) The fame Body in the

fecond equal Part of Time, if nothing hinder'd,

and no other Force was imprefs'd on it, would go

ftraight forward to B c, defcribing the Line B c,

equal to A B, fo that the Area's A S B, BSc,

made by the Radii drawn to the Center S, would

be equal. But when the Body comes at the Point

B, let a centripetal Force, whether it be an At-

traction , or fome Preffure tending to the Center

S, act upon the fame Body by one fingle Impulſe,

which is to the projectile Motion as any Right

Line, as Bgto Bc ; this new Impulfe will make

that the Body fhould decline from the Right

Line Bc, and go forwards in another Right Line,

to
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Law of Mot. 22.

foregoing.

to wit , BC the Diagonal ofthe

Parellogram Bg Cc; fo that the

2d equal Part of Time being com-

pleated, the Body will be to be

found atthe Point C, in the fame Plane with the

Triangle AS B. Join S C, and the Area defcrib'd

by the Radius drawn from the Center to the Bo-

dy, that is, the Triangle SBC will be equal to

the Area of the former ; that is , to the Triangle

SBC, (by I. 37. of the Elements, ) and confequent-

ly tothe firft Triangle SAB, to which , by what

was faid before, SBC is equal. By the like Ar-

gument in the 3d equal Part of Time, the Body

would reach by the Projectile Force (which be-

ingonceimprefs'd doth ftill endure) from C to d ;

fo that the Line Cd, which is to be defcribed

would be equal to CB that was laſt deſcrib'd.

But if any Centripetal Force whatſoever, whe-

ther greater or less than the former, ſhould again

act upon the Body in the Point C, the Body in

the End of the 3d Time will be found fomewhere

in the Line D'd parallel to SC, and would be

carried along CD the Diagonal of a certain Pa-

rellogram h DdC to a certain Point D ; fo that

the Triangle SDC would be equal to the Tri-

angle SdC, and confequently to the Triangles

SCB, SBA, which are equal one to the other ;

and bythe fame Reafon, if the Centripetal Force

acts fucceffively in D, E, F,making that the Body

fhould in each equal little Portion of Time de-

ſcribe a feveral Diagonal, all theſe right Lines

will lie in the fame Plane, and the Triangles

SED,SFE will be deſcribed equal to the former.

Now let the Number of the Triangles be in-

creas'd, and their Latitude decreas'd infinitely,

their ultimate Perimeter ADF will become a

Curve Line , the Sides of a Polygon ending in a

L Curve,
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Curve, and by reafon of the continued and ne-

ver-ceafing Action of the Centripetal Force , the

Bodywill perpetually be drawn back from theTan-

gents of the Curve, and the Areas likewife bythe

fame Reafon as before, will ftill be defcrib'd in an

unmoveable Plane , and be proportional to the

Times. 2. E. D.

Coroll. (1.) Therefore the Velocity of a Body

revolved about a Center, which is eftimated ac-

cording to a Line perpendicular to the Radius ,

will be in the reciprocal Proportion of the Di-

ftances ; for otherwife the Equality of the Areas

could in no wife be kept.

Coroll. (2.) The Angular Velocity of a Body

about the Center ofForce , will likewife be in the

reciprocal Duplicate Proportion of the Diſtances.

For fince the true Velocity is in the fimple recipro-

cal Proportion of the Distances , as we have feen

already, and the Diſtance of the Center is the

greater by how much the Motion is the flower ,

and inthe fame Proportion ; it is manifeft, that

that angular Velocity with refpect to the Center

of Force , is in the duplicate Proportion of the

Diſtance reciprocally.

Coroll. (3 ) Where the Pofition of the Tangent

is perpendicular to the Radius, or Diftance from

the Center, and the Velocity of the projectile

Motion makes the Centrifugal Force exactly pro-

portional or correfpondent to the Centripetal

Force ofthe Central Body ; the Body will neither

approach to the Center, nor recede from it, but

will be carried perpetually with a circular Motion

about that Center.

Coroll. (4.) But where the Pofition of the Tan-

gent is oblique to the Radius, although the Velo-

city ofthe Projectile Motion be proportionate and

correfpondent to the Centripetal Force, that Cen-

tripe-
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.!

tripetal Force will ſomewhat increaſe even the

leaft defcending Motion by confpiring together

with it, and fomething diminifh even the leaft

afcending.Motion by oppofing it ; until at length

the increas'd Motion exceeds the Centripetal

Force, and the Body which before defcended

comesnow to afcend ; and the diminiſh'd Motion

at length yields to the Centripetal Force, and

the Body which afcended before doth again de-

fcend.

Coroll. (5.) From fuch like Circumftances ought

to arife the Motions of Bodies revolved in

Ellipfes about any Center whatever. For al-

though theBody be fuppos'd to be now fituated in

the Courſe of its Revolution, at the leffer Axis of

the Ellipfis, the Central Body poffeffing the Fo-

cus, or at the mean Diftance , and the Velocity

of the Projectile Motion be fuppofed alfo in that

Place to correfpond exactly to the Centripeta!

Force ; yet notwithstanding, becauſe of the ob-

lique Pofition of theTangent inthefame Place,the

Motion will become not Circular but Elliptic ;

whilft the Body, as it is in defcending, doth

by little and little acquire a new Force, by which

it may afterwards afcend ; and as it is in afcend

ing, doth by degrees lofe fome Force by which it

áfcended before ; until at length the Centripetal

Force overcoming it, be compell'd to defcend !

And thus perpetually. From whence it is mani-

feft , by what means an Elliptic Motion may

arife from a Motion imprefs'd according to an

Oblique Line ; in the mean while that the very

fame Motion imprefs'd, according to a perpendi-

cular Line ; would have produc❜d a Motion alto-

gether Circular.

d

Corol. (6.)IfinVacuotheArea's defcrib'd be not pro-t

L 2 por
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portional to the Times of the Deſcription, the

Forces do not tend unto a Concourſe of the Rays.

For if they tended thither, the Areas would ne-

ceffarily be proportional to the Times. Which is

contrary to the Hypotheſis.

Coroll. (7.) In all Mediums , if the Deſcription

of the Areas be accelerated , the Forces tend not

unto the meeting- together of the Rays, but con-

ſpire rather with the Projectile Motion ; if the

Defcription of the Areas be retarded , that is ,

morethan the Refiftance ofthe Medium requires,

the Forces tend not unto the meeting-together of

the Rays, but are rather oppofite to the Projectile

Motion.

XVI. Every Body which is mov'd in a Curve

Line, and doth by a Radius drawn to fome Point,

either immoveable , or going forwards uniformly

with a Rectilineal Motion, deſcribes Areas about

that Point proportional to the Times, is urged or

imprefs'd by a Centripetal Force tending to the

Lame Point.

Cafe (1.) For becaufe of the Equality of the

Triangles Sc B, SCB (fee Fig. 6. Plate 4.) de-

fcrib'd upon the fame Baſe S B, the Points C and

and c will be ( by I. 39. of the Elements ) in the

Line C c parallel to the Bafe ; and confequently

the Figure Bc Cg will be a Parallelogram, in

which the Sides Bc and Bg reprefent the

Forces, and BL is the Diagonal : And there-

fore the Body placed at B, is incited by the Force

Bg tending to S the Center of the Forces ; and

fo likewife in all the Points, C, D,E,F. 2. E. D.

Cafe (2.) And it is the fame thing, whether the

Plane in which the Body deſcribes the Curviline-

ar Figure doth reft, or whether it be mov'd toge-

ther with the Body, the Figure defcribed, and its

Central Point S uniformly ftraight forward.

Where-
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Wherefore the Demonftration of the former Cafe

will hold in this alfo.

Scholium. A Body may be urged by a Centri-

petal Force, which is compounded of divers For-

ces, (as for Example, the Force of heavy Things

towards the Center of the Earth, is compounded

of Forces tending to all the Parts of the Earth, as

will appear afterwards ; ) And in this Cafe the

Senfe of the Propofition is, that that Force which

is compounded of all , when it is reduc'd to one,

tends to the Center of that Force."

Coroll. (1.) Seeing therefore in the Syftem of

the Primary Planets the Areas defcrib'd by Rays

drawn to the Center of the Sun, are always pro-

portional to the Times ; as is well known to Aftro-

nomers, the Planets are perpetually urged by a

Force tending to the Center of the Sun ; and in

the fame manner muft we reafon concerning the

Secondary Planets , as revolved about their Prima-

ry ones, Saturn, Jupiter, and the Earth.

"

5 Coroll. (2.) As the Velocity of divers Bodies

about a Center of Force , where that Force is

astthe Squares of the Distances inverſely, is in di-

vers Circles in the fubduplicate Proportion of the

Diſtances inverfely , as we demonftrated before ;

fo fromthis and the foregoing Propofition it fol-

lows, that the Velocity of the fame Body defcri-

bing any Eccentric Orbit , taken as placed in its

divers Diftances from the Center, let the Condi-

tion of the Centripetal Force be what it will, is

asois the Diſtance inverfly ; ie. if the Veloci-

tyobe eſtimated by a Circular Arch, or in a Line

perpendicular to the Radius as before : The Cauſe

of which divers Velocity is this , that in divers

Circles the Areas in that Cafe are not equal on

both Sides, but according to the Greatness of the

Diſtance greater , and in the fame Proportion of

L 3
the
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the Magnitude alfo greater ; when notwithſtand-

ing, in the Revolution of the fame Body, the

Equality of the Areas doth altogether require a

Velocity reciprocallyproportionalto the Diſtance.

Thus , if two Planets, are revolv'd about the Sun

in divers Circles, the Radii of which do exceed

one the other in the Quadruple Proportion, the

remoter Planet would be carried with a Velocity

which is only double to that of the other : But if

thefame Planet, performing its Circuits in a very

Eccentric Ellipfis, be placed fometimes at a great-

er, fometimes at a leffer Diſtance ; and the fame,

as before ; exceeding and falling fhort byturns in

the Quadruple Proportion, the Velocity will be

in the reciprocal Proportion of the Distances,

and in the leffer Diftance exactly Quadruple of

the other; and fo in any Diftances whatever.

Which thing ought to be kept in mind, in the

Contemplation of the whole Planetary Syſtem.

XVII. Every Body, which by a Ray drawn to

the Center of any other Body howsoever mov'd,

defcribes Areas about that Body proportional to

the Times, is urged by a Force compounded ofa

Centripetal Force tending to the other Body, and

of all the accelerative Force wherewith the other

Body is urged. For, if first of all the Plane, and

the Center of Forces in the Plane, do sreſt, the

Areas will be proportional to the Times ; and if

both Bodies be accelerated with thefame Celerity

according to parallel Lines, the Areas will ftill re

main proportional to the Times. From whences

fince by the Hypothefis the Areas remain propor⇒

tional to the Times, both the Centripetal Force,

the Caufe of them, will remain, and the accele

rative Force will remain every where the fame”.

Common Caufe of Celerity.ooor tud

anolster

"

Coroll
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:

Coroll. ( 1.) If any Body whatever doth with a

Ray drawn to the Center defcribe Areas propor-

tional to the Times, and there be fubducted from

the whole Force wherewith the former Body is .

urged, whether Simple or Compound, the whole

accelerative Force wherewith the latter Body is

urged, all the remaining Force wherewith the

former Body is urged , will tend unto the other

Body, as to the Center.

Coroll. (2.) And if thofe Areas be nearly pro-

portional to the Times, the remaining Force will

tend to the other Body very near.

Coroll. (3.) And on the other hand, if the re-

maining Force doth come very near to the tend-

ing tothe other Body,thofe Areas will very nearly

be proportional to the Times.

Coroll. (4.) If a Body doth with a Ray drawn

to another Body defcribe Areas, which, when

compared with the Times , are very unequal

thereto ; and that other Body doth either reft, or

is moved uniformly ſtraight forwards, the Action

of a Centripetal Force tending to the other Body,

is either none at all , or is mingled and difturbed

by other Forces. And the whole Compound

Force , if it be fuch a Force , will be directed to

fome other Center , whether immoveable or

moveable, the Areas defcribed about which will

be proportional to the Times. The fame thing

holds where another Body is mov'd with any Mo-

tion whatever, if fo be the Centripetal Force be

taken to be that which remains after the Subducti-

on of the whole Force, which acts upon that

other Body.

Scholium ( 1. ) Becauſe an equable Description of

Areas is a Token of a Center , which that Force.

wherewith the Body is affected doth refpect, and

L 4 the
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the Body by this Centripetal Force is retain'd in

a Curvilinear Orbit ; and all Curvilineal Motion

is rightly faid to be made about that Center, by

the Force of which the Body is drawn back from

the Rectilinear Motion , and perpetually retain'd

in its Orbit : In what follows , we fhall make uſe

of that equable Defcription of Areas, as the In-

dex of a Center, about which the Motion which

is in a Curve is perform'd in free Spaces.

Scholium (2.) This 17th Propofition, with its

Corollaries, appertains to the understanding the

true Syftem of the World. For although all Pla-

netary Motions are to be derived from a Projectile

Motion once impreffed according to Tangents,

and a Centripetal Force continually urging ; yet

thoſe Centers unto which the Centripetal Forces

tend, are alſo mov'd themſelves, together with the

Bodies that are revolved about them. Thus

the Circulations of the Circumfaturnian, and

Circumjovial Planets , and of the Moon, do

proceed from a Projectile Motion once imprefs'd

upon each, and from a Centripetal Force tending

to the Centers of Saturn, Jupiter, and the Earth

refpectively ; albeit, in the mean while thoſe

Central Bodies , together with their whole Satel-

litium, be mov'd about the Sun, the common

Center of all the Primary Planets.

XVIII. A Problem. There being given in any

Three Places whatſoever , the Velocity where-

with the Body defcribes a givenFigure, by a Force

tending unto fome common Center or Point, to

find that Center."

Let Three Right Lines , PT, TQV, VR,

(fee Fig. 1. Plate 5.) touch a defcribed Figure

in fo many Points, P, Q, R, whilft they meet to-

gether in T and V. Let there be erected PA,

QB, RC, perpendicular to the Tangents inthe

Points
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Points of Contact , and let them be reciprocally

proportional to the Velocities of the Body in

thofe Points ; that is , let PA be to QB as the

Velocity in Qis to the Velocity in P ; and QB

to RC asthe Velocity in R is to the Velocity in

Q. At the Extremities of the Perpendiculars

A, B, C, let AD, DBE, EC be drawn at right

Angles to the Perpendiculars, or parallel to the

Tangents, and meeting together in D and E.

Let TD and VE be drawn interfecting each

other in S ; and from the Point E, let Er and Evbe

parallel to the Perpendiculars CR and BQ refpe-

aively. And in like manner fromthe Point S , letDp

and Dxbe parallel to thePerpendicularsAP& BQ

refpectively. Then laftly, from the Point S let Ss,

St, Sq be parallel to the fame Perpendiculars

refpectively, or perpendicular to the Tangents :

I fay, that the Point S is the Center which is

fought. For fince the Body revol

ving, and placed fucceffively in the

Points P and Q, doth by Rays

drawn to the Center of Force in

equal Time defcribe equal Areas, or

equal Triangles ; fince alfo thofe Triangles toge-

ther deſcribed, are as the Velocities, or as the

Lines together defcribed in P and Q drawn into

the refpective Perpendiculars, let fall from the

Center to the Tangents PT, QT: Thofe Per-

pendiculars will be reciprocally as the Velo-

cities , and confequently as the Perpendicu-

lars Dp and Dx directly. But becauſe of the

Likeneſs of the Triangles TDx, TSt, and TDp,

TSq; as is Dp to Dx, fo is the Perpendicular Sq.

to the Perpendicular St. And bythe like Reaſon,

as is Evto Er, fo is the Perpendicular St to the

Perpendicular Ss. Andfeeing this can be true only

in this Point S the Concourfe oftheLinesTD&VÉ,

Prop. 15.fore-

of I. 41. Ele-

going Schol.

ments.

it

1

1
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it is manifeft , that S is the Center of the Cen-

tripetal Force 2. E. D. !

Fan. 29. 170 .

XIX.

LECT. XIV,

Fa Body be mov'd in an Ellipfiş

about the Center of the fame,

the Centripetal Force will be

directly as the Diftance of the

Body from the fame Center.

For the Curvature every where in like Arches is

in the quadruplicate Proportion of the Diſtance ;

but the Velocity is in the fimple Proportion of the

fame Diſtance inverfly. From whence the Cur-

vature, defcrib'd in a given Time, will be in

the duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance, and

the Velocity in the fimple Proportion of the Di-

ftance inverfly, and the Centripetal Force, which

is to be eſtimated in this Cafe by the Excess of

the Proportion of the Curvature above that of the

Velocity, will be directly as the Diftance. 2.E.D.

Corollary. If an Ellipfis, the Center thereof

paffing away infinitely, be turn'd into a Parabola,

the Body will be mov'd in this Parabola, and the

Force now tending to a Center infinitely diftant

will become equable. This is the Theorem of Ga-

lileo demonftrated by us above in

another Method. And if a Parabolic

Section of a Cone, the Inclination of

the Plane to the Cone that is cut thereby being

chang'd,

Prop. 8,
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chang'd, be turned into an Hyperbola ; the Body

will be moved about its Center in the Perimeter

of the Hyperbola, the Centripetal Force being

turn'd into a Centrifugal one, and that Force be

ing greater in a leffer Diftance, and leffer in a

greater Diftance ; as the Nature of fuch Force

doth altogether require.

)

Coroll. (2.) If the Centripetal Force of any at-

tractive Body whatever be directly asthe Distance,

fo that in a greater Diſtance the Attraction be in

the fame Proportion alfo greater , and in a leffer

Diftance lefs ; the Body will be mov'd

in the Ellipfis about a Central Body Corol.3,4,5,

placed in the very Center of the Ellip- ofProp. 15.

fis, or perchance in a Circle which the

Ellipfis may paſs into ; for, according to the Si-

tuation ofthe Tangent, of which before, the Bo-

dy will be mov'd either in a Circle , or in an El-

lipfis.

; Coroll. (3 ) And the Periodic Times of Revo-

lutions made in all Figures about the fame. Center

will be equal, as we alfo fhew'd before. Corol.2.P.9.

XX. If a Body be mov'd in a Spiral Line,

which cuts all the Radii in the fame Angle, the

Centripetal Force will be reciprocally as the Cube

of the Diſtance from the Center of the Spiral

For in the divers Parts of the Spirals, the Curvas

ture oflike Arches is equal, and that of equal

Arches is reciprocally as the Diſtance. But whilst

Bodies revolve in Spirals, the Celerity will be

every where reciprocally as the Diſtance ; and

from thence alfo the Curvature will, in the given

Time, bereciprocally in the duplicate Proportion

of the Diſtance. Therefore the Centripetal

Force, which proceeds from the Proportions of

the Curvature and Celerity conjun&ly, will be in

the triplicate Proportion of the Diſtance recipro

cally,
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cally, or reciprocally as the Cube of the Di-

ftance.

Corollary. If the Force of any attractive Body

be in the triplicate Proportion of the Diſtances

from the Center reciprocally, all Bodies, the Di-

rections of the Projectile Motions whereof are

not perpendicular to the Radii, with what Velo-

city foever they go forth, will be mov'd in a Spi-

ral which cuts all the Rays in a given Angle ; and

if the firft Body afcends, it will afcend infinitely ;

if it defcends, it will defcend to the Center in a

Space of Time eaſily to be found from the Quan-

tity of the Spiral Area.

Scholium. If there were any regular Curve,

the Curvature whereof from any Central Point

whatever werein a duplicate Proportion ofthe Di-

ftance directly, any Body whatever would revolve

in it, iffo be the Centripetal Forces were

amongst themſelves in the reciprocal Proportion

of the Distances. For ifthe Curvatúre, in equal

Angles, were according to the Hypothefis in the

duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance directly, the

Curvature would in a given Time be always equal

toit ſelfin all Diſtances ; and fince the Velocity is

always reciprocally as the Diſtance, the Centri-

petal Forces , to be eftimated from the Curvature

and Velocity conjunctly,would be asthe Diftance

reciprocally and the Body would be mov'din that

Curve.. E. D.de !!

"

A

So likewife if there were any regular Curve,

the Curvature whereof from any Central Point

whatever, were in the triplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance directly, any Body whatever would

revolve in it, if fo be the Centripetal Force were

in all Diftances equal. For if the Curvature in

equal Angles were,by the Hypothefis,in the tripli-

cate Proportion of the Diſtance directly, the

Cur-
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Curvature in the given Time would always be di-

rectly as the Diſtance ; and fince the Velocity is

always as the Diſtance reciprocally, the Centri-

petal Forces, by reafon of the Equality ofthe

direct and reciprocal Proportions,would always be

equal, and a Body would be mov'd in that Curve.

XXI. If a Body be mov'd in an Ellipfis about

its Focus, the Centripetal Force will be every

where in the duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance

fromthe fame Focus reciprocally. For, as we no-

ted above , the Curvature with refpect to the Fo-

cus in divers Parts of Ellipfes, Parabola, and Hy-

perbola, is every where in like Arches directly as

the Diſtance, and in equal Parts always equal :

NowtheVelocity every where is in the reciprocal

Proportion ofthe Diftance. Therefore in Arches

defcribed in the fame time , the Curvature is reci-

procally as the Diſtance from the Focus, and the

Celerity is likewife in the fame reciprocal Propor-

tion : From whence the Centripetal Force, to be

eftimated from the conjunct Proportions of the

Curvature and Celerity, will be in the duplicate

Proportion of the Distance from the Focus reci-

procally. 2. E. D.

Coroll. (1.) If the Force of any attractive Body

whatever be in the duplicate Proportion of the

Diſtances from the Center reciprocally ; all Bo-

dies, at leaſt where the Directions of the Proje-

atile Motions are not perpendicular to the

Radii , whatſoever Velocity of Motion alſothey

may have , will be mov'd in Ellipfes, one of

whofe Foci will be poffefs'd bythe Central Body:

unleſs the Velocity of the Projectile Motions be

fo great, as to be able to turn the Ellipfis into

Parabola's, or even Hyperbola's.

Coroll

.
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Coroll. (2.) If a Body, according to the Law of

the Centripetal Force here affign'd, be mov'd in

an Ellipfis about one of the Foci, the Periodic

Time of the Body, moving in the Ellipfis, will be

to the Periodic Time of a Body mov'd in a Circle,'

the Radius whereof is in the Middle betwixt the

greateſt Diſtance and the leaft, or equal to the

greater Semi- axis, in the Proportion of Equality.

For fince the whole abfolute Curvature of the

Ellipfis is equal to the Curvature of the Circle,

and the Sum of the abfolute Velocities in equal

Arches above and below the mean Diſtance, be-

cauſe of the equal Change of the Motion in an

equal Arch , is always equal to the Velocity in a

mean Circle ; it is manifeft, that the Centripetal

Force is equal ; and confequently that the Peri-

odic Times are alfo equal one to another. Or

we will rather demonftrate it thus : Let the fame

abfolute Velocity be fuppofed in the mean Di-

ftance, which is in a Circle defcrib'd with the

fame Semi- diameter ; the Angle then , according

to the Conic Properties, or Area defcribed in the

Circle, will be to theAngle orArea defcrib'd at the

fame time in the Ellipfis, as the greater Semi-axis

is to the leffer ; and in the fame Proportion alſo,

according to the Conic Properties , is the entire

Area of the Circle to the entire Area of the El-

lipfis. From whence , becaufe of an equable

Deſcription of Areas on both Sides, the Periodic

Times alfo will be on both Sides equal.

Coroll. (3.) Therefore the Periodic Times in

Ellipfes are between themſelves in the Sefquialte-

ral Proportion of the greater Axes , as well as in

Circles.

Coroll. (4.) Confequently the greater Axis being

given, there is given withal the Periodic Time.

Coroll.
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Coroll.(5.) Seeing the Proportion of the Cur-

vature and Celerity in a Parabola and Hyperbola

is the fame,with reſpect to the Focus ; by the fame

Reafon as before, a Body will be mov'd in a Pa-

rabola and Hyperbola about the Focus.

Scholium. Having now diſpatch'd in a more

eafy Method, the Demonftrations of the funda-

mental Propofitions of Sir Ifaac Newton ; I will

take Liberty for a Conclufion , to adjoin another

Demonftration of the laft Propofition, which is

the moſt Noble of all, and moft of all accommo-

dated to the Mundane Syftem ; which Demon-

ftration comes more up to Geometrical Rigor,

and is that which I once tranfcrib'd from a Manu-

fcript of Sir Ifaac Newton's himſelf.

A Propofition.

If any Body whatever be attracted towards the

Focus ofan Ellipfis, and if the Quantity and Pro-

portion of the Attraction be fuch, that they

make the Body to revolve in the Elliptic Perime-

ter ; the Attraction in the leaſt Diſtance will be to

the Attraction in the greateft , both Diſtances be-

ing taken at the greater Axis , as the Squares of

the Diſtances of the Body in thofe Points from

the Focus of the Ellipfis reciprocally.

Let ( in Fig. 2. Plate 5. ) AECD be an Ellip-

fis; A and C the Extremities of the greater Axis : F

the Focus whither the centripetalForce tends ; and

AFE, CFD, thofe Areas which a

Body doth by Radii drawn to the Fo Prop. 15.

cus , defcribe in an equal Space of in

Time. Now thofe Areas are equal one to another,

as being proportional to equal Times ; that is,

the
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Scholium to

I. 41. Ele-

ments.

VI. 14. Ele-

ments.

the Rectangles AF x AE, and

FC x DC, are equal to each

other ; that is on the Hypothefis

that the Arches AE and CD are ta-

ken ſo ſmall, that they may fafely

enough be reckon'd for Right Lines.

Therefore A E is to CD, as FC is to FA. Let

us now ſuppoſe the Right Lines AMand CNto

touch the Ellipfis in the Points A and C, and the

little Lines E M and DN [ to be ſupplied in the

Figures ] to be from the Points E and D perpen-

dicular to thofe Tangents. Now becauſe the

Curvature of Ellipfes ( that is, if we confider it

in general , and in equal Arches with reſpect to

the Center of the fame ) is equal at both Extre-

mities, theſe Perpendiculars EM and DN will

be betwixt themſelves, ( Coroll. 4. Prop. 2. ) as the

Squares of the Arches AE and CD. EM there-

fore is to DN, as FC fquare is to FA fquare. But

in the fame time, in which the Body will from

the Force of Attraction defcribe the Elliptick

Arches AE and CD from A to E, and from C to

D.; the fame without that Attraction would have

defcribed the Tangents AM and CN equal to

thoſe Arches. The Forces of the Attractions

therefore which draw the Body back from the

Tangents to the Curve, to wit, from M to E,

and from N. to D, are alfo betwixt themſelves as

thoſe little Lines ME and ND fubtending the

Angles of Contact, which are defcrib'd at the

fame time. The Attraction therefore at the Point

A is to the Attraction in the Point C, as the little

Line ME to the little Line ND ; that is, by the

Things already demonftrated, as FC fquare is to

FA fquare; or as the Squares of the Diſtances

reciprocally. 2. E. D.

"

This
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This Demonftration refpects only the Extremi-

ties of Ellipfes ; thofe which follow will apply

the fame Propofition to any Parts of Ellipfes

whatfoever.

Lemma. If a right Line touch an Ellipfis in

any Point whatſoever, and if a Line be drawn

through the Centre of the Ellipfis parallel to the

Tangent, which may interfect a 3d Line drawn

through the Point of Contact and either of the

Foci ; that Part of the 3d Line which is pofi-

ted betwixt the Contact, and the Interfection,

will be equal to half the greater Axis.

Let (Fig. 2. Plate 5.) APCQ be an El-

lipfis AC the greater Axis : O, the Center :

Ff the Foci ; P the Point of Contact : OG

the Line parallel to the Tangent ; and PG that

Part ofthe Line FP, which lies betwixt the

Contact and the parallel to the Tangent. I fay

that PGis equal to C O, or to half the greater

Axis.

For join the Points PF ; and draw the Line

fH parallel to OG. Becauſe the Lines Ff and

FH are bifected in the Points O and G, AC

will be equal to the Sum of the Lines PF and

Pf, that is, to the Sum of the two Lines P F and

PH, (by the Conics ) or to the double of the

Line PG. And therefore the half of AC, that

is CO, is equal to PG. 2. E. D.

Another Lemma. Any right Line whatever

drawn through either of the Foci of the Ellipfis

to the Periphery, is to the Diameter of the

Ellipfis which is parallel to the fame, as the

fame Diameter is to the greater Axis of the El-

lipfis.

Let APCQ (Fig. 2. Plate 5. ) be an Ellip-

fis : AC the greater Axis : Ffthe Foci : O the

Center:P QanyLine drawn through the Focus F:

M VOS .
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VOS the Diameter of the Ellipfis parallel to

PQ. Here PQ. VS. AC, will be . For

let fp be drawn parallel to QFP, cutting the

Perimeter of the Ellipfis in the Point p. And

join the Points Pp by the Line Pp cutting

VS in the Point T. Then draw the Line PR

which may touch the Ellipfis in the Point P, and

cut the Diameter VS produced in the Point R.

There will now be by the Conics OT: OS:

OR . But OT is half the Sum of FP and

fp, or of FP and FQ and confequently O T

doubled is equal to PQ. OS alfo doubled is

equal to VS, and by the Lemma before demon-

ftrated, OR, or PG doubled, is equal to A C.

Wherefore PQ : VS : AC are . Q. E. D.

Coroll. ACx PQ= VSq = 4 O Sq.

Lemma. ( 3. ) If the right Line FP be drawn

from either of the Foci of the Ellipfis to any

Point inthe Perimeter thereof : And to the Point

P the Tangent of the Ellipfis Px ; and if the

little Line xy ( See Fig. 3. Plate 5. ) fubtend-

ing the Angle of Contact, parallel to the Line

PQ; the Rectangle ofthe fubtending little Line,

and of the fame Line produc'd to the remoter

Part of the Perimeter, is to the Rectangle of the

greater Axis of the Ellipfis, and of the firft Line

which was produc'd alfo to the Perimeter of the

Ellipfis, as the Square of the Perpendicular Di-

ftance betwixt the fubtending little Line, and the

firft Line is to the Square of the leffer Axis.

For let AKBL be an Ellipfis : AB the great-

er Axis: KL the leffer : G the center : Ff the

Foci P any Point defign'd in the Perimeter :

FP the firft Line drawn through the Focus F to

P : PQ the fame Line produc'd unto the Elipfis :

Px the Tangent : xy the little Line fubtending

the Angle of Contact ; xI the fame fubtenfe

pro-
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produc'd to the Remoter part of the Perimeter :

yz the Perpendicular Diſtance of the Subtenfe and

the firft Line. Theſe things fuppos'd , I fay

that the Rectangle y x I is to the Rectangle

AB xP Q, as is y z Square to KL Square. For

let V S a Diameter of the Ellipfis be parallel to the

firft Line, and GH another Diameter parallel to

the Tangent S x, or the conjugate Diameter to

the former Diameter. The Rectangle yxI will

then,bythe Conics,be to Px Square, or the Square

of the Tangent, as the Rectangle SCV is to the

Rectangle GCH ; that is, as SV Square is to

GH Square Now, by the Conics, all Parallelo-

grams defcrib'd about the conjugate Diameters of

every Ellipfis are alfo equal betwixt themfelves.

From whence it follows, that the Rectangle of

the double of P E drawn into GH will be equal

to the Rectangle of the Axes ABXKL: And

confequently ( by VI. 14. of the Elements ) GH

is to KL as A B, that is, by the first Lemma, as

the double of PD is to the double of PE ; or,

becauſe of the likeness of the Triangles yzP and

PED (when the Point y coincides with the

Point P) as Px is to yz. Therefore P x is to

GHas yz to KL : And confequently Px Square

is to GH Square, as y z Square is to KL Square,

( VI. 22. of the Elements ) . But by what hath

been already affum'd, P x Square is to GH

Square, as the Rectangle yx I to SV Square :

And SV Square ( by the Corollary of the 2d

Lemma ) is equal to the Rectangle of ACXPQ.

Therefore the Rectangle yx I is to the Rectangle

ACXPQ, as yz Square is KLq. Q.E.D.

Coroll. (1.) If y z be given, and confequently

yz Square, yx Square will alfo be given, and

confequently yx it felf : That is, if the leaft

Perpendicular Diftance of a Point taken in the

M 2 Elliptic
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Elliptic Perimeter from the Line drawn through

the Focus, be given in divers Diſtances from that

Focus whatſoever ; there will alſo be given the

vaniſhing little Line,fubtending in the fame Place

the Angle of Contact. For by what hath been

just now demonſtrated, fince y z is given by the

Hypothefis, and KL is alfo given ; and fince,

as the Rectangle yxxxI is to the Rectangle

ACXPQ,fo is yz fquare to KL fquare : It will al-

fo be, the Line x I ending at laft in the Line PQ

as yxxPQ is to ACXPQ, fo is y z fquare to

KLq: But as yxxPQ is to AC xP Q, (VI. 1.

Elem.)fo is yxto AC. Therefore, as y x is to AC,

fo is y z fquare to KL fquare ; and by inverting,

as KL fquare is to yz fquare, fo is AC to

yx; fince therefore the reft of the Things are

given, the Subtenfe y x will alſo be given. Q.E.D.

Coroll. (2.) I may alſo in this Place infer,

that the Curvature of an Ellipfis with refpect to

the Focus is every where in the Proportion of

the Diſtancefrom theFocus directly. For fince y z

the vanishing Subtenfe of the Angle of Contact

in a given Perpendicular Diſtance, in all Diſtances

from the Focus is the fame; yx in Diſtances pro-

portional to the Radius FP at equal Angles, will

be ( by Coroll. 4. Prop. 2. ) in the duplicate Propor-

tion of the Radii. From which duplicated Pro-

portion, therebeing taken away, as it ought to be,

the Proportion of the Radius, the Proportion of

the Curvature in divers Diſtances will be left ; the

fame, to wit, with the direct Proportion of the

Radii. Although therefore the Curvature of di-

vers Circles in the fame Angles, is with respect to

the Center every where equal ; yet in Ellipfes, on

the contrary, it is continually changed in divers

Diſtances from the Focus, and in a greater Di-

ftance becomes greater, in a leffer Diſtance leſs

and
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and this in the Proportion of the Increaſe or

Dimunition of the Diſtance ; as we noted

before.

Coroll..(3 .) To conclude, we may transfer both

the foregoing Corollaries to a Parabola and Hy-

perbola : For what Things have been once de-

monftrated of an Ellipfis, are to be understood

to agree to a Parabola alfo ; becauſe of the Co-

incidence of Ellipfes infinitely long with Para-

bola's : And then the Affections of Ellipfes and

'Parabola's, becauſe of the mutual Agreement of

all Conic Sections, are to be applied to Hyper-

bola's, changing thofe Things which the na-

ture ofthe Line requires to be changed. Where-

fore I may now affert, that the vanishing

Subtenfe of the Angle of Contact at all equal

Perpendicular Diſtances from the Radius, is in

every Conic Section always equal to it felf ;

and that the Curvature confequently in equal

Angles is in the direct Proportion of the Di-

ftances.

Feb. 5. 1703.

LE C T. XV.

Cholium. By almoft the fame Reaſoning

whichSirlf.Newtonmade ufe offorfind-

ing out the Proportions of the vaniſh-

ing Subtenfes with refpect to the Fo-

cus of the Ellipfis ; I may undertake

to determine the Proportions of the fame Subten-

fes in Ellipfes with refpect to the Center

M 3 by
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4

Princ. Mathe.

Book 1. Pr. 10.

by what he hath demonftrated

viz.that y z fquare,drawn into SC

fquare , (Fig. 4. Plate 5. ) and

then applied to the Line y x ; is equal to the dou-

ble of KC fquare drawn into CB fquare, and

then applied to the Line SC ; or yzqx SC cube

=2KCqx CBqxyx. If therefore zy be given,

and confequently zy fquare, becauſe of the

Solid 2 KC qx CBq which is alſo given ; y x

will be every where as SC cube, or in the tripli-

cate roportion of the Diſtance directly. Ifthere-

fore zy be as it ought to be ; becauſe

the Subtenfe of the Angle of Contact, is in

the duplicate Proportion of the Arch, the Sub-

tenfe yx will be in the quintuplicate Proportion

of the Diſtance ; or the Proportion of the Di-

ftance being Subducted, the Curvature it felf will

ftill be in a quadruplicate Proportion of the Di-

ftance directly ; or as the biquadrate of the Di-

ftance directly.

Another Propofition. If a Body be drawn to one of

the Foci of an Ellipfis, and from that attraction re-

volve in the Elliptic Perimeter, the Forces ofthe

attraction will be every where, as the Squares of

the Diſtances from the fame Focus directly.

For (in Fig. 4. Plate 5. ) Let P be the Place

of a Body revolving in an Ellipfis at any Moment

of Time, and PX the Tangent of the Ellipfis

in that Point; along which Tangent the Body

would go forward with an uniform Motion, if

it were affected with no attraction : Let the Point

X be the Place whither the Body would reach

in a given very fmall Space of Time ; and

let Y be the Place in the Perimeter of the

Ellipfis , whither it doth from both Forces

actually reach in the given Time. Let the

Time be divided into very small qual Parts ,

that
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that they may be accounted Phyſical Moments

or Points : Let the attraction now act not con-

tinuedly, but by Intervals, but thofe very little

ones ; once to wit, in the beginning of every

Phyſical Moment ; fo that the firſt Force of the

Attraction may Act at the Point P ; the 2d at

Y ; and fo at equal Intervals perpetually : So

that the Body may be mov'd along the Chord

of the Arch PY, and then along the Chord of

the following Arch, and fo on. Now becauſe

the attraction in the Point P is directed towards

the Point F, and draws down the Body from the

Tangent PX unto the Chord PY ; the little

Line XYproduc'd by that Force of the attraction

in P will be proportional to that Force, and paral-

lel to its Direction, that is to the Line PF. Pro-

duce the Lines XY and PF unto the Elliptic

Perimeter in I and Q ; join the Points F, Y;

and let Y Z be let down Perpendicular to F P.

(Fig. 4. Plate 5.) Let A B be the greater Axis of

the Ellipfis, and KL the leffer. And by Lemma

the 3d, the Rectangle YX I will be to the Rect-

angle ABXPQ, as is Y Z fquare to KL fquare.

And confequently the Line YX will be equal to

the Solid of ABxPQxYZq , applied to the

Solid XIX KLq. In the fame manner, if py

be the Chord of another Elliptic Arch, which

the Body deſcribes in the given Phyfical Moment

of Time equal to the former ; and px the Tan-

gent ofthe Ellipfis in the Point P ; and xy the

Subtenfe of the vanishing Angle of Contact pa-

rallel to the Line p F; and if xy and pF

cut the Perimeter of the Ellipfis in q and i ;

let y z from the Point y be let down perpendicu-

lar, to pF ; the Subtenfe yx will by the former

Reafon be equal to the Solid made of AB into

pq xyz fquared, applied to the Solid made of

M 4 xi
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xi x KL fquared ; that is, becauſe A B and KL

PQ

are given and ſtanding Quantities, as YZ

pq
XI

fquar'd to xi yz fquared.yz fquared. But becauſe the

Lines PY, py, are deſcribed by a revolving Body

in equal Times, the Areas deſcribed, or Triangles

PYF, pyF are equal : And the Rectangles P F

XYZ, and pFxyz are double thofe Triangles they

are equal : And YZ is to y z, as pF to PF ; and

PQconfequently Y Z fquared,is to pq

XI
yz fquar'd,

x i

PQ

as p F fquared is to

pq

XI xi
-p F fquared.

Therefore, as YX is to yx, fo is

fquared to PPFfquared ; that is, the Attraction

PQ

PF

XI

X 1

in P is to the Attraction in p, as

PQ

XI

PF fquare

pq

is to PF fquared. Now, fuppofethe Times

x i

taken infinitely ſmall to be equal, in which a Body

deſcribes the Subtenfes PY and py ; fo that the

Attraction may be continued , and the Body re-

volv'd in the Perimeter of the Ellipfis :

In this Cafe the Lines PQand XI coincide ;

but pq and xi have been already fuppofed equal,

РО

therefore the Quantities IPF fquared, and

pq

x i

PF fquared , become pF fquared and PF fqua-

red. Therefore the Attraction in P, or the Line

XY, will be to the Attraction in p, or the Line

xy, as p F fquared is to PF fquared ; or recipro-

cally, as the Squares of the Diftances from the

Focus. 2 E. D.2. And
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And the fame Propofition may be applied to

the Parabola, as the Extreme of Ellipfes, and al-

fo to the Hyperbola : But fince there are no Cœ-

leftial Bodies that we know of, that are carried

about in Hyperbola's ; I fhall not fearch out for

a particular Demonftration of them .

XXII. The Velocity of a Body moving in a

Parabola about a Body placed in the Focus, the

Force whereof is in the reciprocal duplicate Pro-

portion of the Diſtances, is every where to the

Velocity of a Body revolving in a Circle in the

fame time , in the fubduplicate Proportion ofthe

Number, Two to Unity ; or as the Diagonal of

a Square to its Side ; that is, as 10 to7 nearly.

For, fince the Diſtance of a Body from the

Central Body was fuppofed every where the fame,

the Force of Attraction, or Line fubtending any

Angle of Contact, will be always equal in any

given Space of Time : And the Velocity in a

Parabolawill be to the Velocity in theCircle, as the

Tangent ofthe Parabola totheTangent ofthe Cir-

cle ; to wit,wherethe Subtenfe is everywhere equal.

But theleaftTangent in theParabola,by theConics,

is equal to the fquare Root of the Rectangle of

the Subtenfe drawn into the Latus Rectum of that

Vertex. And the leaft Tangent in the Circle is

equal to the fquare Root of the Rectangle ofthe

Subtenfe drawn into the Diameter

of the Circle. But becauſe both III. 36. Elem.

Subtenfes are given , and the Latus

Rectum ofthe Vertex of the Parabola is, by the

Conics,double to the Diameter of the Circle ; or as

twoto one: The firft Rectangle will be double to

the laft, or as 2 to 1 ; from whencethe Tangents

orfquare Roots will be among themſelves, as the

Square Root ofthe Number two to one, or as the

Diagonal
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Diagonal of a fquare to its Side ; that is as tento

feven nearly. Q. E. D.

Coroll. (1 ) Since therefore the Velocity in a

Parabola is to the Velocity in a Circle , at the

fame Diſtance from the Focus, in a given Propor-

tion ; to wit, as Y. 2 to 1. And fince the Velo-

city in divers Circles is in the fubduplicate reci-

procal Proportion of their Radii, the Velocity of

a Body defcribing a Parabola at divers Diſtances

from the Focus will alſo be in the fubduplicate

reeiprocal Proportion of the Diſtances.

Coroll. (2.) The Velocity of a Body revolving

in an Ellipfis, is lefs than in a Parabola ; and in

an Hyperbola, greater at the fame Diftance from

the Focus: From whence the Velocity in an El-

lipfis, will be to the Velocity in a Circle in a lefs

Proportion than Y. 2 to 1 ; and in an Hyperbola,

in a greater at the fame Diſtance from the Focus.

Coroll. (3.) Therefore the Velocity of a Body,

at any Diſtance from the Focus, being known,

the Figure of its Trajectory may be alfo known ;

to wit, whether it be a Circle, Ellipfis, Parabola,

or Hyperbola : And from a more accurate Calcu-

lus, if it be an Ellipfis, or Hyperbola, what Spe-

cies of thofe Figures it is that a revolving Body

ought to defcribe.

Coroll. (4.) It follows from what was juft now

demonftrated, that if any Body be moved ac-

cordingto any right Line whatever (unless it tends

directly to the Focus) with any Velocity , and be

acted upon at the fame time by a Centripetal Force

reciprocally proportional to the fquare of the Di-

ftances from the Center ; the Body will be mo-

ved in one of the Conic Sections, having the Focus

in the Center of Forces : To wit,if theLine,accord-

ing to which the Projectile Motion of the Body

tends, be perpendicular to the Radius, and the

Velo-
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Velocity equipollent to the Attraction ; that is, if

the Velocity in any given very fmall Space of

Time, be equal to the fquare Root made of the

Subtenfe of the Angle of Contact of that Circle

drawn into its Diameter, that Body will be mo-

ved in a Circle. But if the Velocity be equipol-

lent to the Attraction, and the Line of Direction

oblique to the Radius, the Body will be moved

in an Ellipfis, the periodic Time whereof wou'd

be equal to the periodic Time of the Circle in

which it will move. But if the Velocity be

greater or less than the Velocity before affigned ,

fo nevertheleſs where it is greater, that it be not

increaſed above the Proportion of the fquare

Root of the Number Two to Unity, that Body

will be moved in an Ellipfis, in the first Cafe

greater, andin the laft leffer than the Circle. But

if the Velocity be to the Velocity in the Circle,

as the fquare Root of 2 to 1, the Body will be

mov'd in a Parabola. If, laftly, the Velocity be

greater, the Body will be mov'd in an Hyperbola.

"

XXIII. Problem. The Centripetal Force being

reciprocally proportional to the fquare of the

Diſtance from the Center, to define the Times in

which Bodies in falling ftrait down wou'd reach

the Center. (See Fig. 5. Plate 5.)

Upon thefame principal Axis or tranfverfe Di-

ameter, AB, let there be defcribed the Extreme

Ellipfes ; to wit , the Circle AD B, and the

Right Line AB; from the Equality of theſe

Tranfverfe Diameters, the Periodic Times will

be equal on both Sides ; and confequently the

Times of the half Revolutions will be equal to

one another. (Coroll. 4. Prop. 21.) That is, the

Time of Defcent by the Diameter, is equal to the

Time of Revolution along the Semi- circumfe-

rence, Since therefore by what hath been de-

mon-
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monftrated before, it is eaſy to determine that

Time of the half Revolution, it will alſo be eafy

to definethe Time of the direct Defcent. As for

Example : The Time of the Lunar Half-period

contains 19671L5 Minutes ; where, to wit, the

Diameter of the Orbit is double to the mean Di-

ftance from the Center of the Earth. And this

Time is to the Time of the Half-period for half

the Diſtance, which is the thing we now enquire

for, in the fequi-alteral Proportion of the Diſtan-

ces; that is, almoft as 2828 is to 1000, or as

19671L5 is to 6955Ls . From whence the Time

of the Half-period, in half the Diſtance ( or in

cafe the Diameter of the Orbit was but half of

what it is,) that is, the Time of the direct Fall to

the Center of the Earth of a Body placed at that

Diſtance from the Earth in which the Moon is

really placed, will contain 6955Ls Minutes ; or

4 Days, 19 Hours, 55', 30". In this Space of

Time would the Moon, if the Motion thereof

was ſtopp'd, and the Earth remain'd unmoveable,

fall to the Center of the Earth. And bythe fame

Reaſoning, the Time of the Fall of any Planet

may easily be determined , as is actually done in

the following Scholium.

Scholium. Since therefore the Time of the

Half-period of every Planet diminiſh'd in the

Proportion of 1000 to 2828, is the Time of the

direct Fall to the Center, the following Table,

which is built upon that Foundation, will fhew

the Times of the Fall of all the Planets to their

refpective Centers.

Mer-
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Day. Hours.

15 : 13

39 : 17

Mercury

Venus

The Earth

Mars

Jupiter

would fall to

the Sun in the-

Space of

64 14

121 II

7673

Saturn 1900 : 4

Of the Planets about Jupiter.

The inmoft

would fall to

00 : 7

TheSecond

The Third

Jupiter in the

00 : IS

TheFourt
h

Space of

I : 6

2:23

•

Of the Planets about Saturn.

The Inmoft . :: 8

TheSecond

would fall to

O : 12

The Third 0 : 19

Saturn in
The Fourth 2:20

The Fifth 14 I

The Moon, as above, would fall to the Earth in

the Space of 4 Days, 20 Hours,

Feb. 19. 1703,

LECT.
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XXIV.

A

LECT. XVI.

Problem. Suppofing that the

Centripetal Force is recipro

callyproportional to theſquare

of the Diſtance, to define the

SpaceswhichBodiesfallingright

downwards would defcribe in any given Time.

If the Body doth not fall perpendicularly, it

will defcribe føme Conic Section , the nether

Focus whereof (becauſe of the Defcent of a pro-

jectile Motion which is here fuppos'd ) will agree

with the Center of Force, as is manifeft from

what goes before, Prop. 21. Let that Conic Se-

ction (fee Fig. 5. Plate 5. ) be the Ellipfis ARBP ;

where the Velocity of the Projection is to

the Velocity wherewith the Body would re-

volve in a Circle at the fame Diftance, in a leſs

Proportion than is the fquare Root of the Num-

ber Two to Unity, (Coroll. 2. Prop. 22.) Let S be

the nether Focus of the Ellipfis, and upon the

greater Axis of the Ellipfis AB, let there be de-

fcrib'd a Semi-circle A D B. And the right Line

DPC being fuppos'd to pafs through the falling

Body perpendicular to the Axis,and the Lines DS

and PS being drawn to the Center, the Area ASD

will be proportional to the Area ASP, and con-

fequently to the Time. For (by VI. 1. Elements,)

as CD is to CP, fo is the Area of the Triangle

SCD to the Area of the Triangle SCP. And

according to the Conics,as the fame CDis to the

fame CP, fo is the Circular Area CAD to the

Ellip .
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Elliptic Area CAP ; and confequently ASDthe

Sum of the former Areas, will be to ASP the

Sum ofthe latter, as CD to CP, ( V. 12. of the

Elements ;) or as the greater Axis of the Ellipfis

to the leffer Axis of the fame ; and confequently

in the given Proportion, or proportional to the

Time. Now AB the greater Axis of the Ellips

fis, or Diameter of the Circle remaining, let the

Latitude or leffer Axis of the Ellipfis be perpetu-

ally (diminiſh'd ; here , by the Force of what

hath been already demonftrated , ASD will fill

remain proportional to the Time. Yea, let the

Latitude be diminish'd infinitely, fo that the El-

liptic Orb APB may at length coincide with the

Axis A B and the Focus S with B the Term of

the Axis : the Body will defcend in the right Line

AC: and the Area A BD will become in this

Cafe alfo proportional to the Time. From whence,

if a right Line perpendicular to the Axis as CD,

befuppos'd to be mov'd downwards always paral-

lel to it felf, fo that the Area ABD fhould be

every where proportional to the Time, the Point

C will determine the Place, unto which the Body

would reach that falls downwards to the Center

in the fame given Time.

As for Example. Let A B the mean Diſtance

of the Moon from the Center of the Earth, be

as before about 1257 696 000 feet ; it is required

that we ſhould determine the Place of the Moon

falling ftraight down, in the firft Day of the Fall.

It is known from what hath been already demon-

ftrated, (Corol. 7. Prop. 2 ) that if the Motion of

the Moon fhould ceafe , it would fall about 16L1

English Feet in the Space of one Minute. From

whence (by Coroll. of Prop. 5. Select Prop. out of

Archimedes,) the Circular Area ABD will be of

about 89 483 812 704 000 fquare Feet, [ as being

equal
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equal to the Rectangle of cd drawn into

the half of A B. From whence, feeingthere are

1440 Minutes in a whole Day, the Circular Area

ABD belonging to the whole Day will be of

about 128856690293760000 fquare Feet ; but

the given Time is one whole Day, or 1440. If

therefore we can define the Point D , ſo that the

Area ABD fhould be of 128856690293760

ooo fquare Feet, the Sine of the Arch AD, that

is, CD will determine the Line AC which is

defcrib'd in that Time, as being the verſed Sine

of the fame Arch. But that Area is equal to the

Rectangles CDxOB , and ADX OB, or to

the Rectangle CDxADxO B. If there-

forethe given Area be divided by the Semi-diame-

ter OB,the Quotient will give the half of CD and

OB. From the Table of Sines therefore that

Arch is to be fought, the half of which being

fuperadded tothe half of its own Sine, will yield

that Quotient. But that Quotient is by Calcula-

tion of 204909 120 Feet; or by reducing it to a

Circle, whoſe Radius is of 10000000, will con-

tain 3258484 of thofe Parts. And if in the

Tables of Sines, we look for the Sine of 19 De-

grees and almoft 51 Minutes, the Sine of one

Minute multiplied by 11302909 × 1130 , will

give 3287170 Parts as belonging to the

Arch AD , which is of 18 Degrees and so', the

Sine of which Arch is of 3228 165 Parts ; fo

that the Sum of both will be of 6515335' ; the

half whereof is 3257667 , which agrees with

thefirft Number 3298484 exactly enough. The

Line CD therefore is the Sine of 18° 50', and

the Line defcrib'd in that Space of Time is the

verfed Sine thereof , which is 535382 Parts long ;

that is, by reducing it to the Semi-diameter ofthe

Moon's Orbit 33667390 Feet long , that is

,

6376
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6,376 Miles and 2,110 Feet. And in the fame

manner it will be defin'd, in what time the Moon

would defcend to the very Center of the Earth.

But becauſe we have deduced that before by ano-

ther and more eafy way of Computation, we

fhall not profecute it any further here.

Coroll. If the Figure R PB be not an Ellipfis,

but an Hyperbola or Parabola, the thing will be

difpatch'd in the fame manner by a Rectangular

Hyperbola, or any Parabola ; but by reafon of

the Difficulty of the Practice, and that it is not

neceffary, we fhall pass it by here.

Coroll. ( 2.) The Times wherein any Bodies

would fall to the Center from divers Diſtances,

are betwixt themſelves in the Sefqui-alteral Pro-

portion of thoſe Diſtances directly. For the

Line Ac, that in a given Time is produc'd at

divers Diftances, is reciprocally in the duplicate

Proportion of theſe Diſtances. From whence cd

the leaft Sine, will be in the fubfefquiplicate Pro-

portion of the Diſtance reciprocally ; and the

Area cdx A B defcrib'd at the fame time, in

the fub-duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance di-

rectly. From whence , fince the entire femi-cir-

cular Area ADB is in the duplicate Proportion

of the Distance directly, the Time proportional

to thefame willbe in the fefquiplicate Proportion

to the Distance directly. 2. E. D.
!

1

As for Example. Let another AB be double

to this AB; then the vanishing Subtenfe of the

Angle of Contact, or the little Line A c, will be

only a 4th Part of the other Ac: And the Sine

cd will be fub-fefquiplicate ofcd, or as the Side

of the Square to the Diameter ; that is, 7 to 10

almoft : the Area alfo cd x A B will be to cd

x AB well-nigh , as 2 x 7 14 is to x 10

10. From whence, the Area defcribed in the

N greater
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f

greater Distance will be to the Area in the.lefs,

But which is defcribed in the fame time, nearly

as 14 to 10 , or as the Diameter in a Square is to

the Side. But the entire Area to be defcribed by

the greater Line AD in the Defcent, is to the

Area to be defcribed by the leffer Line BD in the

Defcent, as 4 to 1 , or 40 to 10. Therefore the

Time ofthe Defcent in the greater Diſtance, will

be to that in the leffer, in that Proportion in

which the Ratio of 40 to 10 exceeds that of 14

to 10. But the Proportion of that Exceſs is the

fame as that of 40 to 14, or as the Diameter ofa

Square is to the Quadruple of the Side. From

whence the Lines are betwixt themſelves , as the

Diameter of a fquare is to the Quadruple of the

Side ; that is, in the fefqui-alteral Proportion of

the Diſtances directly. 2. E. D

4

Coroll (3.) If therefore we fuppofe any one

of the primary Planets, as alfo of the Seconda-

ries of Saturn and Jupiter, to fall to that Center of

its Orbit, and have the Times of that Defcént al-

ready defin'd and computed ; it will be eaſy from

the known Diſtances of the reft, to define the

Times alfo of their Defcent ; which thing we

have perform❜d before upon another Ground, and

therefore fhall not repeat it again.

?

Coroll. (4.) Since therefore the Velocity in an

Ellipfis in a mean Diſtance from the Focus ; that

is, the Velocity of a Body falling to O, the Cen-

ter ofanEllipfis whenit ends in a rightLine, is equal

to the equable Velocity of a Body revolved in a

Circle, the Radius whereof is BO; it is mani-

feft, that the Velocity of a Body falling in O, the

very middle ofthe Space, is equal to the Velocity

of a Body revolved in a Circle at the fame Di-

ftance. From whence it alfo follows, that the

Velocity of a Body falling at a remoter Distance,

is
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is less than the circular Velocity, and at a nearer

Distance greater.

XXV. A Problem. If the Centripetal Force be

proportional to the Altitude, or the Diſtance of

Places from the Center directly, to define the

Times in which Bodies falling down will defcribe

any given Spaces.

If the Body doth not fall perpendicularly, it

will defcribe fome Conic Section, the Center

whereof will agree with the Center of Force, as

appears from what hath been already faid, Prop. 19.

Let ( Fig. 6. Plate 5. ) the Conic Section be

the Ellipfis ARPB: Let O be the Center there-

of; and upon AB the greater Axis of the Ellip-

fis, let there de defcribed the Semi-circle ABND,

and letthe right Line DPC pafs through the fal-

ling Body perpendicular to the Axis. Which

done, and the Line DO and PO being drawn to

the Center, the Area AOD will , by the Conics,

be proportional to the Area AOP, and confe-

quently to the Time. For, as before ( by VI. I

Elements) as CD is to CP, fo is the Area of the

Triangle OCD to the Area of the Triangle

OCP. And also,by the Conics, as the fame CD

is to the fame CP, fo is the circular Area CAD

to the Elliptic Area CAP ; and confequently,

the Sum of the former Areas A OD will be (V.

12 Elements) to AOP the Sum of the latter Areas,

as CD is to CP ; or,by the Conics, as the great-

er Axis of the Ellipfis is to the leffer Axis of the

fame ; and confequently in a Proportion given,

proportional to the Time. Now ABthe greateſt

Axis of the Ellipfis or Diameter of the Circle re-

maining, let the Breadth of the Ellipfis, or its

leffer Axis, be continually diminish'd ; and by

the Force of what hath been already demonftra-

ted, the Area AOD will remain proportional to

N 2
the
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1

the Time. And let that Breadth be diminish'd

infinitely ; ſo that the Elliptic Orb AR BP may

now fall in with the Axis, the Body will defcend

in the right Line AC, and the Area A O D will

in this Cafe alfo be proportional to the Time.

From whence, if a right Line perpendicular to

the Axis, as CD, be fuppos'd to be mov'd always

downwards parallel to it felf , fo that AOD

may be every where proportional to the Time,

the Point C will determine the Place unto which

the Body in falling down will reach in the given

Time.

Coroll. (1.) Becauſe of the Equality of the

circular Area that is every where to be defcribed

in equal Time about the Center of the Circle ;

the Motion of the Point D will always be equa-

ble, and will defcribe equal Arches in a given

Time.

Coroll. (2.) The Times therefore of Bodies

falling and deſcribing what Spaces foever, as AC,

are betwixt themſelves as the Arches themſelves

AD; and the Spaces defcribed AC, are as the

verfed Sines of thoſe Arches.

)

Coroll. (3.) But the Velocities produced in any

Places whatever, as in C, are as the right Sines

of the Arches AD. For let the Line cd be

drawn parallel to CD, at a Diftance infinitely

fmall , and let d D the Tangent of the Circle be

drawn. Whilft therefore the Point D defcribes

the Tangent d D, the falling Body defcribes the

little Line c C equal to de ; and becauſe of the

given Velocity of the Point D, d D will alſo be

given in length for the given Time. In the Tri-

angle therefore de D , d D the Radius of the

Circle will be given , and de the right Sine of

the Angle d De. And becauſe of the Likeneſs

ofthe Triangles de D, COD, the Radius in

that
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that Place will be OD, and the Line CD the

right Sine of the Angle AOD ; Therefore the

Velocity in all Points whatever, as C, is as the

right Sine of the Arch AD. . E. D.

Coroll. (4.) The Times in which Bodies fall

from any Places whatever to the Center, are always

equal. For fince, bythe Hypothefis, the accele-

rating Force , and confequently the Velocity ari-

fing, is as the Line to be defcrib'd ; it is manifeft,

that the Times of Defcent are every where equal.

2. E. D.

Coroll. ( .) Since, by what hath been demon-

ftrated before, ( Corol. 3. Prop. 19. ) the periodic

Times of all Bodies revolving about the Center

of Ellipfes are equal, the Quarters alſo of the

periodic Times ABPV will be equal . And fince

this is true in all Ellipfes whatever, it will be true

alfo in the Extremes of Ellipfes on this fide , and

on that ; to wit, in the right Line AO, and the

Quadrantal Arch AN ; that is, the Times where-

in one Body in falling comes from any Place

whatever, as A unto O, and another in revolving

defcribes a Quadrantal Arch, will be equal every

where. 2. E. D.

Scholium (1.) Since therefore the periodic

Time of the Moon about the Earth, is (per Schol.

Prop. 14.) to the periodic Time of any other Bo-

dy revolving about the Center of the Earth at the

Diſtance of a Semi-diameter of the Earth, in the

fefqui alteral Proportion of the Diſtances ; and

fince within the Surface of the Earth, the Cen-

tripetal Force is every where in the direct Pro-

portion of the Diſtance , as will hereafter be de-

monftrated ; It will not be unpleaſant to produce

an Example of the foregoing Reaſoning and to

fhew byCalculation, in what Space of Tine hea-

vy Bodies would defcend to the Center, down

fome
N 3
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fome empty Hole or Pit which reaches thither.

For the finding therefore, according to what hath

been already demonftrated, the Quarter of the

periodic Time at the Surface of the Earth, as

being the Time of the Defcent of Bodies

from the Surface to the Center of the Earth :

Let it be made thus ; as is the Cube of the Moon's

Diſtance, 60 x 60 x 60 = 216000, to the Cube

of the Semi-diameter of the Earth IXIXI= 1 ;

fo is the fquare of the Moon's Period 39343 '×39

༢4༣ ་ = 1547 871 649 to the fquare of the Period

in the Surface of the Earth 7 166107 , the

fquare Root whereof 8416 will yield the Minutes

in Time, in which a Body or Planet at the Di-

flance of the Semi-diameter of the Earth from

the Center would perform its whole Period about

it. The Quarter of which Number 21L15, will

fhew the Space of Time in Minutes, in which all

heavy Bodies whatever would fall thro' the Se-

mi-diameter of the Earth to the Center of the

fame. And fince in all Diſtances whatever, the

Time of falling is the fame, as hath been already

fhew'd, (Coroll. 4. foregoing ) ; it is manifeft, that

all Bodies would defcend, and fall from any Place

to the Center in 21 Minutes, and 15 Seconds.

Schol. (2.) But if the Time of the Fall through

any given Space whatever be requir'd to be found

without the Ufe of Algebra ; as for Example, thro'

a 4th Part ofthe Semi-diameter ; feek in the Tables

of Sines, what Angle that is, the verfed Sine

whereof is a 4th Part ofthe whole right Sine ; to

wit, the Arch AD which is of 41° 25'. From

whence the Time of the Fall (fee Fig. 6. Plate 5.)

along AC, the 4th Part of the Semi-diameter,

will be to the Time of the whole Fall to the Cen-

ter, as the Arch AD is to the Quadrantal Arch

A N, ( Corol. 2 foregoing ) or as 41° 25' is to 90º.

And
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And fince 90 : 41 ° 25 ′ : : : 21′L 15 horary Minutes :

9'197 or 9′ 58″: It is manifeft, that any Body

whatever would fall down a 4th Part ofthe Semi-

diameter of the Earth in 9 Minutes , and 58 Se-

conds. And that the Velocity in the Point C is

to the greateſt Velocity, or that which would be

at the Center it felf, in the Proportion of the

Right Sine CD to the whole Sine ON, ( Corol.

3. foregoing) or as 66153 is to 100000, as is moft

manifeft from what hath been juft now demon-

strated.

April 7. 1705.

XXVI.

LECT. XVII.

Problem. A Body being car-

ried about a Focus in a given

parabolic Trajectory, to find

the Time in which a given

Arch has been or will be de-

fcrib'd, whether in the Afcent or Defcent.

Let Fin Fig. 1. Plate 6. ) be the Focus ofthe

Figure, T the principal Vertex, T1 or Ts the

given Arch defcrib'd, or to be defcrib'd : Tt or

Tq the Abfcifs of the fame Arch, which is alſo

given, the Arch being given : tl or qs the Semi-

ordinate, which alfo is given, the Arch being gi-

ven. The Time wherein the Arch T1 or Ts is

defcribed, is requir'd : The Parabola being given,

the Latus Rectum of the fame, and confequent-

ly TF the Fourth Part thereof is given. From

the Centripetal Force ofthe Central Body, there

N 4 is
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is alfo given the Velocity of the Body at the prin-

cipal Vertex ; or that which ( by Prop. 22. fore-

going) is to the Velocity of a Body defcribing a

Circle, the Radius whereof is TF, as the fquare

Root of the Number Two is to Unity. From

whence alſo there will be given the leaft Area to

be defcrib'd bythe Radius TF in any the leaft

Time which is given. But the Area FTI or FTs,

is equal to two thirds of the Rectangle Tt x tl,

or Tqxqs. To which , if there be added the

Triangle Ft 1 in the former Cafe, and in the lat-

ter the Triangle Fqs be taken away from the

fame, there will alſo be given the Area Ftl or

Fts ; which being divided by the leaft Area de-

ſcribed at the Vertex T, in any very ſmall Time

given, will give the Time fought.

As for Example. Let the Parabola given be

that which the Comet that was feen

See Newton, in Europe in the Year 1680 , defcrib'd

p. 494,498. in the End of that Year, and the

Beginning of the next. Let F q

be equal to the Semi-diameter of the great Orb,

to wit, of roooo equal Parts, fuch as the Latus

Rectum contains 23618 ; and confequently FT

of 592 Parts, and the whole Abfcifs T q of Parts

10,05912. Let us alfo fuppofe the Comet to have

been in the Vertex of the Parabola, or in its Pe-

rihelium T, December 8. Four Minutes after Noon.

For the finding the Velocity of the Comet inthe

Vertex of the Parabola, let there be found in the

firft place the Velocity of a Planet revolving in a

Circle at that Diftance , by this Analogy :

as is the fquare Root of the Distance FT, of

59L2 Parts = 7L7, to the fquare Root of the Di-

ftance F q, of 10,000 Parts = 100 ;

fo is the annual Velocity of the

Earth, to the Velocity of a Planet

Prop. 13.

defcri-
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defcribing a Circle, the Radius whereof is FT.

Then, as the fquare Root of the Number two

11414 is to Unity ; fo will the Velocity of a

Cometinthe Vertex of its Parabola be, to the Ve-

locity of a Planet in a Circle at the fame Diſtance.

But the Earth, by the mean Velocity ofthe fame,

deſcribes L1195 Parts in the Space of one Minute,

and 717 : 100 :: L1195 : 1552. From whence

the Velocity of the Comet in its Perihelium, will

be that which in the Space of one firſt Minute

deſcribes
1[4141 [ 552 = 2[ 19 Parts, ſuch as the
I

Semi-diameter of the great Orb contains roooo,

and fuch that 5912 of them are contain'd in

the leaſt Diſtance of the Comet. The Area

therefore defcrib'd in that given Time by the

Comet, with a Radius drawn to the Center ofthe

Sun , is equal to the Rectangle of 59L2 x 2L99

=641824 fquare Parts. That therefore we may

at length find the Space of Time whereinthe Para-

bolic Arch Ts, where Fq is equal to the Semi-

diameter of the Orbis magnus, is defcrib'd, we will

compute the Area Ts F, and compare it with the

former Area which was defcrib'd in one Minute.

Therefore, as TF of 59L2 Parts is to Tq of

1005912 Parts; fo let the fquare of FH of 1184

Parts 1401856, be to 2382018 [ 61 fquare

Parts ; the fquare Root whereof 1543L3 will ,

by the Conics, beequal to the Semi-ordinate qs :

Which being drawn into half the Distance Fq

15433100007716500, the Area of the

addititious Triangle Fqs will come forth. But

the whole Parabolic Area Tqs is equal to two

3ds of the Rectangle under T g of 10059L2 Parts,

and Sq of 154313 Parts, or to the fquare Parts of

3/3 15524363[36 = 10349575L57. From which

Number, let there be deducted the Triangle Fsq

of
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of 7716500 fquare Parts, the remaining defcribed

Area will be of 2633075L57 fuch Parts ; which

being divided by the Parts of the Area belonging

263307557,

to onefirſt Minute, there comes forth

641824

the ſpace of Time fought ; or that in which

the Comet would defcribe the Arch Ts 406119 .

= 28d. 4. 59'. Wherefore the Arch Ts will be

defcrib'd in 28 Days, and almoft 5 Hours. And

the Comet poffefs'd the Points on the 5th of Ja-

quary, about 4 hours Afternoon. Which alfo ex-

actly agrees with Sir Ifaac Newton's Scheme de-

duc'd from Obfervations.

If therefore we, from fuch Calculations, fhall

once have the Times rightly defin'd, wherein any

Comet deſcribes any Arches whatever, as Ts of

a Parabola, or rather an Ellipfis, fo eccentric that

it may fafely be reckon'd for a Parabola , by the

inverfe Method we may be able alſo to define ex-

actly enough, the Arches belonging to any given

Times ; I mean the fame way of working by

which, in Kepler's Hypothefis and Tables, we are

wont to find the Ceoquate Anomaly of the Pla-

nets from their mean Anomaly in a given

Ellipfis.

Coroll. (1.) Seeing therefore the ablatitions

Triangle Fsq vanifheth away in the Point h, the

Area to be computed at that Time will be equal

to two 3ds of the Rectangle of TF drawn into

Fh; or 5912 x 118[44676[8 , and confe-

quently the Time belonging to this Area will be

4676L8

equal to = 1 h. 12. 9". So that T h,

641824

the Arch betwixt the principal Vertex and

the Ordinate to the Axis through the Focus, was

defcribed in 1 h. 12'. 9". And the Comet poffefs'd

the
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the Point s December the 8th, 17 Minutes after

Onein the Afternoon.

Coroll. (2.) Hence alfo the Space of Time

wherein any given Arch is defcribed , doth eaſily

become known ; viz. by computing the Time

from the Perihelium to both Places, and taking

away the fhorter Time from the longer : For by

that means the Interval of Time belonging to the

given Arch will become known. Thus the Time

agreeing to the Arch Th1 h. 12'. 9". being

deduc'd out of the Time agreeing to the Arch

Ts= 284. 4". 59', the Remainder is the Interval

of Time belonging to the Arch hs = 28d. 3¹.

46. 51". And fo every where.

Coroll (3 ) Hence alfo is deriv'd the Method

of finding the defcribed Arch from the given

Time. For feeing that at the Point h the abla-

titious Triangle Fqs, and the addititious one Ftl,

doth always vanifh away; and confequently the

Area in that Place may be eaſily computed, as be-

ing in our Example of 4667L4516 fquare

Parts : Since alfo in that Place TF is half FH;

and fince, laftly , the Abfcifs TF doth always in-

creaſe in the fame Proportion, in which the fquare

of its Ordinate FH increaſeth : any Time what-

ever, or the Area proportional thereto, being

given, the Arch belonging to the fame will alfo

be given ; if that Quantity of proportional In-

crements or Decrements be taken, that qsx Fq

being taken out of 3 qs x Tq the Remainder be

the Quantity of the given Area. Thus, that I

may find the Arch T of 28d. 14h. 59″ . = 40619′,

that is , that which belongeth to the Area of

263307557 fquare Parts ; I feek in the Tables of

fquare Numbers, if I would work without Alge-

bra , where fuch a Number is to be found , ( the

Line TF being taken for Unity, and the Area

FT
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FTh for the fquare of Unity ; or for TFxFh

a 563d Part of the whole Area ; and Fh being

taken for the Number two :) That the Numbers

to be added to Unity being proportional , the

fquare of the Numbers to be added to two qsx

qF being taken out of qs x Tq, the Remain-

der may be the given Area 563 : Which Num-

ber will occur no where elſe, but where F q is to

FT as 10000 to 59L2 , or as 167 to 1 nearly.

From whence it is manifeft, that the fought Arch

is no other but that of which Tq of 1005912

Parts is the Abfcifs. But fince this Method con-

fifts in making Effays, and is indirect, it is not

fo artful. However , what hath been here

delivered contains enough in it, to fhew in fome

meaſure the Origin and Method of compiling

Tables.

See Newton,

Book I. Prop. 30.

Scholium. Note, That Sir Ifaac Newton's Geome-

trical Method doth fhew directly, from the given

Time, the defcrib'd Arch ; that is, ifFT be made

to ty , as the Time belonging to the Area

ThF is tothe given Time, the Point t poffeffing

the Middle of the Line T F, and ty being drawn

perpendicular to TF ; the Diſtance from the Fo-

cus F will be equal to ys : From whence the

Circle defcrib'd from that Radius

will determine the Point. Butfince

this Method is not fo fit for Calcu-

lation, we pass it by in this Place.

Scholium. Hitherto we have chiefly expounded

the Motions of Bodies attracted unto an unmove-

able Center , fuch as fcarce is in the whole

Compaſs of Nature. For Attractions are wont

to be unto Bodies, and the Actions of the Bodies

attracting and attracted, are always mutual and

equal, as we fhew'd before, ( Law of Motion 5. ) ;

fo that neither can the Attrahent reft, nor the At-

tracted,

B
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tracted, if they be two Bodies ; but muft both, as

it were, by a mutual Attraction, where the pro-

jectile Motion of both is duly imprefs'd upon

them , be revolv'd about the common Center of

Gravity. And if there be more Bodies, ( which

are either attracted by a ſingle one, or attract each

other mutually) theſe ought to be fo mov❜damong

themſelves, that the common Center of Gravity

fhould either reft , or be mov'd uniformly in a

ftraight Line, as we fhew'd before, ( Law of Mo-

tion 25.) For which Reaſon, we proceed to fet

forth the Motion of Bodies, as mutually drawing

each other ; confidering the Centripetal Forces as

Attractions, altho' indeed fpeaking phyfically,

they may perhaps be more rightly called Impulfes.

For we look not here fo much at the phyfical

Caufes, as at the Effect it felf, confidering and

meaſuring things in a Mathematical Way, and

ufing an eafy and familiar Term, though in the

ftrict Notion of it perhaps it may not agree.

XXVII. Two Bodies attracting one another,

defcribe like Figures both about the Common

Center of Gravity, and about one another ; that

is, whilft they really defcribe like Figures about

the Common Center of Gravity, the Eye being

placed in either of the two, and not perceiving

its own Motion, or that of the Center of Gravi-

ty, a Figure like to the fame will feemto it to be

defcrib'd.

For the Diſtances from the Common Center

of Gravity are reciprocally Proportional to the

Bodies, and confequently in a given Proportion

to each other ; and by Compofition in a given

Proportion unto the whole Diftance betwixt the

Bodies. But theſe Diſtances are carried about

their Terms, with a common Angular Motion,

becauſe
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becauſe lying always in a ftreight Line , they do

not change their Inclination to one another. But

Right Lines which are in a given Proportion

to one another , and are carried about one ano-

ther with an equal Angular Motion, defcribe al-

together like Figures about the fame Points (in

Plains which either reft together with theſe {

Points , or are mov'd with any Motion which is

not Angular. ) And therefore the Figures which

are defcrib'd by thefe revolving Diſtances are

equal. 2. E. D.

Scholium. Thus the Earth and the Moon are

carried by a Monthly Motion about the Common

Center of Gravity of both. But to us placed

on the Earth, to whom neither the Motion of

our own Seat, nor of the Center of Gravity, as

being an Inviſible Point, is perceptible, the Moon

alone ſeems to be carried about ; and fo it muſt

needs happen in all the reft of the Syſtems ofthe

Planets.

XXVIII. If two Bodies attract one another

with any Force whatever , and be in the mean

while revolv'd about a common Center of Gra-

vity ; a Figure like and equal may be deſcrib'd

by the fame Force about either Body unmov'd,

to the Figures which the Bodies fo mov'd deſcribe

about one another.

In Fig.2. Plate 6.Let S and P be revolv'd about C,

the common Center of Gravity ; S from S to

T, and P from P to Q; from a given Point s let

sp and s q be drawn, equal and parallel to SP,

TQ. Here the Curve pqv, which the Point p

defcribes about the unmoved Point s, will be like

and equal to the Curves, which the Bodies S and

P defcribe about each other ; and confequently,

by our laft Propofition,like to the Curves S T and

PQV, which the fame Bodies deſcribe about C,

the
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the common Center of Gravity ; and this fo be-

cauſe the Proportions of the Lines S C. C P, and

SP, or sp to one another are every where

given.

Cafe ( 1.) That common Center of Gravity C,

either refts , or is uniformly mov'd ftraight for-

ward, bythe 25th Law of Motion. Let us firft fup-

pofe it to reft ; and in s and p let two Bodies be

placed, the unmov'd one in s, the mov'd one in

p; and let them be refpectively like and equal to

S and P. Then let the right Lines P R and pr

touch the Curves PQ and p q in P and p ; and

let CQ and sq be drawn forth unto R and r.

Here becaufe of the likeneſs of the Figures

CPRQ and sprq, R Q will be to rq, as CP

is to sp; and confequently in a given Proporti-

on: Therefore if the Force wherewith the Bo-

dy P is attracted to the Body S, and confequently

towards the intermediate Center C, fhould be to

that wherewith the Body p is attracted towards

the Centers in that fame given Proportion ;

thefe Forces would in equal Times always.draw

Bodies from the Tangents PR, andpr to the

Arches PQ, pq by Intervals Proportional to

thofe Forces R Qrq ; and confequently the lat-

ter Force would make that the Body p fhould be

turn'd round in the Curve p q v, which would be

like to the Curve PQ V, in which the former

Force makes the Body P to be turn'd about ; and

the Revolutions would be compleated in the

fame Times. But becauſe theſe Forces are not

to one another in the Proportion of CP to sp;

but (by reafon of the Similitude and Equality of

the Bodies S and s, Pand p, and the Equality of

the Diſtances SP, sp) equal to one another, the

Bodies will be attracted equally from the

Tangents ; and therefore that the latter Body p

འ

fhould
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fhould be drawn thro' the greater Interval rq,

greater Time is requir'd , and this in the fub-

duplicate Proportion ofthe Intervals ; becauſe the

Spaces defcribed are in the duplicate Proportion

of the Times by Propofition 4. Therefore let

the Velocity of the Body p be fuppos'd to be to

theVelocityoftheBody Pin thefub- duplicate Pro-

portion of the Diſtance s p to the Diſtance CP ;

fo that in Times which are in the fame fub-du-

plicate Proportion, the Arches PQ, pq may be

defcribed, which are in the entire Proportion like

to one another : In this Cafe the Bodies P, p

which are always attracted by equal Forces, will

deſcribe about the quiefcent Centers C and s,

like Figures PQV, pqv. the latter whereof

pqv is like and equal to the Figure which the

Body P defcribes about the moved Body S.

Q. E. D.

Cafe (2.) Let us now fuppofe that the common

Center of Gravity , together with the Relative

Space in which the Bodies are moved amongſt

themſelves , goes forwards uniformly in a Right

Line; bythe 26th Law of Motion,all the Motions

will be perform'd in the Space as before ; and

confequently the Bodies will defcribe about one

another the fame Figures as before ; which there-

fore will be like and equal to the Figure p qv.

2. E. D.

Coroll. (2.) The periodic Time about the un-

mov'd Body s, will be greater than the periodic

Time about the moved Body S, or rather that

which is about C the Center of Gravity : and

that in the reciprocal Proportion of the Angles

defcribed at the fame time ; that is, in the fubdu-

plicate Proportion of the Radii sp and CP3

that is, in the fubduplicate Proportion of the Bo-

dies SPto the Body S. Thus, if the Moon P

fhould
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fhould be moved about s , which is the Earth un-

mov'd, at the fame Diſtance that it is : And fince.

the Quantity of the Matter in the Moon is about

one 40th Part of the Quantity of Matter

in the Earth ; the periodic Time of the Moon

would be greater than that periodic Time of the

fame, which is at prefent, nearly in proportion of

the Number 40 to the Number 39L498. For it is

40 : 39 [498 : 39. From whence , fince the

periodic Time of that Planet is now 27d. 7. 43 ',

or 39343′ ; in the other Cafe it would be 39841,

or 27d. 16h. 1'.

%

Coroll. (2.) Hence two Bodies drawing one

another by Forces directly proportional to their

Diſtances, defcribe (ſee Prop. 19.) both about the

common Center of Gravity, and about each other

Ellipfes Concentrical, and which have their Cen-

ters in the Centers of the Forces. And on the

contrary, if fuch Figures be defcribed about the

Centers of Ellipfes, the Centripetal Forces are

directly proportional to the Diſtances from thofe

Centers. 79 Tedo 5

A

Coroll. (3.) Two Bodies drawing one another

by Forces reciprocally proportional to the Square.

of their Distances, ( fee Prop. 21. ) do both about

the Common Center of Gravity, and about each ,

other, defcribe Conical Sections, which have

their Foci in the Center, about which the Figures

are defcribed. And on the contrary, if fuch Fi-

gures be defcribed about the Focus of Conic

Section, the Centripetal Forces are reciprocally

proportional to the Squares of the Distances.

2

Coroll. (4. Any Two Bodies revolving about

a common Center of Gravity, (ſee Prop. 15. ) do

by their Rays drawn to that Center , and to each ,

other , defcribe Areas proportional to the Times ,

Q by
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byreaſon of the perpetual Direction of the Rays,

or Centripetal Forces to thofe Centers.

May 14. 1705.

XXIX.

LE C T. XVIII.

F Two Bodies S and P, ( fee

Fig. 2. Plate 6. ) which are

revolv'd about a common Cen-

ter of Gravity, do attract each

other with a Force reciprocal-

ly proportional to their Diſtance from the Center ;

the Tranfverfe Axis of the Ellipfis, which either

of them, as P deſcribes about the other S, will be

to the Tranfverfe Axis of the Ellipfis, which the

fame Body P might defcribe in the fame periodic

Time about the other at Reft , as the Sum of the

two BodiesSPis to the firft of two Proportio-

nals betwixt this Sum, and that other Body S.

For if the deſcribed Ellipfes were equal one to

the other, the periodic Times would be, by the

laft Propofition, in the fubduplicate Proportion

of the Body S, to the Sum of the Bodies S + P.

Now, if the periodic Time be diminish'd in this

Proportion in the latter Ellipfis, the periodicTimes

will become equal : And the Tranfverfe Axis of

that Ellipfis will (by Prop. 13. ) be diminiſh'd in

the Proportion, of which this Subduplicate is the

Sefquiplicate ; that is, in the Proportion ofwhich

the entire Proportion of S to SP is triplicate ;

and confequently will come to be to the tranf

verfe Axis of the other Ellipfis, as the first ofthe

two
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two mean Proportionals betwixt S + P , and S is

toSP. And inverfly,the tranfverfe Axis ofthe

Ellipfis, defcribed about the moved Body, will be

to the tranfverfe Axis of that defcribed about the

Body unmov'd, as S-+ P is to the first of the two

mean Proportionals betwixt S +P and S. Q.E.D.

Thus, if the Moon's mean Diſtance from the

Earth ; that is, half the tranfverfe Axis of the

Ellipfis deſcribed in the Suppofition of the Earth's

being unmoved, be of 60 Semi-diameters of the

Earth, in Proportion to the given periodic Time ;

that Diſtance will be greater than 60 Semi-diame-

ters ofthe Earth,on the Suppofition of theCircum-

rotation both of the Earth and the Moon about a

common Center of Gravity ; and that in the Pro-

portion of the Sum of the Earth and the Moon

to the firft of the two mean Proportionals be-

twixt the Sum of the Earth and of the Moon, to

the Earth ; or in-the Suppofition of the Moon's

being a 40th Part of the Earth, as 40 is to

39166. For 39 : 39L33 : 39L66 : 40. From

whence , fince the Diftance of the Moon in

the Hypotheſis of the Earth's being unmoved,

is put to be of 60 Semi-diameters of the Earth ;

it will be, in the other Hypothefis, of 60 Semi-

diameters.

Coroll. From what was juſt demonſtrated, it

follows, that if two Bodies drawing each other by

any Force whatever, and which are not moved

from any thing elfe, nor impeded, be moved in

any fort whatever ; their Motions will be the fame

in effect, as if they did not attract each other

but were both attracted with the fame Force by

fome 3d Body placed in the common Center of

Gravity: And the Condition of the attracting

Force will be the fame, in reſpect of the Diſtance

of the Bodies from that common Center, and in

reſpect
O 2
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refpect of their whole Distance betwixt themr-

felves. For that Force wherewith the Bodies

draw each other , becauſe it tends to the Bodies,

tends tothe intermediate common Center of Gra-

vity; andthe Distances fromthe Center of Gravi

ty, are every where proportional to the Diſtances

of the Bodies ; and confequently the Forces are the

fame, and do in the fame Proportion increaſe or

decreaſe, as if they proceeded from the interme-

diate Body in the Center of Gravity.

XXX. Many Bodies, whofe Forces are pro-

portional to the Quantity of Matter, and in the

direct Proportion ofthe Distances, may be mov'd

in divers Ellipfes about their Centers, in fuch fort

that their Motions may continue perpetually with-

out any Perturbation, and that the common Cen-

ter of Gravity ofthem all may in the mean while

reft.

In the first place , let the two Bodies T and L

(fee Fig. 3. Plate 6. ) be fuppos'd to have D for

the common Center of Gravity. If a projectile

Motion be once imprefs'd in due Proportion ac-

cording to parallel Lines fituate in the fame Plane,

but according to Directions contrary to both,

thefe Bodies will defcribe like Ellipfes, having

their Centers in Dthe common Center of Gra-

vity, as we fhewed above, Prop. 19.

Now let S, a 3d Body, draw the two former T

and L, with the accelerating Forces S T and SL,

and be reciprocally drawn by them. The Force

ST may, by the 22d Law of Motion, be refolv'd

in the Forces SD, DT; and the Force SL into

the Forces SD, DL. But the Forces DT, DL,

which are as TL the Sum of them : [ For fince

the Proportions of the Parts TD and DL do al-

ways remain the fame,the Proportion of the whole

alfo TL will remainthe fame in all the Diſtances

of
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of the Bodies T and L. ] And the accelerating

Forces of the Bodies themſelves T and L, are as

the Diſtances TL; and the additional Force ari-

fing from the Body S , and tending according to

the Line TL, is, as we have already feen, as the

fame Diſtances TL Therefore the Sum of the

Forces TD and LD, refpecting the Center of

Gravity, are as the Diftances DT and TL. But

thefe aregreater than the former Forces; and con-

fequently will make that thofe Bodies fhould de-

fcribe Ellipfes, either like to the former, with a

fwifter Motion, if the projectile Force be accele-

rated in Proportion to the additional Centripetal

Force ; or of another Species, if that projectile

Motion remain given. The remaining accelera-

ting Forces SD and SD,whilft theydraw thofe Bc-

dies equally, and according to the Lines TI, LK,

parallel to DS, do nothing at all change their Si-

tuations each to other, but caufe that they fhould

equally approach to the Line IK perpendicular to

SD. But that Accefs to the Line IK will be

hindred, by caufing that the Syftem of the Bodies

T and L; that is, that D the Center of Gravity

of the Two on one Part, and the Body S on the

other, hould be revolv'd with due Velocities in the

given Plane about C the common Center of the

Three, according to parallel Lines. The Body

S by fuch a Motion ( becauſe that the Sums of the

Motions, being on both Sides directly proportional.

to the Distance SD, and confequently to thofe

CD and CS, do draw the Bodies towards the

Center C:) The Body S, I fay, for this Reaſon

will (by the faid Motion) defcribe an Ellipfis

about the fame Point C: and the Point. D will

defcribe an Ellipfis on the contrary Part ; in the

mean while that the Bodies T and Lgo on to de-

ſcribe their Ellipfes, as before, about the moveable

Center D. QO 3 Now,
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Ncw, let a fourth Body, as V, be added, and

it will be concluded by the like Argument, that

this and the Point C may defcribe Ellipfes about

B the common Center of Gravity of them all ;

the Motions of the former Bodies TL and S

about the Centers D and C ftill remaining, but

fomething accelerated : And the thing will be the

fame in caſe of more Bodies.

Coroll. (1.) The Cafe of a Syftem of Bodies

revolving about other Bodies, where the Centri-

petal Forces are directly as the Diftances, affords

exact Ellipfes, fuch as are in no wife diſordered by

the Addition of more Bodies. But by how much

the more the Quantities of the Centripetal For-

ces depart from this Proportion , the Bodies muft

neceffarily, ceteris paribus, the more diſorder and

diſturb one another's Motions.

Coroll. (2.) But if the Centripetal Forces be

reciprocally as the Squares of the Distances , and

a Syſtem of two or more leffer Bodies revolving

about a common Center of Gravity placed in the

Focus of the Ellipfis, be preffed on one Side by a

Body far greater than any of them, but fufficient-

ly remote ; and be preffed in fuch fort, that the

common Center of Gravity of them all becomes

not far diftant from the Center of the greater

Body, the common Center of Gravity of the

Syftem of the leffer Bodies will defcribe an El-

lipfis about the greateft Body, or rather about the

common Center of Gravity of them all. But

divers Inequalities will arife inthe Motions of the

Jeffer Bodies, which we fhall explain in what

follows. Such indeed as Aftronomers have

noted in our Moon from moft certain Obferva-

tions.

Coroll. (3.) But the greateſt Diſorder of all

will arife inthe leffer Syftem, if the greateft Bo-

dy
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dyfhould attract divers Parts of that Syftem un-

equally at equal Diſtances ; that is, if the divers

Kinds of the various Bodies fhould gravitate un-

equally, or in divers Degrees towards the greateft

Body; efpecially if the Inequality of this Pro-

portion fhould be greater than the Inequality of

the Proportion of the Diftances from thegreateft

Body. For if the accelerating Force, whilft it

acts equally , and according to parallel Lines,

does nothing at all difturb the Motions of Bo-

dies amongst themſelves, a Disturbance muft ne-

ceffarily arife from the Inequality of the Action ;

and muſt be greater or leffer , according to the

greater or leffer Inequality. The Exceffes of the

greater Impulfe, whilft they act uponfome Bodies,

and not upon others ; or act lefs upon fome than

others, will neceffarily change their Situation

amongſt themſelves. And this Disturbance being

added to the Diſturbance which arifeth neceffari-

ly from the Inclination and Inequality of the

Lines,will make the wholeDiſturbance thegreater.

Coroll. (4.) From whence, if the Parts of the

leffer Syftem fhould be moved in Ellipfes about

the Focus, or in Circles about the Center, with-

out any other Difturbance of their Motions, than

what proceeds from the Inclination and Inequa-

lity of Lines drawn from the greateſt Body ; it is

manifeft, that the accelerating Forces of all the

Parts of the Syftem towards the greateſt Body,

are in equal Diſtances equal ; and that all the Bo-

dies comprehended in the leffer Syftem, do equal-

ly gravitate towards the greateſt Body at equal

Diſtances.

(

Coroll. (5.) Hence it is alfo manifeft , that the

Parts of that leffer Syftem are either urged by no

accelerating Force, but what tends to the greateſt

Body, except it be very lightly and infenfibly ; or

O 4 at
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at leaft are urged very nearly with equal Impref-

fions, and according to parallel Lines. All which

things it were easy to apply to the Syftems of the

Earth and Moon, of Jupiter and his Satellites,

ofSaturn and his Satellites revolving about the Sun.

XXXI. If a primary Planet revolving about

the Sun carry a Moon along with it, this will

be fo mov'd about the Primary, that it will per-

petually be accelerated from the Quadrature with

the Sun, unto the Conjunction or Oppofition

next following ; but fromthe Conjunction to the

Quadrature, it will be retarded and confequent-

ly will be carried more fwiftly about the Conjun-

Aion and Oppofition, but more flowly about the

Quadratures. vod

**

9

1

In Fig. 4 Plate 6 let Q be the Sun, S the

"primary Planet revolving in ESE its annual Orb,

Por pa Moon defcribing its own menftrual Peri-

-od ADBC about the Primary in which Orbit,

let the Points A and B defign the Syrigies with the

Sun; that is, the Conjunction and Oppofition :

C andD the Quadratures, that is, the Points di-

ftant on this Side and on that a Quarter ofa Circle

fromtheConjunction& Oppofition .Further,letQS,

orQKy or Qk, the meanDiftance ofthe Moon or

Satellit from the Sun, repreſent the Quantity of the

accalating Attraction ; that, to wit, whereby the

Secondary Planet tends to the Sun, where it is

placed at the fame Diſtance from the Sun, as the

-Primary; and Por pibe fuppofed to be the Place

of Tho Satellit in its own Orbic And let QL or

11 betaken in the Line PQ orpQ, produced if

need be, which QL or Q1 let be to QK or

Ok inthe duplicate Proportion of QK or Qk to

"

Por Op; that is, fo that it may be thus, PQ:

iCK : OR: QL or Qp : Qk : QrQI :

Thefe Things being thus , this Line QL or QL

which
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which was laft found, will exprefs the accelera-

tive Attraction of the Moon placed at L or 1 to-

wards the Sun in Q. Then let S, P or S, p be

joined, and LM or Lm drawn parallel to it, and

meeting QS in M or m. Here the accelerative

9

t

8

"

Attraction in QL or QI, bythe 22d Law of Mo-

tion, will be refolved into the Attractions LM,

and LF, or MQ; or into 1 m, and 1f, ot

m Q ; and this with the Directions of thofe Lines.

Of which Attractions, that which is repreſented

by MQ or mQ is reduced to the Attraction m S ;

by taking away the Attraction as QS

which is common to the Primary and its Sa-

telles ; and which confequently brings in no Ano-

malies. By which means the Attraction of the

Satelles, tending according to the Direction SQ

which ought to be reckoned in this Place, is re-

duced to the Attraction MS in the Place P, fo

much as the Satelles is more attracted to the Sun

than the Primiary. From whence MS in the

former Cafe, and m S. in the latter, will defign

the Difference of the Attractions tending along

SQ And confequently the Satelles , by this

means, is urged with a threefold Attraction, or

rather with fuch an Attraction as may very well

be refolv'd into three. The first and chief being

that wherewith the Primary S draws this Secon-

dary P or p; the fecond that which is proportio

nal to LM or Im, with the Direction of the Line

LM orIm; that is, with the Direction of PS or

PS parallel to LM or Im : From whence the

whole Force, compounded of thefe two Attra

ctions, when it refpects the Center of the Prima-

ry S, will make that the Body Por p, if it were

imprefs'd with thefe alone , would even yet de-

fcribe Areas about the fame Center Si proportional

to the Times, by Prop. 15. But the Satelles is

alfo

1

:
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:

alſo acted on with a third Force , with one that

is as MS or mS, and with the Direction from M

or m towards S : that is, from L. or I towards F

or f. This , in the Pofition P , tends more

to the Sunthan its Primary; and that according

to the Direction parallel to QS by the Excels

MS. And in the Pofition p, it tends lefs to the

Sun than its Primary ; and this according to the

fame Direction parallel to QS by the Defect m S.

Which will come altogether to the fame, as if we

fhould reckon the Excefs MS from L towards F;

and the Defect m S from f towards 1 ; or the Ex-

ceſs from M towards S, and the Defect from m to-

wards S ; or as if the Satelles were diſturbed on

this Side and on that, by a double Sun placed op-

pofite each to other. For when the Primary is

drawn back from its Secondary towards the Sun

by a true Excefs of Attraction, there will be altó-

gether, as to the Primary, all the fame fenfible

Effects , ( and thofe alone are what we are now

fearching after ) as would be if the Primary be-

ing unmov'd, the Secondary were drawn away

by the fame Difference of Attraction unto the

Part oppofite to the Sun. But now, fince this

third Force which arifeth from the Difference of

Attractions parallel to S Q, doth not tend to the

Center S, neither doth the total Force compoun-

ded of thefe three Attractions, that, to wit,

wherewith the Satelles is mov'd , tend unto the

faid Center. Wherefore, by Prop. 17. and 18.

the Satelles will not defcribe equable Areas about

the Center of the Primary, or fuch as are pro-

portional to the Times. But the Force reprefent

ed by MS or mS, will difturb the equable De-

fcription of Areas. In the Quadrant CA,

of the Semi-circle CAD , fuppofing the

monthly Motion to be perform'd from West to

4

Eaft
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East through A,D,B,C, the faid Force accelerates

the Motion of the Satelles about S, from C

to A, by confpiring together with it ; but after

the Conjunction in A in the Quadrant AD, it

retards the Motion by being oppofite to it. But the

Satelles being come untothe Quadrature about D,

the 3d Force MS or ms vanifheth away ; (becaufe

QK orQk: QP or Qp; and confequently QL

and Q1 alfo are then equal . ) And therefore

the Force expreffed every where by the faid MS,

can have no Effect in this Place. Therefore the

Satelles, which about the Quadratures is urged by

the reft ofthe Forces, and thoſe only tending un-

to the Centerof the Primary, will defcribe equa-

ble Areas by Rays drawn to the Center, or pro-

portional to the Times. But whilft the Satelles

goes over the Quadrant DB, Qm falls fhort of

QS; and if we refer the difturbing Force to the

Satelles alone, it will tend from m to S, and will

again accelerate the Motion thereofby confpiring

together with it : But after the Oppofition in B,

the Force will ftill tend from m towards S ; but

will now retard the Motion of the Satelles by be-

ing contrary thereto ; untill again about the Qua-

drature C, m S vanifheth away, and confequent-

ly its Effects ceaſe. Again, feeing the Force MS

or mS, which difturbs the Area in the Paffage of

the Satelles from C to A, and from D to B, is

continually increas'd, and in A and B becomes

the greateft ; and from theſe Points again is con-

tinually diminifh'd, whilft the Planet is carried

from Ato D, and from B to C, until it at length

vanifheth away in the Points D and C; it is ma-

nifeft, that the Motion of the Satelles, as beheld

from its Primary, is the fwifteft, cæteris paribus,

in the Conjunction and Oppofition A and B, and

Doweftin the Quadratures C and D. Q. E. D.

Coroll.
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6Coroll. (1.) From hence we may falve that In-

equality in the Motion of the Moon, named by

Aftronomy, The Variation ; wherein the Moon is

carried more fwiftly in the Conjunction and

Oppofition, than in the Quadratures ; and this

fo, that in moving from a Syrigy to an Octant ,

it gains about 35 Minutes above the middle Mo-

tion ; and lofech again the fame Quantity in its

Motion from an Octant to a Quadrature ; and fo

perpetually. And the like Anomaly is to be ex-

pected in the little Moons of Jupiter and Saturn ;

although by reafon of their great Distance from

the Sun and from us, and oftheir fhort menftrual

Periods , it is not fenfible to us.

T

Coroll (2 ) Hence allo it follows, that the

Orbit of any Moon, cæteris paribus, will be more

curve in the Quadratures than in the Conjunction

and Oppofition. And confequently, if it be in

it felf Circular, it will become fomething Ellip-

tical, in fuch fort that the leffer Axis will be al-

ways placed in the Conjunction and Oppofition,

and the greater in the Quadratures. But if the

Orbit be of it felf Elliptic about its Primary pla-

ced in one of the Foci, it will partake more of

that Figure, than if it were not affected with

this Anomaly, Cartes was the firft that I know

of, that affigned this oblong Figure to the Orb of

the Moon , which he did only by way of Hy-

pothefis and Conjecture: But in the mean while

he fell into a great Error , when he determin'd

that the Moon comes nearer to the Earth in all

Conjunction and Oppofition, and departs further

off in the Quadratures ; when on the contrary ,

by the proper Eccentricity of that Orb, the Line

of the Apfides being put the Conjunction and

Oppofition , the Moon is more remote from the

Earth in the higheft Apfis, than in the Quadra-

f

tures
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tures ; that Inequality which we have been ſpeak-

ing of notwithstanding. But the great Dr. Halley

was the first who, from Obfervations, attributed

this oblong Figure to the faid Orbit ; or at leaſt

the firft that communicated the fame to the Pub-

lick ; and from thence fhew'd, that the Lunar

Theory was to be corrected : But as to the De-

monſtration of this Corollary, it is easily dedu-

ced out of the Propofition. For Bodies which

are ſwifter, do decline lefs from the right Path

than flower ones : And befides, the diſturbing

Force MS or mS in the Conjunction and Op-

pofition, is not only the greatest in it felf , but is

alfo directly contrary to that Force wherewith the

Central Body S draws the Body P or p ; and

confequently diminisheth that Force by being

contrary thereto. But the Body p or P will de-

cline lefs from the right Path , when it is lefs ur-

ged towards the Central Body S ; and confequent-

ly will be more carried in an Oblong Elliptic Path

about its Primary.

May 21. 1705.

XXXII.

LE C T. XIX.

F by reafon of the Diſtance

betwixt the Sun, and a pri-

mary Planet increas'd and

diminiſh'd by turns, the Acti-

on of the Sun be alternately

increas'd and diminish'd ; the Radius of the Or-

bit of the Satelles will withal be increas'd and di-

minish'd , and the periodic Time of the Satelles

about its Primary will be chang'd alternately

that

#
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that is, will be increas'd when the Radius is in-

creas'd; and onthecontrary,diminifh'd when it is fo.

The Force wherewith the Primary draws its

Moon, is increafed when the Moon is in the

Quadratures C and D, by the Addition of the

Force SP or Sp ; the Force SM or Smvanishing

away ; and is diminiſh'd when the Satelles is inthe

Conjunction and Oppofition, by the taking away

of the Force S M or SM. And becauſe the

Force Sm or Sm in the Conjunction and Oppo-

fition, is twofold of SP or Sp in the Quadra-

tures, where the Point R or r falls-in almoſt with

the Point B or A ; the attractive Force of the

Primary will be more increas'd than diminiſh'd in

every Synodical Month, and confequently is to

be reckon'd for abfolutely increas'd. Therefore

the Force of the Sun being increas'd about the

Perihelion of the Syftem, the attractive Force of

the Primary will be more languid , and the Orbit

will be enlarg'd; but the Force of the Sun being

diminiſh'd about the Aphelion of the Syftem, the

attractive Force of the Primary will be more

ftrong, and the Orbit will be contracted. But

the periodic Time of the Satelles will be increas'd

with the enlarging of the Orbit ; and on the con-

trary, diminiſh'd with it : and thus everyYear the

middle Motion of the Satelles will be greater and

leffer by turns ; and is to be accounted truly mean,

only in a mean Diſtance from the Sun.

Coroll. (1.) Hence we may folve that annual

Inequality inthe Moon, which refpects the middle

Motion thereof; that, namely , in which the

middle Motion of this Planet doth alternately ex-

ceed and fall fhort of the true middle Motion, by

an Exceſs or Defect of 12' almoft ; exceeding it

in the Paffage of the Earth from the re-

moter Apfis to the mean Diſtance ; and falling

fhort thereof from the mean Diſtance to the near-

er
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er Apfis ; and again, falling fhort from the nearer

Apfis to the mean Diftance, and exceeding it

from the mean Diſtance to the remoter Apfis: and

fo perpetually. And the fame thing is tobejudg

ed of the Moons about Saturn and Jupiter, in their

Proportion. Albeit this Inequality in thefe, and

the reft likewiſe, is fo very fmall, that it may

very well be neglected in moft Cafes.

Coroll. (2.) The truly original and primitive

periodic Time of every Moon, that is, that Time

in which it would revolve about its Primary, if it

were without the reach of the Sun's Action , is a

little fhorter than the middle periodic Time ; and

the orginal Diſtance from its Primary, a little leſs

than the prefent. Namely, becauſe if the Force

of the Sun, which debilitates the Force of its

Primary, were taken away, it would approach

nearer to its Primary ; and thus the periodic Time

would be the fhorter.

Coroll. (3 ) Hence alfo we may infer, with the

Famous Dr. Gregory , that if any Primary Planet

fhould, through the Acceffion of new Matter,

become greater than it was, and from thence its

Attraction become proportionably greater ; its

Moon would revolve about it at a lefs Diftance,

and in a fhorter time. As on the contrary, by

the Diminution of the Matter of the Primary,

the Orbit and periodic Time of its Moon

would be enlarged. And the fame thing would

happen in any Primary, in cafe the Sun was in-

creas'd or diminiſh'd.

Coroll. (4.) Since therefore it is manifeft from

the most ancient Aftronomical Obfervations, as

compared with the latter, that the periodic Times

of the Primary Planets about the Sun, and of the

Moon about the Earth, are the fame in this Age,as

they were 2000 Years ago ; it is certain, that the

Quan
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Quantity of Matter both in the Sun and in the

Earth, is the fame that it was then , and hath had

no fenfible Addition or Diminution.

Coroll. (5.) But if the Quantity of Matter in

the Earth be fuppos'd to have been increas'd by

Noah's Deluge, or by any other means, the Quan-

tity of the periodic Month of the Moon muft ne-

ceffarily have been diminiſh'd thereby.

XXXIII. If a Secondary Planet deſcribes an

Elliptic Orbit about its Primary, which is placed

in the Focus of the Ellipfis ; the greater Axis of

this Ellipfis, or the Line of Afpes, will, by an

angularMotion,go forward and backward by turns ;

but it will go forward more than it goes back ;

and in each Revolution of the Secondary, bythe

Excefs of the Progreffion , it will be carried to-

wards the confequent Signs : That is, In the Con-

junction & Oppofition with the Sun,it will go for-

wards ; &inthe Quadratures it will go backwards.

For the Force wherewith the Secondary

Planet Por p is urged towards its Primary about

the Quadratures, where the other Force M'S or

mS is vanifh'd away , is compounded of the

Force LM orm, and the Centripetal Force of

the Central Body S...The former Force, if the

Distance be increas'd or diminish'd, is increas'd or

diminish'd almoft inthe fame Proportion directly ;

fo that in the greater Diſtance from the Primary,

the Attraction towards the Center becomes

greater, and in a leffer Diſtance lefs. But the

latter Force ariſing immediately from the Primary

in a greater Diftance becomes lefs, and in a leffer

Diſtance greater ; and is always in the duplicate

Proportion of the Distance reciprocally. And

confequently the entire Force, or the Sum of the

Forces towards the Center of the Primary, doth,

upon the Increaſe of the Diſtances, increaſe in a

leffer
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leffer Proportion than the duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance is ; that is, it is not fo much dimi-

nifh'd in a greater Diftance, nor is it fo much in

creas'd in a leffer Diſtance, as the Motion about

the Focus of the unmov'd Ellipfis doth require.

But in the Conjunction and Oppofition, the Force

wherewith the Secondary is urged towards its Pri-

mary, is the Difference betwixt the Force where-

with the Secondary is drawn by the Primary, and

the Force KL or kl orin this Cafe SM or Sm.

And that Difference, becauſe the Force SM

or Sm is increas'd nearly in the very Proportion

of the Diſtance directly, decreaſeth in less than a

duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance; and confe-

quently is greater in a leffer Diſtance, and lefs in

a greater, than fufficeth for the defcribing an un-

moved Ellipfis. But if the Centripetal Force de-

creaſeth in more than a duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance, as it comes to pafs about the Conjun-

ction and Oppofition; this is a little like the Cafe of

the Decreaſe ofthe Centripetal Force in the tripli-

cate Proportion ofthe Diſtance ; from whence a

Motion in a fpiral Line,without anyChange ofthe

Tangent to the Radius, would follow. The Sa-

telles therefore will revolve in fome moveable El-

lipfis ; or a greater angular Motion will be re-

quir'd, that the Tangents oblique to the Radius

fhould become perpendicular to the fame, that is,

that the Satelles fhould come to its Apfides, than

would be required if the Forces were in the du-

plicate Proportion of the Diſtances reciprocally ;

that is, the Line of the Apfides will go forward.

And on the contrary, if the Centripetal Force

decreaſeth in a lefs than duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance, as it happens about the Quadratures,

the contrary Cafe follows ; and the Motion ofthe

Secondary will arife froma Motion different from

Р

}

that

1

1
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thatin a Spiral,which keeps theAngle oftheRadius

and Tangent : So that that Angle ſhould be fooner

Chang'd, and fooner come unto a right Line,.

than it would come if the Force were in the ve-

ry duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance recipro-

cally; that is, the Line of Apfides will go back.

But in the intermediate Places, betwixt the Con

junction or Oppofition, and the Quadratures, the

Motion ofthe Apfis depends upon both Caufes

conjunctly; fo as to make that it fhould go for-

wards or backwards, according to the Excefs of

this or that. From whence, fince the Force KL

or kl inthe Conjunction and Oppofition, as we

lately noted, is twice as great as the Force LM

or I'm in the Quadratures ; the Excess in every

whole Revolution will be on the Side of the

greater Force K1 or kl; and will transfer the Apfis

each Revolution

+

4

Coroll. (1.) wards the confequent Signs.

Hence we may folve that Inequa

lity, or progreffive and regreffive Motion of the

Lunar Apfis, in which the Apogeum is ſo mov'd,

that in its Conjunction and Oppofition it goes

forwards more ſwiftly, and in its Quadratures

goes back more flowly ; and by the Excefs of the

progreffive Motion above the regreffive every

Month, it is carried towardsthe confequent Signs

about three Degrees ; and thus goes over a whole

Circle in the Space of Ten Years, or a little

fooner. In the Moons of Jupiter, which are

mov'd almoſt in Circles , the Apfides are none at

all, or infenfible at moft, and confequently this

Demonftration appertains not to them. In thofe

of Saturn it will have place, if at any time fome

Eccentricity fhall be diſcovered in their Paths; but

by reafon of the Shortness of their periodic

Times, and their vaft Diſtance from the Sun,

and confequently the fmall Force of the fame
"

2.1.3 the
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the Change of the Apogeum will be fo "very

fmall that it cannot fall under our Obfervation,

much leſs be brought under Computation.

Coroll (2 ) Since therefore the Progrefs or Re-

grefs of the Apfides depends upon the Decreaſe of

the Centripetal Force, which is made in a Pro-

portion greater or lefs than the duplicate Propor-

tion of the Diſtance SP or Sp in the Tranfit of

the Body from the nearer Apfis to the remoter ;

as likewifeupon the like Increaſe in the Return to

the nearer Apfe; and confequently is greateft

where the Proportion of the Force in the higher

Apfis to the Force in the nearer, is moſt remote

from the duplicate Proportion of the Diftances

inverted , it is manifeft, thatthe Apfides in their

Conjunction and Oppofition, by the ablatitious

Force KL orSM--LM, or Sm--Im, will go for-

ward more ſwiftly; SP or Sp being at that time

the leaft of all ; and SM or Sm the greatest of

all ; and SP or Sp, or rather the Sum of them

on both Sides being the leaft of all in the Qua-

dratures. From whence, in each Revolution of

the Satelles, whilft the Apfides are aboutthe Con-*

junction and Oppofition, they will go forwards

moft fwiftly in the Conjunction and Oppofition

of the Satelles, and go back very flowly in the

Quadratures thereof; and confequently the Exceſs

of the progreffive Motion above the Regreffive

will be the greatest of all, and the Apfis will be

moved very fwiftly towards the confequent Signs.

Coroll. (3.) But if the Apfides be about the

Quadratures , then contrary Caufes will produce

contrary Effects ; and the Apfides will go for-

wards more flowly than before, when the Satelles

is in the Conjunction and Oppofition, and go

back more ſwiftly in the Quadratures of it ; yea,

it may come to pafs in thefaid Pofition of the

P 2
Ap.

B
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Apfides infome particular Revolution of the Sa

telles, that the Regreſs ofthem in the Quadratures

of the Satelles may furpaſs the Progrefs of the

fame, which is when the Satellis is in the Conjun

ction and Oppofition. But becaufe the ablatiti-

ous Force SM or Sm, that caufeth the Progrefs

of the Apfides in the Conjunction and Oppofition,

is, cæteris paribus, about twice as much as the ad-

jectitious Force which brings in the Regress of

the Apfides in the Quadratures of the Satelles ; and,

becauſe the Apfides do alfo tarry longer in the

Conjunction and Oppofition than in the Quadra-

tures; fince they move in the former Place, to-

wards the confequent Signs with the Sun, they

go forward, and confequently do accompany him

longer ; but in the latter Place, moving to the

antecedent Signs, they fooner pass the Square of

the Sun, which moves in the mean while towards

the confequent Signs: From thefe Reaſons it ap-

pears , that the Apfides go forward more ſwiftly

and longer in their Conjunction andOppofition,

and go back more flowly, but not fo long in their

Quadratures ; and that they by the Exceſs of the

Progrefs above the Regrefs in one entire Revolu-

tion of them to the Sun, i. e. in the Space of

about Thirteen Months, are ftill carried towards

the confequent Signs. Thus, in the Orbit ofthe

Moon, the Apogeum thereof is moved fo une-

qually, that it is to be brought under Rule by an

Equation amounting to 12 whole Degrees and a

Quarter, as is to be ſeen in the Lunar Tables.

W

XXXIV. If a Satellite be mov'd in an Eccen-

tric Orb about its Primary, the Eccentricity will

be changed twice in every Revolution , and will

be the greateſt, when the Secondary is inthe Con-

junction and Oppofition with the Sun ; and the

.caft, when it is in the Quadratures ; and confe-

quently
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quently will be increas'd continually in the Paffage

from the Quadratures tothe Conjunction and Op-

pofition, and in the contrary Paffage continually

dimînifh'd.
91

For fince it appears by what hath already been

demonftrated, that the Centripetal Force towards

the Primary remov'd at a great Diftance , doth

fometimes decreaſe in a greater than the duplicate

Proportion of the Distance, fometimes in a lefs ;

and fince the Motion of the Satellite in an im-

moveableOrbit, and withone certain Eccentrici-

ty, depends upon the Decreaſe of the faid Force in

the duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance it felf;

from the Change of this Proportion the Species

of the Orbit muft neceffarily be changed. Thus,

if the Centripetal Forces increafe or decreaſe in

more thansa reciprocal duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance ; it is manifeft, that the Satellite in

its Defcent from the higheft Apfis to the loweft,

being perpetually impell'd towards the Center by

the Acceffion of that new Force, will incline

more to that Center , than it would have done if

the Increaſe of the Centripetal Force had been

only in the duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance

diminish'd ; and confequently will defcribe an

Elliptic Orb inferiour to the former, and at the

loweft Apfis approach nearer to the Center than it

did in the higheft ; and thus the Orb, bythe Oc-.

cafion of this new Force, is made more Eccen-

tric And now, if in the Return of the Satellite

from theloweſt Apfis to the higheft, the faid Force

fhould decreaſe by the fame Degrees by which it

did before increaſe, the Satellite would return to

the former Diftance, keeping the Eccentricity

lately obtain'd ; whereas, if the faid Force doth

decreaſe in a greater Proportion than that in

which it increas'd before ; the Moon being in

this Cafe lefs attracted, will afcend unto an high-

P 3 er
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er Distance, and fo the Eccentricity will be ftill

more increas'd.dot

In like manner , if the Satellite in its Defcent

from the higheſt Apfis, be urged with a Force

which is increas'd by
efs than the duplicate Pro-

portion of the Distance diminish'd ; it is manifeft,

that it will defcribe an Elliptic Orb exterior tothe

former than that, I mean, where the Cen-

tripetal Force was reciprocally as the Square of

the Distance, ) and confequently an Orb lefs

excentrical , and that this Eccentricity is ftill

more diminish'd, if in the Afcent the Centripetal

Force decreafes lefs or more flowlythanit had in-

creafed before. If therefore the Proportion of

the Increafe and Decreaſe of the Centripetal

Force be increas'd in each Revolution, the Ec

centricity likewife will be increas'd ;sand on the

contrary it will be diminifh'd ; where the fame

Proportion decreafeth . Seeing therefore in every

Revolution, that Force decreafeth in the Conjun

ction and Oppofition of the Satelles in a greater

Proportion than that which is duplicate of the

Distance increas'd , and in the Quadratures ofthe

fame in a lefs, as is manifeft from what hath been

already faid , it appears, that about the Conjun-

tion and Oppofition of the Satelles the Eccentri

city, of the Orb defcrib'd is perpetually increas'd,

and diminish'd about the Quadratures. Andfince

in many Revolutions compar'd amongst them-

felves, there is the greatest Proportion of De

creaſe in the Conjunction and Oppofition of the

Apfides , and the leaft in the Quadratures of the

fame; it is alfo manifeft , that the greateft Ec-

centricity of the Orbit is when the Apfides are in:

the Conjunction and Oppofition, and the leaft,

when they are in the Quadratures ; and confe-

quently that the Eccentricity is diminish'd perpe-

tually in the paffing of the Apfides from the Con

junction
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junction and Oppofition to the Quadratures of

the Sun ; and are perpetually increas'd in the

paffing of the fame from the Quadratures to the

Conjunction and Oppofition.

Corollary. Hence we may folve that Eccentrici-

ty of the Lunar Orbit which is divers, and daily

changing, as being greater in the Moon's Con-

junction and Oppofition, lefs in the Quadratures';

and likewife continually increafing in the paffing

of the Apogeum from the Conjunctionand Oppofiti-

on to the Quadratures, and in the contrary Cafe

continually decreaſing. For in AftronomicalTable's

we find fo great a Diverſity affigned to this Eccer-

tricity,that the Diſtance betwixt the Focus and the

Center ofthe Ellipfis defcrib'd bythis Planet,which

we call the Eccentricity of the Orbit, is fome-

66782

Parts, fometimes of

1000000

only ; fuch Parts we mean that 1000000 are con-

tain'd in the mean Diſtance of the Moon. So.

that the Difference of Eccentricities is found to

arife unto above half of the whole leaft Eccen-

tricity.

times of

June 4. 1705.

43319

3000000

LE C.T.

XXXV.

XX.

F the Satellitebe revolv'd about

the Primary in an Orb, the

Plane whereof is inclin❜d to

the Plane of the Primary, the

Line oftheNodeswillbe moved

with an angular Motion towards the antecedent

Signs , but with an unequal Velocity: Moft

fwifely indeed when the Nodes are in the Quadra-

tures, afterwards by Degrees more flowly , until

P 4 that

1
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:

that be placed in the Conjunction andOppofition,

and they wholly reft ; and thus being always ei-

ther Retrograde or Stationary in each Revolution

of the Satellite, they move back. As likewife in

the fame Revolution they go back more fwiftly,

cateris paribus, when the Satellite is in the Con-

junction and Oppofition, than when it is in the

Quadratures.

For amongst the difturbing Forces, of which

we have fpoken fo oft, the Force LM or Im

which is parallel to SP or Sp, that is always fi-

tuate in the Plane of the Orbit of the Satelles,

and can induce no Change of the Plane of the

Orbit. The other Force alfo MS or mS, fitu-

ate in the Plane of the Elliptic, when the Nodes

are in the Conjunction and Oppofition , will be

alfo placed in the Plane of the Orbit , as being

pofited at that time in the common Interfection

of both Planes. But when the Nodes are notin

the Conjunction and Oppofition, this latter and

greater Force,, which is always in the Plane of

the Elliptic , will not be in the Plane of

the Orbit; and confequently will affect the Mo-

tion of the Satellite, as to Latitude, and makethe

Line of Nodes to go back towards the antecedent

Signs. For let the Nodes be fuppofed to be placed

in the Quadratures, this latter Force, which al

ways acts parallel to the Elliptic, will perpetually

draw back the Satelles whilft it is paffing the Nodes

on either Side, and about to go forwards in its

own Orbit, from the fame Plane ; fo that the

Place of the Interfection which is to be next,

will be at fome Diſtance from the former Inter-

fection, and towards the antecedent Signs. But

when the Nodes are betwixt the Conjunction and

Oppofition and the Quadratures, this latter Force

will fometimes move themtowards the confequent

Signs, fometimes towards the antecedent ; but

will
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will always in an entire Revolution of the Sa-

telles, by the Excefs of the fame Force towards the

antecedent Signs , carry them back towards that

Part : From whence, inthe Conjunction and Op-

pofition ofthe Nodes, they will remain immove-

able; in their Quadratures, they will go back

moft fwiftly ; and partaking in the intermediate

Places of both Conditions, they will go back

more flowly ; and confequently will always, in a

compleat Revolution, be carried back towards the

antecedent Signs, notwithstanding their being

Retrograde and Stationary in particular Places of

the Period. But it is to be noted, that when the

Orbit is placed without the Conjunction and Op-

pofition, and Quadratures, whilft the Satellite goes

forward from the afcending Node to the defcend-

ing, and, vice versa, the Nodes go back more flowly,

fo long as the Force MS or m S refpects that Side

of the Plane on which the Satellite is placed ; and

go forward fo long as that Force refpects the op-

pofite Side. Thus the Line of Nodes being pla-

ced in an Octant of the Sun, after its having been

placed in the Quadratures, or about R and r, the

Satellite having pafs'd the Plane of the Ecliptic

about R, is then towards the Sun : but the di-

fturbing Force from R to the Quadrature C, tends

to the contrary Part by an Odant of a Circle ;

which Force vanishingaway inthe Quadrature,the

Force tendingto the Sun takes the Place of it, and

continues throughout the three reft of the Octants :

So that the Line of Nodes of the moveable Orbit

doth first go forward a little, then goes back alittle

more ; and fo likewife in the other Semi - circle ;

until the fame Line coming totheConjunction and

Oppofition, the Progrefs and Regrefs are in a man-

ner equal ; but both ofthem very fmall, and of ve-

ry fhort Continuance, by reafon ofthe near Coin-

cidence of the Situation of the Plane with the

Direction of the difturbing Force. But that the

Nodes
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Nodes in the fame Revolution of the Satellite, go

back more ſwiftly, cæteris paribus, when the Sa-

tellite is in the Conjunction and Oppofition, than

elſewhere, is manifeft, by reaſon the diſturbing

Force is greater in that Place ; and confequently

will obtain a greater Effect.

XXXVI. The fame things being fuppofed, the

Inclination or acute Angle of the Plane of the

Orb of the Satellite to the Plane of the Ecliptic,

is perpetually changed ; and is then greateft ,

when the Nodes are in the Conjunction and Op-

pofition with the Sun ; and the leaft, cæteris pari-

bus, when they are in the Quadratures : And is di-

miniſh'd continually inthe Paffage of the Satellite

from the Quadratures to the Conjunction and Op-

pofition, and increas'd continually from the Con-

junction and Oppofition to the Quadratures. From

whence it comes, that the Satellite being in the

Conjunction and Oppofition , the Inclination of

the Planes becomes the leaft ; and returns to the

former Magnitude nearly, when the Moon comes

to the next Node. And this Inclination of the

Planes is diminiſh'd , whilft the Nodes are carried

from the Conjunction and Oppofition to the Qua-

dratures, and becomes the leaft of all, cæteris pa-

ribus, when the Nodes are in the Quadratures ;

then it increaſeth bythe fame Degrees whereby

it had decreas'd before ; and the Nodes being

again return'd to the Conjunction and Oppofition,

it returns to theformer Magnitude. Ifthe former

Propofition be rightly understood, this will not fo

much require a particular Explication. Forlike as,

whilft the Bodygoes forward bythe formerMotion

from L to F, ifan attractingForce, parallel to the

Line LM, do fupervene,which attracts towardsM

and is reprefented by the LineLM, the Body will

go forwards in the Diagonal LQ, and the Angle

of Inclination MLQ will be lefs than MLFthe

former
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-former Angle of Inclination : Or thus, like as

whilft the Body goes forward from L to F by its

proper Motion, if the like attracting Force pa-

rallel to the fame LMfupervenes, which attracts

the contrary way, but nevertheless is reprefented

by an equal Line, the Body will go forward in

anbther Diagonal, and the Angle will be greater

than the former Angle: So it muſt happen in like

manner in our prefent Cafe, i. e. that a divers

Inclination of the Plane will follow upon the

Motion of the Nodes. For when the Nodes are

in sthe Quadratures, that Motion of them which

perpetually draws back the Satellite from the Plane

of its Orb, diminifheth the Inclination of the

Plane,in the mean while that the Satellite paffeth

from the Quadratures to the Conjunction and

Oppofition ; and increaſeth the fame in the

contrary Tranfit; from whence it comes, that

the Satellite being placed in the Conjunction and

Oppofition , the Inclination becomes the leaft

of all, and returns to its former Quantity nearly

in the Acceſs of the Moon to the next Node.

But ifthe Nodes be found in the Octants next after

their having been in the Quadratures, that is,

aboutP and p; in this Cafe, according to what

hath been faid already, the Inclination of the

Plane is perpetually diminiſh'd from either of

the Nodes unto the goth Degree from thence ;

then it is increafed for the Space of 45 Degrees,

or in the Tranfit untothe next Quadratures ; and

afterwards again is diminifh'd for the other 45°

oruntothe next Nodé. So the Inclination is dimi-

nifh'd more than it is increas'd ; and fo is alwayslefs

in thefubfequens Node than inthe foregoing. And

by the like Reaſoning, the Inclination is increaſed

more than it is diminiſh'd,when theNodes areinthe

other Octants,or about R and r. Therefore the In-

clination is the greatest of all, whenthe Nodes are

r

in
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inthe Conjunction and Oppofition. In theirTran-

fit from the Conjunction and Oppofition to the

Quadratures, it is diminiſh'd in the Accefs of the

Satellite unto them ; and becomes the leaft of all

when the Nodes are in the Quadratures , and the

Satellite in the Conjunction and Oppofition ; then

it increaſeth by the fame Degrees by which it had

decreas'd before ; and the Nodes coming to the

next Conjunction and Oppoſition, it returns to

its former Magnitude. Q.E. D.

Corollary. From this and the former Propofiti-

on, we may folve the most known Phænomena of

theMoon; I mean the annual Regreſs ofthe Nodes

confiftingofabout 19 Degrees, & that Mutability

of the Inclination of the Orbit of this Planet,

in which when the Nodes are in the Quadratures,

the Angle of Inclination contains only 4° 59′s

35": But when they are in the Syrigies, the fame

Angle is found to arife to about 5 ° . 17. 20".

XXXVIII. All the Inequalities which are in

the Motions of the Secondary Planets revolving

about their Primaries, are fomething greater in

the Conjunction of the Satellite with the Sun,

than they are in the Oppofition....!

7

sinds

For fince QS bears a greater Proportion to

QA than QB bears to QS, by reafon that SA,

SB, cæteris paribus, are equal, and that QS is

greater than QA; the duplicate Proportion of

QM to QS, will be greater ftill than the dupli-

cate Proportion of QS to Qm. And confe

quently the Difference MS will be greater than

the Difference mS; and LM greater than 1m,

From whence the Effects derived from this Force,

will be greater than thoſe which are derived from

the other. 2.E. D.

But it is to be noted , that the Diſtance ofthe

Earth from the Sun is fo vaftly great, that the

Difference of the Forces about the Conjunction

W

ri of
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of the Moon with the Sun, and about the Oppo-

fition of the fame, is very ſmall, and hath fcarce

been diftinguiſhed yet by any Obfervations.

From whence it is not to be wonder'd, that Aftro-

nomers have taken no notice of this Diftinction. I

XXXVIII. The abfolute Force of the Sun in

the diſturbing the Secondary Planets, and the Ef-

fects thereof in divers Diftances from the Sun, is

in the triplicate Proportion of thofe Diſtances in-

verfly.

For let the Diſtance of the Satellite from the

Sun be altered ; let the Radius of the Orbit of

the Satellite be in the fame Proportion to the

other Radius. In this cafe, the Diſtance of the

Secondary from its Primary, will be in a given

Proportion to its Distance from the Sun : From

whence, according to this Hypothefis , the abfo-

lute diſturbing Force will be as the abfolute Force

of the Sun, or in that duplicate Proportion.

Thus the thing would be, if the Radius of the

Secondary Syftem had increas'd or decreas'd in

the fame Proportion , as the Diſtance of the Sun

increas'd or decreas'd ; fo that they ſhould ftill

keep the fame Proportion to one another, as be-

fore. But fince the Radius doth in no wife de-

creaſe by the Accefs of the Sun, or increaſe by

the Recefs thereof, that duplicate Proportion will

be to be increas'd again by the other Proportion

of the Diſtance of the Secondary from its Pri-

mary. From whence the entire compound Pro-

portion will be triplicate of the former. 2.E.D. i

As for Example : Let the Sun be fuppos'd as

near again to the Earth, as it was before ; or as so

to 100. And let A B the Diameter be equal to

two Parts, the Quantity of the abfolute Force of

the Sun at S in the leffer Diftance, will be Four-

fold of the Quantity of the fame Force in the

greater Diſtance : But the Force SM in the leffer

Diſtance,
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2

1

Diſtance, will be about Eightfold of the fame

Force in the greater Diftance. For 49 × 49

= 2401 ; and 50 × 502506. From whence

2500-240199. And99x 999801 ; and

100 X 100 + 10000. From whence 10000edf

9801 199 Therefore the Difference of the

abfolute Force is almoft inthe double Proportion,

or as 199 is to 99. And the mean abfolute For-

ces themſelves are in the Quadruple Proportion,

or as 4 to 1. Therefore the entire abfolute Force

compounded of them, is 4 x28to 1x II,

or in the reciprocal triplicate Proportion of the

Diſtance nearly. And fince the apparent Diame

ter of the Sun is almoft in the triplicate Propor->

tion of the Distance , and the Force of the Cen-

tralBody is alfo nearly the famé ; the Sun's Force

whereby he disturbs the Satellite, and the Effect

of it, will be in the direct triplicate Proportion

of the Sun's apparent Diameter very nearly

!

Scholium (1.) In the fame manner wherein

the Sun placed without the Orbit of the Seconda-

ry Planet diſturbs the Motion thereof; the fupe-

rior Planets will difturb the Motion of the lower,

and Comets will difturb the Motion of all the

Planets. And the Actions of Planets and Comets

upon other Planets, will produce the like Effects;

though farlefs indeed, byfeafon of the Smalnefs of

their Bodies,ifcompared with the Sun, andthe vaft

Diſtances. But fome Effects there will be [ yea, of

the Actionsalfo of the inferior Planets upon . the

fuperior ] which if they continue, and be for the

moſt part directed the fame way, will at length

become fenfible. As for Example : The Apfis

of the Orbit of the Earth will , after many

Years , be moved towards the confequent

Signs ; although this Motion muft neceffarily be

very fmall, if compar'd with the Motion of the

1

Apfides
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Apfides of the Moon the fame way. Thus, in-

deed, the Eccentricity of the Orbit of the Earth

muft be fubject to fome Mutation ; which, ne-

vertheless, is fo fmall, that it can fcarce be col

lected from any Phænomenon.

Scholium (2.) And thus the fuperior Planets

will fenfibly disturb the Motions of one another,

if they be great ones , and tarry long about their

mutual Heliocentrick Conjunction , they be-

ing then placed at the leaft Diſtance from

one another. Thus the Action of Jupiter up-

on the Secondaries of Saturn, and of Saturn up-

on thoſe of Jupiter, the mutual Gravitation ofall

the Planets one to another, which we have al-

ready proved, being fuppofed, is innowife to be,

flighted, at what time they are feen from the Sun

in Conjunction. For they are great Bodies ,

and far exceeding our Earth in Magnitude , and

are near enough at that time, to make the Ef-

fects of their difturbing Forces become fenfible.

And that they are indeed fenfible to us, will be .

fhewn hereafter from Aftronomical Obfervations.

Scholium (3.) It is eaſy to estimate the divers

Quantities of the Sun's diſturbing Force in the

Syftem of Jupiter and that of Saturn, from the

known Quantity of the fame Force in the Ano-

malies of our Moon. For from the known Pro

portions of the Distances of the Earth, and Ju-.

piter and Saturn from the Sun ; and the known

Effects of the faid Force in the Moon , by a cer-

tain Proportion of like Effects on both Sides, ob

ferved by Sir Ifaac Newton ; the Effects of that

Force, in the Syſtems of Jupiter and Saturn, may

be determin'd without much Difficulty.

XXXIX. A Problem . To find the Proportion

betwixt the Force whereby the Motion of a Sa-

tellite is diſturbed by the Sung and the Forces

where
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1

whereby a Satellite is retained in its own Orb

about its Primary, which is called its Gravitation

towards its Primary.

For the whole difturbing Force is compounded

of the diſturbing Forces LM or 1 m, and SM

or Sm: And alfo by reafon of the vaft

Distance of the Sun , the Line LQ or 1Q

is almoft parallel to the Line MQ ; and con-

fequently the Force LM or Im is verynear equal

to its mean Quantity, or to the Radius of the

Satelles S P or Sp: And likewiſe by reaſon ofthe

Sun's vaft Distance S M or Sm, or LP and 1p,

are equal to treble the Line K P or kp. From

whence, fince in the Triangle SKP or Skp,

which is Rectangular at K or k, the Angle KSP

or kSp is the Diftance of the Satellite from the

Quadrature ; and the Side KP or kp is the right

Sine to the Radius SP ; the difturbing Force SM

or Sm will be to the difturbing Force LM or 1m,

as is the Radius to the treble of the Right Sine of

the Diſtance of the Satellite from the next Qua-

drature. From whence, if the Proportion of the

difturbing Force SP or Sp to the Centripetal

Force of the Primary, or to the Force of Gra-

vity, were once known, the difturbing Force

SM or S m would eaſily become known. Which

therefore we find out by this Method. The di-

fturbing Force SP or Sp is to the Centripetal

Force of the Primary towards the Sun , as the

Line Spor Sp is to the Line SQ; or as the Di-

ftance of the Satelles from its Primary, is to the

Diſtance of the Sun from the fame Primary. But

the Centripetal Force ofthe Primary towards the

Sun, is to the Centripetal Force of the Seconda-

ry towards its Primary, as the Squares of the pe-

riodic Times drawn into the Radii ofthe Circles;

er as SQ is to SP or Sp ; and as the Squares of

2 the
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the periodic Times together. From whence, by

Equality of Proportion, the Quantity of the di-

fturbing Force will be to the Force of Gravity

(the former Proportion of SP or Sp to SQ de-

ftroying the other reciprocal Proportion of SQ

to SP or Sp, ) as the Squares of the periodic

Times. 2. E. D.

Coroll. Since therefore the periodic Time of

the Moon is 39343 ' ; and the periodic Time of

the Earth about the Sun is 525969' ; the diſturb-

ing Force SP will be to the Force of Gravity

towards the Earth, which is at the Moon, as

39343 × 39343 ′ is to 525969' x 525969' ; that is,

as 1547871649 is to 276643388961 ; or as 1 is to

178. And fince the Force SM or Sm in its

greatest Quantity, or in the Conjunction and

Oppofition, is to the former Force as 3 to 1 ; the

Force SM or Sm in the Conjunction and Oppo

fition, will be to the Force of Gravity as 3 is to

178 , or as I is to 591. Therefore that diſturb-

ing Force of the Sun SM or Sm, is in the Con-

junction and Oppofition about a 60th Part of the

whole Force of Gravity in the Moon towards the

Earth. Or rather the Force SP or Sp being ta-

ken away in this Cafe from the Force SM or Sm,

as may very well be done, the whole diſturbing

Force in the Conjunction and Oppofition will be

to the Force of Gravity as I is to 89 , or a 90th

Part of the fame nearly. And in other Places,

the Force S M or Sm will be to the Force of Gra-

vity, (the whole Sine being put to be equal to

Unity) as treble the right Sine of the Diſtance

from the next Quadrature is to 178

XL. If many fluid Bodies, either diftinct, or

gathered together into one Fluid, be moved about

a primary Planet ; each Part of the Fluid in i

performing its Motion about the Primary after the

A JIZ Q
manner

L
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manner of a Satellite, will come nearer to the

Primary, cæteris paribus, and be moved more fwift-

ly in the Conjunction and Oppoſition of the

fame, and of the Primary, than in the Quadra-

tures. And the Nodes of this Ring, or its Inter-

fections with the Plane of the Ecliptic, will reft

in the Conjunction and Oppofition . But out

of Conjunction and Oppofition, they will be

carried towards the antecedent Signs ; and this

moft ſwiftly in the Quadratures, more flowly in

other Places. The Inclination of the Ring alfo

will be varied ; and the Axis thereof will be mo-

ved to and fro in each monthly Revolution ; and

the Revolution being compleated, it will return

to that Pofition which it had before ; fo far as itis

not carried about by the Preceffion of the Nodes.

All theſe things do follow of their own accord,

from what hath been already demonftrated ; and

fo do not require a peculiar Demonftration.

Corollary. From hence fome of the Phænomena

of the Ring of Saturn, if fo be it be a Fluid, may

eafily be underſtood. Yea, indeed, if it be folid,

the Nodes of the fame , its Interfections I mean

with the Ecliptic, will reft in their Conjunction

and Oppofition, when the Sun is found in the

Plane of the Ring, as well as in that of the Eclip-

tic. But out of the Conjunction and Oppofition

they will go back, and this moft ſwiftly in the

Quadratures, and more flowly in other Places.

The Inclination of the Ring will alſo be varied,

and the Axis thereof in each Revolution about

the Sun will nod, and twice vary its Inclination

towards the Ecliptic , and twice return to its for-

mer Pofition, only it will be carried about bythe

Preceffion of the Nodes , as is manifeft from

what has been already faid.

XLI. If
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1

XLI. If a Fluid be contain'd in a Channel

form'd in the Surface of any Planet, Primary or

Secondary, and be uniformly revolv'd together

with the Planet with a diurnal periodic Motion ;

each Part of this Fluid will be accelerated and

retarded by turns, in its Conjunction and Oppo-

fition ; or at Noon - day and Midnight, will be

fwifter ; in the Quadratures , or at the 6th Hour

Evening and Morning, it will be flower than the

contiguous Surface of the Globe ; and thus it will

flow in the Channel,and return back by turns per-

petually. For the Fluid will be difturbed by the

unequal Attraction of the Sun, becauſe the At-

traction of the nearer Parts will be greater ,

and that of Parts more remote lefs ; while

the Force LM or 1 m will draw the Fluid

down in the Quadratures , or at the 6th Hour in

the Evening and Morning ; and make that the

Parts of it, which are placed there, fhould de-

fcend unto the Conjunction and Oppofition , or

unto the Noon and Midnight ; and the Force

SM and Sm will draw the fame upwards in the

Conjunction and Oppofition, or ftop the Defcent

of it, and caufe it to afcend unto the Quadratures ;

and thus perpetually.

Coroll. Hence we learn the Caufe of the Flux

and Reflux of the Sea. If we allow the diſturb-

ing Force of the Moon , as well as of the

Sun, and duly apply what hath been alreadly de-

monftrated
to the prefent Cafe. But this fo well

known and ftupendious Phænomenon of Nature,

will come to be treated of afterwards more large-

lyand diftinctly ; to which Place therefore we re-

fer our Reader.

October 22, 1795.

LECT.
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XLII.

LECT. XXI.

F a Solid Ring be put about a

Globe perfectly ſpherical at the

Equator of the fame, and ftick

to it ; there will indeed be no

Motion of Flux and Reflux,

but the vibrating Motion of Inclination, and the

Preceffion of the Nodes, will remain. Let the

Globe have the fame Axis with the Ring, and

compleat its Revolution in the fame time ; and

with its Surface touch the Ring inwardly, and

cleave to it ; by its participating of the Motion

thereof, the whole Frame will vibrate to and fro,

and the Nodes will go back. For the Globe, as

above fhew'n, is indifferent to receive all Impref-

fions. The greateft Angle of Inclination of the

Ringwithout the Globe,would be where theNodes

are in the Conjunction and Oppoſition. In their

Progrefs from thence to the Quadratures, the

Ring endeavours to diminiſh its Inclination, and

by that Endeavour impreffeth its Motion uponthe

whole Globe. The Globe retains the Motion

imprefs'd , until that the Ring by a contrary En-

deavour takes away this Motion, and impreffes a

new Motion upon the contrary Part. And thus

the greateſt Motion of the decreaſing Inclination

is in the Quadratures of the Nodes, and the leaſt

Angle of Inclination is in the Octants after the

Quadratures. Then the greateſt Motion of In-

clination is in the Conjunction and Oppofition,

and the greateſt Angle in the next Octants. And

the
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the Cafe is the fame with a Globe with-

out a Ring , which either is fomething

higher inthe Parts about the Equator than about

the Poles, or confifts of a more denfe Matter.

For that Excefs of Matter in the Parts about the

Equator fupplies the Place of the Ring.

Coroll. (1.) For the fame Reaſon that the re-

dundant Matter of the Globe caufes the Nodes to

go back, and confequently by the Increaſe there-

of caufeth the Regrefs to increafe, and by the

Diminution thereof that the fame Regrefs fhould

be diminiſhed, and by its being taken away that

the Regreſs ſhould ceafe ; it will come to pass,

that if more than the redundant Matter be taken

away, or, which comes to the fame, if the Globe

be more deprefs'd, or of a rarer Subſtance towards

the Equator than towards the Poles , the Motion

of the Nodes will be forward, or towards the

confequent Signs.

Coroll. (2.) Hence alfo, from the Motion of

Nodes, the Conftitution of a Globe may be ga-

thered : To wit, if the Globe conftantly keep the

fame Poles, and the Motion be towards the ante-

cedent Signs, the Matter about the Equator is re-

dundant, but if towards confequent ones, defici-

ent. Let us fuppofe a Globe uniform , and per

fectly ſpherical , first to reft in a free Space , and

then by fome Force, whatever it be, imprefs'd

on the Surface, to be driven forwards, and from

thence to acquire a Motion partly circular, part-

ly ftreight forward. Becauſe the Globe is indif

ferent to all Axes paffing through its Center, and

is no more determin'd to one Axis, or one Situa-

tion of the Axis than to another ; it is manifeft,

that it will never change its Axis, or the Inclina-

tion ofthefame, by any Force of its own. Now,

let the Globe be impell'd obliquely in that fame

Q 3
Part
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Part of the Surface, as before by fome new Im-

pulfe ; fince the Impulfe, whether it be fooner or

later, makes no Alteration in the Effect ; it is

manifeft, that theſe two Motions imprefs'd fuc-

ceffively, will produce the fame Motion, as if

they had been imprefs'd at the fame time ; that is,

the fame as if the Globe had been impell'd at first

with a fimple Force compounded of both Impul-

fes ; and confequently a fimple Motion about an

Axis of a given Inclination. And the fame is the

Reafon of the Second Impulfe made in any other

Place oftheEquator ofthefirftMotion,as ofthe first

Impulſe made in anyPlace whatever in the Equator

of that Motion, which the fecond Impulfe without

the firft would produce ; and confequently of Im-

pulfes made upon any Places whatever. Theſe

will generate the fame circular Motion, as if they

had been imprefs'd at one and the fame time up-

on the Place of the Interfection of the Equators '

of thofe Motions, which they had feverally gene-

rated, if they had been imprefs'd afunder. The

Homogeneous and perfect Globe therefore doth

not retain more diftinct Motions ; but compounds

all the impreſs d ones, and reduceth them to one ;

and is in it felf perpetually revolv'd , by a fimple

and uniform Motion, about a fingle Axis of a

given Inclination, as being always invariable.

Nor can a Centripetal Force, tending towards

any extrinfick Body whatever, change the Incli-

nation of the Axis, or Velocity of the Rotation.

If a Globe be underſtood to be divided into two

Hemiſpheres by any Plane whatever paffing

through its Center, and through the Center unto

which the Force is directed, that Force will al-

ways urge both Hemispheres equally, and fo the

Globe, as to the Motion of Circumrotation, will

incline to neither Part. But let new Matterbe

added
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added fomewhere betwixt the Pole and the Equa-

tor, heaped up in the Form of a Mountain :

This will both diſturb the Motion of the Globe

bythe perpetual Endeavour of departingfrom the

Center of its Motion, and will makethe Poles to

wander over its Surface, and to deſcribe Circles

about it felf, and its oppofite Point. Nor will

that Irregularity be corrected , but either by pla-

cing the faid Mountain in one of the Poles , in

which Cafe, as was faid before, the Nodes will go

forwards ; or in the Equator, and thenthe Nodes

will go back; or by adding fome new Matter on

the other Part of the Axis to counterpoife the

Mountain in its Motion. And thus the Nodes

will go forwards or backwards, as the Mountain ;

and the new Matter added on the oppofite Part,

are nearer to the Pole, or to the Equator.

Coroll. (3.) Since therefore it is manifeft from

Aftronomical Obſervations, that the Nodes ofthe

Equator of the Earth do perpetually go back

about 50" in every Year ; which Regrefs is called

the Preceffion of the Equinox ; it follows, that

the Equatoreal Parts of the Earth are higher than

the Polar. And, vice verså, fince from the Di

urnal Motion the Figure of the Earth is , as will

be fhew'd afterwards, that of an oblate Spheroid,

(the Polar Parts being more deprefs'd than thofe

about the Equator ;) it is manifeft from thence

that the Nodes of the Equator must go back

yearly.

,

Coroll. (4) From what hath been faid , it is

alſo manifeft, that the Axis of the Earth will vi-

brate to and fro yearly ; and in every annual Re-

volution be inclin'd twice towards the Equator,

and twice return to the former Pofition. It is ma-

nifeft alfo, that the greateſt Motion of the de-

creafing Inclination of the Plane of the Equator,

Q 4 and

1
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and of the Ecliptic, doth happen in the Quadra-

tures of the Nodes ; and that the leaft Angle of

Inclination falls in the Octants after the Quadra-

tures, or about the Middle of Leo or Aquarius.

Laftly, that the greateft Motion of Inclination

falls in the Conjunction and Oppofition of the

Nodes, or in the Equinoxes ; and the greateſt

Angle of Inclination in the next Octants, or

about the Middle of Taurus or Scorpio. But by rea-

fon of the Smalnefs of thefe Motions, theſe

Effects will be altogether infenfible , and to be

difcover'd by no Obfervations of Aftronomers.

But it is to be noted, that contrary Effects were

to be attributed to our Earth , if fo be the Parts

about the Equator were more deprefs'd than the

Polar.

Coroll. (5 ) And from hence the Evafion de-

vifed bythe Famous Dr. Gregory, to fhew that the

annual Parallax of the Fixed Stars is built upon a

weak Foundation , and that neither the Diſtance

of the Fixed Stars, which are obſerved, nor the

annual Motion of the Earth, can be certainly

concluded from thence ; this Evafion, I fay, falls

to the Ground. Let us produce in this place

the Words of Dr. Gregory, and fpare fo much time

as to debate this Matter with him particularly.

Mr. Flamsteed's Method of obferving the Pa-

rallax of the Fixed Stars, hath been explain'd by

us in our Aftronomical Lectures, to which I re-

fer you. Now, from this Method rightly under-

ftood, it is manifeft, that the Polar Star, for In-

ftance , is more diftant from the Pole about the

Summer, than about the Winter Solftice ; and

this by a very fenfible Difference, as being a-

bout 40" or 45". From whence Mr. Flamsteed

concludes, that the Earth muft certainly be mov'd

about the Sun , and that the Fixed Stars are fub-

ject
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ject to a Parallax fenfible enough, and that their

Distances confequently may be gathered from

thence. Now , what doth Dr. Gregory fay to this?

Doth he deny the Obfervation it felf? No, in no

wife. Doth he affign for the Caufe of the faid

Difference of Distance , that very fmall Nutation

of the Axis of the Earth, by which he fuppofeth,

with Mr. Flamsteed, that the Inclination of the

Ecliptic to the Equator is leffen'd about the Sol-

ftices, and increas'd about the Equinoxes ? No,

not this neither. For Mr. Flamsteed had fhew'd,

that that very ſmall Nutation doth rather confirm

than weaken his Opinion. What therefore

he attributes the faid Phænomenon to, as its Caufe,

let us hear his own Words, Page 275. " This

" Method, faith he, fuppofeth the Axis of the

" Earth to be always moft exactly parallel to it

" felf, when it is in the oppofite Points of its

•

own Orbit, where the Obfervations are made.

[And why ſhould it not fuppofe this, or that it is

parallel to it felf exactly enough for the preſent

Purpoſe ? But he goes on : ] Although that

" fmall Nutation of the Axis, of which we ſpoke

juſt now, doth in no wife hinder Mr. Flamsteed's

" Obfervation ; yet there is another Nutation of

it, which may produce the Diverſity of the

" Diſtance of the Polar Star from the Pole ; that

" is , if the Southern Hemisphere of the Earth

" be of a more denfe Frame than the Northern

( whether it be from hence that that hath lefs

" Summer than this, and therefore more cold ;

" or from the Inequality of the Continents about

" the Poles, or from fome other Cauſe unknown

86 to us,) fince at the Winter Solstice, the Sou-

❝thern Pole inclines to the Sun, and is withal

'nearer to it than the Northern, and in the Sum-

" mer Solitice this latter inclines to the Sun ; the

65

" Axis
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Axis of the Earth will be more inclin'd to the

" Plane of the Ecliptic in Winter Time, than in

the Summer; and the Angle whereby the Polar

Star is diftant from the Pole, would be lefs at

the Winter than the Summer Solftice, altho'

the Pole Star were placed at an infinite Di-

ftance, and the Lines drawn from thence to

the Magnus Orbis were to be reckoned for pa-

rallel. Since therefore the whole that can be

made of Mr. Flamsteed's Obfervation is this,

that the apparent angular Diſtance of the Po-

lar Star from the Pole, is lefs in the Summer

<< Solftice than in the Winter ; and this may

σε arife from two Cauſes, either from the Con-

" courfe of right Lines drawn from the Earth to

the Polar Star, in divers Situations of the

Earth to that Star, if the Earth's Axis in one

of the Obfervations be parallel to it felf in

another , which Mr. Flamsteed fuppofeth ; or

" from the Concourſe of right Lines coinciding

" with the Axis of the Earth in its divers Situa-

tions , the Polar Star being fuppos'd to be infi-

nitely diftant ; the Parallax of the Fixed Stars'

cannot be certainly concluded from that Obfer-

CL vation. Becauſe the whole Obfervation may

confift, and the right Lines drawn from divers

Places ofthe Earth in its Orbit to the Pole Star

infinitely diftant may remain parallel ; tho' the

" Parallax of the great Orb, with refpect to that

Star, be fuppos'd to be none at all. Yea , this

Obfervation (faith he ) doth not fo much as

prove immediately the annual Motion of the

" Earth. For although the Earth remains in the

. middle (making by its Rotation about its Axis,

as in the Semi-Tychonic Syftem, the apparent

DiurnalMotion of the Stars, )the Sun when pla-

" cedin theSouthernSigns may fo attract theSouthern

66

66

6c

みの

σε

cc
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σε

" Hemifphere of the Earth, which is then nearer,

and is perhaps more denfe , that the Diſtance

of the Polar Star from the Pole at the Time of

the Winter Solftice, fhould be lefs than the
ισέ fame Diftance is when the Sun is placed in the

Northern Signs, where it is more remote from
દ the Hemiſphere that is then turned to it ; from

which and the lefs Denfity of the fame Hemif-

phere, which is perhaps conjoin'd therewith,

it is no wonder that this Hemifphere fhould be

lefs attracted. Thus Dr. Gregory, who devifeth

the like Evafions for the reft of the Obfervations

of Mr. Flamfteed and Dr. Hook on this Subject.

But I answer,

σε

ecc

}

(1.) That, as to the affigned Caufes of the

Nutation of the Earth, the lefs Summer, to wit,

of the Southern Hemiſphere, and greater Cold, or

the Inequality of the Continents about the Poles

if this Learned Man would derive that Denſity of

the Southern Hemiſphere above the Northern from

thefe Cauſes, which may fuffice to the moving of

the Earth fo many Seconds from its former Pofiti-

on ; he might as well go about to move Mount

Caucafus from its Place with a Leaver. I do ad-

mire at his Ungeometricalnefs in this Bufinefs,

that he would not firft eftimate in fome fort the

Force and Quantity of theſe Caufes , before he

attributed fo huge Effects to them. But his Pru-

dence is to be commended, that he added, or from fome

other Caufe unknown to us : For he knew very

well, that an unknown Caufe cannot be compu-

ted. But in the mean while I will fpeak freely

and openly, that there can be no Caufe affign'd

of this divers Denfity of the Hemiſpheres of the

Earth, which he fuppofes, but what is contrary

to the Mechanical Formation of the Planets, and

the modern Phænomena of Nature. For,

(2.) If
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(2.) Ifone Hemiſphere of the Earth was a little

higher or denſer than the other, that Nutation of

the Earth which he hath devifed, would in no

wife follow from thence. For in this Cafe , the

Axis of the Globe would nodd indeed, but fo

that the Angle of the Inclination would twice in

a Year return to its greateft , and twice to its

leaft Quantity ; and this fo that that Angle would

be of the fame Quantity in both the Solftices,

which plainly undermines the Foundations of his

Hypothefis.

(3.) From this unequal Altitude or Denfity of

the Hemiſpheres of the Earth, if fo be it ex-

ceeds the Altitude or Denfity of the Equator,

the Progrefs of the Equinoxes would follow :

Whereas it is a thing certain , and acknowledg'd

by Mr. Gregory himself, and every one, that they

continually go backwards, and not forwards. But if

he affign the Inequality to be fuch only, as not to

infringe, the greater Altitude or Density of the

Equator ; fo that fo much as the Parts about one

Pole do exceed the Equatoreal Parts in Altitude,

fo much the Parts about the other Pole fall fhort

thereof: Neither will this be any Help to his

Caufe. For becauſe of the Defect of Force in

one Hemiſphere , which compenſates the Excefs

in the other ; the Forces on both Sides will be in

a poize, and there will be no entire Force which

fhould move the Axis, and caufe any Nutation.

So that neither from that unequal Altitude or

Denfity fuppos'd, will his fuppofed Nutation of

the Axis in any wife follow.

(4.) If we fhould, for Difputation's Sake, fup-

pofe that Nutation of the Axis , neither yet

would this Learned Man attain his Aim. For he

fuppofeth fuch a Nutation, as would reduce the

Axis in one of the Solftices unto the leaft Angle

of
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of Inclination , and unto the greateft in the

other. Now from the Principles of Sir Ifaac New-

ton before laid down, which are Dr. Gregory's

Principles likewife , it would follow, that the

greateft Angle of Inclination of the Axis will be

in the Octants after the Conjunction and Oppofi-

tion of the Nodes , and the leaft in the Octants

after the Quadratures of the fame; fo that as we

faid before , in both the Solftices themſelves ,

which are in the Middle betwixt the greateſt and

leaft Angle , no Diverfity at all of the Angle of

Inclination is to be expected. From whence alſo,

which is to be noted by the way, both Mr. Flam-

Steed himſelf, and Dr. Gregory who follows him,

are altogether mistaken, when they fuppofe that

Nutation of the Axis , to which the Preceffion of

the Equinoxes is owing , can have any place

here.

(5.) If, laftly, we fhould be minded to fuppofe

the Nutation of the Axis, to be in the Time,

and to the Parts affign'd by Dr. Gregory; the

Quantity of Inclination would be far lefs than

to produce Mr. Flamsteed's Parallax. Let us

grant to him, that the Axis of the Earth doth vi-

brate to and fro every Year ; let us grant alfo,

that in one of the Equinoxes this Nutation is to

the one Part , and in the other Equinox to the

contrary; fo that the greateft Difference poffible

fhould arife from thence. Yet, how very fſmall

will this Difference be : To wit, according to the

Calculation we made formerly , ( ſee Lect. Aftron.

Page ) it is manifeft , that this huge Nutation

which arifeth from the ſenſible Altitude of about

17 Miles , whereby the Semi-diameter of the

Equator exceeds half the Axis , did only amount

to a Part of one Second. What therefore is this

Minute Difference to the Parallax, which ariſeth

to

1
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to three whole Quarters of one Minute? This

Caufe therefore is in no wife fufficient to that

Effect. To conclude, it is most certain that

this Evafion of Dr. Gregory's, whereby he would

hew that the annual Motion of the Earth doth

not follow upon Mr. Flamfteed's Obfervations, is

fmall Error of his, and leaves a blemiſh upon

a Work otherwife valuable for Demonftrations

ftrictly geometrical, a Beauty not to be met with

often elſewhere in Phyfical Tracts.

no

Scholium. But it is to be noted, that the Famouś

Mr. Flamsteed hath not ordered his Reaſonings al-

together rightly in this Place, which the French

have lately noted ; and hath fometimes deduced

the Parallax of the Fixed Stars from Phænomena

in no wife proving it. But yet when I looked

more narrowly into this Matter, Eleven of

Fifteen remarkable Obfervations , which the

French allow to be true, and agreeing with their

own, do even yet fhew the Parallax of the Fixed

Stars ; and of thofe Four that feem to diſagree

with it , there is only one of that Quantity as to

give us any Trouble in this Bufinefs ; whichthere-

fore it is reaſonable to think to be owing to fome

Miftake, whether in the obferving or in the wri-

ting. Especially fince the like Parallax feems ma-

nifeftly to appear from the accurate Obfervati-

ons of Dr. Hook. But thefe Things we leave to

the further Diligence and Scrutiny of Aftrono-

mers.

O&ob. 29. 1705.

LECT
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XLIII.

LE C T. XXII.

F each particular Body of any

Syftem, as A and B ſeverally

confidered, draws all the reft

of the Bodies with accelera-

tive Forces, which are as the

Squares of the Diftances from the attracting Bo-

dy reciprocally, the abfolute Forces of all thofe

Bodies will be one to another as are the Bodies

themſelves.

Let the Body A, by its accelerating Force re-

prefented by a, draw the Body B ; and becauſe

of the Diſtance which is on both Sides the fame,

let B reciprocally draw A by the Force reprefent-

ed by b. The Quantity of Motion is on both

Sides equal, becauſe of the Reaction that is on

both Sides equal to the Action : And that Quan-

tity of Motion doth altogether arife fromthe Ve-

locity drawn into the Quantity of the Matter,

Therefore the Rectangle Ax b is equal to the

Rectangle B x a. And confequently the accele-

rating Force of the Body B will be to that of the

Body A, at equal Diftances, as the Body B is to

A. And confequently the abfolute Forces of the

Bodies will be one to another, as the Bodies

themſelves: To wit, the Sum of equal Forces

tending every where unto equal Parts, at equal

Distances. 2. E. D.

Scholium. By fuch like Propofitions, we are led

unto the Analogy betwixt Centripetal Forces and

Central Bodies, to which thofe Forces are direct-

ed. For it is reaſonable to think, that the Forces

which
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are directed towards Bodies, fhould depend upon

the Nature and Quantity of thofe Bodies, as it

comes to pass in Magnetics. And as often as

thefe Cafes happen , the Attractions of Bodies are

to be eſtimated by affigning to each Part of them

its proper Force, and fo gathering the Forces into

one total Sum. But as for the Word Attraction,

we uſe it here generally for any Endeavour what-

foever of coming unto another , which is found

in Bodies , whether that Endeavour be from the

Action of Bodies, either of themſelves tending

to one another, or by mutual Emiffion of Spirits

acting one upon the other; or whether it arife

from the Action of the Ether, or Air, or any

Medium whatever , corporeal or incorporeal ,

which forces the Bodies floating in it towards one

another. In the fame general Senfe , we uſe the

Word Impulſe ; not confidering in this place the

phyfical Species and Qualities of the Forces, but

their Mathematical Quantities and Proportions ;

as we propos'd above in the Definitions. In

which Confideration of them, the Quantities of

the Forces are to be fearched out and defin'd, and

thofe Proportions which follow upon any Condi-

tions whatever that are fuppos'd. But when we de-

fcend unto Phyfics, theſe Proportions are to be

compared with the Phænomena, that it may be

known what Kind of Force it is which agrees to

each Kind of attractive Bodies. And then we

may at length, and not till then, fafely difpute

concerning the Species , Caufes , and phyfical

Reaſons of Forces. Let us feetherefore by what

Forces Spherical Bodies, fuch as are commonly

the greater Bodies of the World, the Sun, Fixed

Stars, Planets, and Comets, confifting of attra-

ctive Particles in the manner juft now defign'd,

ought
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ought to act one upon another ; and what Sort of

Motions will follow from thence.

XLIV. If towards each equal Points of a Sphe-

rical Phyfical Surface of equal Thicknefs every

where, but which Thickneſs is fo fmall that it is

not to be regardrd , there be a Tendency of equal

Centripetal Forces decreaſing in the duplicate

Proportion ofthe Diſtances from the fame Points ;

any Corpufcle placed any where within this Sur-

face, will not be attracted unto any Part by the

faid Force ; but will either reft, or continue that

Motion which is begun without any Disturbance,

and inthe fame manner as if it were acted upon

with no Force at all from that Surface.

In Fig. 5. Plate 6. let HIKL be that fpheri-

cal Surface, and P a Corpufcle placed within it.

Through P let there be drawn to the Surface any

two right Lines , intercepting the very ſmall

Arches HK , IL. And here becauſe the

Triangles HPI, LPK are fimilar [ for the Ar-

ches HI and KLare fo fmall , that they are to

be taken for right Lines ; and the Angles verti-

cally oppofite at P are equal ; and the Sides con-

taining their equalAngles are (by III. 35. withVI.

14. and VI. 6. of the Elem.) on both Sides propor-

tional] therefore thofe Arches will be proportional

to the Diſtances HP and LP ; that is, PH will be

to PL, or PI to P K, as IH is to KL. And

any little Portions of the fpherical Surface at HI

and KL, bounded on every Side by innumerable

right Lines paffing through the Point P, whether

they be Polygons or Circular , will be fimilar Fi-

gures, and confequently in the duplicate Propor-

tion of thoſe Arches or Diftances from the Cor-

puſcle. And the whole attracting Forces towards

the contrary Parts will, by reafon of the nearer

Situation of the leffer Surface, and the remoter

R Situ-
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Situation of the greater, counterpoife and de-

ftroy each other. And by the fame Argument,

all Attractions throughout the whole Surface will

be deftroy'd by the contrary Attractions. And

confequently the Body P will be impell'd to no

Part bythefe Attractions. 2. E. D.

Coroll. ( 1.) Since therefore any Sphere, which

hath a Concave, Concentric, Spheric Space with-

in, may rightly be diftinguiſhed into innumerable

fuch like fpherical Surfaces of an inconfiderable

Craffitude ; and fince from the Force of this

Demonftration, no one of thefe Surfaces can at-

tract a Body placed within it unto any Part : It

is manifeft, that the whole Sphere can impreſs no

Force upon the Corpufcle within it. But that

this Corpufcle, if it was in Reft before, will ftill.

reft ; or if it was in Motion before, of what fort

foever it were, it will ftill continue that Motion ;

any Attraction which may be in the exterior

Sphere notwithſtanding.

Coroll. (2.) And fince this thing may with Pa-

rity of Reafon be demonftrated concerning any

Corpufcles whatever, compounding what Body

or Mafs of Matter foever; it appears, that all

Bodies whatever, placed within fuch a Concave

Sphere, are uncapable of receiving any Impreffi-

on from any attractive Force of that Sphere.

Coroll. (3. ) If therefore our Earth,as made offuch

Spherical Surfaces compos'd of attractive Particles,

hath a Spherical Central Cavity, Animals placed

there are affected with no Force of Gravity

from thofe Surfaces , and perform their Mo-

tions with the fame Liberty , as they would do

if there was no fuch thing as Gravity in Nature.

And the fame is to be faid of the Planets and

Comets, and of the Sun, and the Fixed Stars.

XLV. The
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XLV. Thefame Things fuppos'd as before, a

Corpufcle placed without the ſpherical Surface

will be attracted to the Center of the Sphere by a

Force reciprocally proportional to the Diſtance

from the fame Center.

In the double Fig. 6. Plate 6. let there be two

equal Surfaces, (or rather the fame Surface put .

twice) one Mark'd with great Letters, the other

with fmall, AHKB, ahkb defcrib'd from the

Centers S, s with equal Diameters AB, a b ; and

let P p be two Corpufcles , ( or rather one and

the fame Corpufcle placed at divers Distances

from the ſpherical Surface; ) placed without

in the Continuation of thofe Diameters.

Let the right Lines P H K, PII: phk,

pii be drawn from the Corpufcles , cutting

off from the greateſt Circles ATB, atb equal

Arches, HK, hk : and ITI, iti differing, the

latter from the former, as little as may be. And

let the Perpendiculars SD,sd be let fall to PK,pk:

and SE, se to PI, pi ; and IR, ir to PK, pk.

Of which , let SD, sd cut PI, pi in the Points

F and F.. Let there be let fall alfo to the Diame-

ters the perpendicular Lines IQ, iq ; and becauſe

of the Equality of the Lines DS, and ds ; ES,

and es; and of the moſt ſmall vanishing Angles

DPE, dpe ; the Lines PE, PF, and pe, pf

(the Difference F E, fe, and the little Lines

DF, df vanifhing ) may be accounted for equal ;

as having their laft Proportion , thofe Angles

DPE, dpe, and DSE,d se vanishing away, the

Proportion of Equality. Thefe Things being.

thus , in the like Triangles PRI, PDF, and

pri, pdf, PI will be to PF, as RI is to DF;.

and pf will beto pi, as DF or df is to ri : And.

both the equal Proportions being compounded in-

to one, the Rectangle PIx pf will be to the

8

R 2 Rect-
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Rectangle PF into pi, asthe Rectangle R Ix df

is to the Rectangle DF x ri ; that is, as RI is

to ri : that is, in the laft fimilar Triangles IRH,

irh (becauſe of the right Angle at R and r ; and

the Angle R HI agreeing to the Angle rhi, if

the equal Circles were applied to each other ) as

the vanishing Arch IH is to the vanishing Arch

ih. Again, in the like Triangles PIQ, PSF :

piq, psf, PI is to PS as IQ is to SE, and ps

is to pi as SE or se is to iq. And both the

equal Proportions being compounded, the Rect-

angle PIxps will be to the Rectangle PSx pi,

as the Rectangle IQxse is to the Rectangle

SExiq; that is, as IQ is to iq. And both

the principal Proportions being compounded ,

the Quantity PIX PIXpfxps will be to the

Quantity pix pi × PF,×PS ; that is, PIq x pfx ps

will be to pi9xPFxPS, as the Rectangle IHXIQ

is to the Rectangle ih xiq ; that is , as the Cir-

cular Surface or Ring which the fmalleft Arch

IH will defcribe in the Circumvolution of the

Semicircle AHTB about the Diameter AB, is to

the Circular Surface or Ring which the fmall-

eft Arch ih will defcribe in the Circumvolution

of the Semicircle a ht b about the Diameter a b.

And the Forces wherewith thefe Surfaces do at-

tract the Corpufcles P and p, are, by the Hypothe-

fis, as the Surfaces themfelves, fo far as the Squares

of the Diſtances do not increafe or diminiſh the

the fame Forces ; and confequently thofe Forces

are as the Surfaces themſelves applied to the

Squares of their Diftances from the Bodies ; that

PIxpfx ps pixPFx PS :

is tois, as

•
PI

or as pfxps is to PF x PS.

pig .

Thefe entire For-

ces likewife are to their oblique Parts, which by

63 es
a Re
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a Revolution made of the Forces tend to the

Centers according to the Lines PS and ps, as

PI is to PQ ; and as pi to pq ; that is, (be-

cauſe of the like Triangles PIQ PSF ; and piq,

psf:) as PS is to PF, and as ps to pf. From

whence, by Equality of Proportion , the Attra-

&tion of this Corpufcle P towards the Center S,

will be tothe Attraction of the Corpufcle p to-

PF

wards the Centers, as pfxfx ps is tops is

PS

P f

Ps

PFx PS ; or as PF xp fx psxps is to

pfx PFxPS x P S, or alfo as ps xps or psq

is to PSX PS or PSq ; that is, as the Squares

of the Diſtances from their Centers reciprocally.

And by the like Argument , the Forces where-

with the remoter Surfaces defcribed by the Cir-

cumvolution of the remoter Arches HL and hl

draw the Corpufcles, are as the Squares of the

Diſtances from their Centers reciprocally. And

the Forces of all the like circular or annular Sur-

faces into which both the ſpherical Surfaces may

be diſtinguiſh'd, by taking always equal Arches,

as HK, hk and ITI, iti ; or, which is the fame,

by taking the perpendicular S D equal to sd, and

SE equal to se ; the Forces of all thefe annular

Surfaces, I fay, are in the faid Proportion. And

from thence, the Sum of the Forces, or the Force

of the whole fpherical Surfaces, will be exerted

upon the Corpufcles in the fame Proportion.

2. E. D.

Coroll. (1.) Since therefore every entire Sphere

may be rightly diftinguiſh'd into innumerable fuch

like concentrical fpherical Surfaces ; and fince

from the Force of this Demonftration any one of

the Surfaces may fo attract that Corpufcle , that

the Force of Attraction towards the Center is in

the duplicate Proportion of the Diſtance recipro-

R 2 cally;
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1

cally; it is manifeft , that the whole Sphere alfo

doth fo attract that Corpufcle, that the Centri-

petal Force is in the duplicate Proportion

of the Distance from the Center reciprocal-

ly.

Corol. (2.) And fince the reft of the oblique

Forces IQ, iq, eftimated from the oppofite He-

miſpheres , are oppofite to, and deftroy each

other ; the entire Force exercis'd upon the Cor-

pufcle, will be altogether equal to that Force

tending towards the Center.

Corol. (3.) And feeing the Demonſtration

would proceed in the like manner , if instead of

one Corpufcle, any Body compounded of thofe

Corpufcles were fuppofed (for what agrees to one

Particle muft, by the fame Reafon, agree to eve-

ry one, and confequently to the Sum of them ; )

it appears, that every Sphere confifting of Par-

ticles equally attractive, doth fo attract every

Body, that the Quantity of the Attraction is in

the duplicate Proportion of the Distance from

the Center of the Sphere reciprocally.

Corol. (4.) Therefore the Attraction of the

Sphere is in the fame manner, as if the whole of

the Forces tending towards the Center was ga-

thered together in the Center it felf, and united

and propagated it felf on every Side round about

from that one Point.

XLVI. If unto each Point of any Spheres

which are Homogeneous, or of the fame Denfi-

ty, equal Centripetal Forces do tend, decreafing in

the duplicate Proportion of the Distances from

the Points ; and the Proportion of the Diame-

ters of the Spheres to the Diſtance of the Bo-

dies from the Centers of the fame Spheres be

given the Forces wherewith the Bodies are at-

tracted being compar'd amongst themselves, will

be

い
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be found proportional to the Semidiameters ofthe

attracting Spheres.

That is, The Forces of the Spheres are as the

attracting Particles themfelves , or ,
as the

Spheres themſelves ; that is, in the triplicate Pro-

portion of the Semi- diameters, to wit, at equal

Diſtances. But when the Diſtances are fuppos'd

unequal, and unequal in the very Proportion of

the Semi-diameters, the Forces will be diminiſh'd

in Proportion to the Distances ; that is, by the

Hypothefis in the duplicate Proportion of the Se-

mi-diameters of the Spheres. The remaining

Forces therefore, which are to be eſtimated from

the Exceſs of the triplicate Proportion above the

duplicate, will be in the fimple Proportion of the

Semi-diameters directly. 2. E. D.

Corol. (1.) Hence, if any Bodies be revolv'd

in Circles about Spheres confifting of Matter

equally attractive ; and the Distances from the

Centers of the Spheres be proportional to the

Diameters or Semi-diameters of the fame ; the

periodic Times will be equal. For the Equality

of the periodic Times follows from the Forces in

the direct Proportion of the Diſtances ; as we

have fhew'd before.

Corol. (2.) And the Inverfe of it is alfo true ;

ifthe periodicTimes be equal,the Diſtances ofthe

revolving Bodies from the Spheres, if fo be the

fame be Homogeneous, or of the fame Denſity,

will be proportional to the Semi-diameters ofthe

Spheres.

Corol. (3.) And from the periodic Times given,

together with the Diſtances of the Bodies from

the Spheres, the Denfities of the Spheres will alſo

be given: To wit, by computing what periodic

Times would follow from thence at Distances

proportional to the Semi-diameters of the Spheres,

R 4
and
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and by determining from the Excefs or Defect of

the periodic Times, the Defect or Exceſs of Den-

fities reciprocally proportional to the fame. Ex-

amples of which, in the Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, and

the Earth, will be produc'd hereafter.

XLVII. If unto each Point of fome given

Sphere, which is Homogeneous, or of equal Den-

fity every where, there be a Tendency of equal

Centripetal Forces decreafing in the duplicate

Proportion of the Diſtances from the Points ; a

Corpufcle placed within the Sphere, is attracted

with a Force proportional to its Diſtance from

the Center thereof.

In the Sphere ABCD ( of Fig. 1. Plate 7. )

defcribed from the Center S, let the Corpufcle P

be placed ; and from the Center S with the Inter-

val SP, conceive an inner Sphere to be deſcribed ,

to wit, PEQF. It is manifeft, by Prop. 44.

That the Concentrick Spherical Surfaces,of which

the Difference of the Spheres is compofed, the

Attractions in one part being every where de-

ftroy'd by the contrary Attractions, do not act

at all upon the Corpufcle P : There remains only

the Attraction of the inner Sphere P E Q F.

Therefore the Centripetal Force decreaſeth, by

reafon of the leffer Sphere which attracts in the

triplicate Proportion of the diminish'd Diſtance

from the Center ; but increaſeth in the invers du-

plicate Proportion of the Diſtance, becauſe of

the Acceſs to the Center. Therefore the remain-

ing Force, to be eſtimated from the Excefs ofthe

triplicate Proportion above the duplicate, will be

in the direct Proportion ofthe Diſtance from the

Center. . E D.

Corol. (1.) If fuch a fort of Sphere be bored

through the Center , all Bodies let fall from all

Diſtances, whether little or great, will defcend

unto
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unto the Center in an equal Space of Time ; in

the Space, to wit, of 21 '. 9″. in our Earth, as we

obferved before.

Corol. (2.) And if there be no Medium, which

refifts the Motion of the defcending or afcending

Bodies, every Body let fall will, when it hath

paffed the Center, afcend as far beyond the Cen-

ter as it before defcended to it ; and fo will, by a

perpetual Aſcent and Defcent, imitate the Moti-

ons of pendulous Bodies vibrating in a Cycloid.

And theſe Vibrations, if we may fo call them,

will be perform'd in equal Times.

Corol. (3.) But if, as many very fmall Inter-

vals as you will, Concentrical to fuch a Kind of

Sphere , be fuppofed to be interpos'd betwixt any

fpherical Surfaces whatever, and any Bodies what-

ever be underſtood to be revolv'd in thefe Inter-

vals about the Center, like fo many little Planets ;

the periodic Times of all theſe Planets will be

equal every where. That is , every Period

will be perform'd in the fame Space of Time, in

which any Body whatever being let down would

perform the whole Vibration compounded of

Going and Returning : Thus, in our Earth, the

faid circular Periods would be performed in 1 h.

24. 36". As may eafily appear from what hath

been demonſtrated before.

Scholium. It is to be noted, that thofe Sur-

faces, of which we fuppofe folid Bodies to be

compos'd, are not purely Mathematical, or void

of all Thickneſs ; but fuch thin Orbs, that their .

Craffitude is as nothing. In like manner by

Points, of which we fay Lines are compos'd, and

from thence Surfaces and Solids , Particles of

equal Magnitude , but which is fo fmall that it is

not to be regarded, are to be understood..

Nov. 19. 1705.

2

A

LECT.
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XLVIII.

LE C T. XXIII.

HEfameThingsbeingfuppos'd,

a Corpufcle placed without a

Sphere is attracted with a

Force reciprocally proporti-

onal to the Square of its

Diſtance from the Sphere. For let the Sphere be

diftinguiſh'd into innumerable Concentrical Sphe-

rical Surfaces ; the Attractions of the Corpufcle

arifing from each of the Surfaces , will be reci-

procally proportional to the Square of the Di-

ftance of the Corpufcle from the Center, by

Prop. 45. And likewife by compounding , the

Sum of Attractions, or the Attraction of the

whole Sphere, will be in the fame Proportion.

Q. E. D.

Corol. (1.) Hence, in equal Diſtances from

the Centers of Homogeneous Spheres, the Attra-

ctions are as theSpheres themſelves; or as the Cubes

of the Diameters are one to another. For, by

Prop. 46. ifthe Diſtances be proportional to the

Diameters, the Forces of the Spheres will be as

the Diameters : Let the greater Diſtance there-

fore be diminish'd in that Proportion ; and thus

the Diſtance being now made equal, the Attra-

ction will be increas'd in that duplicate Propor-

tion, and confequently will be to the other At-

traction in that triplicate Proportion of the Di-

ameters, that is, in the Proportion of the Spheres

themſelves.

Corol. (2.) In any Diſtances whatever, the At-

tractions will be as the Spheres applied to the

Squares of the Diſtances.

Corol.
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Corol. (3.) If a Corpufcle placed without an

Homogeneous Sphere, be drawn with a Force

reciprocally proportional to the Square of its Di-

ftance from the Center, and the Sphere in the

mean time confifts of attractive Particles ; the

Force of every Particle will decreafe in the du-

plicate Proportion of the Diſtance from that Par-

ticle.

Corol. (4.) Since therefore all the Planets, both

Primary and Secondary, are attracted to the Sun ;

all the Secondaries about Jupiter are attracted to

the Center of Jupiter ; all the Satellites of Saturn

to the Center of Saturn ; and the Moon to the

Center of the Earth : Every one to its own Cen-

ter in divers Diſtances, with a Force reciprocally

proportional to the Squares of the Diſtances re-

fpectively ; the Force of every Particle compo-

fing the Body of the Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, and

the Earth, decreaſeth in a duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance from the fame Particle.

XLIX. If unto each Point of a given Ho

mogeneous Sphere, there be a Tendency of equal

Centripetal Forces decreafing in the duplicate

Proportion of the Distances from the Points ;

every other fimilar Sphere will be attracted with

a Force reciprocally proportional to the Square

of the Diſtance of the Centers.

For the Attraction of every Particle is recipro-

cally, as the Square of the Diſtance thereof from

the Center of the attracting Sphere, by Prop. 45.

and therefore it is the fame, as if the whole attra-

cting Force lay in one fingle Particle fituate in the

Center of this Sphere. But this Attraction is as

great as the Attraction of the fame Corpufcle

wou'd be, if fo be it were attracted by each Par-

ticle of the attracted Sphere with the fame Force

wherewith it attracts them . But this Attraction
47 11

of
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of the Corpufcle would be by the laft Prop. reci-

procally proportional to the Square of the Di-

ftance thereof from the Center of the Sphere ;

and confequently the Attraction of the Sphere,

which is equal to the fame, is in the fame Pro-

portion. 2. E. D.

Corol. (1.) Attractions ofHomogeneous Spheres.

towards other Homogeneous Spheres, are, as it

is in thoſe of Points, or the moſt minute Cor-

pufcles, as the attracting Spheres applied to the

Squares of the Diſtances of their Centers from

the Centers of thoſe which attract.

Corol. (2.) The fame thing holds, where the

attracting Sphere doth alfo attract it felf. For

each Point of this will draw each Point of the

other with the fame Force, whereby it is inter-

changeably drawn by them. And confequently

fince in all Attractions, both the attrahent and the

attracted Body are urged or acted upon ; the

Force of the mutual Attraction will be doubled ,

keeping the Proportions.

Corol. ( 3.) All thofe things which have been

demonftrated above, concerning the Motion of

Bodies, about the Focus of Conic Sections, do

hold where the attracting Sphere is placed in

the Focus, and the Bodies are mov'd without that

Sphere.

Coral. (4 ) But thofe things which were de-

monftrated concerning the Motion of Bodies

about the Center of Conic Sections , do hold

where the Motions are performed within the

Sphere ; to wit, where a Sphere not perfectly

Concave, but full of Concave Parts, is fuppofed ;

as we obferved before.

L. Prop. If Spheres which are diffimilar in the

Procefs from the Center to the Circumference,

( as to Denſity of Matter, and the attractive

Force,)
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Force,) are nevertheleſs altogether fimilar in their

Progress in a round in every given Diſtance from

the Center ; and the attractive Force of every

Point decreaſeth in the duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtance of the attracted Body : the whole

Force wherewith one fuch Sphere draws the

other, is reciprocally proportional to the Square

of the Diſtance of the Centers.

For fuch a fort of Sphere may always be divi-

ded into fimilar Concentrick Spherical Surfaces.

And fince it hath lately been demonftrated , that

every Surface ſeparately confidered, doth fo draw

all other Surfaces feparately conſidered, that the

whole Force wherewith fuch a fpherick Surface

draws any other, is reciprocally proportional to

the Square of the Diſtance from its Center ; the

Propofition will appear manifeft of entire Spheres

compounded of fuch Surfaces. Q. E. D.

Corol. (1.) Hence, if many fuch like Spheres

being like to one another in all things, do attract

each other ; the accelerating Force of each upon

each will be at equal Diftances of the Centers ,

as the attracting Spheres themſelves ; or as the

Quantities of Matter contain'd in the fame.

Corol. (2.) And in all unequal Diſtances what-

ever , as the attracting Spheres applied to the

Squares of the Diſtances betwixt the Centers of

the Spheres.

Corol. (3 ) But Moving Attractions , or the

Weights of Spheres in Action upon or towards

Spheres at equal Diftances of Centers, are as the

attracting and attracted Spheres conjunctly ; that

is, as the Contents of the Spheres produc'd by

Multiplication. For fince the attracting Body,

becaufe of Reaction, which every where is equal

to Action, tho ' tending to the contrary Part, is

mov'd towards the Body attracted with the like

Quan
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tity of Motion, that is, with a Celerity recipro-

cal to the Bodies ; and this would be if there

were properly no attractive Force of the Body

which is attracted : And fince to thoſe who inha-

bit any Sphere, the whole Velocity of Spheres

approaching to one another is neceffarily referr'd

to the other Sphere , and not to the Sphere they

dwell upon; becaufe they cannot difcern

their own Motion ; hence it comes to pafs , that

all the Centripetal Force of the other Sphere,

that, to wit, wherewith it approacheth to their

own, or that rather wherewith they are both of

them carried with the fame Tendency towards

the mutual Concourſe, and which is called the

Weight of the other ; is not only proportional to

the attracting Sphere, but to both Spheres taken

together. This is that which goes by the

Name of the Weight of any Body towards the

Earth, which makes that that Body and the Earth

áre carried towards each other with a relative Ve

locity of Approximation. Thus we fhew'd before

(Prop. 23.) that the Gravity of the Moon towards

the Earth, is of that Quantity that it would fall

to the Center of the Earth in the Space of 4 h.

20'. almoft. Not that all that Velocity is to be

referr'd to the Moon it felf ; but that if all the

refpective Velocity of approaching, ariſing from

the Motion of both Bodies, were to be referr'd

to the Moon alone, as thofe that inhabit the

Earth are wont to refer it ; this would make that

the Moon would fall to the Center of the Earth'

in that Space of Time.

Corol. (4.) In unequal Diſtances Moving At-

tractions , or the Weights of Spheres towards

Spheres, will be as thofe Contents applied to the

Squares of the Distances betwixt the Centers.

Corol
山
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Corol. (5.) The fame Things hold alfo aforti-

ori , where the whole Attraction arifeth from the

attractive Virtue of both Spheres mutually exer-

cifed upon the other Sphere. For the Attraction

will be doubled, the Proportion being kept.

Corol. (6.) If fome fuch Spheres be revolv'd

about others quiefcent each about each ; and the

Diſtances betwixt the Centers of the revolving

ones, and of the quiefcent, be proportional to

the Diameters of the quiefcent ; the periodic

Times will be equal.

Corol. (7.) And, vice versa, if the periodic

Times be equal, the Diſtances will be proportio-

nal to the Diameters.

Corol. (8.) Allthe fame Things which we de-

monstrated above, concerning the Motion of Bo-

dies about the Foci of Conic Sections, do hold

where the attracting Sphere of what Form and

Condition foever, which hath been already de

fcrib'd, is placed in the Focus.

" Corol. (9 ) As alſo where the attracting Spheres

revolve of what Condition foever, that have been

already defcrib'd, i. e. either wholly Homogeneous,

or in the fame Diſtances from the Centers so.

LI. If to each equal Point of Homogeneous

Spheres, there be a Tendency of Centripetal

Forces equal at equal Distances , but at divers

Distances directly proportional to the Diſtances

of the Points from the Bodies attracted ; the Force

compounded of the Forces of all the Parts ,

wherewith the two Spheres do mutually draw

each other, will be as the Diſtance betwixt the

Centers of the Spheres.

Cafe I. In Fig. 2. Plate 7. Let ACBD be a

Sphere compounded of thefe attractive Forces :

S the Center of the fame : P a Corpuſcle attract→

ed :
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ed : PASB the Axis ofthe Sphere paffing through

the Center of the Corpufcle : EF and ef two

phyfical Planes ofa Thickneſs not to be regarded,

wherewith the Sphere is cut, which are alſo per-

pendicular to the Axis, and on this fide and on

that equally diftant from the Center ofthe Sphere.

The Points G and, g, the Interfections of the

Planes and the Axis : and H any phyfical Point

in the Plane E F. The Centripetal Force ofthe

Point H upon the Corpufcle P, exerciſed along

the Line PH, is, by the Hypothefis, as the Di-

ftance it felf PH ; which by Refolution of For-

ces is to be divided into GH , GP. From

whence the Force along the Line PS, that is to-

wards the Center S, is as the Length it felf PG ;

[ HG, or one Part of the Forces being de-

ftroy'd bythe Force ofthe Point which is equally

diftant from the Axis, on the other Side of the

Axis directly oppoſite in the fame Plane.] There-

fore the Force of all the Points in the Plane EF;

that is, the Force of the whole Plane, whereby

the Corpufcle P is drawn towards the Center S,

will in like manner be as the Number or Sum of

the Points drawn into the Diſtance PG : that is,

as the Content under the Plane EF, and the Di-

ftance P G. And in like fort the Force of the

Plane ef, whereby the Corpufcle P is drawn to-

wards the Center S, is as the equal Plane drawn

into the Distance P G. And the Sum of the

Forces of both Planes is as the Plane EF, drawn

into the Sum ofthe Diſtances PGXPg ; that is,

as that Plane drawn into PS the double of the

Diſtance of the Center and the Corpufcle : [Be-

caufe ofthe Lines PG,PS,Pg, which are Arithme-

tically proportional ; and from thence the Sum of

the Extremes equal to the Double of the Mean. ]

That is, as the Double of the Plane EF ; or the

Sum
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Sum of the equal Planes drawn into the Diſtance

PS. And by the like Argument, the Forces of

all the Planes in the whole Sphere, equidiftant on

this fide and on that from the Center of the

Sphere, are as the Sum of the Planes drawn into

the Diſtance PS : that is, as the whole Sphere

drawn into the Diſtance of the Center thereof

from the Corpufcle. And becauſe the Sphere is

given in every Diftance , the entire attracting

Force will be as PS, the Diſtance of the attracted

Corpuſcle from the Center of the Sphere.

2. E. D.

Cafe (2.) Now let the Corpufcle P draw the

Sphere , to wit, all Points of it, with a Force di-

rectly proportional to the Diſtance of the Points

from the Corpufcle : And by the fame Argument

it will be prov'd, that the Force wherewith that

Sphere is drawn will be as the Distance P S.

9. E. D.

Cafe (3.) Then let another Homogeneous

Sphere be compounded of innumerable Particles,

as P, attractive in like manner ; that is, in the di-

rect Proportion of the Diſtance. And becaufe

the Force wherewith every Particle is drawn, is

as the Diſtance ofthe Corpufcle from the Center

of the first Sphere drawn into the fame Sphere;

and confequently is the fame, as if the whole

proceeded from one fingle Point in the Center of

the Sphere : The whole Force wherewith all the

Corpufcles will be drawn in the 2d Sphere, that

is, that wherewith that whole Sphere is drawn,

will be the fame as if that Sphere were drawn by

a Force proceeding from one fingle Corpufcle

placed in the Center of the first Sphere. And

therefore it will be proportional to the Diſtances

betwixt the Centers of the Spheres. 2. E. D.

S Cafe
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Cafe (4.) Now let the Spheres draw one ano-

ther ; and the doubled Force will ftill preferve

the former Proportion. 2. E. D.

1

Cafe (5 ) Next, let the Corpufcle p be placed

within the Sphere ACBD : and here, becauſe the

Force of the Plane e f upon the Corpufcle will be

as the Content under that Plane, and the Di-

ftance pg, or as ef x pg; and the contrary Force

of the Plane EF, as the Content under that

Plane and the Distance pG , or as EF x pG :

or as e fx pG: Therefore the attracting Force

will be as the Difference of the Contents, that is,

efx pg- pG ; or as the double of ef drawn in-

to half the Difference pg-pG, =2 efx pg

-pG : That is, becaufe S G, Sg are equal, as

the Sum of the equal Planes drawn into half the

Difference of the Diſtances, or into pS the Di-

ftance of the Corpufcle from the Center of the

Sphere. And by the fame Argument, the At-

traction of all the Planes in the whole Sphere, as

EF, ef, equidiftant on this fide and on that from

the Center; that is, the Attraction of the whole

Sphere will be as the Sum of all the Planes, or

the whole Sphere drawn into p S, the Diſtance of

the Corpufcle from the Center of the Sphere.

2. E. D.

Cafe (6.) And if a newHomogeneous Sphere

placed within the former, be compounded of in-

numerable Particles as p ; it will be prov'd, as be-

fore, that the Attraction, whether it be fimply of

one Sphere into another, or mutual and on both

fides, will be as the Diſtance of the Centers pS.

2. E. D.

LII. If Spheres in the Progrefs from the Cen-

ter to the Circumference ( as to Denfity of Mat-

ter, and attractive Force ) howfoever diffimilar,

are nevertheleſs in the Progrefs round about at

every
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every given Diſtance from the Center every

where fimilar ; and the attractive Force of every

. Point is directly as the Diſtance of the attracted

Body The whole Force wherewith two fuch

Spheres will mutually draw each other, will be

proportional to the Distance betwixt the Centers

of the Spheres.

For fuch a Sphere may always be divided into

equal Circles EF, ef, and in the fame Diftances

from the Centers G, g, into Homogeneous ones ;

and fince from the Force of what hath been alrea-

dy demonftrated, every circular Perimeter, of

which every whole Circle is compounded, doth

afford a Force proportional to the Diſtance from

the Center of the Sphere ; the whole Force will

alfo be in the direct Proportion of the Diſtance

from the Center.

Corol. What has been above demonftrated in

the Corollaries to the 5oth Prop. concerning the

Attractions of Spheres where the Law of Attra-

ction was 'in the duplicate Ratio of the Distance

inverfly, may be every where applied to this Place,

mutatis rite mutandis. But efpecially thoſe which

we have formerly demonftrated, concerning Bo-

dies moving about the Center of Conic Sections,

obtain where all the Attractions are made by

the Force of ſpheric Bodies of the fame fort that

was just now deſcribed ; and the attracted Bodies

are Spheres of the fame Kind.

Scholium. We have now explained the two-

notable Cafes of Attractions ; to wit, where the

Centripetal Forces decreaſe in the duplicate, or

increaſe in the fimple Proportion ofthe Diſtances :

Caufing the Bodies in both Cafes to be revolved

in Conic Sections, to wit, by the firft Law about

the Focus, by the fecond aboutthe Center; (and

the first Cafe agreeing to Bodies placed without

Så the
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the Spheres, but the latter agreeing to the Bodies

placed within them :) And compounding the

Centripetal Forces of fpheric Bodies decreafing

by the fame Law in their Recefs from the Center,

or increafing with the Bodies. Which is well

worthy to be taken notice of, and is very ufe-

ful to folve the Phænomena of the Solar Syſtem.

It wou'd be tedious, and of little Ufe, ftrictly to

examine the other Cafes in this Place, which

would exhibit Conclufions lefs elegant, and more

remote from the Conftitution of the World.

Therefore , fince we have already explained the

Attractions of fpheric Bodies , we may go onto

the Laws of Attraction of other Bodies confifting

of like attractive Particles : But we don't defign

to handlethem in particular. Therefore we fhall

only fubjoin fome more general Propofitions of

the Forces of Bodies of the like fort, and of the

Motions arising from thence, which will be of

Ufe in Phyficks.

V

LIII.

LEC T. XXIV.

F two fimilar Mediums be fepara-

ted from each other by a Space

bounded on both fides with pa-

rallel Planes ; and a Body in its

Paffagethro' this Space be attract-

ed or impelled perpendicularlyto eitherMedium,&

be neither accelerated nor retarded in its way by

anyother Force ; and ifmoreover the Attraction be

every where the fame, at equal Diftances, from

both Planes taken along the Line of its Motion ;

the
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C

the Sine of the Angle of Incidence upon the one

Plane, will be to the Sine of the Angle of Emer-

gence out of the other Plane, in a given Propor-

tion; . e. whatfoever the Angle of Inclination

fhall be, the Proportion of thofe Sines will always

be found to be the fame..

C

Cafe (1.) Let ( in Fig. 3. Plate 7. ) Aa B b

be two parallel Planes. Let a Body fall upon the

former along GH, and be in its whole Paffage

attracted or impell'd towards the Medium of In-

cidence ; and by this Action defcribe a Curve HI,

and then emerge by the Line IK. Let the per-

pendicular IM be erected upon the Plane of

Emergence Bb, meeting both the Line of Inci-

dence GH produc'd in M, and the Plane of In-

cidence A a in R. And let the Line of Emer-

gence KI produc'd meet HM in L. Thus GM

will bethe Tangent of this Curve in the Point H ;

and the Line LK the Tangent of the fame in the

Point I. Then , from the Center L with the In-

terval LI, let a Circle be defcrib'd , which may

cut as well H M in P and Q, as MI produc'd in

N. And now in the first place, ifthe Attraction or

Impulſe be fuppos'd to be uniform,that Curve HI

will, according to what hath bern demonftrated

before, be a Portion of a Parabola ; (fee Prop. 8.)

and the Line L V, perpendicular to both Planes,

will be one of the Diameters thereof ; and the

right Line HI, bifected by the fame LV in the

Point C, will be an Ordinate of that Diameter.

Now it is a Property of this Figure, that the Re-

&tangle contain❜d under the Latus rectum , belong-

ing to the Vertex H, ( which in this Cafe is al-

ways given by Corol. 2. Prop. 8. ) by reafon of

the Velocity of the Bodies here fuppos'd to

be given ; ) and the Abfcifs HD or I M, which is

equal to it ; is equal to the Square of the Semi-

S3
ordinate

A
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ordinate DI or HM, which is equal thereto.

The Tangent alfo of this Parabola HM will be

bifected in the Point L: (For in the like Triangles

HCL,HIM , as HCis to HI, fo will HL be

to HM. But HC is half of HI ; therefore HL

is alfo half of HM.) From whence, if you let

downLO perpendicular to MI , MO and OR

will always be equal ; and the Equals IO, ON

being added, the Wholes MN, IR will likewife

be equal. Since therefore IR , the Diftance of

the Planes, is given in all Inclinations whatever ;

MN alfo, which is equal to the fame, will be

given in all Inclinations. And confequently the

Rectangle NMx MI will be to the Rectangle

under the Latus rectum belonging to the Vertex H

and MI, as the given NM is to the given Latus

rectum, or in a given Proportion. Now the Re-

ctangle under HD or MI, and the Latus rectum,

is equalto DIq or HMq. And therefore the Re-

tangle NMMI is to HMq in a given Pro-

portion. But NM + MI is equal

to PM + MQ; that is , to the

Difference of the Squares of ML

and P L, or ofML and LI: And

HMq hath a given Proportion to LMq, a

fourth Part of it felf. Therefore the Proportion

of MLq-LIq to LMq is given ; and by di-

viding the Proportion of LIq to L. Mq, and

the fubduplicate Proportion of the fame Line LI

to LM. But in every Triangle, the Sines of the

Angles are proportional to the oppofite Sides,

(Corol. 1. Prop. 20. Book 3. of the Elem.) Therefore

the Proportion of the Sine of LMR, or of AHG,

the Angle of Incidence, to the Sine of the Angle

of Emergence MIK or LIR ; or of the Angle

LIM the Complement ofthefame unto two right

Angles is ſtill given . [For theSine of theAngle LIR,

Corol. I. p.36.

Book 3. of the

Elem.

t

and
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and ofLIM, the Complement of the fame unto

two right Angles, is the fame. ] 2. E. D.

Cafe (2.) Then let a Body pafs fucceffively

thro' divers Spaces bounded with parallel Plains,

as ( in Fig. 4. Plate 7. ) A a b B, Bbc C, Ccd D,

&c. and be mov'd with a Force uniform in each

Sphere taken a part, and divers in the divers Spa-

ces : Here, by what hath been demonftrated al-

ready, the Sine of Incidence on the Plane A a,

will be to the Sine of Emergence from B b in a

given Proportion ; and this Sine, which is the

Sine of Incidence on the Plane Bb, will be to

that of Emergence from the 3d Plane Cc in a

given Proportion ; and the fame is to be faid of

this laft Sine to the Sine of Emergence from Dd ;

and fo infinitely. And by Equality of Proporti-

on, the Sine of Incidence on the firft Plane will

be to the Sine of Emergence from the laft , in a

given Proportion. Then let the Intervals of the

Planes be diminiſh'd , and the Number increas'd

infinitely ; to the end that the Action of Attracti

on or Impulſe may be continual , according to

any Condition which may be affign'd : And the

Proportion of the Sine of Incidence on the firſt

Plane to the Sine of Emergence from the laſt,

will ftill be given. 2. E. D.

LIV. The fame Things being fuppos'd, the

Velocity of a Body before the Incidence will be

to the Velocity of the fame after the Emergence,

as the Sine of Emergence to the Sine of Inci-

dence.

In the former Figure, let AH, Id be equal ,

and let the Perpendiculars A G, d K be erected ,

meeting the Lines of Incidence and Emergence

GH, IK in G and K. In G H let T H be taken

equal to IK, and T vbe let down perpendicular

to the Plane A a. And let the Motion of the

Body$ 4
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Body be diftinguifh'd into two, one perpendicu-

lar to the Planes Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, the other pa-

rallel to the fame. The Force of Attraction or

Impulſe, whilft it acts along the perpendicular

Lines , will not at all change the Motion along

the Parallels ; and therefore the Body by this Mo-

tion will, in equal Times, go over thoſe Inter-

vals of the Parallels, which are betwixt the Line

A G and the Point H, and betwixt the Point I

and the Line DK: that is, will in equal Times

defcribe the Lines GH and IK. And therefore

the Velocity foregoing the Incidence will be to

that which follows the Emergence, as GH is to

IK or TH ; as AH or ID is to vH ; that

is , ( in refpect of the Radius TH or IK ) asthe

Sine of Emergence to that of Incidence. Q.E.D.

LV. The fame Things fuppos'd ; and that the

Motion before the Incidence is fwifter than that

afterwards ; a Body by the inclining of the Line

of Incidence will at length be reflected , and the

Angle of Reflection will be equal to that of In-

cidence.

For ( fee Fig. 5. Plate 7. ) imagine that a Body

doth, betwixt the parallel Planes A a, Bb, Cc,

Dd, &c. defcribe parabolick Arches, as above ;

and let HP, PQ, QR, &c. be thofe Arches .

And let the Obliquity of the incident Line GH

to the ft Plane A a be fuch, that the Sine of In-

cidence is to the Sine of the right Angle ; that is,

to the Radius of the Circle , in that Proportion

which the fame Sine of the first Incidence hath

to the Sine of the Emergence from the laft Plane

Dd, into the Space exprefs'd by Dd Ee. And

here, becauſe of the Sine of Emergence now

made equal to the Radius, or Sine of the right

Angle, that Angle of Emergence will be a right

one ; and confequently the Line of Emergence

will
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will now coincide with the Plane Dd. Let the

Body come to this Plane in the Point R : Here,

becauſe the Line of Emergence coincides with

the fame Plane, it is manifeft, that the Body can-

not move farther, or towards the remoter Plane

exprefs'd by E e. Nor indeed can that go for-

wards in the Line of Emergence R d, becauſe it

is perpetually attracted or impell'd towards the

Medium of Incidence : Therefore it will return

betwixt Cc and D d, defcribing QRqthe Arch

of a Parabola, the principal Vertex whereof will

be the Point R ; and it will cut the Plane Cc in

the fame Angle q, as it did before in Q. Then,

in going forwards in the parabolic Arches qp, ph,

&c. like and equal to the former QP, PH, it

will cut the reft of the Planes in the fame Angles

in p
and h, as before in P and H ; and will at

length emerge in the fame Obliquity in h, with

which it fell upon H. Conceive now the Inter-

vals of the Planes A a, B b, Cc, Dd, &c. to be

diminiſh'd infinitely, and their Number increas'd ;

fo that the Action of Attraction or Impulfe may

be continual according to any Condition what-

foever ; and the Angle of Emergence, which was

before always equal to the Angle of Incidence,

will remain ftill equal to the fame. Q. E. D.

Scholium. Not unlike tothefe Attractions, as it

feems , are the Refractions and Reflections of

Light made according to a given Proportion of

Secants, as Snellius difcover'd ; and by confe-

quence according to a given Proportion of Sines,

as Des Cartes has expounded it : [ For fince every

Sine is to the Radius, as the Radius is to the Se-

cant of the Complement ; and the Angle of In-

'cidence betwixt the Radius and the Plane, called

by Snellius the refracting Angle , is the Comple-

ment of the Angle called by Cartes, that of Inci.

dence
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dence betwixt the Radius and the Perpendicular ;

the Proportion of Secants with Snellius, will

wholly agree and fall- in with the Proportion of

Sines us'd by Cartes .] For that Light is propaga-

ted and returneth from the Sun to the Earth in

about 7 or 8 Minutes Space , is what is now ma-

nifeft from the Phænomena of the Satellites of Ju-

piter, confirm'd by the Obfervations of divers

Aftronomers ; and the Rays of Light which are

in the Air, (as Grimaldus fome while ago difco-

ver'd, by letting in Light through a Hole into a

dark Chamber ; and, Sir Ifaac Newton hath more

fully experimented ) in their Paffage near the

Angles of opake or tranſparent Bodies, are bowed

about the Bodies, being, as it were, drawn towards

them : And of theſe Rays , thoſe which in that

Paffage come nearer to the Bodies, are the more

bowed ; being, as it were, the more attracted, as

Sir Ifaac himſelf diligently obferved, and hath late-

ly fet forth at large in the 3d Book of his Opticks.

Now , fince there is fuch an Incurvation of the

Rays in the Air without the Knife, the Rays alfo

which fall upon the Knife muſt have been bended

in the Air before they touched the Knife : And

there is the like Reafon for thoſe which fall upon

Glafs. The Refraction therefore of the Rays of

Light is not made in the Point of Incidence, but

by little and little in the continual Incurvation of

the Rays, which happens partly in the Air, and

before they touch the Glafs, and partly as it ſhould

feem in the Glafs it felf after they have enter'd

into it. Nor is the thing otherwiſe in Reflexions,

as Sir Ifaac Newton hath fhew'd moft accurately in

the Book just before cited ; whither we refer our

Reader, who is ftudious of theſe things. Now,

becaufe of the Analogy which is betwixt the Pro-

pagation ofthe Rays of Light and the Progrefs

.

of
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of Bodies, it feem'd proper to premiſe the

three foregoing Propofitions, as preparatory to

true Optics. But we muft note by the way with

Sir Ifaac Newton, that fpheric Figures are more ac-

commodate to Optic Ufes than any of the

Conic Figures are. And according to his Opi-

nion, if the Objective Glaffes of Perſpectives

were made of two Glaffes faſhion'd ſpherically,

and fitted to contain Water betwixt them ; it

might come to país, that the Errors of Refracti-

ons, which happen in the extreme Surfaces of

the Glaffes, would be corrected exactly enough

bythe Refractions of the Water. And he judgeth,

that fuch Objective Glaffes are to be preferr'd be-

fore Elliptic and Hyperbolic ones ; not only be-

cauſe they may be fafhion'd more eafily and ex-

actly, but alſo becauſe they refract the Pencils of

the Rays, fituate without the Axis of the Glafs ,

more accurately. However , the divers Re-

frangibility of divers Rays will ever hinder

Optics from being brought to Perfection by Fi-

gures of Glaffes, either fpherical or any other

whatever. And unlefs the Errors arising from

the forefaid Head 'can be corrected , all our La-

bourwill be employ'd to fmall purpoſe in correct-

ing the reft. But as concerning all theſe things ,

the Famous Author himſelf is to be read in that

noble Optic Work mention'd before.

Schol. (2.) . But fince it hath feem'd good to

that great Man, to propofe certain Propofitions

in that Book without their Demonftrations ; it

will be worth our while to bring in in this place

the Demonftrations of them, which have been

either lately found out, or elſewhere delivered by

the fame Author ;in that Famou
s
Tatfo there may be nothing

which

ftumble
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ftumble at, as not having it demonftrated before

them.

Decem. 10. 1705.

LE C T. XXV.

Prop. (1.)

Page 7.Cafe

2. Book I.

L

ET ACB be a reflecting

fpherical Surface, the Cen-

ter whereof is E. Let the

Radius EC be bifected in

the Point T. And if the

Points Qand q be marked in the Line EC, on

the fame fide of the Point T : So that TQ, TE

and Tq, be Lines continually proportional ; and

the Point Q be the Focus of the incident Rays,

the Point q will be the Focus of the Reflex Rays.

For by the Hypothefis QT :TC :: TC :: Tq.

-and by compounding QT+TC = QC : QT::

CT + Tq = Cq : CT ET; that is, QC:

QT:: Cq : ET. And by alternating QC

Cq:: QT : ET. But by V. 19. of the Ele-

ments , QT: ET :: QE : Eq. Therefore by

Equality QC: Cg :: QE : Eq. From whence,

in the Triangle, the Bafe whereof is Qq, and

the Vertex in the fpheric Surface ACB, fo near

to the Point C, that the greater of its Sides fhould

be nearly equal to QC, and the leffer to qC ;

the Bafe Qq will be fo divided by a Line drawn

from the Point of the Sphere to the Center E,

that the Parts QE and E q fhould be one to ano-

ther in the Proportion of the Sides QC and q C.

And
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And confequently, by VI. 3. of the Elements, the

Line drawn from the Vertex of the Triangle

through the Center E, will bifect the vertical

Angle of the Triangle, and make equal Angles

on both fides. From whence the Radij paffing

through Q, becauſe that the Angles of Incidence

and Reflection are equal, will be reflected to the

Point q, and converfly. 2. E, D.

Lat. page 8.

Cafe 3.

- Prop. (2.) Let AGB be the refracting Sur-

face of a Sphere, the Center whereof is E. In

B the Radius EC produc'd on both

fides let the Points T and t be

mark'd; fo that as well E T as Ct

(which are equal one to the other )

may be to the Radius EC, as the leffer of the

Sines of Incidence and Refraction is to the Dif

ference of thoſe Sines . Then let the Points Q

and q be marked in the fame Line ; fo that TQ

may be to ET or Ct , as Et is to t q. But let

the Places of the Points be fuch , that the Line

tq may be on that fide of the Point which is con-

trary to that fide which the Line T Q is on,

with refpect to the Point T. Now, if the Focus

of the incident Rays be in the Point Q, the Fo-

cus of the Refracted ones will be in q. For by

the Hypothefis, as TQ is to TC, fo is ETto

tq. Andby compounding, T Q is to TQ+TC

QC, as is ET Ct to Ct +tq = Cq; and

by alternating, TQ : Ct :: QC : Cq. Andby

compounding and inverting TQ+ Ct= QE ::

TQ:: QC + C q = Q q : QC. Or Qq :

QC:: QE:: QT. From whence , together

with what Hugens hath demonftrated in his Diop,

trics, page 26. &c. the Propofition is manifeft.

Prop. (3.) Let ACBD ( Page 8. Cafe 4. ) be

a refracting ſpherical Glafs on both fides Convex

or Concave , or at leaſt Planc-convex or Plano-

concave,

T
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concave, the Axis whereof ( or Line which cuts

both Surfaces perpendicularly, and paffeth thro'

the Center of the Sphere) is CD. In the Axis,

let the Points F and f bethe Foci of the refract-

ed Rays, found as above : Thoſe, to wit, which

would agree to the Radii, parallel on both fides to

the Axis, if there were only one refracting Sur-

face. Let the Line F f be bifected in the Point

E ; and from the Center E, let a Circle be de-

fcrib'd, with the Radius EF or E f. Now, let

any Point QO be the Focus of the incidentRays.

Let QE be drawn interfecting the former Circle

in the Points T and t, and let the Point q be

marked in the fame Line , fo that the Line tq

may be to t E, as the fame t E or its Equal TE is

to TQ. Then let the Line t q lie on that fide of

the Point t, which is contrary to that which T Q

lies on, with refpect to the Point T. Thus the

Point q will be the Focus of the refracted Rays ;

of thoſe , to wit , which are near to the Axis, of

which alone any Regard is to be had in theſe Ca-

fes. For by the Hypothefis, TQ : TE :: tE :

tq. Therefore by compounding TQ:TE+TQ,

•

QE:: tEtE + tq = Eq . From whence

by V. 12. of the Elements, TQ :: QE :: TQ

+tE QE QË ÷ Eq=Qq. From whence,

together with what Hugens hath demonftrated in

Page 67. c. of his Dioptrics, the Propofition is

manifeft.

Prop. (4 ) The Mixture of the Rays of the

Sun in pt, a refracting Glafs (Book 1. Page 46.)

is to the Mixture of the Rays of the Sun paffing

through an empty Hole, as the Breadth of the

fame Glafs is to the Difference of the Breadth

and Length of it, or as ag is to gm . For let ah

be to am, as ag is to AG. In this Cafe the

Space a h will be equal to all the Areas of the lef-

fer
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fer Circles , as being , in the duplicate Pro-

portion of the Rays on both fides : And the

Mixture of the Rays would be equal, if fo be all

the leffer Circles did meet together in that Space.

But fince they are difpers'd through the Space pt,

the Mixture will be as ghto gm. From whence,

fince the Mixture of the Rays in the Glafs PT,

is to the Mixture of them as paffing through the

empty Hole, as AG is to GM, or as a g to gh ;

and the Mixture in the Glafs pt, is to the Mix-

ture in the Glafs PT, as gh is to gm; by Per-

turbation of Equality, the Mixture in the Glaſs

pt will be to the Mixture which agrees to the

Rays paffing without Refraction, as ag is to gm.

2. E.D.

Prop. (5.) If a Body in any given Velocity

whatever, fall upon a Space (fee Book 1. Page 57.)

of an inconfiderable Breadth , and terminated on

both fides with parallel Planes, and in its Paffage

towards the remoter Plane, be attracted or im-

pell'd perpendicularly ; in fuch fort, that the at-

tracting or impelling Force is either every where

the fame , or at leaſt the fame at equal Diſtances

from that Plane ; the perpendicular Velocity of

the Body, which hath now paffed that Space,

will be equal to the Sum of the Squares of the

former Velocity, and the fquare Root of the Ve-

locity acquir'd in paffing through. But if the

Body be retarded in its paffing through, the Dif-

ference of the fame Squares is to be taken instead

of the Sum of them ; and thus the Propofition will

boldgood. It follows from Newt. Mathem. Principl.

Prop. 39. Probl. 27. Corol. 2.

Prop. (6.) If any Bodies or Rays of Light

paffing through a Space, fuch as before, and

bounded with parallel Planes, be acted upon in

their paffing with a like Force, but which is fome-

times
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times greater, fometimes lefs ; the

Book 2 Page Motion laft acquired will be in the

fubduplicate Proportion of the Force,

71, 72.

which begets the fame ; in fuch fort,

that the Squares of the Motions will always de-

termine the true Proportions of the fame. Let

AB be a refracting Surface, or let it repreſent a

Space of a Thickneſs not to be regarded, bounded

with parallel Planes, which is of a refractive

Force. And let IC be a Ray of Light falling

very obliquely upon the refractive Plane at the

Point C, fo that ACI the Complement of the

Angle of Incidence may be indefinitely ſmall.

And let CR be the refracted Ray. From any

Point B, let the perpendicular BR be erected,

cutting the refracted Ray in R. Where if CR

repreſent the Motion of the refracted Ray, which

is refolv'd into two Motions CB and B R ; that

Part of the Motion CB will be parallel to the re-

fracting Plane , and B R will be perpendicular to

the fame ; and fince the Motion along the Plane

AB, is in no wife chang'd by the Force perpen-

dicular to the fame, CB will be given, by reaſon.

of the given Velocity of the Rays , which

here fuppos'd. And the Line BR will be a

Motion produc'd by the Refraction in a given

Time ; and it will be in the fubduplicate Propor-

tion of the Force which produceth it. For, be-

caufe of the given Latitude of the refractive

Space, the Times of the Tranfit in which the re-

fracting Force would act, will be reciprocally as

the Velocities produced, or as the producing For-

ces reciprocally ; and becaufe of the Velocity, the

Forcebeing given in the Proportion oftheTimes,

the Line BR would be as the producing Forces

reciprocally ; and the Time being given, as the

fame Forces directly. Therefore neither being

given,
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given, the Line BR will be in the fubduplicate

Proportion of the Forces ; for then the Times

and Forces being reduc'd unto an Equilibrium,

neither will the Force preponderate the Time,

nor the Time the Force ; whieh no otherwiſe

could anſwer each to other. Thus, indeed, if

the Forces be put to be in a quadruple Proportion,

a double Velocity will be produc'd in half the

Time; or the Line BR will be double of the

fame Line, and thús every where. Q. E. D.'

Prop. (7.) In the Solution of the Rainbow,

the Arch QF and the Angle AXR will be the

greateft, where ND is to CN, as VII- RR is

to V3 RR. In which Cafe alfo, 2 R : I :: NE,

ND ; and the Angle AYS, which is made by

the Rays AN and HS, will be the leaft , where

ND is to CN, as VII-RR is to V8 RR. In

which Cafe alfo, 3R : INE : ND. Which

twofoldPropofition we will demonftrate with the

Famous Sir Ifaac Newton, in his Manufcript Optic

Lectures.

Problem. If Rays, whether parallel or inclin'd

towards fome common Point, do fall upon a

Sphere to be refracted there ; to defign the Con-

Courſe of the refracted Rays without the Axis,

which are next to one another, and lye in the

fame Plane with the incident Rays. Let AN (in

Fig. 6. Plate 7.) be an incident
Ray, NK the re-

fracted Ray thereof ; and NV in the Plane of the

Triangle ANK, a right Line touchingthe Sphere

in N. To AN draw NR perpendicular, and

meeting the Axis AC in R and RV parallel,

and meeting the Tangent NV in V. Likewife,

draw NQ perpendicular to NK, and VQ paral-

el to the fame, meeting it in Q; and draw

QC meeting NK in Z, Z will be the Concourfe

of the Rays nearest to AN. And let An be

anotherT
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meet-

another of the incident Rays, infinitely near to

the former AN, and meeting NR in G. Draw

nZ meeting NQ in H ; and to AN and NK,

let down from C the Center of the Sphere ,

the Perpendiculars C D and C E,

ing An and nZ in d and e. Now, fince AN

is fuppos'd to be infinitely near to An, the

Arch Nn, which is infinitely fmall, may be rec-

koned forarightLine coinciding with theTangent

NV; and the Triangles NGn , NR V, as alſo

NHn, NQV may be accounted for like. Where-

fore it is, DC: Dd:: (NR:NG :: NV:

NoNQ:NH) : EC : Ee. And con-

verfly, DC: (DC- Dd ) dC :: EC : (EC---

Ee) e C; and alternately , DC: EC :: dC :

e C. But DC is to EC , as the Sine of Inci-

dence is to the Sine of Refraction, becauſe NK

is the refracted Ray of AN, and confequently

alfo, d C is to eC as the Sine of Incidence to

that of Refraction ; and therefore, fince the

Angles D Ad and E Ze be infinitely fmall, and

confequently Cd is perpendicular to A n, and

Ce to nZ, or at leaft equipollent to perpendicu-

lar , n Z will be the refracted Ray of An.

. E. D.

Corol. (1.) ND NE (or NP :NF)::NR :

NQ. For NC being drawn , becaufe of the

Triangle NDC, like to the Triangle NRV;

and the Triangle NEC like to the Triangle

NQV : it is ND : NR (::NCNV) :NE

: NQ: and alternately, ND:NE :: NR :NQ.

Hence refults a more ready Solution of the Prob-

Tem ; to wit , Erect NR, NQ perpendicular to

the Rays AN, NK, of which two Perpendicu-AN,

lars, let NR meet the Axis AC; and let the

other NQ be to NR , as NF is to NP. Then

draw QC, which will meet with NK. in the

fought Point Z.
Corol.

4
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1

Corol. (2.) It is alfo thus, ANX DCXNE :

ADXECxND :: NZ : EZ. For AD :

AN : DC: NR. And from thence NR =

ANX DC

AD

Likewiſe, ND:NE:: NR:NQ.

ANXDCX NE

And from thence, N Q=-

ADXND

And confequently , ANx DCxNE : ADX

NDXEC ( :: NQ : EC ) :: NZ : EZ.

:

Corol. (3.) If Athe Radiant Point be infinite-

ly diftant, or fend forth parallel Rays ; it being put

thus, I: R :: the Sine of Incidence : the Sine of

Refraction ; it will be I x N F : RxNP:: NZ

EZ. For in this Cafe, AN and A D, fince

they are infinitely long, ought to be reckon'd for

equal ; and confequently by Corol. 2. of this,

DCXNE ECXND ::NZ : EZ. But by

the Hypothefis, DC: EC :: I : R ; and confe-

quently I x NE :RND ( :: NZ : EZ ) ::

NP : NF. But it is to be noted, that the Refo-

lution of the Problem is eaſily accommodated to

any Cafe whatever, mutatis mutandis ; whether

the incident Rays decline from fome one Point,

or inclineto the fame, or fall parallel.

Problem (2.) From parallel Rays refracted un-

to a Circle, to determine that Ray; Part where-

of being included in the Circle, hath a given

Proportion to that Part ofthe fame Ray refracted,

which is included in the fame Circle. Let A N

be the incident Ray : ( ſee Fig. 1. Plate 8. ) NK

the refracted : NP and NF, the Parts of them

included in the Circle : CD and CE Perpendi

culars let down to thoſe Parts from the Center of

the Circle ; and BC a Semi-diameter drawn pa-

rallel to AN. And let it be CD: CE ::IR

and NP ; NF :: p :q. Thefe Things being put,

Ta that
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that the Point Nmaybe found, which determines

the Rays AN and NK ; erect at BC the Perpen-

dicular B X, and let the Square thereof be to the

qq -pp II-RR.,

pp

is to

I I.

Thus
Square of BC , as

CX being drawn, will eut the Circle in the

int N. For by the Hypothefis p : q

:NF::) ND:: NE. And I : R ::

:CE. WhereforeND NE; and2ND = NE ;

р

"
R

DCE. Furthermore, fince NDq + CDq

NOq)= NEq + C E q ; take from

hence. ND q + C Eq , and there will remain

CDq+CEq = NEq -NDq ; that is, by:

fubftituting the Values ofC E and NE,juft now

RR

-

¶¶ND
found

, CD q--- CDq:= ND q-----

II pp

II RR

II

ND q ; and by making a Reduction

CD q,

q q---PP ND q.

PP /

ND q. Which being re-

¶¶--Pp . II--R R

folved into Proportionalit
y
, ¶¶-pp :

рр
II

(:: CDq : N D q) :: BXq: B Cq. Q.E.D.

April 8. 1706.

2013

LECT.T
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LE C T. XXVI.
LECT.

Problem (3.)

T

HE Sun enlightning a

tranſparent Sphere, to de-

termine the greateſt Incli-

nation to the Axis of the

Rays emerging after one

Reflection. Let BNK (in Fig. 2. Plate 8. ) be

the propofed Sphere : BQ the Diameter, or the

Axis parallel to the incident Rays : AN fome

one of the incident Rays : NF the refracted Ray

thereof: FG the reflected and GR the again

refracted ; and thus the greateſt Angle, which

RG can make with the Axis BQ, is to be

fought.

To which purpoſe it is to be obſerv'd , that in

that Cafe alone, where R G is the most of all in-

clin'd to BQ, the Rays which are the neareſt to

AN, can emerge parallel to R G. For in other

Cafes, of the emerging Rays neareſt to it, fome

áre continually more inclin'd to BQ, others lefs ;

and confequently are fomething inclin❜d to one

another.

It is alfo to be obſerv'd, that the Rays which

meet at the Point of Reflection, will emerge pa-

rallel. For draw an parallel to AN, and as near

to it as may be ; and let n f be the refracted Ray

thereof, fg the reflected ; and gr the fecond re-

fracted one. And the Points F and fcoinciding,

when the Angles N F n and GFg are equal ;

and the Refractions at N n and G g be like, the

emerging Rays GR and gr will be parallel, as

well as the incident NA and a n.

The Ray AN is therefore to be fought, the

refracted Ray whereof concurs with the refracted

T 3
one
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:: 2I.

one of the Ray a n, which is neareſt to it in the

Point F. And indeed , by Corol. 3. Problem 1.

(ifCD and CE be let down from the Center of

the Sphere perpendicular to the Rays , and it be-

ing put I: RCD CE. ) If thoſe Rays

meet in any Point Z, it will be Ix N F: RXNP

(::NZ :EZ ) : NF : EF, (the Point Z, to

wit, falling at F, according to the Hypothefis,)

Wherefore IxNF 2 Rx NP; and

1 :2 R:: NP : NF. The Proportion therefore

of NP to NF is given ; and from thence, bythe

2d Problem, the Point N will be given. To

wit , Let the Tangent BX be drawn atthe Top

of the Circle, the Square whereof let it be tothe

Square of the Semi-diameter BC, as 4 RR- II

is to II-RR, and let CX be drawn. For this

will meet the Circle in N; and from N when

found, the other things will eafily be determin'd.

Corol. (1.) Hence it comes to be thus, 3 RR:

I I---RR :: CNq : ND q. For fince it is

4 RR- II:II-R R::BX q : BC q, by

compounding it will be 3 RRII- R R

(:: CXq: BCq ) : CNq : N D q.

Corol. (2.) It is alfo thus, I : 2R :: ND : NE.

For it was above I : 2 R ::NP : NF. And from

theſe the Refolution of the Problem becomes

more expeditious.

Scholium. With the greateft Inclination of the

Radius RG, the greateft of the Arches FQ,

bounded at the refracted ones NF, is alfo given,

For the Angle FCQ fubtended by FQ, is equal

to the Angle which CF and AN comprehend,

i. e. equal to half of the Angle comprehended

by R Gand AN, or BQ; and confequently that

which is defin'd by the Ray AN falling upon the

Point which is now found, is the greateft of the

Arches
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Arches F Q, as well as of the Angles compre-

hended by R G and B Q.

Problem (4.) The Sun illuftrating a pellucid

Sphere, to determine the leaft Inclination to the

Axis of the Rays emerging after two Reflections.

Let AN and an be two incident Rays very

near to one another ; and let them, after two

Reflections in Ff and Gg, emerge along HS and

hs. Now it is manifeft, that only in that Cafe

where the acute Angle comprehended byBQ and

SH is the leaft, thofe Rays HS and hs can be

parallel, as was faid before of the Rays GR and

gr: And where this happens , the Ray FG will

be parallel to fg. From whence,double the Arch

Ff( to the Arch Ff Gg to the Arch

FG-fg to the Arch NF-nf) is to the

Arch nNFf; and confequently triple the

Arch Ff is equal to the Arch Nn. And fince

NF is divided in Z , in the Proportion of thoſe

Arches, as is manifeft ; NZ will be to 3 Z F,

or 3 EZ. Since therefore by Corol. 3. Problem 1 .

IX NF : RX NP : NZ ; EZ :: 3 : I.

therefore the Proportion of N P to NF is given ;

and from thence , by Prob. 2. the Point N will be

given, by drawing B X, which may touch the

Circle in the Vertex B ; and the Square whereof

is to the Square of BC, as 9 RR- II is to

II- R R and by drawing CX to meet the Cir-

cumference in N. N therefore being found, the

other things are easily determined.

=

Corol. (1.) Hence it is, 8 RR : II- RR ::

CNq: NDq. for 9 RR-II: II-RR ::

BXq:BCq. And by compounding 8 RR :

II --RR (:: CXq : BC q) :: CNq : NDq.

Corol. (2.) It is alfo thus : I: R :: ND :3

NE. Forafmuch as above it was, I : 3 R :: NP :

N F.

I 4 A Scho-
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A Scholium. The greateſt Inclination of the

Ray K T to the Axis, when it emerges after three

Reflexions , will be determin'd in the fame man-

ner as the greateſt of the Arches Q G ; to wit,

in that Cafe FG and fg will meet together in G,

and the Arch Ff( to the Arch F g-fg= to

the Arch NFnf) will be equal to N n Ff:

and from thence doubled, the Arch Ff will be

to the Arch Nn and NZ will be equal to

2 Z F, and confequently 4 :1 :: NZ : EZ ::

(by Corol. 3. Prob. 1. ) IxNF: Rx NP :: or

1 : 4R::NP: NF. And confequently by Prob.

the 2d, 16 R R- IIII-RR:: BXq: BCq.

From whence it follows, 15 RRII- RR ;:

CNg:NDq ; and I: 4 R ::ND: NE.

I

.

And foifthe leaft Inclination of a Ray emerg-

ing after four Reflexions be enquir'd , it will be

determin'd by making it thus ; 25 RR -II :

II- RR :: BXq : BC q. Or 24 RR : II- RR

:: CNqND q. And I ; FR :: ND : N E.

Andfo on in infinitum.

Scholium. From the Determination of the

Bounds of the Rainbow by the Famous Newton,

I will take occafion to folve a certain Phænome-

non, or rather the Abfence of a certain Phæno-

menon , which ſometime hath feem'd to me very

difficult, and almoſt infolvable. And it is this :

Why we do not fee a Rainbow about the Sun, at

the Distance of about 26 Degrees ; fince there

the Rays come to our Eyes by a double Refracti-

on without any Lofs in the Reflexion ? For by

Computation, there is in that Place a Conftipa-

tion of the Rays requifite and fufficient for affect-

ing the Sight. And it increaſeth the Doubt, that

it feems probable at the first that this fhould be

the principal Rainbow of all, and decked with

the moft lively Colours, as proceeding from a

7 double
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double Refraction, without any Lofs or Diminu-

tion of the reflected Rays. For, as the Primary

Rainbow doth far exceed the Secondary, for that

it proceeds from a double Refraction , and one

fingle Reflexion, whereas in the Secondary there

are two Reflexions ; fo one would think, that the

Rainbow which we fpake of, fhould, in the Splen-

dor of its Colours, as much exceed the Primary

one of the two laſt mention'd , as that doth the

Secondary ; and fhould appear about the Sun like

a moft noble Crown, whenfoever the Air affords

fpherical Drops in that Angle of 26 Degrees for

making a Rainbow. And it is to be admir'd, that

this Difficulty hath never been touch'd upon by

thoſe Philofophers that have treated of the Rain-

bow. But our Solution of it is this : We do

therefore ſee the Rays that are throng'd about the

Limits F and G, rather than the other, becauſe

fo many of them, as AN an, which enter'd the

Drop of Rain parallelwife, return back in the

fame manner, as R G, rg: SH, sh, and fo enter

the Eye together ; whereas on the other hand,

unless they did come forth alfo in that parallel

manner, they would make fome Angle, and fo

could not enter the Eye together, how thick and

throng foever they might otherwiſe be about the

Point F and G. From whence, feeing the Rays

which come forth about the Point F, do not go

forth parallel, but make a certain Angle ; it is

manifeft, that they cannot enter the Eye together,

and confequently cannot afford a Rainbow.

LVI. All the Parts of an Homogeneal Ma-

thematical Fluid, [ that is, a Body, the Parts

whereof yield to any Force whatever imprefs'd,

and in yielding are easily mov'd amongst them-

felves, which Fluid is inclos'd in any unmov'd

Yeffel, and prefs'd on every Side, are (if you fet,

afide
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afide the Confideration of Condenſation, of Gra-

vity, and of all Centripetal Force) equally prefs'd

on all Sides ; and remain every one of them in

its Place , without any Motion arifing from that

Preffure.

Cafe (1.) Let a Fluid, contain'd in a ſpheri-

cal Veffel, be uniformly prefs'd together on all

Sides: No Part of the fame will be mov'd by that

Preffure. For as if fome Part as D (fee Fig. 3.

Plate 8.) were mov'd thereby, all the like Parts at

the fame Diſtance from the Center muft be mov'd

in like manner ; and this becauſe the Preffure of

them all is alike and equal, and we have excluded

all Motion but what arifeth from the Preffure.

But they cannot all come to the Center, but the

Parts about the Center must be condens'd, which

is contrary to the Hypotheſis ; nor can they re-

cede farther from it, but there will be a Conden-

fation about the Circumference, which is like-

wife contrary to the Hypotheſis : nor can they be

mov'd in a Circle about the Center ; for every

Forcewhich fhould determine the Motion of any

one Part, or of them all laterally, and to either

this Side or that, is here excluded ; much lefs can

the fame Part be mov'd contrary ways at thefame

time. Therefore no Part of the Fluid will, in

this Cafe, be mov'd out of its Place. 2. E. D.

Cafe (2.) Each of the fpherical Parts of this

Fluid are equally prefs'd on every Side. For let

EF be one ofthoſe Parts ; and if it be not equally

prefs'd on all Sides, let the leffer Preffure be in-

creas'd, until the Preffure be every where uniform

and equal ; and then the Parts thereof, by the ift

Cafe (which belongs as well to this little Sphere,

as to one contain'd in a folid Veffel ) will remain

in their Places. But before that Increaſe, they

would remain in their Places by the fame firft

Cafe ;
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Cafe ; [for we treat here of fuch a Fluid, the

Parts whereof, as we there demonftrated, do re-

main in their Places ; ) and by the Addition of a

new Force, they will be mov'd out of their Pla-

ces by the Definition of a Fluid : Which two

Things are contradictory. Therefore it was

falfly faid , that the Sphere E F was not equally

prefs'd on every Side. Q. E. D.

Cafe (3 ) Befides, the Preffure of the divers

fpherical Parts will be equal. For the fpherical

Parts prefs each other equally in the Point of

Contact , becauſe that Reaction is always equal

and contrary to Action. But alfo by the 2d Cafe,

all the fpherical Parts whatever, are equally

prefs'd on all Sides. Therefore any two ſpherical

Parts, not contiguous, are prefs'd with the fame

Force, becauſe the intermediate fpherical Part

toucheth both. 2. E. D.

Cafe (4.) All the Parts of this Fluid are equal-

ly prefs'd on all Sides. For any two Parts may

be touch'd by fpherical Parts in any Points what-

foever ; and there they do equally prefs thofe

fpherical Parts by the 3d Cafe ; and becauſe of Re-

action, which is always equal to Action, they are

reciprocally equally preffed by them. 2. E. D.

Cafe (5.) Since therefore any Part whatever

of this Fluid, as GHI, is inclofed in the reft of

the Fluid, as in a certain Veffel, and is equally

prefs'd on every Side ; and the Parts thereof do

equally prefs one another, and are at reft among

themſelves ; it is manifeft, that all the Parts of

any Fluid whatever, as GH I, do equally prefs

one another , and are at reft amongst themſelves.

2. E. D.

Cafe (6.) Therefore, if that Fluid be inclos'd

in a Veffel which is not rigid or unyielding, and

be not equally prefs'd on every Side , the fame

will
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will give way tothe ftronger Preffure by the De-

finition of Fluidity.

1

Cafe (7.) Therefore, in a rigid Veffel, a Flu-

id will not fuftain a stronger Preffure on one

Side than on another ; but will give place to the

fame and that in a moment of Time, becauſe

the ſtiff Side of the Veffel does not purfue the

yielding Liquor. But in yielding, it will prefs

the oppofite Side ; and fo the Preffure will incline

to an Equality on every Side. And becaufe the

Fluid, as foon as it endeavours to depart from the

Part which is more prefs'd, it is ftopp'd by the

Refiftance of the Veffel on the oppofite Part, the

Preffure will on every Side be reduc'd to an Equa

lity in a Moment of Time, without local Mo-

tion ; and immediately the Parts of the Fluid

will, by the sth Cafe, prefs one another equally,

and be at reft amongſt themſelves. Q. E. D.

Corol. Hence the Motions of the Parts of fuch

a Fluid amongst themſelves cannot be chang'd

by a Preffure, which is upon the external Surface

of the fame in any Place thereof, unleſs either

the Figure of the Surface be fomewhere chang'd,

or all the Parts of the Fluid, in preffing one ano-

ther more vehemently, or more remifsly, flide

more eafily or difficultly amongst themſelves.

Corol. (2.) But fince the Definition and Affe-

ctions of this Mathematical Fluid do feem altoge-

ther to agree with the Nature and Phænomena

of natural Fluids ; it is reaſonable, that the De-

monſtrations of thefe Cafes be applied to our na-

tural Fluids , to Water efpecially, and the like.

From whence it will be manifeft, that the reſt of

the interval Parts of a Fluid amongſt themſelves,

doth in no wife contradi& the Nature of Fluidi-

ty; and that all the Motion of the Parts of Fluids

amongst themſelves, is to be reckon❜d as owingto

Fermen-
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Fermentation, Heat, or other extrinfick Cauſes,

rather than to the Nature it felf of Fluidity.

For, if the Parts of a Body be either fpherical,

or fpheroidal, and perfectly polifh'd, fo that they

can never be join'd one to another, but rather do

only touch another in phyfical Points ; a Conge

ries of theſe Particles will compofe a Body, fuch

as is commonly call'd a Fluid, altho' thofe Par-

ticles be altogether at reft amongst themſelves : A

Fluid therefore feems to confift of Parts very!

moveable, but not neceffarily mov'd.

June 2. 1706.
L

1

LE C T. XXVII.

LVIIF all the Parts of a fpherical:

I
homogeneous Fluid, which are

at equal Diftances from the

Center, and lie upon a concen-

trical, fpherical Bottom, do e-

qually gravitate towards the Center ofthe whole ;

the Bottom fuftains ' the Weight of a Cylinder,

the Baſe whereof is equal to the Surface of the

Bottom ; and the Altitude is the fame as that of

the Fluid, which lies upon the Bottom .

Let (in Fig. 4. Plate 8.) d h m be the Surface

of the Bottom, and a ei the upper Surface of the

Fluid. Let the Fluid be diftinguiſhed by innu- 3

merable ſpherical Surfaces , into concentrical

Orbs of equal Thickness ; and imagine the Force

of Gravity to act only upon the higher Surface

of every Orb, and that the Actions upon equal

Parts
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Parts of all the Surfaces are equal. The upper-

moft Surface therefore a ei, is prefs'd by the fim-

ple Force of its own Weight,wherewith as well all

the Parts of thefupreme Orb as the 2d Surface

bfk(by Prop. 56.) are prefs'd. Befides, the 2d Sur-

face bfk is prefs'd by the Force of its own

Weight, which being added to the former Force

makes a double Preffure. By this Preffure, and

by the Force of its own Weight withal , that is,

by a treble Preffure, the 3d Surface cg 1 is urg'd:

And fo the 4th Surface is urg'd with a fourfold

Preffure, the 5th with a fivefold, and fo on. The

Preffure therefore wherewith every Surface is

urg'd, is not as the folid Quantity of the Fluid

which lies upon it, but as the Number of Orbs

unto the Top of the Fluid ; and is equal to the

Gravity of the loweſt Orb, multiplied by the

Number of Orbs ; that is, to the Gravity of the .

Solid ; the laft Proportion whereof unto the be-

fore-defin❜d Cylinder ( if fo be the Number of

Orbs be increas'd, and their Craffitude diminish'd

infinitely ; fo that the Action of Gravity be ren-

der'd continual from the loweft Surface to the

uppermoft) will become a Proportion of Equality.

The loweft Surface therefore fuftains the Weight

of a Cylinder, the Bafe whereof is equal to the

Surface of the Bottom ; and the Altitude the

fame as that of the Fluid lying upon it. Q.E.D.

And by the like reafoning the Propofition is

manifeft, where the Gravity decreaſeth in any

Proportion of the Distance from the Center,

which may be affign'd ; as alfo where the Fluid

upwards is more rare, and more denſe beneath.

2. E. D.

Corol. (1 ) The Fluid therefore is not urg'd by

the whole Weight of the incumbent Fluid ; but

fuftains only that Part of the Weight, which is

defin'd
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defin'd in this Propofition ; the reft ofthe Weight

being fuftain'd by the arched Figure of the Fluid.

Corol. (2.) If an entire Sphere confifteth of

fuch a Fluid to the very Center, the Center will

fuftain no Weight ; the whole Weight being up-

held by the arched, or rather in this Cafe by the

fpherical Figure of the Fluid.

Corol. (3.) But in equal Diſtances from the

Center, the Quantity of the Preffure is the fame,

whether the Surface be prefs'd parallel tothe Ho-

rizon, or perpendicular, or obliquely ; and whe-

ther the Fluid, as continued upwards from the

Surface prefs'd, arifeth perpendicularly according

to a right Line, or creeps along obliquely by

crooked Cavities and Channels, and thoſe regu

lar or never fo irregular, wide or narrow. That

the Preffure is nothing chang'd by theſe Circum-

ftances, is gathered by applying the Demonftra-

tion of this Propofition to every Cafe of Fluids.

Corol. (4.) By the fame Demonſtration ( and

Prop. 56. foregoing) it is collected, that the Parts

of an heavy Fluid acquire no Motion amongſt

themſelves from the Preffure of a Body lying up-

on them ; if fo be the Motion which arifeth

from Condenſation be excluded.

Corol. (5.) And therefore, if another Body of

the fame fpecifick Gravity, which cannot be con-

dens'd, be immerg'd into this Fluid, it will ac-

quire no Motion from the Weight of the Body

lying upon it; it will not afcend nor defcend;

nor will it be compell'd to change its Figure : If

it be ſpherical, it will remain ſpherical ; if fquare

it will remain fo, the Preffure notwithſtanding ;

and this whether it be hard or foft, or even the

moft Fluid ; whether it float freely in the Fluid ,

or fink. For every internal Part of the Fluid

hath the Nature of a Body immers'd ; and the

fame
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fame is to be faid of it, as of all Bodies immerg'd,

which are of the fame Magnitude, Figure, and

fpecifick Gravity. If the Body immerg'd fhould

become liquid, keeping its Weight ftill, and put

on the Form of a Fluid, if it before afcended or

defcended ; or from the Preffure put on a new Fi-

gure, it would do the fame ftill ; and that becaufe

the Gravity thereof, and the other Cauſes of

Motion, do remain. But by the 5th Cafe of the

former Propofition , it would now reft, and retain

its Figure : Therefore it did fo before alfo.

Corol. (6.) Therefore a Body, which is fpeci-

fically more heavy than the Fluid which is con-

tiguous to it, will fink ; and that which is fpeci-

fically lighter, will afcend, and will obtain fo

much Motion and Change of Figure, as that

Excefs or Defect of Gravity can caufe. For that

Excefs and Defect hath the Nature of an Impulſe,

wherewith the Body, otherwife conftituted in an

Equilibrium with the Parts of a Fluid, is urged ;

and may be compared with the Excefs or Defect

of Weight in either Part of a Balance.

Corol. (7 ) Therefore the Gravity of Bodies

placed in Fluids is twofold , the one true and ab-

folute ; the other apparent, vulgar, and compa-

rative. The abfolute Gravity is that whole Force

whereby a Body tends downwards, or would de-

fcend in an empty Place. The relative and vul-

gar Gravity is the Excefs of Gravity, whereby a

Body doth tend more downwards than the Fluid

that encompaffeth it. The Parts of Fluids, and

of all Bodies, gravitate in their proper ' Places

with the former Sort of Gravity ; and therefore

with their conjoin'd Weights, they compofe the

Weight of the whole. For every whole is heavy ,

as may be experienced in Veffels full of Liquors ;

and the Weight of the Whole is equal to the

Weights

"
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Weights of all the Parts, and therefore is com-

pounded of the fame; for it can be deriv'd from

no where elſe. With the other Sort of Gravity,

which may be called apparent, vulgar, and com-

parative, Bodies do not gravitate in their own

Places, or immers'd in their Fluids refpectively .

that is, compar'd amongſt themſelves, are not

one heavier than another, but hindering the

Endeavours of one another to defcend, they

abide in their own Places, as if they were not

heavy : Like as any heavy Bodies whatever, pla-

ced within a concave Sphere from the Equality of

Gravitation every way, do appear in no wife to

gravitate , as was obferv'd above. Thus the

things which are in the Air, and do not over-

weigh, or defcend at all in the Air, as Clouds and

Vapours are judged by the Vulgar not to gravi-

tate at all. What things overweigh the Air, and

confequently defcend in it, as not beingſuſtain'd

by the Weight of the Air, as Hail and Drops of

Rain; theſe the Vulgar judge heavy. The vul-

gar Weights are nothing elfe, but the Excefs of

the true Weights above the Weight of the Air.

From whence alfo thofe things are commonly

efteem'd light, which are lefs heavy ; and whilſt

they give way to the Weight of the Air, afcend

upwards. And they may be faid to be compara-

tively light, but not abfolutely, for that they

would defcend in a Vacuum. So likewife in Wa-

ter, the Bodies which aſcend or defcend by rea-

fon of their leffer or greater Gravity , are com→

paratively and apparently light and heavy ; and

their comparative Levity or Gravity is the Defect

or Excefs wherewith their true Gravity either is

exceeded by the Gravity ofthe Water, or doth

exceed it. But what things do neither afcend nor

defcend, albeit they by their true Weights in-

U creaſe
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creaſe the Weight of the whole ; yet compara

tively, and in the Senfe of the Vulgar ( and of

Philofophers too of late) they do not gravitate

in the Water : For the Demonftration of theſe

Cafes is the fame.

Corol. (8.) Thofe things which have been

faid concerning Gravity, and the Force whereby

Bodies defcend to the Center of the Earth, in

either an abfolute, or reciprocal duplicate Pro-

portion of the Diſtances, are to be underſtood to

hold in all other Centripetal Forces both abfolute,

and increas'd or diminifh'd, according to any Pro-

portion whatfoever of the Diminution or In-

creaſe of the Diſtance.

Corol. (9.) And therefore , if the Medium

wherein any Body is mov'd, be urg'd either with

its own Gravity, or any other Centripetal Force ;

fo that the Body, by means of the fame, is puſh'd

on more forcibly than otherwife it would be ;

the Difference of the Forces is to be eſtimated

from that moving Force which, in what goes

before, we have confider'd as a Centripetal Force.

But, if the Body be urged more lightly, the Dif-

ference of the Forces is to be reckon'd for aForce

which tends from the Center.

Corol. (10.) Since Fluids, in preffing the in-

cluded Bodies, do not change their external Fi-

gures ; it is manifeft, by the Corollaries of the

foregoing Propofition, that they will not change

the Situation of the internal Parts amongst them-

felves ; and confequently will not hurt Animals

immers'd in them, neither will they excite any

Senſation in them, if Senſation depends upon

the Motion of the Parts ; only fo far forth as

thefe Bodies may be condens'd by a Compreffion,

which is on all Sides of them : And the fame is

to be faid of any Syftem of Bodies whatever,

which
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which is encompaſs'd with fome Fluid, and com-

prefs'd thereby. As to the Parts of the Syftem,

and their Motions, it will be the fame as if it

was in a Vacuum; and they will retain only their

comparative Gravity, unless the Fluid do refift

their Motions, or be neceffary to the keeping

them together by its Compreffion .

LVIII. Fluids, which are not in a Deſcent,

do in every given Bafe prefs themſelves, and

other Bodies , as well thoſe which are immers❜d,

as the containing, in Proportion of the perpen-

dicular Altitude, and not of the Quantity of the

Matter ; that is, the Preffure of a Cylinder of

Water, of the Heighth of four Feet, where the

Area of the Circle of the Cylindrical Column is

only of one Inch fquare, is equal to the Preffure

of a Cylinder of Water of four Feet high,

where the Area of the Circle of the Cylindrical

Column is of 200 or 1000 fquare Inches, and

thus every where ; to wit, if the Bafe of the

Water, communicating with the Water contained

in the Tube, be in both Cafes equal. This is a

moſt known Ruie in Hydroftaticks, often found

by Experiments, which I fhall endeavour to de-

monftrate as follows , it not having been demon-

ftrated hitherto, as I fuppofe, phyfically or ma-

thematically. It is well known, that the Quan-

tity of any moving Force, or the Effect answer-

ing thereto, doth arife from the Quantity of the

Matter multiplied into the Velocity ; and confe-

quently that whatſoever the Matter which is

mov'd be, as to its Quantity, the Preffure will be

the fame, if the Velocity be reciprocally propor-

tional thereto. Thus the Forces of the Balance,

Leaver, and other fuch mechanical Inftruments,

is deriv'd from the Combination of theſe two

things, the Matter and the Velocity ; and you

U 2
may
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may move any Weight whatfoever, by any Force

how ſmall ſoever, if the Diſtance of the Preffure,

or ſmaller Weight from the Hypomochlion, be

reciprocally proportionated to that of Weights.

Thus one Poundweight , at the Diſtance of four

Feet from the Hypomochlium, is as much as four

Pounds at thr Diſtance ofone Foot ; for here the

fingle Pound is mov'd with a Velocity, which is

fourfold of that of the other ; and confequently is

ofequal Force in itsMotion . Whilft it is moving,

I fay, but not otherwife, as many feem to reckon.

For if at any time the Machine refts, it is mani-

feft, that the Gravity, or Preffure, or Force, is

now in Proportion to the Matter, and the four

Poundweight is four Pounds, and the one Pound

weight no more than one Pound. [ If at any

time the Machine refts, I fay. For indeed, if we

fpeak phyfically, or at leaft mathematically, no

Body doth wholly reft ; but every Body is then

faid to reft, when the Quantity of the Motion is

fo fmall, that it cannot be perceiv'd.] According

therefore to what hath been faid, the Water con-

tain'd, and the Veffel alſo which contains it, are

always in fome fort of Motion, and do never per-

fectly reft ; [ which indeed ifthey did, a Column

of Water, as I fuppofe, that is, an hundred-fold

greater , and confequently of an hundred-fold

greater abfolute Gravity, would prefs the Veſſel

an hundred- fold more : ] But the abfolute Reſt

of the fame not being to be fuppos'd, it is to be

faid, that the Preffure of a Column of Water,

the Area of the Bafe whereof is of one Foot,

and that of a Column whofe Bafe is 100 Feet

fquare, isthe fame ; while the Excefs, to wit, of

the latter Colunin, in refpect of an hundred-fold

Magnitude and abfolute Gravity, is compenfated

and counter- balanc'd bythe hundred-fold greater

Velo-
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Velocity of Deſcent in the leffer Column : And

that the Cafe is the fame here with that of an in-

verted Syphon of unequal Legs, where the Wa-

ter keeps an Equilibrium, by reafon of the Ve-

locities of Afcent or Defcent, which are in both

the Channels reciprocally proportional to the

Quantity of the Water.

Corol. (1.) Fluids therefore prefs, not in Pro-

portion of the Quantity of the Matter preffing,

but of the perpendicular Altitudes.

Corol. (2.) Therefore a Wooden Trencher,

thruft downto the Bottom of a Bucket of Water,

will rife to the Top, notwithstanding the Quan-

tity of the Water which lies upon it is much

greater than that which is under it ; for by reafon

of the Communication which is, by the fmall In-

terval that is betwixt the Edge of the Trencher

and the Bucket, betwixt that little Cylinder of

Water that is under the Trencher, and that Cy-

linder which is above it ; the Weight of the in-

cumbent Water will make that which is under, to

lift up the Trencher with a Force equal to the

faid incumbent Weight.

Corol. (3.) There is no Occafion therefore for

the Hylarchic Principle of the Famous Dr. More,

for the folving this Effect .

Corol. (4 ) Thus it is with Fluids not actually

defcending. But if they, with the Veffel con-

taining, do by the common Force of Gravity of

them all actually defcend ; the Communication

of the Preffure, as I fuppofe, paffeth away, and

the Effect thereof ceafeth ; but this fo, that even

ftill, as in the former Cafe, the Preffure is ac-

cording to the perpendicular Altitude, and is the

fame where that Altitude is the fame, whatfoever

the Column is otherwife, as to its Magnitude,

whether little or great : So that at length we

U 3 may
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may make the Propofition more univerfal, and

fay, without any Reftriction , that Fluids do prefs

according to their perpendicular Altitudes, and

not according to the Quantity of the Matter.

November 11. 1706,

LIX.

LE C T. XXVIII.

F the Denfity of a Fluid, com-

pos'd of Particles which do flee

from each other, be as the Com-

preffion ; fo that if the preffing

Force be two, or four, or eight-

fold, the Denfity thence arifing is fo likewife ;

the
callyproportio of the Particles is recipro

to Diſtances from the

ter : And, vice versa, where the faid Force is re-

ciprocally proportional to the Distances from

their Centers, the Particles which flee from each

other compofe an elaftic Fluid, the. Denfity where-

of is proportional to the Compreffion.

aLet a Fluid be understood to be inclos'd in the

cubic Space ACE, (ſee Fig. 5. Plate 8.) and then

to be brought by Compreffion into a lefs cubic

Space a ce. Here the Distances of the Particles,

by reafon of their keeping the like Situation

amongst themſelves in both Spaces, according to

the Nature of Fluidity , will be as the Sides of the

Cubes AB,a b ; and the Denfities of the Fluid, reci-

procally as the cubic Spaces ACE, ace. Let the

SquareDPbe taken in theSideABCD ofthe greater

Cube,
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Cube, equal to db the Square of the Side of the

leffer Cube. And by the Hypothefis, the Pref-

fure wherewith the Square DP urgeth the inclo-

fed Fluid (or is urged thereby ) will be to the

Preffure wherewith the Square db urges its inclo-

fed Fluid, as the Denfities of the Medium are to

each other ; that is, ab cub. to AB cub. But

the Preffure wherewith the Square BD urgeth

the inclofed Fluid, is to that wherewith the

Square DP urgeth its Fluid, as the Square D B is

to the Square DP, or as ABq is to abg. There-

fore, by Equality, the Preffure wherewith the

Square DBurgeth its Fluid, is to that wherewith.

the Square db urgeth its Fluid, as a b is to AB;

or reciprocally, as the Diftance of the Particles.

For the triplicate Proportion of the Sides a b and

A B, being fubftracted from the duplicate Propor-

tion of the fame ; the fimple Proportion of the

Sides, or the Diſtance of the Particles , remains

reciprocally proportional to the Preffure of the

fame upon the Veffel containing. As for Exam-

ple: Let the greater Cube be eight-fold of the lef

Ter, or the Side of the greater double of the Side

of the leffer. Then indeed, the Density of the

Fluid, in the leffer Veffel, will be eight-fold of

the Denfity in the greater, by reafon of the fame

Quantity of Matter contain'd in an eight-fold

lefs Space. And when by the Hypothefis, the

Compreffion into the given Space . was made ex-

actly proportional to the Denfity, the whole

Compreffion, or the compreffing Force, adequate

to the fame in the leffer Cube, will be in the

eight-fold Proportion of the Compreffion , of

compreffing Force, in the greater : But the en-

tire Surface, wherewith the Compreffion, or the

Surface of every Square in the leffer Cube, is to

the Surface of every Homologous Square in the

greater,
U A
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greater, in a fub-quadruple Proportion. The

eight- fold Preffure therefore is to be compared

with another Preffure of the fame Particle, dif-

pers'd into a four-fold greater Space: Therefore,

in a Space four-fold lefs, the fame Quantity of

Matter, or the fame Particles of the Fluid, fuftain

an eight- fold Preffure ; wherefore every single

Particle muft needs fuftain a Preffure two-fold

greater; or, that the Centrifugal Forces of the

Particles fhould be reciprocally proportionol to

the Diſtances of the fame. 10. E. D.

.ل

Thus if , by the Planes FGH, fg h drawn

through the midst of the Cubes, the Fluid be

diftinguifh'd into two Parts ; hefe will mutually

Prese

other with the fame Force, wherewith

they are prefs'd by the Planes A C, ac ; that is,
Cc,

in the Proportion of a b to AB ; and confequent-

ly the Centrifugal Force, wherebythefe Preffures

are fuftain'd, are in the fame Propertion . Be-

caufe of the fame Number , and the fame Situa

tion of the Particles in both the Cubes, the con

junct Force with all the Particles exercife upon

all, according to the Planes F GH, fgh, are as

the Force which each exercifeth upon each.

Therefore the Force which each exercifeth upon

each, according to the Plane FGH in the greater

Cube, is to the Force which each exercifeth up-

on each, according to the Plane f g h inthe leffer

Cube, as a b is to AB; that is, as we have al-

ready demonftrated, reciprocally as the Diſtances

of the Particles from one another. 2. E. D.

And, vice verfâ, if the Force of each Particle be

reciprocally, as the Diſtance ofthe Particles, i. e.

reciprocally as the Sides of the Cubes A B, a b;

the Sums of the Forces will be in the fame Pro-

portion, and the Preffure of the Squares DB, db,

as the Sums ofthe Forces ; and the Preffure ofthe

Square
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Square DP, to the Preffure of the Square D B,

abq, to ABq. And by Equality, the Preffure

of the Square DP, to the Preffure of the Square

a b, as a b cub. to AB cub. for the Simple Pro-

portion being compounded with the Duplicate,

forms a Triplicate one ' ; fo that the Force ofthe

Compreffion in the one, is to the Force of the

Compreffion in, the other, as the Density of the

Fluid in the former, to the Denſity of the Fluid

in the latter. 2. E. D..

-Corol. ( 1.) Since therefore it is manifeft by

Experiments, that the Denfity of our Afr, com-

prefs'd and rarified by Turns, is Proportional

every where to the compreffing Force, or the

Compreffion it Telf; it feems that the Air con-

fifts of Particles which flee from, or chafe away

one another in the inveffe Proportion of the Di-

ftances. For altho' this Centrifugal Force may

feem Diamètrically oppofite to the Univerfal cen-

tripetal Force or Gravity which we fpake of, fo

that it cannot confift of the fame yet it may

come to pafs, that befides that gefferal Law of

Gravity which belongs to Matter 23 fuch , and

without any Refpect had to the Figures, Forms,

Circumftances or Motions of the fame .; there

may be other Laws, and natural Forces, whe-

ther of attracting, or the contrary, belongingto

the fpecial Figures, Forms, Circumftances or

Motions of Particles of Matter, and in a pecu-

liar Manner annexed to the fame, upon which

many of the more difficult, Phenomena of Nature

may depend. Thus indeed it feems, that the

Particles of Air, when they have acquir'd that

peculiar Temperament, Figure or Form, from

which they are fitted to compofe fuch an Elaftic

Fluid as we call Air, are immediately fubject to

the new and ſpecial Law or Centrifugal Force
•

t

belonging
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belonging to fuch Particles, and fuch only.

For our moft perfpicacious Author doth juftly

fufpect, that the greateſt Part of the ſpecial Phe-

nomena of Nature depend upon fuch a Force as

hath been mentioned, and are owing to Caufes

not yet known, whereby Particles of Matter are

either driven upon one another, and fo cohere in

regular Figures ; or are driven away, and recede

from one another ; which Force being unknown,

it is no wonder that Philofophers hitherto have

invain attempted to explicate the Works of Na-

ture ; and which confequently being now by

degrees difcover'd, or in the way to be fo,

it is to be hoped that in Time, at leaſt, we

fhall come at length unto, tho' not the primary

Caufes, yet the next to them, and fuch as will be

as well accommodated to Geometrical Calcula-

tion, as Humane Ufes. eidi ole.

.

2

Scholium. But what hath been faid concerning

the Centrifugal Forces of the Air, and fuch like

Fluids, is to be understood of fuch Forces only,

as are terminated in the next Particles, or diffus'd

not much further: Examples of which we have

in magnetic Bodies ; the attractive Force of which

is terminated almoft in Bodies of their own Kind

which are next to them. The Loadſtone's Ver-

tue is contracted by a Plate of Iron which is

interpos'd, and almoft terminated in the fame."For the more remote Bodies are not fome

much

drawn by the Magnet it felf, as by the Plate.

In like away other
FALLENDAT Particles chafe

Particles of their Kind which are next to them,

their Force in the mean while not reaching unto

remoter Particles, of them fuch Fluids will be

compos'd, as we have been treating of in this

Propofitionis iste
A

to wel teibrat

quiquoled

No W Corole
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A

Corol. (2.) By the fame Reaſon it ſeems, that

befides the general Force of Gravity, there are

other attractive Forces peculiar to the Particles

of fome Bodies, or to very fmall Diſtances, and

other Circumftances of particular Bodies, from

whence Phenomena, otherwife unaccountable,

will naturally proceed. From fuch an Attraction

as this, the Refraction or Inflection of the Rays

of Light in Pellucid, or about the Angles of

opake Bodies, which, to wit, do attract before the

Contact, and the more forcibly at the leffer Di-

ftance ; as our Author hath obſerved in his ex-

cellent Optic Treatife. And from the like

Caufe, as he notes in his Latin Edition of the

fame Work, the Spheric Figure of little Drops

both of Quick-Silver, and the like Fluids feems

to ariſe. For thefe Particles, as it feems when

at a little Distance from each other, attract

ftrongly ; and like as in the great Bodies the

Planets, their Spherical Figure refults from an

equal Gravitation of the Conftituant Parts one

towards another ; fo it is reafonable to derive the

Spherical Figure of the little Drops which we

were fpeaking of, from an equal Centripetal

Force ofthe Particles that compoſe them, whilft

they approach to one another especially fince

we fee that thefe Particles do fo quickly, and in

a Moment, and fo exactly caft themſelves into

the faid Figure ; as is manifeft in the known

Phenomena of the Rainbow, which are wholly

owing to an inftantaneous and moft exact Con-

formation ofthe Particles into that Figure. And

to the fame Caufe are fome other Phenomena of

Fluids, which are otherwife moft difficult to be

folv'd, reafonably attributed, But this by the

Way,

•

LX. The
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LX. The Quantity of Matter in all Bodies, is

exactly proportional to their Weight.

1

•

1

For when the Refiftance of the Air is taken

away, as is done in Mr. Boyle'sVacuum ; all Bodies,

whether they feem moft folid and heavy, or

moft rare and light, defcend together with a

common and given Velocity, as ſoon as they are

let down from the fame Heighth. All Pendu-

lous Bodies alfo whatever, where the Centers of

Vibration are equidiftant from the Center of

Sufpenfion, do even in the Air Defcend and Af

cend together, for a great Space of Time, ifthey

begin at the fame Time to vibrate, in an equal

Arch ofthefame, or an equal Cycloid, or even an

Arch unequal ; and where an equal Arch is de-

fcrib'd, they are mov'd altogether with the fame

Celerity, whether they be hard or foft, folid or

liquid ; whether great or fmall, or of whatſoever

Form and Figure. From whence it is manifeft,

that the movingForce is every-where in the fame.

Proportion with the Matter to be mov'd ; or that

the fame Force of Gravity doth equally affect all

Bodies in the fame Diftance from the Center of

the Earth. For that great Bodies do, cæteris

paribus, defcend fomething more fwiftly, and

keep their Motions fomething longer ; this is

from hence, namely, that the Surface of Bodies,

according to which they are expos'd to the Re-

fiftance of the Air, or any Medium whatever,

is in Similar Bodies, in the duplicate Proportion

only of the Diameters, or Homologous Sides ;

whereas the Solidity of the fame, according to

which, both the Quantity of Matter, and the

Force of Gravity is to be eftimated, is in the tri

plicate Proportion of the faid Sides : So that if

the Diameter ofa Ball of Stone be Three fold of

that ofanother Ball ofthe fame Matter, the Sur-

face
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1

face of the fame, and confequently the Velocity

being given, the Refiftance it meets with in the

Air, will be only Nine-fold of that of the other ;

when, nevertheless, its Solidity, and Qantity of

Matter, and Gravity which is Proportional there-

to, will be Twenty-feven-fold of the fame in the

other. From whence it is no Wonder, that the

Reſiſtance, which in Proportion of the Gravity,

is fo much leſs in the greater Sphere, fhould affect

and retard the fame Sphere in a leffer Proportion

than it affects and retards the leffer. But that

there is fo great a Difference of Velocity of De-

fcent in the Air, betwixt Gold and Chaff, fup-

pofe, this depends not only upon this Difference of

Surfaces, but eſpecially upon the Difference of

Specific Gravity, whereby Gold doth far more

exceed the Gravity of the Air, than Chaff doth ;

but the Exceſs of the Specific Gravity of a Body

defcending in the Air, above the Specific Gravity

ofthe Airit felf ; this alone is that Gravity, which

forcesa Bodywhich is placed inthe Air to defcend,

as we fhew'd above. And therefore it is notto be

wonder'd, that Gold ſhould fall in the Air much

more ſwiftly than Chaff, altho' in a Vacuum they

are always obferv'd to deſcend with equal Velo-

city.

Scholium. If the Velocity it felf of all Bodies in

a Vacuum, upon the Surface of the Earth, be re-

quir'd tobe given in known Meaſures ; we are to

know, that as well by the direct Obfervation of

Bodies falling Perpendicularly, as by the Vibra-

tions of Pendulums, and Computation made

from thence by Hugens ; it is with the Confent of

Geometricians, determin'd to be of that Quan-

tity, that in one 2d of Time, Bodies defcend 15

Feet of Paris, or 16L1 English Feet ; or in the

Space of one Hour, 208656000 English Feet, i. e.

almoft
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almoft 40000 English Miles ; as from the Ċalcu-

lation, according to which Bodies defcend, in

the Proportion of the Time duplicated, it will

preſently appear.

LXI. In Pendulous Bodies, which are refifted

only in the Proportion of the Velocity, when

the Vibrations are in a Cycloid, whether the

Arches defcrib'd be greater or leffer, are every

where Ifochronal.

The Truth ofthe Propofition, as ſpoken of in

a Vacuum, where there is no Refiftance of the

Medium, hath been demonftrated above. And

if the Refiftance be as the Velocity, or as the

Arch every where to be defcrib'd ; the reft of

the Velocity fhall likewiſe be in the fame Propor-

tion ; and confequently the Time of Vibrating

will be equally retarded on both Sides, and the

Vibrations will ftill remain as before, i. e. of

equal Time. Q. E. D.

Corol. Therefore refifting Mediums, make the

Time ofeach Vibration longer than it would be

in a Vacuum. And Experience teftifies this of

Pendulum Clocks ; the Vibrations whereof, have

been obferv'd to be perform'd fomething more

quickly in a Vacuum, than in the Air. For the

Refiftance takes off fomething from the Force of

the moying Gravity, and confequently dothfome-

thing refract or leffen its Effect, and the Velocity

of the Motion.

Nov. 25. 1706.

LECT.
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LECT. XXIX.

LXXII

B

Odies mov'd with an unequal

Velocity in a very Subtle

Fluid, are refifted by the

Fluid in the Duplicate Pro-

portion of the Velocity.

For fince the Body which is mov'd the ſwifter,

doth both paſs through a greater Part of the Me-

dium, in Proportion of its Velocity, and meets

every unequal Part of the Medium with greater

Force, in Proportion of the fame Velocity, the

whole Refiftance arifing from both Caufes con-

join'd, will neceffarily be in the Duplicate Pro-

portion of the fame Velocity. Which Propor-

tion doth agree well with Experiments. Albeit

the Defect, as to Slipperinefs of the Parts in the

Air, which give Way, arifing from Elafticity,

and fome Coheſion of the Parts of moft Fluids,

muft needs fomething difturb that Proportion.

Corol. (2.) Since therefore, the Vibrations of

Pendulums in a Cycloid, where the Refiftance is

in the Simple Proportion of the Velocity, would

be Ifochronal ; but the Reſiſtance in the Air, and

fuch like Mediums, is almoft in the Duplicate

Proportion of the Velocity ; it is manifeft that

the Times of Vibrations in a Cycloid, and much

more in a Circle, are, when the Vibration is in

the Air, not altogether in divers Arches, but in

the greater Arches, fomething greater, by Rea-

fon ofthe too great Refiftance.

Corol.
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Corol. (2.) Hence it follows, that for the

moſt exactly obtaining the Equality of Times in

Pendulum Clocks, it is requifite that the Pendu-

lums fhould always defcribe the fame Arches ;

otherwife. by Reafon of the unequal Velocity,

where the Arches deſcribed are greater, the Mo-

tion will be flower ; where leffer, it will be

fwifter than it ought to be. From whence alfo

the Caufe may be fhew'd, why greater Clocks,

placed in a Ship, and tofs'd up and down, do not

fo exactly fhew the Hours, as thoſe which are

upon Land, and are at Reft. For by Reafon of

the Concuffion, Arches are defcrib'd fometimes

greater, and fometimes leffer ; and from thence

fome Inequality muft neceffarily follow.

A

Corol. (3 ) Shorter Vibrations, whether in a

Cycloid, or in a Circle, are more Ifochronal

than longer ; which is becauſe of the Reſiſtance

of the disturbing Medium ; and the ſhorteſt are

perform'd in the fame Times nearly as in a Va-

cuum ; where alfo the Cycloid, and Circle, do

juft coincide , and the Vibrations in one, ſcarce

differ from thofe in the other. From whence

alfo, the Pendulum Clocks, which are govern'd

by a long Pendulum, do fhew the Hours much

more exactly, than thofe which have a fhorter

Pendulum ; forafmuch as far leffer Arches are

defcrib'd by thofe than theſe. But the Times of

thofe Vibrations which are made in greater

Arches, are fomething greater, becauſe the Refi-

ftance whereby the Time is lengthened, is great-

er, in Proportion of the Length defcrib'd in the

Defcent, to wit, becauſe of the greater Velo.

city ) than the Refiftance in the fubfequent Af-

cent, whereby the Time is Contracted. But the

Time of Vibrations, as well fhort as long, is alfo

fomething lengthned by the Motion of the Me-

dium.
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dium. For when Bodies become flower in their

Motion, they are a little lefs refifted ; and when

they are accelerated, a little more, than when

they are mov'd uniformly ; becauſe whilft the

Medium goes forward the fame way with

the Bodies, by that Motion which it hath re-

ceiv'd from them, in the former Cafe it is the

more agitated, in the latter lefs ; and confequent-

ly doth more or lefs confpire with the Bodies

moved in it. It refifts Pendulums therefore in

their Deſcent more, in their Afcent lefs ; and

from both Cauſes the Time is lengthened.

LXIII. All Sounds, whether ſmall or great, do

go almoft with one given Degree of Velocity ; and

this given Velocity is fo fwift that it conftantly

goes about 1142 Feet in one Second of Time,'

which is Eight Miles in juft 37", or about 68529

Feet; that is, near 13 Miles in an entire firft

Minute, or near 780 Miles in an Hour.

For all Sounds, whether great or ſmall , muft

go with the fame Velocity which a Stone, or

other defcending Body falling from half the

Height of the Atmoſphere, fuppofing it uniform ,

i. e. juft fo high as by its Weight would reduce

our Air on the Earth's Surface to its prefent De-

gree of Denfity ; I fay all Sounds must go with

the fame Velocity , which a Stone at laft would

acquire by falling from half that Height ; or,

which is the fame thing , that Sounds must go fo

far as that entire Height comes to in the fame

Time that the Stone would defcend from the one

half of that Height ; becauſe the laft Velocity

acquir'd, if it had been uniformly continued all

that while, would have gone twice as far as that

Line which had been defcrib'd by an unequalVe-

locity, gradually increafing from Reft, as we

have above from Galileo demonftrated p.; and

X there-
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therefore in the fame time would have gone the

whole Height of that uniform Atmoſphere :

Now this Stone falling from half that Height ,

defcends to the Earth in about fuch a Space of

Time as anfwers to the former Obfervations of

the Velocity of Sounds. Now, that Sounds muſt

needs go with the fame Swiftnefs that a Stone

would arrive at from half that Height before-

mentioned, is thus demonftrated. The defcend-

ing Stone is urged downwards only by its own

natural Gravity, or infinitely fmall Degree of

Velocity uniformly imprefs'd upon it ; and fo its

Velocity in equal Time has an equal Increaſe,

and becomes greater exactly in the Proportion of

the Time of its Defcent. The Atmoſphere's

Tenſion or Elafticity, which conveys the Sound

with its own natural Degree of Velocity, or at-

tempt to Motion, arifes alfo in thisCafe from the

natural Gravity of each phyfical Part of the up-

per Surface uniformly augmented bythe Addition

of equal Parts of the inferior Surfaces quite down

to the Bottom ; fo that in both Cafes, the Veloci-

ty actually acquir'd in one is the fame with the

Conatus ad motum , the Tenfion or beginning Ve-

locity of the other : Juft like two fmall or nafcent

Quantities originally equal, and which afterward

are augmented in the fame Proportion, whoſe

laft Quantities must therefore be equal alfo.

This being fo, and the Tenfion of the Parts of

the Air being almoft the fame, whether the Mo-

tion or Sound be great or ſmall ; 'tis plain, that

tho' the Quantity of the Sound will be in Pro-

portion to the Quickneſs of the Vibrations of the

Sounding Body, and if that Velocity be increas'd

by the Concurrence of the Wind, or diminiſh'd

by its Oppofition , the Sound will either be

ftronger and reach farther, or be weaker and ftop

fooner ;
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fooner; yet will the Velocity of the Sound itfelf

be always proportionable to the Tenfion of the

Air which conveys it, and that Tenſion being

nearly fix'd and certain , this Velocity of all

Sounds must be nearly fix'd and certain. Now

what Time is neceffary for the Defcent of a Stone

from haif the Altitude of fuch an uniform At-

moſphere, as we have before fuppos'd, will be

thus computed. The fpecifick Weight of Water

to that of Quickfilver, is known by many Trials

to be as about 1 to 13 ; and when the Mercury

is ༡༠ Inches in Altitude, the fpecifick Gravity of

Air to that of Water is about that of 1 to near

900, as has been found alfo by many Tryals.

Nay indeed, confidering that most of the Elder

and Foreign Experiments come nearer to that of

I to a 1000 ; and that however the fpecifick Gra-

vity of thofe Parts which are properly elaftical

Air, if they were freed from Vapors and other

Bodies which are not elaftical, and have nothing

to do in the Conveyance of Sounds, would be

then not the roooth Part ; I fhall chufe I to

1100 forthe Proportion of Air properly ſpeaking

to Water: whence it will follow that true elaſtical

Air will be to Quickfilver as 1 to 15125, and 30

Inches of Quickfilver, which is a Balance for an

equal Column of Air , will correfpond to 30

times 15125 Inches of Air, or to 453750 Inches

thereof; that is, to 37812 English Feet, or about

7 English Miles ; which, if the Air were uniform

in Denfity, would be its entir e Altitude. ' But

falling Bodies are known to defcend half that

Altitude, or 18906 Feet in about 34 Seconds of

Time. Whence Sounds ought to propagate

themſelves with fuch a Velocity , as will carry

them 37812 Feet ; the Altitude of the Air, if it

were uniform in Denfity ; in the Space of a little

X 2 above
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above 34 Seconds, the Time of a Stone's Defcent

from half that Altitude ; and by confequence will

be propagated about 1142 Feet in one Second,

about 68520 Feet, or near 13 Miles in one whole

Minute, i . e. near 780 Miles in an Hour, agreeably

to the beſt Obfervations. Sir Ifaac Newton, in his

firft Edition , calculated the Velocity of Sounds

to be ſomewhat lefs, by taking only 1 to 850 for

the Proportion of Air to Water, which in this

Cafe, as he now owns, ought rather to be taken

as only 1 to about 1100 : And it plainly appears,

that the Obfervations of the Velocity of Sounds

do generally make it greater than his firſt Num-

bers did allow. As to his Demonftration of

the Conclufion we have here brought this Mat-

ter to, tho' it be extremely fubtil and ingenious,

yet is it too long, too remote, and too intricate

to be infifted on in this place ; and therefore it

was thought proper to make use of this more eafy

and intelligible Method of Demonſtration.

Coroll. (1.) If the Denfity of Air be increas'd

or diminish'd, the Sound it ſelf, or Violence of

the Noife , will be increas'd or diminiſh'd in the

fame Proportion : Which thing doth well agree

with the Experiments of Sounds made in rarified

or condens'd Air.

Corol. (2.) If the Wind confpire with the

Motion of the Air, the Sound or Noife will be

increas'd and carried farther ; as being now

made up of the Sum of the Motions of the

Sound it felf, and the Wind. If the Wind be

contrary, the Sound will be diminish'd, and

fooner stopp'd, as now confifting of the Dif-

ference of the faid Motions only. Which ne-

vertheleſs is ſo to be understood, that the Veloci-

ty
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ty ofthe Sound it felf, which was defign'd above ,

alter but very little For Sound depends not on

the continual Motion of the Air, but of the Pul-

fations of the fame propagated after the manner

of Waves by Vibrations, and a continual Viciffi-

tude of Goings and Returnings, as will be fhewn

afterwards. And of what Sort foever the Diffe-

rence of the Noife is, which arifeth from the

different State of the Sonorous Body, or of the

Wind ; yet the Denfity of the Air, and its Ela-

fticity, do remain almoft the fame ; and fo the Ef-

fects of them, or the Velocity of the propagated

Sounds, will remain likewiſe almoft equal.

Corol. (3 ) Sounds therefore, of what Kind

foever , whether they be great or finall , are

propagated through Air of a given Density and

Elafticity almoft with the fame Velocity ; as the

Experiments alfo, which have been madeby Phi-

lofophers, do fhew.

Corol. (4. ) The Velocity of Sounds there-

fore in any Place whatever being given, or that

whereby they go about 1142 English Feet in

one Second ; from the Interval of Time of

Sounds given , there is given withal the Interval

of Diſtance of the Sonorous Body. Thus, for In-

ftance, if we number ro" of Time betwixt the

Fire of a Cannon feen , and the Sound heard

it is manifeft, that the Gun is 11420 Feet diftant,

orfomewhat above two Miles . As likewife, if s'

pafs betwixt our feeing the Flaſh of Lightning,

and hearing the Thunder, we may reckon that

the Thunder-Cloud is about 5710 Feet , or a

little above one Mile diftant from us.

Decemb. 2. 1706.

X 3 LE CT.
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1

LXIV

LECT. XXX.

S the Refiftance of Fluids in di-

vers Velocities is in the dupli-

cate Proportion of the Veloci-

ty ; fo in divers Denfities the

Velocity being given , it is in

the direct Proportion of the Denfity it felf ; but

the Density and Velocity being given in the du-

plicate Proportion of the Diameters ; and confe-

quently the Refiftance in general is in a Propor-

tion compounded of the duplicate Proportion of

the Velocity, and the fame Proportion ofDiame-

ters, and the fimple Proportion of the Denfity of

the Medium directly .

Theſe. Things are easy , and ftand in no Need

of Demonftration. For if two Spheres do ex-

Iceed one the other, as to their Diameters, in the

double Proportion, or be as 2 to 1 , and the great-

er be mov'd with a Velocity double to that of the

other, and in a fluid Medium double to the other

in Denfity ; it is plain, that in any given Space

of Time the whole Refiftance of the greater

Sphere, or Motion loft, is to the whole Refiſtance

the leffer Sphere meets with, or its Motion loft,

as 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 to IXIX I XIXI, or

as 32 to 1 ; and thus every where. But it is to be

noted, that Refiftance proceeds equally both from

Fluids and Solids, cæteris paribus ; unleſs fo far as

in a very fluid Medium, when the Motion is

fomewhat flow, the Medium it felf by a Circu-

lation of Motion, and an Impetus thereby made

on
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on the hinder Part of the Body mov'd in it, doth

fomething promote the Motion of the Body ;

which recíprocal Impetus of the Medium on the

Body ought to be lefs in fwifter Motions of the

Body, and in very ſwift ones none at all ; as our

Famous Author found the thing to happen in very

accurate Experiments, which he made about it.

Corol. (1.) The Mediums therefore in which

Projectiles are carried the fartheft without any

fenfible Diminution of Motion, are not only ve-

ry fluid, but much rarer than the Bodies moved

in them ; otherwife they would prefently ftop

the Motion of the Projectiles, and bring it to reft.

Corol. (2.) From whence it follows , that our

Air, or all the Matter contain'd in it, is very

fmall, if it be compar'd with the Matter in Bo-

dies, that are carried forward very far and ſwiftly

in it ; and is fo far from the Cartefian Plenum, that

it doth not indeed poffefs the 20000th Part of the

containing Space.

Corol. (3.) And it follows alfo, that the Ether,

or all the Matter contain'd in the Planetary Spa-

ces, thro' which the Planes have revolv'd for fo

manythouſands of Years with fuch Velocity, and

this without almost any Lofs of Motion at all ,

is very fmall, if compared with the Matter con-

tain'd in the Planets themſelves ; fo that , as

will easily appear by Calculation, that Space

ought rather to be counted a Vacuum than other-

wife.

Corol. (4.) The whole Cartefian Philofophy

therefore falls to the ground, which is entirely

built upon a Plenum, and a Celeſtal Matter,

whichX 4
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1

which he calls His 1ft and 2d Elements. Nor

can that ingenious Fiction any longer fubfift,

when its Bafis is thus deftroy'd by our Author's

Experiments, and what he hath demonftrated :

Efpecially when He has not only taken away

that Plenitude of Matter, but fhew'd alſo that

there is nothing of the forefaid Matter in the

Pores of Bodies. For by the Experiment of a

very long Pendulum vibrating in the Air a long

while, and by eftimating the Lofs of Motion,

when compar'd with the Reſiſtance of the Air

made upon its Surface, he found that either there

was none at all, or a plainly infenfible Reſiſtance

in the internal Parts. From whence it is rightly

concluded , that there is either none at all , or a

plainly infenfible Quantity of any fubtle Matter

in the Pores of Bodies ; whereas, from the Car-

tefan Plenitude, compared with the ſpecifical Gra-

vity of the Pendulum, it ought to be far greater

than the grofs Subftance it felf of the Pendulum.

4

LXV. No Rectilinear Preffure can be propa-

gated through a Fluid, in right Lines only.

Forfince the Parts of a Fluid are always in Mo-

tion every way , or are at leaft every way eaſily

moveable, and will upon any Occafion be actually

mov'd ; it cannot be, but that any Preffure what-

ever, which is firft communicated in a right Line,

muft urge the contiguous oblique Parts more or

lefs ; and that thefe oblique Parts muft urge

others in like manner that are placed obliquely ;

and thus in infinitum. The Preffure therefore, as

foon as it is propagated to Particles which do not

lie in the right Line, will begin to divaricate, and

be propagated obliquely for ever ; and when

fome Part of the Preffure is intercepted byfome

Obſtacle,
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Obftacle, the remaining Part now, as well as be

fore, will divaricate into all the Spaces beyond

the Obftacle.

Corol. (1.) Hence the Reafon appears, why

Sounds let into a Chamber, either by the inter-

pos'd Walls, or through the Windows, fpread

themſelves into all Parts of the Chamber, and

are heard at all Angles, not only as reflected

from the oppofite Walls, but as propagated thro'

the Air on every Side from the Window.

Corol. (2.) The Rays of Light which are pro-

pagated through the Ether, or Air, or any other

Fluids whatever always in right Lines, are not

Impulfes or Modifications of that Fluid, as it is

in Sounds , but real Corpufcles flowing from the

Fountain of Light, and propagated by a true

Motion through the Medium ; as moft of the

other Phænomena of Light do alfo fhew.

LXVI. Every tremulous Body in an Elaftic

Medium will propagate the Motion of Pulfes on

every Side forwards ; but in a Medium not

Elaftic, it will excite a circular Motion.

7

Cafe (1.) For the Parts of the tremulous Bo-

dy, in their alternate going and returning, will

in their going drive forwards, and confequently

prefs and condenfe the Parts of the Medium next

thereto ; and in their returning will permit the

faid Parts of the Medium to expand themſelves,

and return to their former Situation. Which

certain Parts of the Medium going and returning

alternately , as doth the tremulous Body it felf,

will act in the fame manner upon the Parts of the

Medium next to them, as the tremulous Body

did
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did upon them, and will propagate the fame tre-

mulous Motion to thofe further Parts of the Me-

dium, and theſe laſt will propagate it to others

more remote than themſelves ; and thus in infini-

tum. And in every one of the deſign'd Diviſions

ofthe Medium, the Parts will be alternately con-

dens'd and relax'd ; in their Going condens'd, and

in their Return relax'd , like as it is in the tre-

mulous Body that began the Motion. Not that

they all go and return at the fame time, but alter-

nately; for the Expanfion of the foregoing Di-

viſion makes the Condenſation of the 2d , and is

at the fame time with it, as the Expanfion of the

2d is at the fame time that the Condenſation of

the 3d is. But the Parts which go, and in going

are condens'd, becauſe of their progreffive Mo-

tion wherewith they ſtrike Obftacles, are Pulfes ;

and therefore fucceffive Pulfes will be propagated

from every tremulous Body through an Elaftic

Medium ; and this at Diftances from each other

nearly equal, becauſe of the equal Intervals of

Time, wherein the Body doth by each Trémor

excite each Pulfe. 2. E. D..

Corol. (1.) Altho' the Parts of a tremulous

Body do go and return according to fome cer-

tain and determinate Direction, or Part ; yet the

Pulfes propagated from thence through the fluid

Medium will , by the foregoing Propofition ,

fpread themſelves every way on the Sides ; and

will be propagated every way from the tremulous

Body as the Center, according to Surfaces almoſt

fpheric and concentric. Of which we have an

Example in Waves ; which if they be rais'd by a

tremulous Finger, will not only go forward, ac-

cording to the Direction of the Motion of the

Finger , but will preſently be propagated on all

Sides,
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Sides , and encompass the Finger in the Form of

concentric Circles ; for the Gravity of the Water

fupplies in a fort the Place of Elafticity.

Corol. (2.) Hence we may collect, that the

Number of the propagated Pulfes is the fame

with the Number of the Vibrations of the tremu-

lous Body, and is not multiplied in the Progreſs.

For every phyfical little Line , as foon as by the

Expanfion it hath return'd to its firft Place, would

reft there, were it not urged with a new Motion

bythe Force of the tremulous Body it felf, orthe

Pulfes propagated from it. And therefore it will

actually reft , when Pulfes ceafe to be propagated

from that Body.

Corol. (3.) Hence the Reafon appears why

Sounds, when the Motion of the fonorous Body

ceafeth, do prefently ceafe ; and are hear'd at a

great Diftance no longer than at a leffer : For the

Caufe ceafing, the Effect muft needs ceafe alfo.

Corol. (4.) Hence we may underſtand the

Caufe ofthe Increafe of Sounds, in the Stenteropho

nick Tubes. For a reciprocal Motion is wont, in

each Recourfe , to be increas'd by the Caufe that

produces it : For the Motion in the Tube, which

hinders the Dilatation of the Sound, is rever-

berated more ftrongly ; and therefore is the more

increas'd from the new Motion imprefs'd in each

Reflexion. And fince all that Force of the fono-

rous Body, or Voice , which otherwife muſt in

the fame time have been propagated through an

entire Sphere, which hath the Length of the

Tube for its Radius, is now fhut up within the

Hollow of the Tube, and goes out of the Aper

ture with a great Strength ; it is evident, that the

tremu-
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tremulous Motion of the Air , or the Violence

of its Pulfes, is greatly increas'd from thence,

and confequently ought to reach unto a much

greater Diſtance ; but this fo notwithstanding,

that the Velocity of the Propagation doth every

where remain ftill the fame and unvaried . The

Sound therefore, as I fuppofe, is increas'd in theſe

Tubes intheProportion ofthe wholefphericSurface

aforefaid, to that Part of it which is contain'd

within the Aperture ofthe Tube. But it would be

worth the while that Experiments fhould be made

about this Matter, to determine whether the In-

creaſe of Sounds in theſe Tubes be in that Pro-

portion which hath been
defin'd

; that we may

hereafter pronounce with more Certainty, and

may be able to accommodate thefe Tubes more

to the Ufe of Mankind.

Cafe (2.) But if the Medium be not Elaftic

becauſe the Parts thereof which are preffed by

the vibrating Parts of the tremulous Body cannot

be condens'd, the Motion will be propagated in

an Inftant to Parts where the Medium doth more

eafily give way ; that is, to Parts which the Body

would otherwife leave empty behind it. The

Cafe is the fame here , as with Projectiles in ge-

neral in any Medium whatever. The Medium,

in giving way, doth not go back in infinitum, but

by a Circulation comes at length to the Spaces

which the Body leaves behind it. Thus it is that

the Medium gives way to a tremulous Body alſo,

by a circular Retroceffion ; and as often as

the Body returns to its former Place, the Medium

is repell'd from thence, and returns to its former

Place.

75
Corol
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Corollary. The Cartefians therefore are miſtaken,

who fuppofe that the Agitation of the Parts of

the Sun, or any Flame, fuffices to a Preffure,

which is to be propagated through the Ambient

Medium in right Lines, fo as to conftitute the

Rays of Light. For fuch a Preffure ought to be,

not from the Agitation only of the Parts of the

Flame, but from the Dilatation of the whole.

T
Decem. 9. 1706.

LE C T. XXXI.
LECT

.

LXVIIF a folid Cylinder, infinitely

long, be revolv'd in an uni-

form and infinite Fluid about

its own Axis, the Pofition

whereof is given , and the

Fluid be mov'd round by the Impulſe of this Cy-

linder only ; and every Part of the Fluid perfe-

veres uniformly in its Motion ; the periodic

Times of the Fluid will be as their Diſtances

from the Axis of the Cylinder directly ; and the

Velocities will be every where equal.

For let the Fluid be diftinguifh'd into innume-

rable Cylindrical Orbs concentric to the Cylin-

der, and of the fame Thickneſs every where.

And becauſe the Fluid is fuppos'd to be homoge-

neous,
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neous, and the Cylinder, by its circular Motion,

endeavours to put all the contiguous Parts of the

Fluid, and through them the further Parts in in

finitum, into its own angular Motion, and confe-

quently into a Velocity of Motion that is in di-

rect Proportion of the Distance, fo that each of

them fhouldbe turn'd about in the fame peri-

odic Time with it felf; it is plain , that

every Orb doth then ceafe from further Acce

leration, and that the Parts of them perfevere

uniformly in their Motions, where the Refiftance

or Impreffion on the Concave Part, is equal to

the Reſiſtance or Impreffion on the Convex Part :

(For otherwiſe the ftronger Force prevailing, the

Motion will be changed on that Part. ) There-

fore, where the refpective Velocity, according

to which Reſiſtance will arife in the given Sur-

face, fhall be in the reciprocal Proportion of the

Surface, the Impreffions on both Parts will be

equal ; that is, in the prefent Cafe, where the

angular Velocity is in the reciprocal Proportion

of the Diſtance it felf, or where the abfolute Ve-

locity is always equal , the periodic Times alfo

will be in the direct Proportion of the Diſtance.

2. E. D. }

Corol. (r.) If the Fluid be not infinite, but

contain'd in a Cylindrical Veffel ; the exterior

Cylinder alfo will be turn'd round, and its Mo-

tion will be accelerated until the periodic Times

of both Cylinders, and of the inclos'd Fluid, be

equal one to another. But if the exterior Cy-

linder be violently detain'd, it will endeavour to

retard the Motion of the Fluid ; and unleſs the

interior Cylinders preferve its Motion by fome

Force continually imprefs'd, it will make the

fame to cease by Degrees.

2650 Corol.
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Corol. (2.) But fince the periodic Times of

the Planets are not in the Proportion it felf of

their Diſtances from the Sun, but in a Proportion

which is fefqui-alteral of the fame ; and confe-

quently their abfolute Velocities are not every

where equal, but in a fubduplicate Proportion of

the Diſtances, as all Aftronomers acknowledge ;

it appears, that the Conftirution of fuch an

Ethereal Fluid doth in no wife agree to the So-

lar Syftem ; nor doth the Suppofition of it any

ways help the Cartefian Vortices.

LXVIII. If a folid Sphere , in an uniform

and infinite Fluid, be revolv'd uniformly about its

own Axis, the Pofition whereof is given ; and by

the Impulſe of this alone the Fluid be turned

round, and every Part of the Fluid perfeveres

uniformly in its Motion ; the periodic Times of

the Parts of the Fluid will be as the Squares of

the Diſtances from the Center of the Sphere.

Let the Fluid be diſtinguiſh'd into innumerable

Concentric Spherical Orbs of the fame Thick-

nefs : And, as before, the Fluid will then only

perfevere in its uniform Motion without any Ac-

celeration or Retardation where the angular

Motions of the Parts of the Fluid about the Axis

of the Globe be reciprocally as the Spheric Con-

centric Surfaces themſelves , or as the Squares of

the Diſtances from the Center of the Globe rect-

procally ; or laftly, as the periodic Times of the

Parts which are reciprocally proportional to the

angular Velocities themſelves ; where theſe be as

the Squares of the Diſtances from the Center of

the Globe directly .

Corol. ( 1.) If the Fluid be not infinite, but

contain❜d in a fpheric Veffel ; the fpheric Veffel

alfo will be turned round, and its Motion will be

accelerated until the periodic Times of the Sphere,

and
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and Veffel, and inclos'd Fluid, be equal to one

another. But if the fpheric Veffel be violently

detain'd, it will endeavour to retard the Motion

of the Fluid ; and unless the Sphere preferve its

Motion by fome Force continually imprefs'd ,

will make that the fame, as, in the former Cafe,

fhould by Degrees ceafe.

Corol. (2.) But fince the periodic Times of

the Planets are not in the duplicate Proportion

of their Diſtances from the Sun, as we have ſeen

already ; it is manifeft, that the Conftitution of

fuch an Ethereal Fluid doth in no wife agree to

the Solar Syſtem ; nor are the Cartefian Vortices

in any wife help'd from the Suppofition of the

fame.

Corol. (3.) Since the Bodies,which being carried

in a Vortex, go perpetually the fame round

without confiderable Accefsto theCenter, orRecefs

from it ; (as it is in all Planets, both Primary and

Secondary ; ) they muſt needs be of the fame

Denfity with the Vortex, and be carried along

together with the contiguous Parts : And fince

this Sort of Vortices must be fo mov'd, that the

periodic Times fhould be in the duplicate Propor-

tion of the Distances ( contrary to what happens

in all the Planets ; ) it is manifeft, that the

Planets are not carried along in Corporeal Vor-

tices. Which alfo will be made more manifeft

from the following Propofition.

LXIX.. The Velocities of all the Planets,

whether Primary or Secondary , about their

Central Bodies , by being in the reciprocal

fubduplicate Proportion of the Diſtances from

their Centers, do wholly overthrow the Cartefian

Hypothefis of Vortices.

For the Planets, as isnow known every where,

do revolve each of them about the Central Body

in
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in Ellipfes ; and this in fuch fort , that by

Rays drawn to their Foci they defcribe Areas

proportional to the Times ; and that the Veloci-

ties fhould be in the reciprocal fubduplicate Pro-

portion of the Distances. But the Parts of an

Ethereal Vortex cannot be revolv'd with fuch a

Motion. For (in Fig. 6. Plate 8.) let A D, BE,

CF be three Primary Orbs defcrib'd about the

Sun S. Of which let the outmoft CF be Con-

centric to the Sun ; and let the Aphelia of the

two inner be A and B, and their Perihelia D

and E. Therefore the Body which is revolv'd in

the Orb C F will, by a Ray drawn to the Sun in

defcribing Areas, which are proportional to the

Times, be moved with an uniform Motion : But

the Body which is revolv'd in BE will, accord-

ing to the Laws of Aftronomy depending both

upon Geometrical Demonftrations and Celeſtial

Obfervations, be mov'd more flowly in the Aphe-

lion B,and more ſwiftly in the Perihelion C; when

yet, according to Mechanic Laws, the Matter of

the Vortex muft to be mov'd more fwiftly in the

narrower Space which is betwixt A and C, than

in the wider Space which is betwixt D and F

i. e. more fwiftly in the Aphelion than in the

Perihelion. As for Example : In the Beginning

of the Sign Virgo, where Mars's Aphelion now is,

the Distance betwixt the Orbs of Mars and Venus

is, to their Diſtance in the Beginning of Piſces, al-

moft in the fefqui-alteral Proportion, or as 3 to 2 :

And therefore the Matter of the Vortex betwixt

thoſe Orbs in the Beginning of Pifces , ought to

be carried more ſwiftly than in the Beginning of

Virgo, inthe fame fefqui-alteral Proportion. For

by how much the narrower or ftraiter the Space

is through which the fame Quantity of Matter

paffeth in the Time of one Revolution , with fo

Y much
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much the greater Velocity it muſt paſs thro' it.

Therefore if the Earth refting relatively in this

heavenly Matter be carried along by the fame, and

revolv❜d about the Sun together with it ; the Velo-

locity thereof, in the Beginning of Pifces , ought

to be to the Velocity of the fame, in the Begin-

ning of Virgo, in the fefqui-alteral Proportion,

or as 3 to 2. From whence the apparent Motion

of the Sun, in one Day's Time in the Beginning

of Virgo, ought to be greater than 70', and in

the Beginning of Pifces lefs than 48 ′ ; when yet

(bythe Teftimony of Experience) that apparent

Motion of the Sun is fwifter in the Beginning of

Pifces, than in the Beginning of Virgo ; and there-

foretheVortex is mov'd morefwiftly in the Begin-

ningofVirgo, than in the Beginning of Pifces. The

Hypothefis therefore of Vortices doth wholly

contradict the Aftronomical Phænomena ; and

Terves not fo much to explicate, as to difturb the

Celeſtial Motions.

Scholium. Hitherto we have delivered the

Principles of Natural Philofophy out of our Fa-

mous Author ; yet, fpeaking properly, we have

delivered them not Philofophically or Phyfically,

but rather Mathematically. Forafmuch as we

have hitherto confidered the general Laws and

Conditions ofMotions and Forces, which chiefly

belong to Aftronomy and Natural Philofophy,

moftly in a Mathematical and Univerfal Method :

Nevertheleſs that our Work fhould not

feem altogether dry and barren, we have every

where illuftrated it with Scholia, and Corollaries

Aftronomical, Phyfical, Optical , and alfo Me-

chanical ; and fo have prepared the Way to

true Philofophy and Aftronomy, that is, the

Newtonian. It remains, that we come now at

length to the Nature of Things , and to the

,

Philo-
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Philofophical Caufes of thefe Phænomena, both

Aftronomical and Phyfical,and to the true Syftem

oftheWorld; and that we fet before you the Frame

and Conftitution of the fame Syftem, fo far as it

depends upon the Principles already laid down ;

omitting here, or onlylightly touching upon thoſe

Things, which we had obferv'd in the foregoing

Scholia or Corollaries:

Jan. 29. 1709.

LXX.

***********

LE C T. XXXII.

HE Six Primary Planets, each

with its own Satellites, if they

have any , encompass the Sun

with their Orbs, and revolve

about it.

That Mercury and Venus revolve about the

Sun, is manifeftly demonftrated from their Faces

exactly imitating thofe of the Moon ; as is every

where now known by Teleſcopic_Obfervations.

For fometimes they fhine with a full Face about

the Conjunctions , but with the leaft apparent

Diameters ; they being then fituate beyond

the Sun , and imitating a Full Moon : and

then with an obfcure Face about the other

Conjunctions, but with the greateſt apparent

Diameters ; they being then fituate on this

Side the Sun , and imitating a New Moon.

And they appear likewife of a gibbous or hollow

Face about the Octants, and of an halved and

dichotomous one about the Quadratures, like as

Y 2 it
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it is is in the Moon : Sometimes' they pafs thro

the Difcus of the Sun, and appear as Spots there-

in, inducing a partial Eclipfe ; and fometimes

they pafs beyond the Body of the Sun, being in

the mean while invifible to us. From whence it

is certain , that thefe two Planets are revolv'd

about the Sun, and not about the Earth. And al-

tho' Mercury is fo rarely feen, as appearing to

us only about its greateft Elongations , and

when it paffeth over the Sun, that all the faid

Faces cannot be actually obferv'd fo clearly in this

Planet, as in Venus ; yet notwithſtanding, fince

what Faces of Mercury can be feen , do exactly

anſwer to this Pofition ; and fince thofe of Venus,

a Planet of the fame Condition, lie open to our

Obfervation, and do every where fully anſwer

the faid Pofition ; there is no room to doubt con-

cerning the reft as to Mercury. From the full Face

of Mars alfo , near the Conjunction with the

Sun, and the gibbous Face thereof in the Qua-

dratures, it is manifeft, that it revolves about the

Sun. The fame thing is alfo demonftrated con-

cerning Jupiter and Saturn , from their Faces

which are always full, as it ought to happen atfo

great a Diſtance. For albeit theſe Planets ought

to have their Faces about the Quadratures fome-

thing diminish'd ; yet fince that Diminution of

Light is fo very fmall that it can ſcarce, or rather

not at all be obſerv'd and ſeen byus, their full Face

is to be reckoned to agree very well with the faid

Pofition. But that the Orbit of the Earth en-

compaffeth the Sun, is abundantly manifeft from

the annual Parallax, which we have elſewhere

explained.

Corollary. From hence with De Cartes, and the

reft alfo ofthe Aftronomers of the foregoing Age,

we gather that the Ptolemaic Syftem of the World,

whicn
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which alone was cultivated and celebrated for fo

many Ages foregoing, comes to nothing. And

we gather alfo, that the Tychonic Syftem, which

was afterwards receiv'd and celebrated by fo ma-

ny and great Aftronomers, doth wholly fall to

the Ground ; and doth not in any wife agree with

the Phænomena , which have been obferv'd of

late. And lastly we gather, that the Coperni-

can Syftem , which hath for fo long a time been

approv'd of and follow'd by most of the beſt

Aftronomers, is the true Syftem of the World,

and is that alone which doth preſent to us that

Order of all the Planets, which agrees to the

Nature of Things, and to Aftronomical Ob-

fervations. Therefore it may juftly feem ftrange,

that the Famous Dr. Gregory, that Excellent In-

terpreter ofthe Newtonian and Copernican Aftrono-

my , a Man fo well skill'd in the true Mundane

Syftem , fhould beſtow fo much Time and Pains

in delivering and fetting off thofe and other falfe

and imaginary Hypothefes. When it is fo cer-

tain, that the Pythagorean or Copernican Or-

der of the Planets is that alone which is

True and Genuine ; and that the reft of the Hy-

potheſes are only fictitious , To what Purpoſe

hould we mix the Truth with mere Shadows,

and diſturb the Contemplation of the Nature of

Things with manifeft Falfities ? Let therefore

thofe, once indeed moft Noble, moft Famous

Syſtems, be now banished for ever out of the

Aftronomical World ; and that only be admitted ,

cultivated, delivered and taught, which now,

at length, we find to be the only one that cor-

refponds to the true Order of Nature , and to

real natural Caufes. But this by the way.

Y 3
LXXI. The
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LXXI. The periodic Times of the fix Prima-

ry Planets, are in the fefqui-alteral Proportion of

their mean Diſtances from the Sun.

This Proportion, which was firſt found outby

Kepler, the Parent of the Newtonian Philofophy,

is now acknowledg'd by all. The Meaſure of

the periodic Times is agreed upon amongst all

Aftronomers ; but as for the Magnitudes of the

Orbs, the fame Kepler and Bullialdus have exceed-

ed all others in the Diligence they have us❜d

for determining the fame: And the mean

Diſtances which answer to the periodic Times,

do not fenfibly differ from the Diſtances which

they have found , and are for the moft part in the

Middle betwixt them ; as may be ſeen in the fol-

lowing Table.

19

t
o
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The mean Distances of the Planets from the Sun.

Kepl.

Bull.

Peri-

ods.

Saturn. Jupit. Mars. Earth. Venus. Mercu.

951000.519650.152350. 100000.72400.38806.

954198. 522520.152350 . 100000.72398.38585.

953806.520116.152399. 100000. 72333.38710.

And now we will give the true Periods, as alfo

the Diſtances which come nearest to the Truth,

from Mr. Flamsteed's Parallax of the Sun, viz.

of 10".

Mer-
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Fupiter
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D. H.

87 23
16

224 16 49

365
6 9

686 23
23 27

4332 12 20

10759 6.36

32,000,000

59,000,000

81,000,000

123,000,000

424,000,000

777,000,000
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g
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i
s
h

M
i
l
e
s
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N

Now, as to the Methods of finding theſe Di-

ftances, they are thus determin'd.

Of the Diſtances of Venus and Mercury, as

compar'd with that of the Earth, there is no

room to doubt ; fince thefe are gathered by plain

Trigonometry from their greateft Elongations,

known by eaſy Obfervation. As for the Superi-

ors, all manner of Difpute concerning their Di-

ftances from the Sun, which are deduc'd from the

Arch of Retrogradation, is taken away by the

Eclipfes of the Satellites of Jupiter reduc'd to an

accurate Calculation , according to the other

Diſtances , and which agree with the Obferva-

tion , for by thofe Eclipfes, the Pofition of the

Shadow which Jupiter cafts, is determin'd ; and

by this means Jupiter's Heliocentric Longitude

is had, whilft his Geocentrical is had immediate-

ly by Obfervation. Therefore in the Plane Tri-

angle connecting the Centers of the Sun, Jupiter,

and the Earth, all the Angles are given, and con-

fequently
Y 4
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fequently the Proportion ofthe Sides is alfo given ;

or the Proportion of the Diſtances of Jupiter

and the Earth from the Sun.

Corollary. Therefore the Proportion of the

Distances from the Sun, is given exactly in all

the Planets ; fo that if the Diſtance of any one

ofthe Planets was given in fome known Meaſure,

as in Miles or Semi diameters of the Earth, we

fhould withal have the true or abfolute Diſtances

of all : But this is what is yet wanting.

LXXII. The fix Primary Planets do always,

by Rays drawn to the Sun, defcribe equal Areas

in equal Times, and in general Areas propor-

tional to the Times. This Equality of the Areas

in equal Times , which is another Foundation of

the Newtonian Philofophy, is owing likewiſe tothe

Obfervation of the fame Kepler. Whilft the five

other Planets are, in refpect of our Earth, fome-

times Progreffive , fometimes Stationary , and

then Retrograde ; they do always go forward, in

respect of the Sun, and that with an uniform

Motion nearly, fuch that it is fomething ſwifter

in the Perihelia, and flower in the Aphelia,

to preferve the forefaid Proportionality of Areas.

This Propofition, which is well known to Aftro-

nomers, is demonftrated as Jupiter in a peculiar

manner ; viz. by the Calculation of the

Eclipfes of its Satellites, which is built upon this

Hypothefis, and is exactly agreeable to the Obfer-

vation. For by thefe Eclipfes, as we have faid

already, Jupiter's Longitude and Diftance fromthe

Sun are exactly determin'd.

LXXIII. The Moon , by Rays drawn to the

Center of the Earth, defcribes in equal Times

Areas almost equal ; and in general, Areas almoſt

proportional to the Times.

This
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This appears from the apparent Motion of this

Planet as compar'd with its apparent Diameter,

which isin the general nearly reciprocally pro-

portional to the Diſtance. I faid in the Pro-

pofition, almost proportional ; becauſe the exact

Proportionality is fomething difturb'd by the Sun's

Force , as we have explained that Matter elſe-

where: But taking away that Disturbance, the

Propofition would be as exact and full, as in the

Primary Planets ; and that for the fame Reaſon.

LXXIV. The Satellités of Jupiter do , by

Rays drawn to the Center of Jupiter, defcribe

Areas nearly proportional to the Times : And

their periodic Times are in the fefqui-alteral

Proportion of their Diſtances from their Centers.

Both Parts of the Propofition are manifeft

from Aftronomical Obfervations. For their Orbs

do not differ fenfibly from Circles Concentric to

Jupiter, and their Motions in theſe Circles are

found to be almoſt uniform ; And as for the Pro-

portion of the periodic Times here meant , it is

what all Aftronomers agree in. Befides, Mr. Flam-

fteed, who hath ftated all Things moft accurately

bythe Micrometer, and the Eclipfes of theſe Sa-

tellites, hath, both by Letters written to Sir Ifaac

Newton, and by his Numbers themfelves commu-

nicated to him , fignified that that fefqui-alteral

Proportion doth hold here as exactly as poffible ,

fo far as he can diſcover by Obfervation. Which

will be manifeft from the following Tables.

The Periodic Times.

D. H. '.

I 18 27

2
3 13 13

3 7 3 42

41 16 16 32

The
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The Distancesfrom the Center of Jupiter.

A
c
c
o
r
d
i
n
g

t
o Caffini

Borelli.

I 2
3 4

5 8

53
83

12 23

14 243

Townl.bymicr. ss1 878 13L47 24L72

Flamf.bymicr. sL31 8185 13L98 24123

Flam.by Ecl.Satel55788876 14159241903

Period.Times.s [5788187814[ 16824968

S
e
m
i

-d
i
a
m

.o
f

J
u
p
i
t
e
r

.

LXXV. The Satellites of Saturn do , by

Rays drawn to the Center of Saturn, dcfcribe

Areas proportional to the Times : And their pe-

riodic Times are in the fefqui-alteral Proportion

oftheir Diſtances fromthe Center oftheirPrimary.

Both Parts likewife of this Propofition are

prov'd from Aftronomical Obfervations : For

their Orbs fcarce differ fenfibly from Circles con-

centric to Saturn, and their Motions are found to

be almoft uniform in theſe Circles. And as con-

cerning the Proportion of the periodic Times,

this will appear to every one that will take the

Pains to compute it from the following Table,

which we here preſent the Reader out ofMr. Hu-

gens's Cofmotheoros, Page 101 , 102.

The Period. Times. Distances from the Center ofT,

both by Obferv. and Period.

D. H.

H
.
N
.

4

I

2

N
H

I 21 19

2 17 41

3 4 13 47

4 IS
22 4I

S 79 22 4

1
.
2
t
h
.

I

3

4 4

12

Novemb. 17. 1797.
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LE C T. XXXIII.

LXXVI.

T

HE Force whereby the Pri-

mary Planets are perpetually

drawnback from right Lines,

and retain'd in their Orbs,

does refpect the Sun ; and is

as the Squares of the Diſtances from the Center

of the Sun reciprocally.

Foron account of the forefaid Proportionality of

Areas, this Force muft tend to the Sun ; and be-

caufe the periodic Times are in the fefqui-al-

teral Proportion of the Diſtances, the Quantity

of the Force muft be every where in the recipro-

cal duplicate Proportion of the Diſtances ; as we

demonftrated before : But this 2d Part is alfo de-

monftrated moft fully from the Figure of the

Orbs. For, if the Planets were mov❜d about the

Sun in fpiral Lines, cutting the Rays in a given

Angle, the Centripetal Force would be in the

triplicate Proportion of the Diſtances , or as the

Cubes ofthe Diſtances, reciprocally. But ifthey

were mov❜d about the Sun in Ellipfes, which have

the Center of the Sun in their Center, the faid

Force would be in the direct Proportion it ſelf of

the Diſtances: But when the Ellipfes, in which

they are mov'd, have the Center of the Sun not

in their Center, but in one of their Foci, as the

Cafe really is, and all Aftronomers do acknow-

ledge ; then the faid Force muft needs be in the

duplicate Proportion of the Distances recipro-

cally. Which
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This is alfo demonftrated by the Qui-

efcence of the Aphelia. For where the faid

duplicate Proportion doth hold exactly, there the

Aphelia muft reft ; when the faid Proportion

approacheth to the fimple direct Proportion, then

the Aphelia must go back ; but when it inclines

to the triplicate Proportion, they muft go for-

wards.

LXXVII. The Force wherewith the Satellites

of Jupiter and Saturn are perpetually drawn back

from right Lines, and retain'd in their Orbs, re-

fpect the Centers of Jupiter and Saturn refpective-

ly ; and are as the Squares of the Diſtances from

thoſe Centers reciprocally.

For on account of the aforefaid Proportionality

the Areas about the Centers of Jupiter and Saturn,

the faid Force muft tend to thofe Centers ; and

becauſe of the fefqui- alteral Proportion which

the periodic Times have to the Diſtances, the

Quantity of that Force must be every where in

the reciprocal duplicate Proportion of the Di-

ftances, by what was in the foregoing Propofition

mention'd to havebeen demonftrated by us before.

But we can fetch no Argument to prove this latter

Part of our prefent Propofition from the Figure

of the Orbs ; for that thofe Orbs, of which we

ſpeak at preſent, are Circles, or Ellipfes pot fen-

fibly different therefrom : Nor confequentlyfrom

the Quieſcence of any Aphelia ; for in Circles

where there can be no Line of the Apfides, there

are no Aphelia.

LXXIX. The Force wherewith the Moon is

perpetually drawn back from a Rectilinear Moti-

on, and retain'd in its Orb, refpects the Center of

the Earth ; and is as the Squares of the feveral

Diſtances from the fame Center reciprocally.

For
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For on account of the Equality of Areas about

theCenter ofthe Earth in equalTimes,excepting fo

far as the fame is difturb'd by the Force of the Sun ;

the faid Force muft tend unto the Earth : And

becauſe of the Elliptic Figure of the Orbit, which

hath the Center of the Earth in one of the Fo-

ci , the Quantity of the Force must be every

where in the reciprocal duplicate Proportion of

the Diſtances. For altho' the Figure of the Lu-

nar Orbit be not exactly Elliptic, and confequent-

ly the Center of the Earth is not placed exactly

in one of the Foci of the fame Orbit ; yet not-

withſtanding, fince all this Variety doth arife

from the diſturbing Force of the Sun only, the

Figure is to be underſtood to be in it felf, or pri-

marily an exact Ellipfis, and to have the Earth

placed in one of its Foci ; and confequently to

have the Centripetal Force in the duplicate Pro-

portion of the Diſtances reciprocally : Yea ,

whilft thething is as it is , the very flow Motion

ofthe Moon's Apogeum fhews , that that Force

is in the faid duplicate Proportion very nearly, if

not exactly. For by our Author's Calculation, it

appears from the flow Progrefs of the Apogeum ,

that the Centring Force of the Moon towards the

Earth , comes above fixty times nearer to the du-

plicate than to the triplicate Proportion. Which

fmall Difference arifing, as was faid, from the

Action of the Sun, is to be neglected. It remains

therefore , that this 2d Part of our Propofition

holds good, as it was propounded. Which will

alfo be more fully manifeft , by comparing the

Centripetal Force of the Moon with the Force of

Gravity upon the Surface of the Earth : Which

will be done in the next Propofition.

LXXIX. The Moon gravitates perpetually

towards the Earth ; and by the Force of Gravity

is
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is always drawn back from a Rectilinear Motion,

and retain'd in its Orb.

For by Experiments of Pendulums, which

havebeen made as exactly as could be, it appears

that the Force of Gravity upon the Surface of

the Earth, is of the fame Quantitywith the Cen-

tripetal Force of the Moon ; which hath been

fhew'd to be in the duplicate Proportion of the

Diſtances reciprocally : And confequently from

the faid Experiments , that Quantity of the

Moon's Centripetal Force is more fully demon-

ftrated; and at the fame time it is fhew'd , that

that Centripetal Force of the Moon is no other

than that Force which we call Gravity. For if

any ſhould ſay that it is different from it, it muſt

be acknowledg'd however that that Centripetal

Force of the Moon, whatever it is, would be felt

upon the Face of the Earth ; which Force there-

fore, as join'd with the Force of Gravity, would

make Bodies to fall to the Earth as fwift again as

they do, and in the Space of one Second of Time

to defcribe 3212 English Feet inftead of 161.

[Unless any one fhould fay, that this Force of

Feet 1611 , in one 2d of Time, is indeed a Com-

pound Force, compounded of that Force where-

with the Moon tends to the Center of the Earth,

and that Tendency thither which Bodies upon

the Face of the Earth would have without it.]

LXXX. The Secondaries of Jupiter and Sa

turngravitate towards Jupiter and Saturn refpective-

ly, and the Planets which are mov'd about the

Sun, immediately gravitate to the Sun ; and by

the Force of Gravity are drawn back from Recti-

linear Motions, and retain'd in their Orbs.

For the Revolutions of all theſe Planets about

their respective Centers, are Phænomena of the

fame Kind with the Revolution of the Moon

about
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about the Earth ; and therefore ought to depend

upon Cauſes of the fame Kind : Eſpecially when

it hath been demonftrated, that the Forces on

which theſe Revolutions depend , refpect the

Centers of Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun ; and

that in departing from Jupiter, Saturn, and the

Sun, they decreaſe in the fame Proportion, asthe

Force of Gravity decreaſeth in the Recefs from

the Earth.

Corol. (1.) Therefore Gravitation is towards

all the Planets. For it is certain , that Venus, Mer-

cury, and the reft of the Planets, are Bodies of

the fame Kind with Jupiter and Saturn : But we

note alſo in this place, that by the 5th Law of

Motion Gravitation is reciprocal ; and that as

the Secondaries of Jupiter and Saturn gravitate

towards their Primaries refpectively , fo their Pri-

maries gravitate refpectively towards them ; and

the Earth towards the Moon ; and the Sun to-

wards all the Planets, both Primary and Secon-

dary.

Corol. (2.) The Gravity which reſpects every

Planet, is reciprocally as the Square of the Di-

ftance from the Center thereof.

LXXXI. All Bodies gravitate towards each

of the Planets ; and their Weights towards the

fame Planets, at equal Diftances from the Center

of the Planet , are proportional to the Quantity

of Matter in each.

The Defcent of all heavy Things towards the

Earth, if you fet afide that unequal Retardation

which arifeth from the Refiftance of the Air , is

in equal Times , as hath been obferv'd now for a

long time, and we alſo noted before ; whether

the defcending Bodies be great or small, foft or

hard, or of whatſoever Texture of Parts. Which

exactly agrees with the Experiments of Pendu-

lums
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lums defcending in Arches, whether Circular of

Cycloidal. For all Bodies being let down

at the fame Diftance of the Center of Oſcillation

from that of Sufpenfion, and in equal Arches,

make their Afcent and Defcent in equal Spaces of

Time, and vibrate for a long while. Therefore,

fince the Obliquity of the Curvilinear Motion is,

in this Cafe, every where like and equal ; the

fame Bodies let down together in a Vacuum

would, in equal Times, defcribe equal Spaces in

a perpendicular Defcent ; and confequently are

impell'd with a Weight every where exactly pro-

portional to the Quantity of the Matter. For

where a double or treble Quantity of Matter is

urged with a Force double or treble, and no other-

wife ; the Velocity of the Motion will always be

equal : that is, where any equal Particle of any

Body whatever is urged with an equal Force of

Gravity, the Sum of all, whether in a great Body

or a small, will be urged with a proportional

Force of Gravity ; and all, neitheir accelera-

ting nor hindring one another's Endeavours, will

always defcend with equal Velocity, and will

in the fame degree gravitate towards the Earth .

That the Thing is thus in the Experiments of

Pendulums, we fhew'd before ; and our Author

try'd the Matter particularly in Gold, Silver,

Lead, Glafs, Sand, common Salt, Wood, Water,

and Wheat. He took two wooden Boxes round

and equal, and fill'd one with Wood ; and the

fame Weight of Gold he hanged, as exactly as he

could, in the Center of Ofcillation ofthe other.

The Boxes hanging by equal Cords, of Eleven

Foot each, made Pendulums altogether equal, as

to Weight, Figure, and the Refiftance ofthe Air.

And being placed just by one another, they were

found to vibrate equally, and to go and come to-

a

gether
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gether for a long while. And in Bodies of the

fame Weight, the Difference of the Quantity of

Matter, which would ſcarce amount to the roooth

Part of the whole, might, by theſe Experiments,

be manifeftly, difcovered. But now that the Na-

ture of Gravity towards the rest of the Planets,

and towards the Sun it ſelf, is the fame as that

towards the Earth, there is no reason to doubt.

Which is alſo manifeft from the Spherical Figure

of all, which can ſcarce be deduced from any

Thing elſe, than an Equilibrium of all the Parts,

mutually gravitating towards each other. Fur-

thermore, let Terreftrial Bodies be fuppos'd

to be lifted up unto the Orb of the Moon, and

being together with the Moon, depriv'd of all

Motion, to be let down to fall to the Earth. By

what hath just been demonſtrated it is certain,that

in equal Times they would defcribe Spaces, equal

to thoſe which the Moon it felf would defcribe ;

and confequently, that they are to the Quantity.

of Matter in the Moon, as their Weights to its

Weight. Beſides, becauſe the Satellites of Ju-

piter and Saturn are revolv'd in Times, which

are in the Sefquialteral Proportion to their Di-

ftances from the Centers of Jupiter and Saturn

reſpectively ; their accelerating Gravities towards

Jupiter and Saturn will be reciprocally, as the

Squares of the Diſtances from thofe Centers ;

and therefore in all equal Diftances from Jupiter

and Saturn, their accelerating Gravities will be-

come èqual, and will equally affect all Bodies.

And therefore in falling in equal Times, from

equal Heights, they would defcribe equal Spaces,

like as it comes to pass in heavy Bodies on this

our Earth. And by the fame Argument, the

Planets about the Sun let down at equal

Diſtances from the Sun, would in their Defcent

Z towards
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"

towards the Sun, in equal Times, defcribe equal

Spaces. Moreover, that the Weights of Jupiter

and Saturn, and their Satellites towards the Sun

are Proportional to the Quantity of Matter, is

manifeft from the Motion of the Satellites,

which is moft Regular ; and their Orbits, which

are almoft Concentrical with their Primaries. For

if fome of theſe were more Attracted to the Sun

in the fame Quantity of Matter than others are,

the Motion of the Satellites would be diſturb'd

by the Inequality of the Attraction ; and fo far

difturb'd that if at equal Diftances from the

Sun, the accelerating Gravity of one of Ju-

piter's Satellites towards the Sun, were greater or

jeffer than the accelerating Gravity of Jupiter it

felftowards the Sun, though it were but by one

Loooth Part of the whole Gravity ; then, accord-

ing to our Author's Computation, the Diſtance

ofthe Center of the Orb of the Satelles from the

Sun, would be greater or leffer than the Distance

of Jupiter from the Sun, by a 2000th Part of the

whole Diſtance; or in a Sub- duplicate Proportion

of the Diſtance ; that is, by a 5th Part of the

Diſtance ofthe outmoft Satelles, from the Center

of Jupiter; which Occentricity of the Orb would

be very fenfible. But the Orbs of the Satellites

of Jupiter are concentrick to Jupiter, and there-

fore the accelerating Gravities of Jupiter, and his

Satellites towards the Sun, are equal to one ano-

ther. And by the fame Argument, the Weights

of Saturn, and its Satellites towards the Sun, at

equal Diſtances from the Sun, are as the Quan-

tities of Matter in them. And the Weights ofthe

Moon and Earth towards the Sun, are likewiſe

exactly Proportional to the Mafs of Matter con-

tain'd in them. And the Thing is the fame, as

to the Weights of each Part of every Planet, to-

wards
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wards any other whatever ; whether they be In-

ternal Parts, or External : For if fome Parts did

gravitate more, others lefs, than according to the

Quantity of the whole Matter, the whole Pla-

net, or Satelles, would, according to the Kind of

Parts with which it moſt abounded, gravitate

more or less than according to the Quantity

of the wholeMatter ; which is contrary to Expe

rience.

Νου. 24. 1707.

LE C T. XXXIV.EC

Oroll. (1.) Hence the Weights of

Bodies do in no wife depend upon

their Forms and Texture..

For if they were varied with the

Forms, theywould be greater and lefs,

accordingtothe Variety of the Forms in equal

Matter ; which is altogether contrary to Expe-

rience.

Coroll. (2.) Therefore all Bodies which are

about the Earth, whether Wood, or Metals,

or Stones, or Water, or Air, or Vapours, gravi-

tate towards the Earth, and according to the

Proportion of the Matter, are equally heavy.

If Bark, or Wooll, or Air, be of the Weight of

one Pound in a Vacuum ; and Gold, or Silver,

Za or
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or Brafs, be of the fame Weight there, the

Quantity ofMatter will be equal in them all.

Coroll. (3 ) Therefore the Weight of all Bo-

dies whatever in a Vacuum, is the most certain

Teft ofthe Quantity of the Matter. For in Bo-

dies equal in Bulk, there is wont to be fo great

Difference as to the Denfity, that from the appa-

rent Magnitude, the Quantity of the Matter can

in no wife be determin'd. But fince the Quan-

tity of the fame is every where Proportional to

the fame Weight, it may be determin'd moſt cer-

tainly from the fame Weight.

Coroll. (4 ) Therefore there muſt needs be a

Vacuum. For if all Spaces were full , the Spe-

cifick Gravity of that Fluid, wherewith the Re-

gion of the Air, yea, and the Vacuum of

Mr. Boyle would be filled, by reaſon of the Den-

fity ofthe Matter, which is the greateſt that can

be, and moft perfect or abfolute, or rather infi-

nite, would not fall below, but exceed the Spe-

cifick Gravity of Quick-Silver, or Gold, or any

other Body, which is counted the denfeft and

heavieft. And therefore Gold it felf could not

defcend in the Air, which is contrary to Expe-

rience. To omit here thofe Arguments which are

brought to prove that there could be no Motion

in a Plenum, which indeed feem folid enough

in themſelves to determine us to the fame Side of

the Queſtion.

"

Coroll. (5.) Since therefore the Quantity of

the Matter is every where known from the

Weight, as well as the Refiftance ; and fince it

appears from the Weight, that almoſt all Bodies

upon the Face of the Earth contain more void

Space than folid Matter in them ; fince alfo,

from the very little, and almoft imperceptibleRefiftance

and

Comets, it appears,

of
LA

that
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that the Heavenly Spaces are void of all Matter ;

yea, that the Planets and Comets themſelves,

and alfo the Sun and fixed Stars, are, as it were,

Points in Compariſon of the void Space : It is

plain, that Nature is fo far from abhorringaVa-

cuum, as fome have imagined, the Cartefians efpe-

cially, that it feems to contain little in it befides

a Vacuum : So little can Human Wit perform,

in tracing out the Works of God, where Mathe-

matical Reaſonings, and Experiments, are

wanting.

The most fagacious Mind of Cartes himſelf,

too much deftitute of theſe Foundations, was

never able to find out the true Phyſical Cauſes

of Things, and thoſe which would agree to the

later Diſcoveries.

Corol. (6.) The Force of Gravity is of a different

Kind fromthe Magnetick Power. For the Mag-

netick Attraction is not in Proportion to the Mat-

ter attracted ; fince fome Bodies are more, others

lefs, others not at all attracted. And the Mag-

netick Force is far greater, according to the

Quantity of the Matter, than the Force of Gra-

vity, fince a very fmall Loadftone may exceed

the attracting Force of the whole Earth it felf,

and lift up an Iron Key from it. Nay, the Mag-

netick Force may be increas'd or remitted in the

fame Body ; and in the Recefs of the Magnet,

it decreaſeth in more than a duplicate Proportion

of the Diſtance, which yet is the perpetual-

Proportion of Gravity ; becauſe the Force is

much ſtronger in the Contact of the Surfaces,

than when the Bodies are in the leaft feparated

from one another.

LXXXII. The Force of Gravity hath Place

in all Bodies, all thoſe at leaſt, which are in the

Syftem of the Sun, and is Proportional to the

Quantity ofMatter in each. Z 3 That
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That all the Planets do gravitate towards each

other ; and that the Gravitation towards every

one feparately confider'd, is reciprocally as the

Square of the Diſtance ofPlaces from the Center

of the Planet, we have already prov'd. If there

fhould any Doubt arife here, it muſt certainly be

about the Gravity of one primary Planet towards

another ; for as for the common Gravity of all

towards their Central Bodies, the Thing, by

what hath been before demonftrated, is plainer,

than to be in any wife denied. But as for the

other, we have a plain Proof of that alfo. For

when fome Years ago, Saturn tarried along while

near its Conjunction with Jupiter ; and confe-

quently, by reafon of the Magnitude and Near-

nefs of its Body, could not but have fome fenfi-

ble Effect, in diſturbing the Satellites of Jupiter,

if fo be Jupiter, with its Satellites, did gravitate

towards Saturn, according tothe general Law of

mutual Attraction, the Thing was found to be

indeed thus : For Mr. Flamsteed himfelf, who at

firft denied anyfuch Difturbance in the Motionsof

the Secondary Planets of Jupiter, the Thingbeing

better confidered, and the Obfervations being

more exactly compared with the Calculations,

ingeniouſly confefs'd, that that Univerfal Law of

Gravity holds in this Cafe alfo ; and that thoſe

Motions did indeed appear difturb'd by theNeigh-

bourhood of Saturn, and accordingly differ'd from

the former Calculations. It follows therefore, by

Prop. 81. and the Corollaries thereof, that every

Planet gravitates towards every Planet, and that

this Gravitation is Proportional to the Matter

contained in them. Moreover, fince all the

Parts of every Planet, as of Mercury for Inftance,

do gravitate towards every other Planet, as Venus

for Inftance ; and the Gravity of every Particle
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is to the Gravity of the whole, as the Matter of

the Part to the Matter of the whole ; and fince

alfo all Re-action, by the Sixth Law of Motion,

is equal to Action ; Venus will reciprocally gra-

vitate towards all the Parts of Mercury ; and the

Gravity of Venus towards every Part, will be as

the Gravity of the fame towards the whole, as

the Matter of the Part is to the Matter of the

whole.

Corollary, Therefore the Gravity towards eve-

ry whole Planet arifeth from, and is com-

pounded of the Gravity towards each Part ;

like as it comes to paſs in Magnetick and Electrick

Attractions, where by how much the greater

the Attrahent is, fo much the greater, cæteris

paribus, is the Attraction : For all Attraction to-

wards the whole, arifes from the Attractions to-

wards each Part ; nor can the Thing be con-

ceiv'd otherwife . This will be more easily un-

derstood in Gravity, if we conceive many

of the leffer Planets, which attract all Bodies

feverally, to meet together, and to make one

great Planet. For the Force of the whole

must be compounded of the Forces of the

compounding Parts, and be the adequate Refult

of the fame.

But now, if any one fhould in the fame Place

object ; That all the Bodies with us, on the Face

of the Earth, ought to Gravitate thus towards

each other ; whereas fuch a Sort of Gravitation

is never perceiv'd : The Answer is ready,

namely, That although the Bodies now ſpoken

of, do indeed Gravitate towards each other, yet

fince the Gravitation of any particular Body to-

wards another, is to the Gravitation of that Body

towards the whole Earth, at the fame Diſtance , as

theotherBody is to the whole Earth ; it muſt needs

Z 4 be
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be far less than to fall under the Notice of Senfe.

Corol. (2.) The Gravitation towards each equal

Particle of a Body , is reciprocally as the Square

of the Diſtances from the Particles.

LXXXIII. If the Matter of Two Globes

gravitating each towards the other, on every

Side in Places equi-diftant from the Center, be

homogeneous, the Weight of either Globe to-

wards the other, will be reciprocally as the Square

of the Distance betwixt the Centers.

After that our Author had found that the Gra-

vity towards the whole Planet doth ariſe from,

and is compounded of the Gravities towards the

Parts, and is towards each Part reciprocally pro-

portional to the Squares of the Diſtances from

the Parts; he yet doubted, whether that duplicate

reciprocal Proportion would hold exactly in the

whole Force compounded of the many Parts, or

only very nearly. For it might be that that Pro-

portion, in greater Diſtances, might hold well-

enough ; but near the Surface of the Planet, by

Reafon of the unequal Diftances of the Particles,

and their unlike Situations, it might notably err.

But at length, by Prop. 44 and 45, and their Co-

rollaries, he understood that the fame Proportion

holds exactly in fuch ſpherical Bodies, as are

equally denfe every where at the fame Diſtance

from the Centers.

8

LXXXIV. A Prob. To determine the Weights

of Bodies towards the Planets or the Sun, at given

Diftances from the Centers of them .

Cafe (1.) To determine the Weights of Bodies

placed without the Surface of the Planets at equal

Diſtances. Now fince the Weights,at equal Diftan-

ces, are as the Quantities of Matter in the Planets

towards
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towards which the Gravitation is ; and fince that

Weight or Quantity of Matter is known only by

the Quantity of the Attraction, as the Caufe by

the Effect ; and fince , laftly , that Quantity of

Attraction is directly proportional to the Squares

of the Velocities in theſe equal Circles, or reci-

procally to the Squares of the periodic Times ;

the Proportions of the Weights will easily be

known from the Squares ofthe Velocities. From

the periodic Times therefore of the Planets that

have others revolving about them , which Times

were declared before ; the Proportion of the

Weights towards the Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, and the

Earth refpectively, will be as follows.

Sun

The Weigh
t

Jupite
r

229600

208172

Saturn

towards the
971328

The Earth I

The Moon
0%

,

Now thefame Numbers which fhew the Propor-

tion of the Weight, fhew likewife the Proportion

of the Quantity of the Matter. But as for redu-

cing the periodic Times agreeing to the real Di-

ftances, to periodic Times agreeing to any given

Diſtance it is easily done by this Analogy ;

As the Cube of the real Diſtance is to the

Cube of the Diſtance given ; fo is the Square of

the real periodic Time, to the Square of the peri-

odic Time fought. The fquare Root therefore

of this Number will give the periodic Time which

is fought: And by this means the Proportions of

the Weights and Matter in the Sun, in Jupiter, in

Saturn, and the Earth, are obtain'd . And altho' the

Moon, which hath no Satelles about it, doth afford

no fuch Argument as this ofa Satellit's Weight to-

wards
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wards it, or the Quantity of its own Matter ;

yet notwithſtanding , fince it preſents to us

another Argument of the fame Thing , to

wit, in the Flux and Reflux of the Sea ; we

thought it not improper to fet down in this place,

and by way of Anticipation, that Gravitation

towards this Planet, which will afterwards be

prov'd from that Flux and Reflux.

Cafe (2.) To determine theWeights of Bodies at

the Diſtances of the Semi-diameters of the Pla-

nets, or upon their Surfaces. This is done by

the fame Method as in the former Cafe, and by

the like Analogy accommodated to theſe particu-

lar Diſtances. In which Calculation , if we take

Mr. Flamsteed's Semi-diameters of the Planets for

the true ones, they will ftand thus :

The Sun
763460.

Saturn 167870

Jupiter
81155

Mars

is in Diameter
4444

The Earth
79350

Moon 2175

Venus
7906

Mercury 4240

The Weight therefore of equal Bodies upon

the Surfaces of thoſe Stars, is as follows :

T
h
e

W
e
i
g
h
t

t
o
w
a
r
d
s

The Sun

The Earth

Jupiter

The Moon

Saturn

24

I

1L99

IL7

April 26, 1708.

LECT.
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LE CT. XXXV.
LECT.

LXXXV.

A

Problem. To determine

the Denfities of the Pla-

nets ; Since we have the

Quantity of the Matter

in five Planets determin'd

in the former Cafe of the laft Propofition ; and

in the latter Cafe, we have the Diameters of

the Planets determin'd according to Mr. Flamsteed ;

it will be no difficult thing, from the given Quan-

tity of Matter contain'd in the given Spheres, to

compute the Denfity of the fame Matter ; which

is done to hand in the following Table.

The Moon 7L00

The Earth
3187

ILOO

0L76

OL60

The Denfity of The Sun

Jupiter

Saturn

LXXXVI. Gravity in proceeding from the

Surfaces of the Planets downwards, decreaſeth in

the fimple Proportion of the Diſtances from the

Centers very nearly.

< For if the Matter of the Planet were every

where the fame as to Denfity , this Proportion

would hold exactly by Prop. 47. And where it

obtains not exactly, the Difagreement is no other

than fuch as the unequal Denfity ought to pro-

duce.

Corollary. Therefore the Gravity of Bodies on

the Surfaces of the Planets, is the greateſt of all,

and
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and on both Sides decreaſeth ; and is upwards

in the reciprocal duplicate Proportion of the Di-

ftance, and downwards in the fimple Proportion

direct.

LXXXVII. The Motion of Planets and

Comets may be maintain'd for a very long Space

of Time in the Heavens.

For fince the Refiftance of Mediums, which

alone can ſtop or retard thefe Motions once begun,

is diminiſh'd in Proportion to the Weight or Den-

fity of the Matter ; fo that Water, which is near

14 times lighter than Quickfilver , doth refift lefs

in the fame Proportion ; and Air, which is al-

moft a thouſand times lighter than Water,doth re-

fift lefs in the fame Proportion : If we look be-

yond our Atmoſphere, which doth it felf alfo

wax more rare by degrees, as it were infinitely,

into the Heavens, where the Weight or Denſity.

of the Medium is vaftly diminiſh'd, above what

it is in any Part of our Atmoſphere ; the Refi-

ftance will be fo very fmall, that for fome thou-

fands of Years it can scarce become any whit

fenfible ; accordingly it is evident that it hath been

infenfible , becauſe the Celeftial Motions

have endured from the Infancy of Aftronomy

unto this Day, without any notable Change or

Lofs of Motion.

· Corollary. But fince, in an infinite Duration,

that very ſmall Refiftance, if there be any, muſt

needs retard and ftop all thofe Motions ; it is

manifeft upon this Hypothefis, that the preſent

State of the Heavens neither was eternal à parte

ante, nor fhall be ſo à partepoft. And this will hold

goodupon another Account alfo, eſpecially ifwith

Sir Ifaac Newton we fuppofe the Force of Gravity

to obtain not only in the Solar Syftem , but alſo

thro' the whole Univerſe. For if the Fixed :

Stars,
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Stars, or Suns with their Planets and Comets, of

whatſoever Number they are, fo that it be not in-

finite, be fubject to the Force of Gravity ; In an

infinite Time it would have come to paſs thou-

fands of Years ago ; that they would have been

gathered together into one Heap, and have been

reduc'd to reft in the Center of the Univerſe.

Whichthingalfo would, fome time or other, come

to pass in an infinite Time yet to come, without

the Interpofition of the Divine Providence. As

therefore the prefent State of Things had a Be-

ginning, which is owing to the good Will, Wif

dom, and Power of Almighty God; fo at length

it may and will have an End upon the foregoing

Hypothefis, that is, according to the Natural or

Establish'd Order of Things ; unless it fhould

pleaſe Almighty God, by his extraordinary Inter-

pofition, to prevent it : Without whoſe continual

Interpofition, on which this wonderful Force of

Gravity wholly depends , it cannot laft the leaft

Space of Time.

LXXXVIII. The common Center of Gra-

vity of the Earth, Sun, and all the Planets, ei-

ther refts, or is mov'd uniformly in a right Line.

This is manifeft from what hath been demonftra-

ted before : But indeed it appears by no certain

Token, whether it refts or is mov'd. This only

is to be concluded, That if it be mov'd, and

with it the whole Solar Syftem, the Motion muft

needs be very flow [unless it be mov'd uniformly

and evenly with the Centers of other Syftems.]

For the Fixed Stars, which encompass us on eve-

ry Side, neither appear greater nor lefs to us at

this Day, than they did to the Ancient Aftrono-

mers 2000 Years ago. Which Phænomena ſeems

to fhew the reft, or at leaft the very flow Motion

of thefaid Center.

24
Corol,
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Corol. (1 ) Hence the common Center of

Gravity of the Sun, and all the Planets, is to be

reckon❜d for the Center of the Solar Syſtem, or

Planetary World. For fince the Sun, and all the

Planets, gravitate towards one another, and there-

fore are in perpetual Agitation, more or lefs, ac-

cording to the Force of their Gravity, as it hath

been fhew'd under the foregoing Laws of Mo-

tion ; it is plain, that their moveable Centers

ought not to be reckon'd for the quiefcent Center

of the World. If that Body indeed is to be pla-

ced in the Center, towards which all other Bodies

do moft gravitate, and which is next of allto the

unmoveable Center, as it is reaſonable that we

fhould eſteem it ; that Privilege certainly is to

be allow'd to the Body of the Sun ; which there-

fore , fpeaking phyfically , is defervedly ac-

counted the Center of the Planetary World. But, if

we would fpeak accurately and mathematically,

fince the Sun it felf is mov'd, and no fenfible Bo

dy doth reft in the Center ; the Center ofGravi

ty of the whole Syftem is to be chofen for the real

Center of our World , which Center doth indeed

moſt probably reft, and the Center of the Sun

comes very near to it. Upon the whole therefore,

Phyfically the Sun, but Mathematically the Cen-

ter of Gravity is the Center of our World.

Corol. (2.) There is therefore no perfect Reft

of a real Being in Nature. For fuppofing that the

common Center of the Syftem doth reft, that is

the only thing (if we may fo call it) which doth

reft ; all the Parts of the Syſtems being in perpe-

tualMotion. I faid real Being ; becauſe this Cen-

ter of Gravity is not a phyfical Body, or any

thing real, or other than a Mathematical Point, i.e.

a plain Nothing : from whence, in confequence of

our preſent Argument, it is to be faid that nothing

real
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real doth reft, or that there is not any real and

abfolute Reft in the whole Solar Syſtem.

LXXXIX, The Body of the Sun doth 'never

reft, but is in a perpetual Agitation : tho' it never

departs far from the common Center of Gravity

of all the Planets. For fince the Quantity of

Matter in the Sun is to the Quantity of Matter

in Jupiter, as 229600 is to 20872, or as 1100 to

I; and the Diſtance of Jupiter from the Sun is

to the Semi-diameter of the Sun, as 424,000,000

is to 381,730, or as 1100 to 1 ; that is, in the fame

Proportion or thereabouts ; the common Center

of Gravity of the Sun and Jupiter, which is pla-

ced at a Distance reciprocally proportional to

thoſe Bodies, will fall upon the Surface of the

Sun almoft. By the fame Argument, fince the

Quantity ofMatter in the Sun, is to the Quantity

of Matter in Saturn, as 229,600 is to 97328, or

as 2360 is to 1 ; and the Diſtance of Saturn from

the Sun is to the Semi-diameter of the Sun, as

777,000,000 is to 381,730, or in fomething lefs

Proportion ; the common Center of Gravity of

Saturn and the Sun will fall upon a Point fome-

thing below the Surface of the Sun. From

whence the common Center of Gravity of Jupi-

terand Saturn, as placed on one Part, and of the

Sun as placed on the other, will in no wife be

diftant by a whole Diameter of the Sun from its

Center. And in purfuance of the fame Argu-

mentation, if the Earth and all the inferior Pla-

nets are, in the Libration , understood to be fet

on the fame Side of the Sun : By reafon of the

Nearness and Smalness of thofe Planets ; the com-

mon Center of Gravity of all will ſcarce be di-

ftant from the Center of the Sun one entire

Diameter thereof. But in other Cafes, which

commonly happen, the Diſtance of the Centers

is
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is lefs ; and where the Planets placed on this Side

and on that do counterpoize one another, none

at all. Therefore, altho' the Center of Gravity

be indeed fuppos'd to reft ; the Sun, by Reaſon

of the various Situation of the Planets, will be

mov'd a little towards all Parts ; but will never

depart far from that common Center of Gravity.

XC. All the Primary Planets are mov'd in

Ellipfes, which have a common Focus in the Cen-

ter of the Sun ; and by Rays drawn to that Cen-

ter , they defcribe Areas proportional to the

Times. This is true alfo in the Secondaies ,

ás revolving about the Centers oftheir Primaries.

We deduc'd theſe things above from Aftronomi-

cal Phænomena ; but now the Principles of theſe

Motions being known and eſtabliſhed, from theſe

we gather theſe heavenly Motions à priori. For

from the Direction of Gravity towards the Cen-

ters of the Sun and primary Planets, the forefaid

Proportionality of the defcribed Areas doth fol-

low ; and from the Law of Gravity towards thoſe

Centers, which is in the reciprocal duplicate Pro

portion of the Diſtance, that Elliptic Figure of

the Orbs about thofe Centers placed in the Foci

is neceffarily deriv'd, as we have demonftra-

ted above out of our Author. And theſe things

would be exactly thus, if the Sun and the Prima-

ry Planets refted from acting mutually upon one

another. For their Orbs would be in Geometri-

cal Srictneſs Elliptical ; and the deſcribed Areas

wouldbeexactly proportional to theTimes. How-

ever, thofe mutual Actions of the Sun and Planets

uponone another are ſo very ſmall,that they ought

not to be regarded. And the Motion of the Pla-

nets about the Sun as moveable, or any other

Planet as fuch , is lefs difturb'd than it would be

if the fame were unraoveable, as we obferv'd be-

fore : From
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C

From whence , fpeaking phyfically , the

Propofition is ftill to be accounted true. The

Action indeed of Jupiter upon Saturn, and its

five Satellites ; and of Saturn upon Jupiter and its

four Satellits, is not altogether to be neglect-

ved: Since thefe Planets are great ones, and pla-

ced at a very great Distance from the Sun. From

whence, by their mutual Attractions about their

Heliocentric Conjunctions ; which, by reafon of

the 'Slowness of their Motions, endure for no

fmall Time; fome Inequalities will arife on both

Sides, as well in the Figures of their Orbits, as

in their Motions ; but yet fcarce to be fo much di-

ftinguifh'd in the unequal Motions of the Prima-

1ries themſelves, as in thofe of their Secondaries ,

of thoſe about Jupiter eſpecially;

n

Scholium. According to our Author's Compu-

tation, the diſturbing Force or Gravity of Saturn

towards Fupiter isisto the Gravity of Saturn

towards the Sun, about the Conjunction of thoſe

Planers, as i is to 204, or thereabouts. And the

Difference of the Gravities of the Sun towards

Saturn, and of Jupiter towards Saturn, is to the

Gravity of Jupiter towardsthe Sun, as I to 1922 .

To which Difference the greatest difturb-

xing Force of Saturn towards Jupiter is propor-

tional.comFrom whence the Disturbance ofthe Orb

forof upker is far lefs than is that of Saturn : But

the Difturbances,which arein the reft of theOrbs,

are fo very ſmall , that they are not to be regarded.

XCI. The Aphelia and Nodes of the Orbs

dodreft Becauſe of the Force of Gravity in

the duplicate Proportion of their Distances re-

ciprocally, the Apfes and Aphelia ought to reft

of themſelves ; as was noted before. And be

cauſe the fame Force doth always refpect a Point

almoſt unmoveable, the Planes of the Orbs ought

VA a

ག

alfo
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alfo to reft; and when the Planes reft, the Nodes

or Interfections of the Orbs mult rest tools But

it is to be noted, that in Succeffion of Timefome

Inequalities will arife from the Actions of Planets

and Comets upon one another but that they

will be fo very fmall, that byreafon thereof they

are not to be regarded. It is alfo tobe noted ,

that we do in this place fuppofe, with all Aftro-

omers, the Reft of the Center of Gravity ofthe

whole Syftem ; althopas was hinted above, we

18 are not yet able to demonftrate that Reft., sThefe

Things fuppofed, we fhall deduce the following

Corollaries.oizolA Isupenu och ni b'dignif

.be

2C%

s

3

Corol. 1.The Fixed Stars.reft, becauſe that

they keep their given Pofitions towards theAphe-

lia

they

keodes

which reft. This will feem a

new Way of reafoning in Aftronomy, to infer

the Reft of the Fixed Starsifromthe Reft of the

Syftems of the Planetsgowhereas, on the contra-

ry, we have hitherto been wont to determine the

Motions of the Planets from the fuppofed Reft

of the Fixed Stars. And thus it muſt needs have

been, fo long as our Famous Author's true Caufes

of the Celeftial Motions were unknown. ol

Corol. (2.) Since the Parallax of the Fixed

Stars, even the Annual, is fo very fmall that it

fcarce falls under the Obfervation of the most

accurate Obfervers The Force ofthofe Stars,

by Reafon of their immenſe Diſtance, can pro-

duce no fenfible Effectsin but Syftem ,10%

Corol (3 ) From whence it follows that,Ju-

diciary Aftrology, as it is called, which depends not

only upon the Pofitions and Influences of the

Planets, but of the Fixed Stars alfo wants all

fure Foundation ; fince it fuppofeth the Forces of

thofe Bodies tombe exceeding great which

the foregoing Corollary has rightly obferv'd ,

are
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are indeed very ſmall, or rather none at all. But

may add this alfo in the prefent Cafe, that

the influential Force of all the reft of the Planets,

excepting the Sun and Moon, which Aftrologers

talk fo much of, is either by reaſon of the Im-

menfe Distance, or the Smallness of their Bodies,

fofo very little in our Atmoſphere, and about the
baEarth, that it can fcarce be by any fure Token

-difcern'd' fo far is it from being able to produce

thofe great and wonderful Effects which they

fuppofe. Thoſe who, like Idolaters, conceive the

Stars to be Gods, or that Gods poffefs and ani-

mate them, have fomewhat wherewithal they

may maintain their Hypothefis : But as for them

who have quitted fo grofs an Error as that , it is

a Wonder how they thould come to adhere thus

obftinately ftill, to thofe Aftrological Trifles and

Abfurdities.

201

•

May, 17. 1708.

LECT XXXVÍ.

XCII.

T

HE Diurnal Motions of the

Planets are uniform and equa-

ble ; and the Librations ofthe

Moon arifes from its Diurnal

equable Motion, as compar'd

with its Menftrual Inequable, and perform'd ac-

cording to an Axis inclin'd to its Orbit.

Thefe Things are noted elſewhere ; and there-

efore we need not make many Words about them

now.But becauſe the Dayofthe Moon,as revolving

A 2

91C

Uni-
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Uniformly about its own Axis, is a Month ;

(I mean here the Periodic Month ; ) The fame

Face of this Planet will always nearly reſpect the

Superior Focus ofthe Ellipfis, but not the Earth,

which is placed in the Inferior Focus ; becauſe the

Angular Motion alſo about that Focus is almoft

equal, but about the Earth plainly unequal. And

therefore, according to the Situation ofthe Supe-

rior Focus, it will decline commonly on this Side,

and on that from the Earth, and will fhew to us

fometimes more Easterly, fometimes more Wefter-

ly Parts ; which is the Libration of the Moon as to

Longitude. But the Libration of the fame as to Lati

tude, wherein fometimes more Northerly, and at

other times more Southerly Parts are prefented to

us, muft: ariſe from the Inclination of the

Moon's Axis tothe Plane of the Orbit ; as is ma-

nifeft to him that confiders it.

Corollary. We may note alfo in this place, aswe

have done elſewhere, how exactly thefe two Mo-

tions of the Moon, which in no wife depend one

upon the other, to wit, the Diurnal and Men-

ftrual, do agree together ; ſo that the one hath not

been found for above thefe 2000 Years, to overgo

the other in the leaft. Which could not be without

the Providence of God.

XCIIL. The Axes of the Sun and Planets,

which are moved with a Diurnal Motion , are lefs

than thofe Diameters which are Perpendicular to

thofe Axes. Or the Figure of the Sun and Pla-

nets, which are revolv'd each about its own Cen-

ter, is that ofan Oblate Spheriod ; that is, that of

a Solid produc'd by the Revolution of an Ellipfis

about its Leffer Axis.

The
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ThePlanets, and all the Celeſtial Bodies what-

ever, ifall Circular Diurnal Motion were taken a-

way,muftneeds,by reafon of the equal Gravitation

of the Partson all Sides, put on a Spherical Figure.

But onthe fame Diurnal Motion it will come to

pafs, that the Parts neceffarily receding from the

Axis ofMotion, and thereby detracting from the

Gravity about the Equator, muft endeavour to

afcend, where the Motion is the fwifteft. And

therefore in that Place the Matter of the Planet,

unleſs it be very Solid, will by its Afcent unto the

Equator increaſe the Diameters of the fame ; but

will diminish the Axis at the Poles, the Gravity

ofthe Parts being nothing diminiſh'd there. Thus

the Diameter ofJupiter (the Obſervations ofCaffini

and Mr. Flamsteed agreeing thereto) is found to be

fhorter about the Poles than from East to West.

And bythe fame Argument our Earth ought to

have its Axis leffer than the Diameters of the E-

quator. For unless the Thing were fo, and that

our Earth were fomething higher at the Equator

than about the Poles, the Seas, by reafon of the

greater Gravity there, would fettle downwards a-

bout the Poles,and inAfçending about the Equator

would overflow all. But by reafon ofthe greater

Velocity of the Diurnal Motion, and the leffer

Density ; Jupiter ought to have a much more fen-

fible Difference of its Diameters than any other of

the Planets, or than the Sun it felf. From whence

Aftronomical Obfervers have hitherto been able

to diſcover this Difference in no other Planer but

this. But that our Earth is of this Figure, appears

not only from the Argument juft now produc'd,

but alfo from the most accurate Experiments

which have been made by Pendulums. For by

how much the nearer Pendulum-Clocks, of the

fame Length of the Pendulum, are brought to

A a.3 the
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the Equator , fo muchthe more Slow their Vi-

brations are obferv'd to be ; and by how much

the nearer they come to the Poles, their Vibrati-

ons are found ſo much the quicker : becauſe the

Center ofthe Earth, which in the former Cafe is

more remote, and in the latter nearer, doth pro-

mote the Acceleration and Retardation of the

pendulous Bodies refpectively ; as it muft necef-

farily come to pass according to the prefent Pro-

pofition.

Scholium. If you would know exactly the Pro-

portion ofthe Axis of every Planet unto the Dia-

meters of the Equator, you muſt go through the

manifold Intricacies of our Author's Calculation.

But if you would have the Benefit of this Cal-

culation without the Trouble of the fame

take it thus, By Calculation our Author found

that the Centrifugal Force of the Parts ,of the

Earth under the Equator, arifing from the Diur-

nal Motion, is to the Force of Gravity upon the

Superficies of the Earth, as r is to 289. From

whence if(inFig.1. Plate 9.) APBQreprefentsthe

Figure of the Earth, produced from the Revolu-

tion of an Ellipfis about the Leffer Axis PQ ;

and ACQ, acq be a Canal full of Water, reach-

ing from the Pole, Qq to the Center Cc, and

from thence going forwards towards the Equator

Aa ; the Weight of the Water in the Leg ofthe

Canal AC ca, is to the Weight of the Water

in the other Leg QCcq, as 289 is to 288 al-

moft. Becauſe the Centrifugal Force arifing

from the Circular Motion , will fuftain and

take away one Part from the 289 Parts ; and the

Weight 288 in the other Tube will fuftain the reft

of the Parts. For the Thing is not only true in

the Surface of the Earth, but in all the Parts

of both the Tubes , becauſe the Centrifugal

Force,
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Force, and the Gravity of the inferior Parts, as

taken every where at proportional Distances from

the Center, are diminish'd in the fame Proportion

in the Progrefs to the Center. And then, by

continuing the Calculation, the Gravity towards

the Earth in the Place Q will be to the Gravity

in the Place A, as for is to 500 ; and the Cen-

trifugal Force will make that the Excefs of Al-

titude in the Leg AC da , fhould be a th

Part of the Altitude in the other Leg QC cq ;

or in our Earth , that the Semi-diameter of the

Earth at the Equator, fhould exceed the Semi-

axis or Semi-diameter at the Poles by about 17

Miles, Thefe Things, I fay, will be thus, in

Cafe that the Earth confifts of an uniform Mat-

ter. For if the Matter at the Center be , more

denfe, as certainly it ought to be, than at the

Surface ; the Excefs of Altitude at the Equator

muft be fomething greater: becauſe that if the

redundant Matter at the Center, whereby the

Denfity is made greater, be fubducted and confi-

dered feparately ; the Gravity towards the rest of

the Earth uniformly denfe, will be reciprocally as

the Diſtance of the Weight from the Center ; but

the Gravitation towards the fame redundant Mat-

ter, will be reciprocally as the Square of the Di-

ftance from that Matter nearly. Therefore the

Gravity under the Equator, which is towards

that redundant Matter, will be less
than

the Gra-

vity was towards the Place of that Matter bythe

foregoing Calculation ; and therefore the Earth

there, by Reafon of the Defect of Gravity, will

afcend fomething higher than was defin'd above.

But now the French have found by Experiments,

that the Length of Pendulums performing their

Vibrations in one Second of Time towards the

Equator, is leſs than that in which they perform

eff on the A2471 (3) theM J.
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the fametowardsthe Poles in a greaterProportion

than the foregoing Calculation requires. And

therefore the Earth feems to be much higher at

the Equator, than the foregoing Computation

makes itto be, and indeed noless than 31 Miles:

and accordingly to be denfer at the Center than

in Mines near the Surface , as Reafon altogether

requires.

Corol. (1.) If the Excefs of Gravity in the

Parts about the Poles, above that which is in the

Equatoreal Parts, were once more exactly defin'd

by more accurate Experiments made to that Pur-

pofe, we fhould at length have an univerfal Mea-

fure determin'd ; that, to wit, which would ex-

actly define the due Length of a Pendulum for

Seconds , in the feveral Places which lie be-

twixt the Equator and the Poles. From whence,

as well an Equation of Time, which is now indi-

cated by equal Pendulums in divers Places, as the

Proportion of the Semi-diameters of the Earth,

and of the Denfity of the fame at the Center, fo

that the fame be fuppos'd to increaſe uniformly,

will become known.

Corol. (2. ) Since the Proportion is the famein

a Canal full of Water, as in one fill'd with any

other Fluid; and the fame alfo as in the Earth,which

is fuppos'd to be fluid within ; while in the mean

time in afolid Earth the thing is otherwife ; fince

alfo it is known by Experiments and Obfervations,

that the Earth is indeed higher at the Equator

than at the Poles : from thence it is manifeft,

that either the whole Earth was fluid, when its

diurnal Motion first began , or at least that if

contain'd a great Fluid within, which, by yield-

ing, might give place to the Elevation at the

Equator, and Depreffion at the Poles.

"Corol. (3.) If the diurnal Motion of the Earth

should

11
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fhould be gradually retarded, unless it contain'd

within it fome great Fluid, which would give

way tothe Change of its Figure; the Seas would

defcend towards the Poles, and overflow all there.

Corol, (4) If the diurnal Motion of a Planet,

of a greater or leffer Magnitude, but of a given

Denfity, be accelerated or retarded in any Pro-

portion whatever, the Centrifugal Force will be

increas'd or diminish'd from thence in the dupli-

cate Proportion thereof ; becauſe of the In-

creaſe or Diminution, both of the Curvature

and the Velocity in the fame Proportion ;

and therefore the Difference of Semi-diame-

ters will be increas'd or diminish'd in that

fame duplicate Proportion. But ifthe Denfity be

increas'd or diminish'd in any Proportion whatfo-

ever, becauſe the Gravity is increas'd or di-

miniſh'd in the fame Proportion , the Difference

of Semi-diameters will be increas'd or diminish'd

in that fame Proportion alfo : That is , the

Difference of Semi-diameters will be in a Propor-

tion compounded of the duplicate Proportion of

the periodic Times, and the fimple Proportion

of the Denfity, both reciprocal. From whence,

fince the Difference of Semi-diameters in the

3.
Earth is Parts of the whole Semi-diameter

the
687

;

and the Square of the periodic Time in Jupiter,

which periodic Time is 9h 56', is to the Square

of 24h. the periodic Time in the Earth, ass to

29 ; and the Denſity of Jupiter is to the Denſity

of the Earth, as is to the Difference of

the Semi-diameters in Jupiter will be to the Diffe-

rence of the Semi-diameters in the Earth, as

29 I

?

22in in is to 1, or as One is to Eight.

་ 5 * I
*

229

Therefore the Semi-diameter of the Equator

1

of
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of the Equator of Jupiter, is to the Semi-axis as

From whence , by the way it is no

wonder that fo great a Difference fhould he open

to Aftronomical Obfervation. But it is to be res

mark'd, that theſe Things are thus, where the

Denfity of the Planet is uniform. But if the

Matter of Jupiter be denfer at the Center than at

the Circumference, as it was before obferv'd in !

general ; the Difference of Semi- diameters will

be greater ftill, and more eafy to be obferv'di

Let the Aftronomical Obfervers therefore take

notice how far this Corollary agrees with the

Diameters of Jupiter, which are meafur'd bythe

Micrometer,

XCIV. The Increaſe of Weight in going

forwards from the Equator to the Poles , is very

near as the Square of the right Sine of "Latitude ;

or,
which is the fame, as the verfed Sines of Lati

tude themselves, "

Because the Weights of the unequal Legs of

the Canal of Water ACQ qca are equal,

and do poize one another; and the Weights of

the Parts, like or fimilar to the whole Legs, and

which are alike fituated, are to one another as the

Weights " of the Wholes, and confequently are

equal betwixt themſelves ; the Weights of the

Parts, which are equal, and alike, fituated in the

Legs will be reciprocally as the Legs : that is, re-

ciprocally as the Diffances of the Bodies from

the Center of the Earth. And the thing is the

fame in all homogeneous and equal Bodies.what-

foever, which are alike fituated in the Legs ofthe

Canal. Bodies placed in the uppermoft Parts

of the Canals, or in the Surface of the Earth,

will have their Weights in that Proportion to one

another reciprocally, as their Diſtances from the

Center are : And the fame is tobe faid of Weights,

in
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in any other Regions whatever, through the

whole Surface of the Earth. And the Increaſe

of Weight in the Earth, which is a Spheroidal

Oblate Body, as the Famous Dr. Gregory hath de-

monftrated (Aftron. Book III. Prop. 52.) is as the

Square of the right Sine of the Latitude of the

Place, or, which comes to the fame, as the verſed

Sine of Latitude nearly.

Coroll. Since therefore Dr. Gregory hath de-

monftrated in the fame Place, that the Longi-

tudes of Pendulums vibrating in equal Time, are

betwixt themſelves as the Diſtances from the Cen->

ter of the Earth reciprocally; the Difference of

the Length of Pendulums will be as the Square

of the right Sine of Latitude : And thus every

where.

XCV. The unequal Motions of the Satellites

of Jupiter and Saturn are plainly like and analo-

gous to the unequal Motions of the Moon, and

arife from like Caufes.

"

I mean the Motion of the Nodes in Antece-

dentia, and of the Apfes fometimes in Anteceden-

tia, but more ſlowly, and fometimes in Confequen-

tia more ſwiftly, and bythe Excefs of this latter

Motion their being mov'd in Confequentia upon

the Whole ; the Motion of Variation, and the

reft of the like Motions, muft be the fame in

thefe Secondary Planets as in the Moon, and

therefore do not require to be diftinctly handled.

It is true, that by Reafon of the Smallneſs of

thefe Inequalities, and Slowness of thefe Moti

ons in the other Secondaries, their Motions ap

pear very regular, when compared with the Mo

tions of the Moon ; which hath made fome of

the later Aftronomers to deny all Motion to the

Nodes of thofe other Secondaries. Nevertheless,

Mr, Flamsteed, in conferring his Obfervations with

thofe

7
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thofe of Mr. Caffini, hath found that the Nodes .

of thofe about Jupiter do indeed go back thought

more flowly ; and it is not to be doubted , but

that Time will more certainly and exactly difco-

verand determine the fame, and all the other men-

tion'd Inequalities in the Satellites, both of Jupi-

terand Saturn.

May 31. 1708.

XCVI.

LE C T. XXXVII.

HE Flux and Reflux of the

Sea arifes from the Gravita-

tion of the Water towards the

Sun and Moon , or the At-

tractions of thofe Luminaries.

That the Seain the Space of every Day, as well

Lunar as Solar, ought to fwell twice, and twice

to fettle and fall -back, is manifeft from what hath

been demonftrated above. But that the great-

eft heighth of the Water doth not fall juft at

the Appulfe of the Luminaries to the Meridian,

but follows the fame by the Space of about three

Hours, is what we ſhall now undertake to expli-

cate. That the thing is indeed fo, appears from

the Obfervations of the Tides, as well as in the

Atlantic Ocean, and the whole Eastern Tract of

the Ethiopic betwixt France and the Cape of Good

Hope, as upon the Coaft of the Pacific along Chili

and Peru. In all which Shores, the High-Water

falls about three Hours after the Time aforefaid ;

unleſs
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unlesit be where the Motion is not retarded by

its being propagated through Shallows. Nowthe

Reafon is this: Whenthe Luminary is in the Me-

ridian, the attracting Force is then certainly at

the greateft, but the Effect of that Force is not

yet come to its Height. For all imprefs'd Moti-

on perfeveres uniformly until a contrary Motion

deftroys, or at leaft retards it. The Flux of the

Sea; or Ocean rather, which for the Six Morning

Hours, if we may fo call them when we fpeak

of the Moon, is continually increas'd ; and by

its confpiring with the diurnal Motion, accelera-

ted ; ought, byreafon of this its greater Celerity,

to go forwards ftill farther, and to accumulate

the Waters more and more, until the fame Force,

by tending afterwards contrary to the diurnal

Motion, doth by degrees retard the Courfe of

that Motion which is going forwards ; and by

and byto make the fame Waters to proceed with

fo flow a Motion, that a Reflux ofthe Ocean fol-

lows : Which Retardation of the Motion ought

to bemost notable about the Octants, or the third

Hour. Examples of fuch like greateſt Effects, as

followingfome Space of Time after their greatest

Caufes, we have yearly in the greateſt Heat of

the Summer, and Cold of the Winter ; which

falls not in the Solftices themselves, but about the

Octants, if I

-ok

I.

יז

an halfaer
a fo fpe

ak
, about a Month and

·

an half after , and in every Summer-day, in the

greateft Heat of the Day, which happens an

Hour or two afterNoon, rather than at the Noon

it felf. So in the preſent Cafe, whilft after the

greatest Force of all, and that raining of the Wa-

ters which is thereby, Forces next to the greateft,

and not yet turned to the contrary Part , do ftill

operate ; the Forces which are less than the

greateft, being fuper-added to the Motions which

were
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vwere ſtirr'd up by the greateft, and go forward

by their own proper Tendency, muft needs ob-

tain a greater Effect, than Forces ftill increafing,

fuper- added to leffer Motions, could have..Then

it is to be noted alfo, that the attracting Force it

- felf, which lifts the Water directly upwards, doth

nofcarce fenfibly fall fhort of its greateſt Quantity

foran Hour or two after the Appulfe of the Lu-

minary to the Meridian, altho' the Direction of

the Attraction which accelerates or retards the

vdWaters, be directly upwards in the Meridian it

felf, and from thence is chang'd. The Waters

t accumulated, where the

Parts, which have juft now pafs'd the Meridian

with the greateft Velocity, do fall upon other

Parts which had before been retarded at the Qua-

+ drature ; and fo by confpiring with the Endea-

vour of the other, do make the greateft . Flood of

fall which happens about the third Hour. For

in this place we intend not fo much the vulgar

Hours, as thofe which are reckon'd from the Ap-

bipulfe of the Sun and Moon to the Meridian of

ar the Place, as well below as above the Horizon ;

f) and bythe Hours of a Lunar Day, we understand

7024

Parts of that Time in which theMoon, by its

doiapparent diurnal Motion, is revolv'd to the Me-

ridian of any Place.

therefore will bemoffeWaters

{

↑

9123

XCVII. The Tides which depend on the

-Force of the Sun, and on the Force of the Moon

ne feverally, do not make a double Tide, but a fingle

noone ; which is to be eftimated from the Conjun-

aration of their Forces.

-For like as any Body whatever, which is im-

floprefs'd by a double Force, cannot go forwards in

iftwo Lines, but from the Conjunction of the For-

9cess will proceed in the Diagonal of a Parallelo-

rogram, inthe fame manner as if it had been acted

@12V
2 проп
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upon by one fingle Force , according to the Di-

rection of the Diagonal ; fo thofe two Motions,

which the two Luminaries do excite refpectively,

will not appear feverally, but will make one

mix Motion, In the Conjunction and Oppofi-

tion of the Luminaries, their Effects will be con-

and the greateft , Floods of all will be

be

nool ba

n

made as arifing from the Sum of the Forces at

that Time. In the Quadratures of thofe Lumi-

naries, the Sun will lift up the Water, whilft the

Moon depreffeth if; and deprefs it, where the

ordon Lifts it up and there the Flood will

-36-1961est
of all

Moon lifts t
o

as being the Refult of

3
the Difference of the Forces only. And

becaufe as it appears by Experience , the

Force and Effect of the Moon in the prefent

Cafe is much greater than that of the Sun , the

greateft Heighth of the Water will fall upon the

third Lunar Hour. But without the Syzygies and

noQuadratures , the greateft Flood of all, which by

the Lunar Force alone ought to fall in the third

LunarHour, and by the Solar Force alone in the

third Solar Hour, will, by the Compoſition of

the Forces, fall upon fome intermediate Time,

bowhich will be much nearer to the third Lunar

Four than too the third Solar one; and confe-

quently, in the paffing of the Moon from the

arls Syzygies to the Quadratures, at which Time the

third Solar Hour goes Before the third Lunar, the

lle greatet Height of the Water will alſo precede

the third Lunar Hour"; and this by the greateft

Interval of all, a little after the Octants of the

Moon And the greatet Heighth of the Water

Liv

willfollow the third Lunar Hour by the like In-

vals, whilft the Moon paffeth from the Qua-

dadratures to the Syzygies; and this alfo by the

greatestInterval, a little after the Octants of the

ΩΟΥ

s

Moon,
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Moon. Thus will the thing be in the Ocean,

or open Sea: For in the Mouths of Rivers, the

greater Floods, cæteris paribus, require the longer

Time, and fo come unto their Heighth a little

more flowly.

XCVIII. The Tide ought to be different, ac

cording to the different Diftances of the Lumina-

ries from the Earth, both every Year and every

Month ; and this in the triplicate reciprocal Pro-

portion of thoſe Diſtances, or in the triplicate di-

rect Proportion of the apparent Diameters.

This we have demonftrated before : Nor is it to

be wondred at, that thefe Effects fhould be great-

ér at lefs Diſtances, and leffer at greater. Where-

fore the Sun in Winter Time, when it is about

the Perigee, will make the Tides after the Sy-

zygies to be fomething greater, becauſe of the

greater Sum of the Forces ; and thofe after the
i

Quadratures to be fomething lefs, becauſe of the

Difference of the Forces, than they will be in

Summer- Time ; cateris paribus. And the Moon.

every Month, when it is about the Perigee,

will make greater Tides than 15 Days be-

fore and after, when it is in the Apogee. From

whence , if the Perigee Situation of the Moon

happens about the Conjunction , the Day Flood

will be increas'd, and the Night-Flood diminiſh'd ;

but if that Situation happens about the Oppofiti-

on, the Night-Flood will be increas'd, and the

Day-Flood diminish'd. From whence alfo it

comes to pass ; that two Tides thees the greatest of all

do not follow one another twoSyzygies together.

20.For if the Moon be in one of the Syzygies about

the Perigee, and raileth the greatest Tide at

that Time, bythe Conjunction of its Force with

that of the Sun ; in the other of the Syzygies it

muft needs be about the Apogee, and have lefs

Force. The
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XCIX. The Tides likewife ought to be divers,

according to the divers Declination of the Lumi-

naries from the Equator.

For if the Luminary were placed in either of

the Poles, it would draw the Water conftantly

without Intention or Remiffion of the Action ;

and confequently would make no Réciprocation of

the Water. Therefore the Luminaries, in depart

ing from the Equator towards either Pole, will

by degrees lofe their Effects ; and therefore will

raife leffer Tides after the Solfticial Syzygies,than

after the Equinoctial. But after the Solfticial

Quadratures, the Tides will become greater than

after the Equinoctial ; becauſe the Effect of the

Moon, which is now placed above the Equator,

doth most of all exceed the Effect of the Sun.

Therefore the greateft Tides fall after the Equi-

noctial Syzygies, and the leaft after the fame Qua

dratures of rhe Luminaries ; and the greateft

Flood about the Syzygies is always attended with

the leaft about the Quadratures, as Experience

teftifies. But by the leffer Diftance of the Sun

from the Earth in Winter Time than in Summer,

it comes to pafs, that the greateſt Tides and the

leaft do oftner precede the Vernal Equinox, than

follow it ; and do oftner follow the Autumnal

Equinox, than precede it.

C. Some Phænomena of the Tides, and Ef

fects of the Luminaries, are divers, according to

the divers Latitude of Places in the Earth ; and

efpecially as to the Night and Day- Floods, which

follow one another immediately.

In Fig. 2. Plate 9. let ApEP defign the Earth,

covered on every fide with deep Water. Let

G be the Center thereof. PP the Poles. AE

the Equator. Fany Place without the Equator.

Ff the Parallel of the Place. Dd the correfpon-

B b dent
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dent Parallel on the other fide of the Equator.

H that Place of the Earth which is directly under

the Moon's Place, which was Three Hours be-

fore, or the middle Point of the elevated Water.

h the Place oppofite thereto, or the Point of the

Water in the other Part of the Earth, where the

Water is most elevated. Kk, Places diftant 90

Degrees from thence. CH, Ch the greateſt Al-

titudes of the Sea, meaſured from the Center of

the Earth ; and CK, Ck the leaft Elevations.

And if from the Axes Hh, Kkan Ellipfis be de-

fcrib'd ; and then by the Revolution of this Ellip-

fis about the greater Axis Hh, there be defcrib'd

a Spheroid H PKhpk; this will defcribe the Fi-

gure of the Sea nearly : and CF, Cf ; CD, C d

will be the Elevations of the Sea in the Places

Ff and Dd. Moreover, if in the forefaid Revo-

lution of the Ellipfis, any Point whatever, as N

defcribes the Circle NM, which cuts the Pa-.

rallels Ff Dd in any Places, as R, T , and the

Equator AE in S, CN will be the Heighth of

the Sea in all the Places R, S, T fituate in this

Circle. Hence, in the diurnal Revolution of

any Place whatever, as F, the Flood will be the

greateſt there, three Hours after the Appulfe of

the Moon to the Meridian above the Horizon ;

afterwards the Ebb will be the greateft in Q,

three Hours after the fetting of the Moon; then

the Flux will be the greatest in f, three Hours af-

ter the Appulfe of the Moon to the Meridian be-

low the Horizon ; and lastly, the Ebb will be the

greateft in Q, three Hours after the rifing of the

Moon ; and the latter Flood in f, will be less than

the former Flood in F. For the whole Ocean is

diftinguifh'd into two Hemiſpherical Floods; one:

in the Hemifphere K HkC, which looks to the

North; the other in the oppofite Hemiſphere

Khkc,
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Khkc, which looks to the South ; which there-

fore wemay call the Northern and Southern Floods.

Thefe Floods, which are oppofite each to other,

come by turns to the Meridian of each Place,

with the Interval of about 12 Lunar Hours be-

twixt. For fince the Northern Regions do more

partake of the Northern, and the Southern Regions

do more partake of the Southern Flood ; from

thence there proceed Tides alternately greater

and leſs in each Place without the Equator. But

the greater Tide, when the Moon declines to-

wards the Vertex of the Place, will fall about

three a-Clock after the Appulfe of the Moon un-

to the Meridian above the Horizon ; and the

Flood, whenthe Moon changeth its Declination,

and recedes from the Vertex, will be changed in-

to a lefs : And the greateſt Difference of Floods

will, for this Reaſon, fall upon the Times of the

Solſtices, eſpecially ifthe Moon's afcending Node

be in the Beginning of Aries ; that fo the Moon,

when it is neareft to the Vertex, and the remoteft

from it, may have the fame diurnal Revolution.

And this is confirm'd from Experience ; by which

it is found, that the Morning Tides do in Win-

ter-Time exceed the Evening ; and in Summer

the Evening exceed the Morning Tides : At Pli

mouth, for Inftance, by the Heighth of one Foot,

and at Bristol of fifteen Inches as appears from

the Obfervations of Mr. Coleprefs and Mr. Sturmy.

But that thefe Differences do not feem fo great as

might be expected in Places fo remote from the

Equator, may be owing to fome other Caufe..

The Motions defcrib'd hitherto are fomething

chang'd by that Force of the Reciprocation of

the Waters, wherewith the Tide, even though

the Actions ofthe Luminaries fhould ceafe, might

endure for fome Time. This Confervation of

Bb 2 the
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the Motion once imprefs'd, doth diminish the

Difference of the alternate Tides ; and makes the

Tides next after the Syzygies greater, and dimi-

niſhes thoſe next after the Quadratures. For

from hence it comes to pafs, that the alternate

Tides at Plimouth and Bristol do not differ much

more than by the Heighth of 12 or 15 Inches ;

and that the greateft Tides of all in the fame

Ports, are not thoſe which are next after the Sy-

zygies, but the third Tides after them ; which a

grees exactly with what was ſaid before. For all

thefe Motions are retarded, in their paffing thro'

Shallows ; fo that the greateft Tides of all in

fome Streights, and the Mouths of fome Rivers,

are the fourth or even the fifth after the Syzygies.

Nov. 8. 1708.

CI.

T

LECT. XXXVIII.

HE Phænomena of the Flux

and Reflux of the Ocean in

particular Places , as Streights

Ports , Mouths of Rivers, ſmall

Seas , and which communicate

little or not at all with the Ocean ; in thoſe alſo

which are far diftant from the Equator, do recede

more than a little from the general Laws of the

Tide before fet down, and are commonly altered

by thofe particular Circumftances.

As for Example ; it may come to paſs, that the

Tide may be propagated from the Ocean thro' di-

او

vers
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vers Streights, and quicker through fome than

others ; in which Cafe, the fame Tide being di-

vided into two or more which come fucceffively,

may make new Motions of divers Kinds. It may

cometo pass alfo through the Length ofthe Way,

or the various Winding of the fame, or by means

of Obſtacles which are in the Way, that the Tide

may be diminish'd and almoſt ſtopp'd. (From

whence it comes, that where there be a great

Number of Iſlands, as the Moluccoes, the Philip-

pines, in the Mexican- Bay, the Antille, there is al-

moft no Flux, or far leſs than in the wide and

open Ocean.) Again, a Tide which is in a mean

State in the Ocean maybecome very great in Ri-

vers, becauſe of the Narrowness of the Paffages,

and the Heighth of the Shores. In fmall Seas

alfo, there is none, or a very fmall Tide. For

fince the greateſt Tide ought to happen in the

deep Ocean only, which is open to the Eaft and

Weft for the Space of 90 Degrees ; by how much

lefs the Sea is , fo much the lefs the Accele-

ration and Retardation of the Waters, that is, the

Flux and Reflux, muft needs be ; Nor can it be

great, unless the Sea doth communicate freelywith

the Ocean. For if it communicateth not, or but

little therewith, as it is in the Mediterranean, a lefs

Tide for that Reafon is to be expected. In thoſe

Seas alſo which are remov'd far from the Equator,

where the Tide muſt be propagated in a lefs de-

gree, eſpecially if they have but little Communi-

cation with the Ocean ; and fo will be but ſmall ,

as it comes to paſs in the Baltic and the Northern

Seas. Which happens alfo in the Euxine and Ca-

Spian Seas, not only by reafon of their fomething

Northerly Situation , and their fmall Communica-

tion withthe Ocean, if they have any at all, but

by reafon alfo of the Smalness of thofe Seas. In

Bb 3 Seas
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Seas which lie open, and extend themſelves a

great way from the East to the West, as in the

Pacific Sea, and the Parts of the Atlantic and Ethi-

opic Sea without the Tropics, the Water is wont

to be elevated unto the Heighth of 6, 9, 12, or

15 Feet. And in the Pacific Sea, which is deeper

and wider, the Tides are faid to be greater than

in the Atlantic and Ethiopic. In the Ethiopic Sea,

the Elevation of the Water betwixt the Tropicks

is less than that in the Temperate Zones, by rea-

fon of the Narrowness of the Sea betwixt Africa,

and the Southern Part of America. In the Middle

of the Sea the Water cannot aſcend, but it muſt

defcend at the fame time to both Shores, the

Eastern and Western; when yet in our narrow Seas

it ought to defcend by turns unto the Shores.

For this Reafon the Flux and Reflux muſt be ve-

ry fmall in Iſlands, which are very remote from

the Continent. In fome Ports, as hath been ve-

ry lately obferv'd, where the Water paffing thro'

fhallow Places is forc'd to flow in and out with a

great Violence, to fill and empty by turns narrow

Bays, the Tides are greater than ufual ; as at Pli-

mouth and Chepstow- Bridge in England, the Hills of

St. Michael and the City of Avranches in Norman-

dy, Cambaia and Pegu in the East- Indies. In theſe

Places the Sea coming and going back with a

great Velocity, fometimes overflows the Shoars,

and then leaves them dry for many Miles. Nor

can the Force of Flowing in and Reflowing be

ftopp'd, until the Water be elevated or deprefs'd

30, 40, 50, or fometimes 60 Feet. Andthe thing

is the fame, in fome meaſure, in long, fhallow,

and narrow Streights, as the Magellanic and that

wherewith England is encompafs'd. But in Shores

which have a fteep Defcent towards a deep and

open Sea, where the Water may be rais'd and

fettle
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fettle freely without any acceffional Force of

flowing in and returning ; the Tide, if we would

determine the general mean Quantity, is to be

reckon'd to arife to the Heighth of about 12

Feet!, i. e. if we meaſure from the Low to the

High-Water Mark. But of all Sea-Tides, that is

the moft to be admir'd, which Dr. Halley fpeaks

of from the Obſervations of Mariners, as being

in a Port of the Kingdom of Tunquin at Batham,

in the Northern Latitude of 20°. 50'. There the

Water , on the Day following the Paffage of the

Moon over the Equator, ftagnates ; then the

Moon declining to the North, it begins to ebb

and flow, not twice as in other Ports, but once

only in a Day ; and the High-Water falls at the

fetting of the Moon , and the Low-Water at the

rifing of the fame ; and this Tide is increas'd with

the Declination of the Moon until the feventh or

eighth Day ; and for the other feven Days, it de-

creaſes bythe fame Degrees by which it increa-

fed before ; and the Moon changing its Declina-

tion, it ceaſeth ; and from thence is prefently

changed into a Reflux. For then the Reflux falls

at the fetting of the Moon, and the Flux at the

rifing, until this Planer doth again change its De-

clination . There is a double Entrance into this

Port, and the neighbouring Streights ; the one

from the Chineſe Ocean, betwixt the Continent

and the Leuconian Island ; the other from the Indian

Sea,betwixt the Continentand the Iſle of Borneo. It

feems probable, that two almoft equal Tides do

comeinto this Port from the different Tides ofthis

Ocean; theformer of which precedes the other by

the Space of almoft fix Hours, and falls 3 Hours

after the Appulfe of the Moon to the Meridian of

the Port. When the Moon in this its Appulfe to the

Meridian is in the Equator,there will come at each

fix Hours End equal Fluxes, which falling upon

Bb 4
mutual
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mutual Refluxes will make the fame equal to the

Fluxes ; and fo will caufe that for that Day the

Water will feem to be moved with no Tide at all .

When the Moon declines from the Equator , the

Tides in the Ocean will become by turns greater

and leffer, as we fhew'd in the laft Propofition

but one; and from thence two greater Fluxes,

and two leffer ones, will be propagated into this

Port by turns. But the two greater Fluxes , by,

joining their Waters, will make the higheſt Flux

in the middle Time betwixt both ; the greater Af-

flux and the lefs will make that the Water ſhould

afcend unto a mean Heighth in the middle Time

betwixt them ; and betwixt the two leffer Fluxes,

the Water will afcend unto the leaft Altitude.

Thus, in the Space of 24 Lunar Hours, the Wa-

ter will come not twice, as it is in other Places,

but once only unto its greateſt Altitude , and

once unto its leaft ; and the greatest Altitude,

when the Moon declines to the Pole which is

above the Horizon of the Place, will fall fix

Hours after the Appulfe of the Moon to the Me-

ridian of the Place ; and the Moon changing its

Declination, it will be chang'd into a Reflux.

Therefore one Tide coming in the Space of 12

Hours from the Indian Ocean, and the other in

the Space of 6 Hours from the Chinese Ocean

through thofe Streights refpectively, which were

before-mentioned ; and fo falling one at the third,

and the other at the ninth Lunar Hour, feem to

make thofe anomalous Tides. But thefe and fuch

like particular Phænomena are every where to be

left to the Obfervations of the neighbouring

Shores and Seas.

-

Scholium. If we would decline the Intricacy

and Tedioufnefs of our Author's Calculation, and

defire only to know the Quantities of the Forces,

thes
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they are thus: The Sum of the Sun's Forces, as

well in depreffing the Waters in the Places which

are 90 Degrees from it, as in elevating them in

the Places which are under it, and thofe oppofite

thereto, if they be taken conjunctly ; or the

whole Force of the Sun to move the Sea is to

the Force ofGravity with us, as I is to 12,868,200.

But fince the Centrifugal Force of the Parts of .

the Earth arising from its diurnal Motion, which

is to the Force of Gravity as 1 to 289, doth make

that the Heighth of the Water under the Equator

fhould exceed its Heighth under the Poles, by the

Meaſure of 84820 Feet of Paris: The Solar

Force of which we now treat, fince it is to the

Force of Gravity as 1 to 12,868,200 , and con-

fequently to that Centrifugal Force as 289 tq

12,868,200, or as 1 to 44,527 ; it will make, that

the Heighth of the Water in the Places under the

Sun, and oppofite therto, fhould exceed the AL-

titude of it in the Places which are 90 Degrees

diſtant fromthe Sun, by the meaſure only of one

Foot ofParis, and a little above II Inches ; accord-

ingtothisAnalogy 44,527 : 1 :: 85,820 : 1. and of

anInch.Nowthe Force oftheMoon for the moving

oftheSea,which is the principal Force, is to be des

duced from the Proportion which it bears to that

of the Sun, and to bediftinguiſh'd by the Effects or

Sums ofthe Motions in the Syzygies, and the Diffe-

rences inthe Quadratures: By this Computation,the

Force of the Moon is to the Force of the Sun,

whenObfervations are compar'd together, as 448

to I nearly, orin a round Number almoft five-fold.

Coroll. ( 1.) Since therefore, as we have ſeen

before, the Sun's Force ought to elevate the Wa-

ter unto the Heighth of almoft two Feet, the

Moon's Force, which is almoft five times as

great , ought to elevate the Water unto the

•

Heighth
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Heighth ofabout 9 Feet ; and the Lunar Force

and the Sun's conjoin'd, as in the Syzygies, will

elevate the fame unto near II ; and when the

Sun's Force is fubftracted from the Moon's, as in

the Quadratures, will elevate it about 7 Feet:

Nowthis Force doth abundantly fuffice to cauſe

all the Motions of the Sea, and doth very well

agree with the Quantity of the Motions defin'd

above ; and by answering fo well to the fame,

doth plainly confirm the Truth of that Caufe of

the Tides which we have affign'd.

Corol. (2.) Since the Force of the Moon to

move the Sea is to the Force of Gravity, ac-

cording to what hath been demonftrated before,

only as 1 is to 2871400 ; it is manifeft, that that

Force is far lefs than to be perceiv'd in any Expe-

riments ofPendulums, or in any Static, or Hydro-

ftatic Experiments whatſoever. This Force can

have a fenfible Effect in the Sea only.

Corol. (3 ) Forafmuch as the Force of the

Moon to move the Sea, is to the Sun's Force up-

on the fame as near 5 to 1 ; and thoſe Forces are

as the Denfities of the Bodies, or the Quantities of

Matter contain❜d in equal Space, and as the Cubes

of the Diſtances or Diameters conjunctly ; for

Bodies equally denſe are as the Cubes of the true

Diameters directly, in refpect of the fame Di-

ftance ; and the moving Forces in this Cafe are

alfo as the Cubes of the Distances reciprocally,

or as the Cubes of the apparent Diameters direct-

ly ; and confequently it is thefame thing whether

the Sun be nearer or more remote, greater or lefs,

fo that the apparent Diameter be certain and de-

terminate : For thefe Reaſons the Denſity of the

Moon willbeto that ofthe Sun, as is its Effect, or

as 4L48 to 1 ; and as the Cube of the apparent

Diameter ofthe Moon is to the Cube ofthe Sun's

appa-
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apparent Diameter, i.c. as 4148 to 1 ; and as 720

to 672 conjun&ly4L48 x 720 to 100 x 672 , or

as 67 to 32 almoft ; but the Denſity of the Sun to

the Density ofthe Earth, is as 100 to 396. There-

fore the Denſity of the Moon to the Denſity of

the Earth, will be as 21 to 17, nearly, or almoſt

ass to 4. Therefore the Body of the Moon is

confiderably Denfer ; and if I may ufe fuch an

Expreffion, more Terreftrial than the Earth itſelf,

as we obferv'd before, by way of Anticipation.

Coroll. (4.) From whence, fince the true Dia-

meter of the Moon is to that of the Earth , as 5

to 18, or as I to 3165 ; the Mafs of the Moon

will be to that of the Earth, as the Cubes of thoſe

Numbers, compounded with the Proportion of

Denſity, or as I x5 to 49 × 4 ; that is, as 1 to 40,

very near.

X

Coroll. (5.) The Accelerating Gravity, or the

Weight of equal Bodies on the Surface of the

Moon, will be as the Quantity of Matter in the

Moon, to the Quantity of Matter in the Earth,

with the Reciprocal Duplicate Proportion of the

Diſtance from the Centers compounded ; that is,

as 1 x 13 is to 40 x 1 , or near a third Part ofthe

Accelerating Gravity on the Surface of the Earth,"

as we noted formerly by way of Anticipation.

L

CII. The Figure of the Body of the Moon

( abftracting from the Elevation of the Equa-

toreal, and the Depreffion of the Polar Parts,

depending upon the Diurnal Motion, ) is fome-

thing Oval , or that of an Oblong Spheroid;

the greateſt Axis whereof produced, paffeth thro'

the Center of the Earth ; and exceeds the Leffer

Axes Perpendicular to the fame by the Excefs of

about 187 Feet. If then the Body of the Moon

were Fluid like our Sea, the Force ofthe Earth to

f

elevate
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that Fluid in the hither and oppofite Parts,
up

would be to the Force ofthe Moon upon our Sea,

as the attracting Force of the Earth is to that of

the Moon ; Or as the Quantity of Matter in the

Earth is to that in the Moon, by reafon of the

equal Diſtances ; if the Leffer Diameter of the

Moon did not change that Proportion. That

whole Force therefore from the Compofition of

thoſe Proportions, will be in a Proportion com-

pounded of 40 to 1, and I to 3165 ; or as 40 × 1

is to 1 x 3165 ; that is, as 40 is to 365. From

From whence, fince by what was before demon-

ftrated, our Sea is lifted up about 9 Feet by the

Forceof the Moon, the Lunar Fluid ought to be

lifted up about 93 Feet by the Force of the Earth.

And for this Caufe the Moon is of a Spheroidal

Figure ; the greater Axis whereof being produced,

would pass thro' the Center of the Earth, and ex-

ceed the Diameters or Perpendicular Axes by a

bout 187 Feet.

Corollary. And from thence perchance it is,

that the fame Face of the Moon is turn'd more

directly to the Earth than otherwiſe it would be.

Forthe Moon cannot Reft in another Situation ,

but by Librating to and fro, will always return to

this Situation. Nevertheless, the Librations,by rea-

fon of the Smallneſs of the Force in fuch aſmall

Excefs of the Greater Axis above the Leffer ones,

will be exceeding Slow ; fo that the Face which

ought always to look to the Earth, may look

to the Other Focus of the Lunar Orbit, by rea-

fon of the Equability of the Angular Motion a-

bout it, as was explain'd before, and not preſently

be drawn back from thence and turned to the

Earth,

CIII. Co-
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CIII. Comets are higher than the Moon,

and are moved in the Region of the Primary

Planets.

CIV. Comets are mov'd in Conic Sections,

having their Focus in the Center of the Sun ;

and by Rays drawn to the Sun, defcribe equal

Area's in equal Times, and in general Area's pro-

portional to the Times.

CV. The Bodies of Comets are Solid, Com-

pact, Fixed, and Durable, like the Bodies of the

Planets ; and they are commonly encompass'd

with huge Atmoſpheres ; and do always acquire

Tails from their Neighbourhood to the Sun ; but

theſe ſometimes longer, and fometimes fhorter.

Thefe Propofitions contain our famous Au-

thor's Cometography, fo far as concerns our pre-

fent Purpoſe.

Now they are propounded fo clearly and fully

by our Author himſelf, that they in no wife need

our Explication. Wherefore what follows, we

fhall take Word for Word out of him.

•

Novemb. 15. 1708.

LECT
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LECT. XXXVII.

HAT Comets are higher than the

Moon, and fhew themſelves to us in

the Region of the Planets.

As theWant of a Diurnal Parallax

hath raiſed Comets above the Sublunary Regi

ons, fo their Defcent into the Planetary Regions,

is argued from their Annual Parallax. For thoſe

Comets which go forwards according to the Order

of the Signs, are all of them, about the Time of

their Difappearance, either Slower than ufual, or

Retrograde, if the Earth be betwixt themand the

Sung but ſwifter than Ordinary, if the Earth,

tends towards the Oppofition. And on the Con-

trary, they which go contrary to the Order ofthe

Signs, are fwifter than ufual at the Time of their

Diſappearance, ifthe Earth be betwixt them and

the Sun ; and flower than ordinary, or Retro-

grade, ifthe Earth be placed on the Contrary fide.

This happens eſpecially from the Motion ofthe

Earth in its various Situation ; and it is here, as it

is in the Planets, which according as the Motion

of the Earth confpires with them, or is contrary

to them, are fometimes Retrograde, fometimes

ſeem to be mov'd more flowly, fometimes more

fwiftly. Ifthe Earth goes to the fame Part with the

Comet, and is carried about the Sun with an An-

gular Motion more ſwiftly, the Comet as feen

from the Earth, by reaſon of its flower Motion,

appears Retrograde ; but if the Earth be carried

more
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more flowly, the Motion of the Comet ( that

of the Earth being ſubſtracted ) becomes at leaſt

flower. And if the Earth becarried to the con-

trary Part , the Comet from thence appears

fwifter. Now from this Acceleration, or Retar-

dation, or Retrograde Motion, the Diſtance of

the Comet is thus Collected.

In Fig. 3. Plate 9. let TQA, TQB, TQC

be Three obferv'd Longitudes ofthe Comet about

the Time of the Beginning of its Motion ; and

let QF be the Longitude laft obferv'd, when

the Comet begins to difappear. Let the Right

Line ABC be drawn, the Parts whereof AB,

and BC, which lie betwixt the Right Lines QA,

and QB, QB, and QC, are one to the other,

as the Times betwixt the Three firft Obfervations.

Let AC be produc'd to G, that AG may be to

A B, as the Time betwixt the firft Obfervation AT:JAP

and the laft, is to the Time betwixt the firft Ob-

ſervation and the fecond ; and let QG be join'd.

Now if the Comet were mov'd uniformly in a

Right Line, and the Earth either refted or went

forward uniformly in a Right Line , the Angle

YQG would be the Longitude of the Comet at

the Time of the laft Obfervation ; the Angle

FQG therefore , which is the Difference of the

Longitudes, arifes from the Inequality ofthe Mo-

tions of the Comet and the Earth. But this

Angle, if the Earth and the Comet be moved to

contrary Parts, is added to the Angle A QG, and,

fo renders the apparent Motion of the Comet

fwifter; but if the Comet goes to the fame Part

with the Earth, it is fubftracted from the fame,

and renders the Motion of the. Comet either

Slower, or perhaps Retrograde, as was faid a-

bove,

This
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This Angle therefore arifes chiefly from the

Motion of the Earth, and is justly to be rec

koned for the Parallax of the Comet : fome In-

creaſe or Decreaſe of it, to wit, which may atife

from the Comet's uneven Motion in its own Orb,

being here neglected. But the Diſtance of the

Comet is thus Collected from the Parallax.

In Fig. 4. Plate9. let S reprefent the Sun, acT

the Orbis Magnus, a the Place of the Earth in the

firft Obfervation, e the Place of the Earth in the

fecond Obfervation, T the Place thereof in the

laft Obfervation , and TT a Right Line drawn

towards the Beginning of Aries. Let the Angle

TTV be taken equal to the Angle QF ; that

is, equal to the Longitude of the Comet when

the Earth is in T. Let at be join'd, and drawn

out to g, that agmay be to ac, as AG is to AC,

and g will be the Place which the Earth would

reach unto at the Time of the laft Obfervation,

its Motion being continued uniformly in the

Right Line ac ; and therefore if gr be drawn

Parallel to T Y, and the Angle VgV be taken

equal to QG, this Angle TgV will be equal

to the Longitude of the Comet feen from the

Place g, and the Angle Ty
will be the Paral-

lax which arifeth from the Transferring of the

Earth out of the Place g into the Place T ; and

confequently V will be the Place of the Comet

in the Plane ofthe Ecliptic . Now this Place V is

wont to be below the Orb of Jupiter.

The fame Thing is Collected from the Curva-

ture of the Way of Comets. Thefe Bodies go

forward almoft in great Circles , fo long as

they are mov'd more fwiftly ; but in the End of

their Courfe, when that Part of the apparent

Motion which arifeth from the Parallax bears a

greater Proportion to the whole apparent Motion,

they
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they are wont to decline from thefe Circles ; and

as oft as the Earth is mov'd to one Parr, to be car-

ried to the contrary. This Deflexion arifes from

the Parallax, becauſe that it anſwers to the Mo-

tion of the Earth ; and the notable Quantity of

it hath by my Computation placed Comets when

they diſappear far enough belowthe Orb of Jupi-

ter. From whence it follows, that in their Perigees

and Perihelia, at which Times they are nearer,

they defcend oftentimes below the Orbs of Mars

and the inferior Planets.

The Nearness of Comets is alfo confirm'd from

the Light of their Heads. For the Splendor of a

Celeſtial Body which is illuminated by the Sun,

and goes off into far diftant Regions, is diminish'd

in the Quadruplicate Proportion of the Distance

ie. in one Duplicate Proportion, by reaſon of

the increaſe of the Distance from the Sun ; and

alſo in another Duplicate Proportion, by reaſon of

the Diminution of the apparent Diameter. From

whence, if both the Quantity of Light, and the

apparent Diameter of the Comet be given, the

Diſtance alfo will be given, by faying that the

Diſtance is to the Diſtance of a Planet in the en-

tire Proportion of Diameter to Diameter direct-

ly, and in the fubduplicate Proportion ofLight to

Light inverfly. Thus the leaft Diameter of the

Capillitium of the Comet of the Year 1682, being

obferv'd bythe Famous Mr. Flamsteed thro' a Te-

leſcope of 16 Feet, and meafur'd by a Micro-

meter, was 2o . But the Nucleas, or Star it felf,

had ſcarce the 10th Part of this Breadth, as be-

ing only 11 or 12" over. But in the Light and

Clearneſs of the Head, it exceeded the Head of

the Comet of 1680 , and even came near to Stars

of the first and fecond Magnitude. Let us fuppofe

Saturn with his Ring to be about 4 Times brighter

C c than
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than that Star ; and becauſe the Light ofthe Ring

doth almost equal the Light of the Intermediate

Globe, and the apparent Diamerer of the Globe

is about 21"; and confequently the Light ofthe

Ring and Globe together doth almoft equal the

Light of a Globe, the Diameter whereof is 30" ;

the Diſtance of the Comet will be to the Di-

ftance of Saturn, as 1 to √ 4 inverſly, and 12" to

30" directly ; i.e. as 24 to 30, or 4 to 5. Again,

the Comet of the Year 1665, in the Month of

April, as Hevelius writes, did in Clearneſs exceed

almoſt all the Fixed Stars ; yea, and Saturn it felf

in regard of the Colour, which was far more

lively. For the Comet was more lucid than that

other which had appear'd in the End ofthe fore-

going Year, and was to be compared with Stars

of the first Magnitude. The Breadth of the Ca-

pillitium was about 6'; but the Nucleus, as compared

with the Planets, by means of a Teleſcope, was

plainly less than Jupiter ; and fometimes was judg-

ed to be less than the intermediate Body of Sa-

turn, fometimes equal thereto. Moreover, feeing

the Diameter of the Capillitium of Comets doth

feldom exceed 8' or 12", and the Diameter of the

Nucleus or Central Star is about a roth, or perhaps

a 15th Part of the Diameter of the Capillitium ;

It is manifeft that theſe Stars are for the moft part

of the fame apparent Magnitude with the Planets.

From whence, fince their Light may oftentimes

be compar'd with that of Saturn, and fometimes

doth exceed it ; It is manifeft all the Comets in

their Perihelia are placed either beneath Sa-

turn, or not far above it. They are widely mi-

ftaken therefore, who Remove theſe Stars into

the Region of the Fixed Stars ; where certainly

they could no more be Illuminated by our Sun,

than the Planets which are here, are Illuminated

bythe Fixed Stars. We
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We have, whilft we have been Reaſoning hi-

therto, not conſidered the Obſcuration of Comets

by that very copious and grofs Fume, wherewith

the Head is encompass'd, which always fhines

as through a Cloud. For the more obfcure

the Body is rendred by this Fume, fo much the

nearer it muſt needs approach to the Sun, that it

may equal the Planets in the Plenty of Light

reflected from it. From thence it feems proba-

ble, that Comets defcend far below the Sphere of

Saturn, as we have prov'd from their Parallax.

But the fame Thing is eſpecially confirm'd from

their Tails. Thefe arife either from the Reflexion

of the Fume difpers'd through the Ether, or from

the Light of the Head. In the former Cafe the

Diſtance of the Comets is to be diminish'd, left

the Fume which always arifeth from the Head,

ſhould be propagated with an incredible Velocity

and Expanſion through too large Spaces. In the

latter all the Light, as well of the Tail as of the

Capillitium, is to be referr'd to the Nucleus of the

Head. Therefore if we imagine all this Light

gathered together within the Difque of the Nu-

cleus, the Nucleus would now certainly, as often

as it fends forth a very great and fhining Tail,

much exceed Jupiter it felf in Splendor. Since

therefore it emits more Light, notwithstanding

that it hath a much lefs Diameter, it muft be

much more Illuminated by the Sun, and confe-

quently much nearer to the Sun. Moreover, the

Heads which lie hid under the Sun, and do at

that Time put forth very great and refplendent

Tails , like Beams of Fire , as fometimes hach

been feen, ought by the fame Argument to be pla-

ced beneath the Sphere of Venus. For all that

Light, if it be fuppos'd to be gathered together

into the Star, would fometimes exceed Venus it

Cc 2 felf,
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felf, that I may not fay many Venus's in Splen-

dor.

Laftly, The fame Thing is gathered from the

Increaſe of the Light of the Head in the Recefs

of Comets from the Earth towards the Sun, and

Decreaſe of the fame in their Recefs from the

Sun towards the Earth. For the latter Comet of

1665, ( as Hevelius obferv'd ) from what Time it

begun to be ſeen ; remitted always of its Motion,

and confequently had pafs'd the Perigee ; but

theSplendor ofthe Head daily increas'd, until the

Comet, cover'd with the Solar Rays, ceaſed to ap-

pear. The Comet of Year 1682 , as the fame

Hevelius obferv'd, in the End of the Month Ju-

ly, when it was firft feen, mov'd very flowly,

making about 40' or 45' every Day in its Orb.

From that Time its Motion was continually in-

creas'd until Septemb. 4. at which Time it arofe to

about 5 Degrees. In this whole Time therefore

it approach'd to the Earth. Which is alfo collected

from the Diameter of the Head, meafur'd by a

Micrometer : which Hevelius found Aug. 6. to be

only 6'. 5", the Hair included ; whereas Sept. 2.

it was 9.7". The Head therefore, in the Begin-

ing of its Motion, appear'd far lefs than in the

End ; but nevertheleſs in the Beginning, in the

Neighbourhood of the Sun, it was much brighter

than about the End, as Hevelius relates. There-

fore in all this Time, by reafon of its Departure

from the Sun, it decreas'd as to Light, notwith-

ftanding its Accefs towards the Earth.

The Comet of the Year 1618, about the Mid-

dle of December ; and that of 1680, about the End

of the fame Month, mov'd moſt ſwiftly ; and

confequently they were then in their Perigees :

But the greateft Splendor of the Heads happened

almoft a Fortnight before, when they had juſt got

out
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out of the Rays of the Sun ; and the greateſt

Splendor of the Tails was a little before, when

they were nearer to the Sun. The Head of the

former Comet, according to the Obfervation of

Cyfatus, Decemb. 1. feem'd greater than a Star of

the firft Magnitude ; and Decemb. 16. ( it being

now in its Perigee, ) it had fallen off a little in

its Magnitude , but very much in its Splendor or

Clearnefs of Light. Jan. 7. Kepler being uncer-

tain of the Head, made an End of Obferving.

December 12. the Head of the latter Comet was

feen and obferv'd by Mr. Flamsteed, in the Di-

ftance of 9 Degrees fromthe Sun ; which a Star

of the 3d Magnitude fcarce could have been.

Decemb. 15. and 17. the fame appear'd as a Star of

the 3d Magnitude, being at the fame time rendred

lefs confpicuous by the Brightneſs of the Clouds

which were about the Sun-fetting. Decemb. 26. It

ing mov'd very ſwiftly, and being then almoft in

its Perigee, it was lefs than the Star call'd Os

Pegafi, one of the third Magnitude. Jan. 3. It

appear'd as a Star of the fourth Magnitude. Jan.

9. as one ofthe 5th. Jan. 13. by reafon of the

Splendor of the Moon increafing, it diſappear'd.

Jan. 25. It fcarce equall'd a Star of the fe-

venth Magnitude. According to this, if we take

equal Times from the Perigee on this Side and

on that, the Head, which being placed in Regi-

ons very remote, ought, by reafon of equal Diftan-

ces from the Earth, to have fhone equally ; did on

the Part betwixt the Perigee and the Sun, fhine

moft of all , on the other Part vanifh'd out of

fight. Therefore from the great Difference of

Light in theſe two Situations, the great Vicinity

of the Comet to the Sun, in the former Situation,

is rightly concluded . For the Light of Comets is

wont to be regular, and to appear the greatest of

Cc 3 all,

"
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all , when the Heads are moved moft ſwiftly, and

confequently are in their Perigees ; only fo far

as it becomes greater in the Neighbourhood of

the Sun.

Coroll. (1.) Comets therefore ſhine by the Re-

flexion of the Light of the Sun.

Coroll. (2.) We may gather from what hath been

faid , why Comets do fo much frequent the .

Region of the Sun. If they were ſeen in Regi-

ons far beyond Saturn, they ought always to ap-

pear in the oppofite Part to the Sun. For thoſe

which were in this Part would be nearer to the

Earth, and the Sun by its Interpofition would ob-

fcurethe reft. But in running over the Hiftories of

Comets,I have found that four or five Times more

have been diſcover'd in the Hemifphere that is

towards the Sun, than in the Oppofite, befides o-

thers, no doubt not a few, which the Light ofthe

Sun hath wholly hidden.TheThing is this ;Intheir

Defcent to our Regions, they neither fend forth

Tails, nor are fo illuftrated by the Sun as to be

feen bythe naked Eye, until they have defcended

beneathJupiter. Now the far greater Part of the

Space defcribed in fo fmall an Interval about the

Sun, is on that fide of the Earth which looks to

the Sun ; and in that greater Part thefe Stars , as

being then, for the moft Part, nearer to the Sun,

are wont to be enlightned.

Coroll. (3.) From hence it is manifeft that the

Heavens are deftitute of Refiftance. For Comets

taking oblique Ways, and fometimes contrary to

the Courſe of the Planets, are mov'd every Way

moft freely, and hold their Motions for a long

time, contrary to the Courfe of the Planets. I

ammiftaken, if they be not a kind of Planets ; and

which being in perpetual Motion, return in a

Round. For whereas fome Writers will have them

το
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to be Meteors,taking theirArgument from the per-

petual Changes of the Heads ofthem, This feems

to want all Foundation. Their Heads are encom-

pass'd with huge Atmofpheres, and the Atmof-

pheres ought to be more denfe beneath. From

whence it comes to paſs, that it is not the Bodies

themſelves ofthe Comets, but Clouds about them,

which thoſe Mutations are feen in. Thus, ifthe

Earth were ſeen from the Planets, it would fhine

without doubt by the Light of its Clouds, and

the firm Body would almoft lie hid under thoſe

Clouds. Thus the Girdles of Jupiter, which are

form'd in the Clouds of that Planet, change their

Situation amongst themſelves ; fo that the firm

Body of Jupiter is difficultly difcern'd thro' thofe

Clouds. And much more ought the Bodies of

Comets to be hid under their Atmoſpheres, which

are both more deep and more craffe.

Now to him that Revolves in his Mind the

Orb of the Comet of 1680 , and 1681 , and

the reft of the Phænomena it will be eafi-

ly manifeft, that the Bodies of Comets are Solid,

Compact, Firm and Durable, like the Bodies of

the Planets. For if they were nothing elſe than

Vapours or Exhalations of the Sun, Earth and

Planets, this Comet ought in its Tranfit through

the Neighbourhood of the Sun to have been im-

mediately diffipated. For the Heat of the Sun is

as the Denſity of the Rays ; that is, reciprocally,

as the Square of the Distance from the Sun. And

therefore, fince the Diſtance of the Comet from

the Sun, Decemb. 8. at which Time it was in its

Perihelion, was to the Diſtance of the Earth from

the Sun, as 6 to 1000, or thereabouts ; the Heat of

the Sun upon the Comet at that time was to the

Heat ofthe Summer-Sun with us, as 1,000,000 is

to 36; or as 28,000 is to 1. But the Heat of boiling

CC 4 Water
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Water is about three times greater than that Heat

which the dry Earth conceives from the Summer-

Sun, as I have try'd myfelf ; and the Heat of Red-

hot Iron ( if I guefs right) is about three or four

times greater than the Heat of boiling Water ;

and confequently the Heat which the dry Earth

in the Comet contracted from the Rays ofthe

Sun when it was in its Perihelion, might be about

2000 times greater than that of Red- hot Iron.

Now by fo great an Heat as this, Vapours and

Exhalations, and all Volatile Matter muft have

been preſently confum'd and diffipated .

The Comet therefore, in its Perihelion, con-

tracted an immenfe Heat from the Sun, and would

hold that Heat for a very long time. For a Globe

of Red-hot Iron of one Inch Diameter, would

fcarce lofe all its Heat in one Hour's Space, if it

were expos'd to the open Air. But a greater

Globe would keep its Heat longer, and this in

the proportion of its Diameter ; becaufe the

Surface ( according to which it is cool'd bythe

Contact of the Ambient Air ) is in that Pro-

portion lefs, if compar'd with the quantity of

the hot Matter included. And therefore a Globe

of Red-hot Iron, ofthe Bignefs of this Earth, i . e.

of 40,000,000 Feet Diameter, would fcarce be

wholly cool'd in fo many Days, or 50,000 Years.

I fufpect nevertheless, that the Continuance of

Heat, by reafon of latent Caufes, is increas'd in

lefs Proportion than that, of the Diameter ; and

wifh that the true Proportion were fearched out

by Experiments.

Furthermore, it is to be noted, that the Comet

in the Month of December, when it was fo heated

by the Sun , fent forth a Tail far greater ,

and more refplendent than it had done before in

November, when it had not yet reached to its

Peri-
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Perihelion. And in general, all the Tails which

exceed inMagnitude and Brightneſs are then ſeen,

when the Star hath lately pafs'd through the Re-

gion of the Sun. The Heating therefore of the

Comet conduceth to the Magnitude ofthe Tail.

And from thence I am apt to conclude, that the

Tail is nothing elfe but a moft thin Vapour, which

the Head or Nucleus of the Comet emits through

its Heat.

Now there is a threefold Opinion concerning

theTails ofComets ; that they are eitherthe Beams

of the Sun propagated thro' the Tranſlucid Bodies

ofthoſe Stars ; or arife from the Refraction ofthe

Light in the Progrefs thereof, from the Head of

the Comet to the Earth ; or, laftly, are a Cloud

or Vapour arifing continually from the Head of

the Comet, and which is turn'd off to the Part

oppofite to the Sun. The firft is the Opinion of

thoſe who are not yet inftructed in the Know-

ledge of Optics. For the Beams of the Sun, let

into a dark Chamber, are not ſeen there, any fur-

ther than the Light is reflected from the Particles

of Duft and Fumes floating in the Air ; and con-

fequently are much more bright in the Air when

ftuffed with grofs Fumes, and ftrike the Senſe

more forcibly ; in a thinner Air are less perceiv'd,

and in the Heavens, where there is no reflecting

Matter, are not to be perceiv'd at all . Light is

not ſeen as it is in the Beam, but as it is from

thence reflected to our Eyes. For Sight is only

by Rays which fall upon the Eyes. Some reflect-

ing Matter therefore is requir'd in that Part of

Heaven which the Tail takes up ; Otherwiſe the

whole Heaven it felf, which is illuminated by the

Sun, would fhine uniformly. The Second Opi-

nion is urged with many Difficulties. The Tails

are never varied with Colours, which yet are in-

feparable
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feparable Concomitants ofRefractions. TheLight

of the Fixed Stars and Planets, which is diſtinctly

tranfmitted to us, fhews that the Celeſtial Medium

is without anyrefractive Force. For as for what is

faid, that theFixed Stars haveſometimes been ſeen

with bright Streamsby the Egyptians; this,becauſe it

is a thing which happens very feldom, is to be a-

fcribed to the accidental Refraction of the Clouds.

The Radiation alſo, and twinkling of the Fixed

Stars, is to be referr'd to Refractions both in the

Eyes and the tremulous Air ; becauſe, when they

are ſeen through a Teleſcope, it vanifheth away.

BytheTremor of the Air, and aſcending Va-

pours it comes to pass, that the Rays are eafily

turn'd offby Turns from the narrow Space ofthe

Pupil of the Eye ; but from the wider Aperture

of the Object Glaſs never. From hence it is,

that in the former Cafe a twinkling is produc'd,

but in the latter none at all ; and the Abfence of

it in the latter Cafe demonftrates the regular

Tranfmiffion ofLight through the Heavens, with-

out any fenfible Refraction. And if any one

fhould fay in this Place, that Tails are not wontto

be ſeen in the Fixed Stars, only becauſe their Light

is weak and feeble ; fo that their Secondary Rays

have not Force enough to move the Eyes, that

Tails fhould appear about them; He may take

notice, that the Light of Fixed Stars may be in-

creas'd by Teleſcopes above an Hundred Times,

and yet no Tails are feen. The Light of Planets

alfo is greater than that of Comets, but yet they

have no Tails ; yea, and Comets have the longeſt

Tails, when the Light of their Heads is weak

and very obtufe. For the Comet of 1680, in the

Month of December, at what time its Head did

fcarce equal a Star of the Second Magnitude, fent

forth a Tail of notable Splendor unto 40, 50, 60

Degrees
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Degrees of Length, and more. Afterwards, Jan.

27, and 28, the Head appear'd as a Star of the

Seventh Magnitude only ; but the Tail, which was

of a dim Light indeed, but fenfible enough, was

feven or eight Degrees long, and with a very ob-

fcure Light, which could fcarce be perceiv'd, it

was ftretch'd forth 12 Degrees, and more, as was

faid above. And Febr. 9, and 10, when the Head

could no longer be feen with the naked Eye, I

fawa Tailtwo Degrees long through a Teleſcope.

Furthermore, if the Tail proceeded from the Re-

fraction ofCeleſtial Matter, and turn'd aſide from

the Oppofition to the Sun, according to the Figure

ofthe Heavens ; that Deflection ought in the fame

Regions ofHeaven always to be to one Part. But

the Comet of 1680, Decemb. the 28th. at 8 a

Clock in the Evening at London, was in 8 deg.

41 ' , with a Northern Latitude 28 deg. 6' ; the Sun

being in VS 18 deg. 26'. And the Comet of the

Year 1557, Decemb. 29, was in x 8 deg. 41. with

Northern Latitude 28 deg. 40' ; the Sun alfo be-

ing in vs about 18°. 26. In both Cafes, the Earth

was in the fame Place, and the Comet appear'd

in the fame Part of Heaven ; yet notwithſtanding

in the former Cafe ( by mine own and others

Obfervations) the Tail ofthe Comet declin'd with

an Angle of 4 Degrees from Oppofition tothe

Sun towards the North ; whereas in the latter (ac-

cording to Tycho's Obfervation ) the Declination

was 21 Degrees towards the South. The Refracti-

on therefore of the Heavens being taken away,

it remains that the Phænomena of the Tails are

deriv'd from fome reflecting Matter.

Now that the Tails do proceed from the Heads,

and do afcend towards the Region oppofite to

the Sun, is confirm'd from the Laws which they

obferve. As that lying in the Plains ofthe Orbs

of
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of the Comets paffing through the Sun, they de-

cline from Oppofition to the Sun, always unto

that Part which the Heads going forward in thofe

Orbs do leave behind them. That they appear

to the Spectator when placed in thefe Plains,

turn'd away directly from the Sun ; but the Spe-

&tator going afide from theſe Plains, the Devia-

tion is perceiv'd by degrees, and grows every Day

greater. That the Deviation, cæteris paribus, is lefs

when the Tail is more oblique to the Orb of the

Comet, as alfo when the Head of the Comet ap-

proacheth nearer to the Sun ; eſpecially if the

Angle of Deviation be taken at the Head of the

Comet. Befides, that the Tails which deviate

not, are ftraight ; but thoſe which do, are bowed .

That the Curvature is greater, where the Devia

tion is greater, and more fenfible when the Tail,

cæteris paribus, is longer ; for in fhort Ones the Cur-

vature is hardly perceiv'd. That the Angle of

Deviation is lefs at the Head of the Comet, greater

at the other End of the Tail ; and confequently,

that the Tail on its Convex-fide looks to that Part

from which the Declination is, and which is in a

Right Line drawn from the Sun through the Head

of the Comet in infinitum. And that the Tails

which are longer and broader, and ſhine with a

more lively Light, are upon their Convex-fides

fomething more fplendid, and bounded on the

Concave-fide with a Limit not very diſtinct.

The Phænomena therefore of the Tail de-

pend upon the Motion of the Head, and not up-

on that Region of Heaven in which the Head is

feen ; and therefore are not made by a Refraction

of the Heavens, but ariſe from the Head, which

affords Reflecting Matter. For as in our Air the

Smoke of a Body fet on Fire afcends upwards,

and that either P'erpendicularly if the Body reſt-

ethi

:
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eth ; or Obliquely, if it be mov'd to one Side : So

in the Heavens, where Bodies gravitate to the Sun,

the Fumes and Vapours ought to afcend from the

Sun ( as hath been already ſaid ) and this in a

Right Line if the Body refts, but Obliquely, if

the Body be mov'd, and in going forwards al-

ways forfakes the Places from which the upper

Parts of the Vapour had afcended. And that Ob-

liquity will be lefs, where the Afcent of the Va-

pour is more quick ; as in the Neighbourhood

of the Sun , and near to the Surface of the

fmoking Body. Now fromthe Diverſity of the

Obliquity, the Column of the Vapour will be

bowed. And becauſe the Vapour on that fide of

the Column which goes before is fomething more

freſh, for this Reafon it will be fomething more

Denfe in the fame Place , and will therefore re-

flect Light more copioufly, and be bounded with

more diftinct Limit. As to the fudden and uncer-

tain Agitations of their Tails, and of the irregu-

lar Figures of the fame, which fome defcribe, I

add nothing here ; becaufe they either arife from

the Mutations that are in our Air, and the Mo-

tions ofthe Clouds which do in ſome part obfcure

the Tail ;, or perchance from Parts of the Via

Lattea,which may feem united with the Tails that

pafs by them, and taken to be Parts ofthem.

Now that Vapours which fuffice to fill fuch

vaft Spaces may arife from the Atmoſpheres of

Comets, will be underſtood from the Rarity of

our Air. For the Air, near to the Surface of the

Air, poffeffes 850 Times more Space than a Quan-

tity of Water of the fame Weight ; and therefore

a Cylindrical Column of Air 850 Feet high, is of

the fame Weight with a Column of Water ofthe

fame Breadth, which is only one Foot high. But

a Column
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a Column of Air arifing to the Top of the At-

moſphere, doth equal in its Weight a Column of

Water, which is about 33 Foot high ; and there-

fore ifthe inferior Part of the whole airy Column

be taken away, which is of the Heighth of 850

Feet, the upper remaining Part will be equal in

its Weight to a Column of Water of 32 Feet

high. But from thence ( according to the Hy-

potheſis which hath been confirm'd by many Ex-

periments, namely, that the Compreffion of the

Air is as the Weight ofthe Atmoſphere which lies

upon it , and that Gravity is reciprocally, as the

Square of the Diſtance from the Center of the

Earth ) by making Computation according to

Coroll. Prop. XXII. Book II. I found that Air,

at the Heighth of a Semi-diameter of the Earth,

from the Surface of the fame, is rarer than it is

with us in a Proportion far greater than is that of

all the Space beneath the Orb of Saturnto a Globe

of one Inch Diameter. And therefore a Globe

of our Air of one Inch Diameter in that Rarity,

which it would have in the Heighth of a Semi-

diameter of the Earth, would fill all the Regions

of the Planets unto the Sphere of Saturn, and much

farther. Therefore fince Air, which is yet higher,

grows more rare infinitely ; and the Armoſphere

of a Comet, in afcending from its Center, is a-

bout ten times higher than the Surface ofthe Nu-

cleus, and when the Tail doth afcend yet higher,

the Tail ought to be rare in the highest degree.

And altho' by reaſon of the more grofs Atmof-

phere of Comets, and the great Gravitation of

Bodies towards the Sun ; and the Gravitation of

the Particles of the Air and Vapours towards one

another ; it may come to pafs, that the Air doth

not grow Rare in fo great a Degree in the Hea-

venly
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venly Spaces and in the Tails of Comets ; yet

is it manifeft from this Computation, that a very

fmall Quantity of Air and Vapours fufficeth abun-

dantly to all thofe Phænomena of the Tails.

For the great Rarity of the Tails is alfo collect-

ed from the Stars which are visible through them.

The Atmoſphere of the Earth fhining with the

Light ofthe Sun, doth by its Craffitude, which is

but for a fewMiles, [frequently] both obfcure,and

even hide all the Stars and the Moon it felf ; but

the leaftStars are obferv'd to be vifible without any

detriment of their Clearneſs through the Tails of

Comets, which are of an exceeding great Depth,

and are atthefame time illuminated with theLight

of the Sun. Nor is the Splendor of many oftheir

Tails wont to be greater, than is that of our Air,

when in a dark Chamber it reflects the Light of

the Sun in the Form of a Beam, for the Breadth

of an Inch or two.

In what Time the Vapour afcends from the

Head to the End of the Tail, may almoft be

known by drawing a Right Line from the End of

the Tail to the Sun , and noting the Place where

that Line cuts the Trajectory. For a Vapour in

the End of the Tail, if it afcends ftraight from

the Sun, begun to afcend from the Head, at what

Time the Head was in the Place of Interfection.

And tho' it doth not afcend ftraight from the Sun,

yet by retaining that Motion which the Comet had

before its Afcenfion, and Compounding the fame

with the Motion of its Afcenfion, it afcends Ob-

liquely. From whence the truer Solution of the

Problem will be, that the Right Line which cuts

the Orb, be Parallel to the Length of the Tail ; or

rather by reafon of the Curvi-linear Motion of

the Comet) that the fame deflect a little from the

Line of the Tail.

By
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By this means I found, that the Vapour which

was in the End of the Tail, Jan. 25. began to a-

fcend from the Head, Decemb. the 11th, and con-

fequently had spent above 45 Days in its Afcen-

fion. But all that Tail which appear'd Dec. 10 .

had afcended in the Space of thoſe two Days

which had paſs'd from the Time of the Perihelion.

Therefore the Vapour aſcended moft ſwiftly in

the Neighbourhood of the Sun, and afterwards

went on afcending with a Motion ftill retarded

by its own Gravity ; and by its afcending increas'd

the Length of the Tail ; but the Tail, fo long as

it appear'd, confifted almoſt all of the Vapour

which had afcended from the Time of the Peri-

helion ; and the Vapour which afcended firft ,

and compofed the End of the Tail, vaniſhed not

out of fight before that it ceafed to appear, by rea-

fon of its great Distance both from the Sun which

illuftrated it, and from our Eyes. From whence

alfo the Tails of other Comets which are ſhort,

do not afcend with a ſwift and perpetual Motion

from the Heads, and fo prefently vanish away,

but are permanent Columns of Vapours, propaga-

ted from the Heads with a very flow Motion of

manyDays ; which by partaking of that Motion

of the Heads which they had at the Beginning,

go onto be mov'd through the Heavens, together

with the Heads. And from hence it is again col-

lected, that the Heavenly Spaces are deftitute of

all Force of Refifting ; fince not only the Solid

Bodies of Planets and Comets, but alfo the ex-

ceeding thin and rare Vapours of the Tails of

Comets do perform their Motions in them moſt

freely and fwiftly ; and hold the fame for a

very long Time.

Kepler
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Kepler afcribes the Afcent ofthe Tails from the

Atmoſpheres of the Head, and their Progrefs to

the Part oppofite to the Sun, to the Action ofthe

Rays of Light, which carries away with them that

Matter ofwhich the Tail confifts. And it is not

altogether unreaſonable to think, that a very thin

Air may give way to the Rays of Light in free

Spaces ; notwithſtanding that grofs Subftances

cannot in our Regions be fenfibly impell'd or

mov'd by the Solar Rays. Another is of Opini-

on, that there may be as well Light as heavy Par-

ticles of Matter ; and that the Matter of the Tails

are light, and by their Lightneſs aſcend from the

Sun. But fince the Gravity in Terreſtrial Bodies

is as the Matter in thofe Bodies, and confequently

cannot be increas'd or diminish'd,the fame Quan-

tity of Matter remaining ; I am prone to think,

that that Aſcent doth rather arife from the Rare-

faction of the Matter of the Tails. The Smoke

in a Chimney afcends by the Impulfe of the Air

in which it floats. That Air being rarified by the

Heat, afcends by reafon of the Diminution of its

Specific Gravity, and carries away the Smoke en-

tangled in it, together with it. What fhould then

hinder, but that the Tail ofa Comet fhould afcend

in the fame manner from the Sun ? For the Rays

of the Sun do not agitate the Mediums through

which they pafs, but in their Reflection and Re-

fraction. The Reflecting Particles being heated

by that Action, will heat the Ethereal Air which

is about them.

This, by the Heat communicated to it, will

grow rare ; andby reafon ofthe Diminution of its

Specific Gravity,by that Rareneſs will afcend, and

D d
carry
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carry away the Reflecting Particles, of which the

Tailconfifts. It conduces alfo to the Aſcent of

the Vapours, that they are turn'd about the Sun,

and by that Action endeavour to Recede fromthe

Sun ; whilft the Atmoſphere of the Sun, and the

Matter ofthe Heavens, do either wholly reft, or

are turn'd round flowly, only with a Motion,

which they have receiv'd from the Rotation of

the Sun. Theſe are the Caufes of the Afcent of

the Tails in the Neighbourhood of the Sun where

the Orbs are more Curve, and the Comets are

within the more Denfe, and by that means the

more heavy Atmoſphere of the Sun. For the

Tailswhich arife then, will, by keeping theirMo-

tion , and Gravitating in the mean while towards

the Sun, be mov'd about the Sun in Ellipfes after

the manner of the Heads , and by that Motion

always accompany the Heads, and ſtick to them.

For the Gravity of Vapours towards the Sun, will

no more cauſe that the Tails fhould fall from the

Heads afterwards towards the Sun, than the Gra-

vity of the Heads can make, that they fhould fall

from the Tails. Therefore by their common Gra-

vity they will either fall together towards the Sun,

or be retarded together in their Afcent ; and con-

fequently that Gravity hinders not, but that the

Tails and Heads fhould moft eafily receive , and

afterwards moft freely keep any Pofition to one

another, whatſoever it is, which they may receive

from the Caufes which have been mention'd, or

any other whatever.

The Tails therefore which arife in the Perihe-

lia of Comets, will go away with their Heads

into far diftant Regions ; and after a long Series

of Years, return with the fame to us ; or rather

being
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T
being there ratified, will by little and little vanish

away. For afterwards, in the Defcent of the

Heads to the Sun, new little fhort Tails ought to

be propagated from their Heads by a flow Mo-

tion, and afterwards to be Immenfely increas'd

in the Perihelia of thofe Comets which de-

fcend into the Atmoſphere of the Sun. For the

Vapour in thofe moft free Spaces is perpetually

rárified and dilated. Bywhich means it comes to

pafs, that the Tail is broader at the upper End,

than near the Head ofthe Comet. Nowit ſeems

reafonable to think, that the Vapour being by

that Rarefaction perpetually dilated, is difperfed

at length through the whole Heaven, and is by

little and little drawn untothe Planets, and ming-

led with their Atmoſpheres. For like as the Seas

are altogether requir'd unto the Conftitution of

this our Earth ; and this, that Vapours may be

rais'd fufficiently out of them bythe Heat of the

Sun ; which being gather'd together into Clouds,

may fall down in Rains, and water and nourish all

the Earth, for the Procreation of Vegetables ; or be-

ing Condens'd in the cold Tops ofMountains, (as

fome do reafonably enough fuppofe) runs down

unto the Heads of Springs and Rivers : So to the

Prefervation of Seas and Rivers in Planets, Comets

feem neceffary ; from the Condens'd Vapours and

Exhalations whereof, what Liquor is fpent by

Vegetation and Corruption, and turn'd into dry

Earth, is continually fupplied and renew'd. For

all Vegetables grow from Liquors or Juices ; and

then in great Part they paſs by Putrefaction

into dry Earth, and Mud arifeth perpetually from

the putrefied Liquors. Hence the Bulk of dry

Earthis continually increas'd ; and what isHumid,

unlefs it be increas'd from elsewhere, ought per-

petually
Dd 2
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petually to decreaſe, and at length to fail. Yea,

I fufpect that that Spirit which is the leaft indeed,

but the moft fubtile and the beſt Portion of our

Air , and which is requir'd to the Life of all

things, doth come from Comets eſpecially.

The Atmoſpheres of Comets are in their De-

fcent to the Sun diminiſh'd by running out into

Tails, and ( on that Part certainly which looks

to the Sun) become more narrow : And on the

other hand in their Recefs from the Sun, at which

time they run lefs out into Tails, they are enlarg'd ;

if fo be Hevelius hath rightly noted the Phæno-

menons thereof. But they appear the leaſt, when

their Heads having been juft now heated at the

Sun, iffue forth in great and refulgent Tails ; and

their Nucleus's are perhaps furrounded with a more

craffe and black Fume in the loweft Parts oftheir

Atmoſphere. For all Smoke which is ftirred up

by a very great Heat, is wont to be fo much the

more craffe and black. Thus the Head of the

Comet of which we have been treating, did at

equal Diftances from the Sun and the Earth, ap-

pear more obfcure after the Perihelion than be-

fore. For in the Month of December, it was com-

par'd with Stars of the third Magnitude ; where-

as in November it equall'd Stars of the first and

fecond. And they who had feen both, defcribe

the former Comet as the greater. For November

the 19th, this Comet, how obtufe foeverthe Light

was wherewith it fhined, did then equal Spica Vir-

ginis, as it appear'd to aYoung-man of Cambridge,

and fhin'd more clearly than it did afterwards.

And Mr. Storer, in Letters which fell into my

Hands, wrote, that the Head of it in December, at

which time it ſent forth the greateſt and moſt re-

fulgent

2
1
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1

fulgent Tail of all, was fmall, and in its vifible

Magnitude, did fall far fhort of what it appear'd

before the Rifing of the Sun in November. The

Reaſon whereof he gueffed to be this, That the

Matter of the Comet at the beginning was more

copious, and was wafted by degrees..

We may here alfo fitly Note, that the Heads of

other Comets, which have fent forth moft great,

and refulgent Tails, are defcrib'd as being fome-

what dim and fmall. For in the Year 1668,March 5..

New-Style, at 9 a-Clock in the Evening, the Re-

verend Father Valentine Eftance, being then in Bra-

file, faw a Comet near to the Horizon at the

South Weft, of a very little Head, and fcarce to

be feen, but with a Tail exceedingly Refulgent ;

fo that thoſe who ftood on the Shore might eafily

fee the Image of it reflected from the Sea. It

had the Appearance of a fhining Beam , of

the Length of 22 Degrees, inclining from the.

Weft to the South, and almoft Parallel to the Ho-

rizon. But this great Splendor endur'd only for

two Days, and from thattime notably decreas'd ;

and in the mean while that the Splendor decreas'd,

the Tail did increaſe in Magnitude. From whence

alſo it is faid to have poffefs'd in Portugal almoft a

4th Part of Heaven, ( or 45 Degrees ) ftretching

from the Weft to the East,with a very great Splen-

dor ; nor did it all appear notwithstanding, the

Head ftill in thefe Regions lying hid below the

Horizon. From the Increaſe of the Tail, and De-

creaſe of the Splendor it is manifeft , that the

Head was receding from the Sun ; and was next to

it about the beginning, as it was in the Comet of

1680. And we read of a like Comet in the Years

1101, or 1106 ; " The Star whereof was ſmall

Dd3 and
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and obfcure ( as was that of 1680, ) but the

Splendor which went forth from thence was

« very clear, and as it were a great Beam, reach-
દર ing to the East and North, as Hevelius hath it,

out of Simeon, the Monk of Durham. It appear'd

in the Beginning of February about. Evening, at

" the South-VVeft. But from thence , and the

Situation of the Tail , it is gathered , that the

Head was near to the Sun. " It was diftant, faith

Matthew of Paris, about one Cubit from the

Sun, from the third, ( more truly the fixth

Hour ) until the ninth, fending forth a long

66 Ray from it felf." Such alfo was that fiery

Comet defcrib'd by Ariftotle , Book I. Me.

" The Head whereof was not feen, the

firft Day, becaufe that it had Set before the

" Sun, or at leaft under the Rays of the Sun ;
σε but the following Day it was feen as far as its

Situation allow'd. For it had left the Sun but

with a Diftance as fmall as might be , and then

" Set By reafon of the very great Ardor [ ofthe

" Tail,] the difpers'd Fire of the Head did not

yet appear ; but afterwards, when the Tail did

burn lefs, the Head was reftor'd to its former Ap-

pearance. And it extended its Splendor unto

a third Part of Heav'n, (i.e. unto 60 Degrees.), "

" Now its Appearance was in Winter- time, and

Afcending unto the Girdle of Orion, it there

" Vanish'd.

teor 6.

"

દ

6c

That Comet of the Year 1618, which came

with a very long Tail out ofthe Rays of the Sun,

feem'd to equal, if not exceed a Star of the first

Magnitude ; but there have not a few greater Co-

mers appear'd, which have had fhorter Tails. Some

of them are related to have been equal to Jupiter

Others to Venus, or even to the Moon.

I faid
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I faid before, that Comets are a kind of Pla-

nets , Revolving in very eccentric Orbits about

the Sun. And like as amongst the Planets ,

which have no Tails, thofe are wont to be lefs

which are revolv'd in leffer Orbits, and nearer to

the Sun ; fo likewife is it reaſonable to think, that

the Comets, which in their Perihelia approach

nearer to the Sun, are for the most Part leffer, and

are Revolv'd in leffer Orbits. But as for the Tranf

verfe Diameters of their Orbits, and their Perio-

dical Times, we leave thefe Things to be deter-

min'd fromthe Comparison ofComets, returning

in the fame Orbits after long Intervals of Time.

Dd 4 LECT
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LECT. XXXIX.

Aving finish'd the Explication of Sir

Ifaac Newton's Philofophy, we will

now endeavour to Explain Dr.Halley's

Cometography, which is built upon

that Philofophy. And tho' this Work

of Dr. Halley's be an excellent Piece, yet is it

fomething too fuccinct and obfcure, as being on-

ly preparatory to a greater Work intended ; and

indeed is no-where elſe repreſented plain enough

for Beginners : My Purpoſe therefore is to give

you the whole in the Author's own Words ; but

fo, that I intend to improve it all along, and il-

luftrate it with a Commentary. The Hiftorical

Preface, which is prefix'd to the fame, needs no

Explication : However, I fhall not think much

to tranſcribe it, that no Part of this excellent

Work may be wanting in this Place.

A SY
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Aftronomy of COMETS.

ByEDMUND HALLEY,L.L.D. Savilian

Profeffor of Geometry at Oxford.

T

HE Ancient Egyptians and Chaldeans (if

we may credit Diodorus Siculus) by a

long Courſe of Obſervations , were

faid to be able to predict the Appari-

tions of Comets. But fince they are

allo faid, bythe help of the fame Arts, to have

prognofticated Earthquakes and Tempefts ; 'tis

paſt all doubt, that their Knowledge in thefe Mat-

ters, was the Refult rather of meer Aftrological

Calculation, than of any Aftronomical Theories.

of the Celeftial Motions. And the Greeks, who

were the Conquerors of both thofe People, fcarce.

found any other Sort ofLearning amongst them,

than
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than this. So that 'tis to the Greeks themſelves as

the Inventors (and especially the great Hipparchus)

that we owe the Aftronomy we have , and

which is now improv'd to fuch a heighth. But

yet, amongst the Greeks, the Opinion of Ari-

ftotle ( who wou'd have Comets to be nothing

elfe, but Sublunary Vapours, or Airy Meteors

prevail'd fo far, that this moft difficult part of

the Aftronomical Science lay altogether neg-

lected for no Body thought it worth while to

take notice of, or write about, the wandring un-

certain Motions of what they efteemed Vapours

floating in the Ether ; whence it came to pass,

that nothing certain, concerning the Motion of

Comets , can be found tranfmitted from them

to us.

"1

But Seneca the Philofopher, having confider'd

the Phænomena of two remarkable Comets of

his Time, made no fcruple to place them a

mongst the Celeftial Bodies ; believing them to

be Stars of equal Duration with the World, tho'

he owns their Motions to be govern'd by Laws

not as then known or found out. And at laft

(which was no untrue or vain Prediction ) he

foretells , that there fhould be Ages fometime

hereafter, to whom Time and Diligence fhou'd

unfold all thefe Myfteries , and who fhou'd

wonder how 'twas poffible the Ancients cou'd be

ignorant of them , after fome lucky Interpre-

ter of Nature had fhewn, in what parts of the

Heavens the Comets wander'd, what fort of Beings

and how great they were. Yet almoft all the A-

Atronomers differ'd from this Opinion of Seneca ;

neither did Seneca himself think fit to fet down

thofe Phænomena of the Motion, by which he

was enabled to maintain his Opinion ; nor the

Times of thofe Appearances, which might be

of
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of ufe to Pofterity, in order to the determining

thefe things. And indeed, upon the turning

over very many Hiftories of Comets, I find no-

before a. D. at
thing at all that can be of fervice in this affair,

before A. D. 1337. at which time Nicephorus

Gregoras, a Conftantinopolitan Hiftorian and Aftro-

nomer, did pretty accurately defcribe the Path

of a Comet amongst the Fix'd Stars, but was

too lax as to the Account of the Time ; fo that

this moft doubtful and uncertain Comet, only

deferves to be inferted in our Catalogue, for the

fake of its appearing near Four- hundred Years

ago.

The next of our Comets was in the Year 1472 ;

which being the fwifteft of all , and nearest to

the Earth, was, obferv'd by Regiomontanus. This

Comer (fo fearful upon the account both of the

Magnitude of its Body, and the Tail ) mov'd

forty Degrees of a great Circle in the Heavens

in the Space of one Day ; and was the firft, of

which any proper Obfervations are come down

to us. But all thofe that confider'd Comets, un-

til the Time of Tycho Brabe ( that great Reftorer

of Aftronomy) believ'd them to be below the

Moon, and fo took but little Notice of them, rec-

koning them no other than Vapours.

But in the Year 1577, ( Tyche feriously, purfu-

ing the Study of the Stars, and having gotten

large Inftruments for the performing Celestial

Menfurations , with far greater Care and Cer-

tainty than the Ancients cou'd ever hope for)

there appear'd a very remarkable Comet ; tothe

Obfervation of which Tycho vigorously applied

himself, and found by many juft and faithful

Trials, that it had no Diurnal Parallax that was

perceptible And confequently was not only

no Aerial Vapour, but alſo much higher than

the

1
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the Moon ; nay, might be plac'd amongst the

Orbs of the Planets, for any thing that appear'd

to the contrary ; the cavilling Oppofition made

by fome of the School-men in the mean time,

being to no purpoſe.

Tycho was fucceeded by the moft Sagacious Ke-

pler. He having the Advantage of Tycho's Labours

and Obfervations, found out the true Phyfical

Syftem of the World, and vaftly improv'd the

Science of Aftronomy.

7

For he demonftrated that all the Planets per-

form their Revolutions in Elliptic Orbits, whofe

Plains paß thro' the Center of the Sun , obferving

this Law, that the Area's of the Elliptic Sectors,

taken at the Center of the Sun ( which he proved to

be in the common Focus of thefe Ellipfes ) are always

proportional to the Times in which the correfpondent

Elliptical Arcs are defcrib'd. He difcover'd alfo

that the Diffances of the Planets from the Sun are in

the Sefquialtera ratio of the Periodical Times, or

(which is all one ) that the Cubes of the Distances

are as the Squares of the Times. This great Aftro-

nomer had the opportunity of obferving two

Comets, one of which was a very remarkable

one. Andfrom the Obfervations ofthefe (which

afforded fufficient Indications of an Annual Pa-

rallax) he concluded
That the Comets moo'd freely.

thro' the Planetary Orbs, with a Motion not much dif-

ferent from a Rectilinear one ; but of what kind be

cou'd not precifely determine. Next , Hevelius ( a

noble Emulator of Tycho Brahe ) following in

Kepler's Steps, embraced the fame Hypothefis of

the Rectilinear Motion of the Comets, him-

felf accurately obferving many of them. Yet

he complain'd that his Calculations did not per-

fectly agree to what he obferved in the Hea-

vens: And was aware, that the Path of a Comet

was
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was bent into a Curve Line concave towards the Sun.

At length came that prodigious Comet of the

Year 1680 ; which defcending (as it were from

an infinite Diftance ) perpendicularly towards

the Sun, aroſe from him again with as great a

Velocity.

This Comet, (which was feen for four Months

continually) by the very remarkable and peculiar

Curvity of its Orb (above all others ) gave the

fitteft Occafion for inveſtigating the Theory of its

Motion. And the Royal Obfervatories at Paris

and Greenwich having been for fome time found-

ed, and committed to the Care of moft excel-

lent Aftronomers, the apparent Motion of this.

Comet was most accurately (perhaps as far as hu-

mane Skill cou'd go ) obferv'd by Mrs. Caffini and

Flamsteed.

Not long after, that great Geometrician the

Illuftrious Newton, writing his Mathematical Prin-

ciples of Natural Philofophy, demonftrated not only

that what Kepler had found, did neceffarily ob-

tain in the Planetary Syftem ; but alſo, that all

the Phænomena of Comets wou'd naturally fol-

low from the fame Principles ; which he abun-

dantly illuftrated by the Example of the afore-

faid Comet of the Year 1680 ; fhewing at the

fame time, a method of delineating the Orbits

of Comets Geometrically ; therein folving ( not

without meriting the higheft Admiration of all

Men) a Problem, whofe Intricacy render'd it

ſcarce Acceffible to any but himſelf. This

Comet he prov'd to move round the Sun in a

Parabolical Orb, and to defcribe Area's ( taken

at the Center of the Sun ) proportional to the

Times.

Where-
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Wherefore ( following the Steps of fo Great a

Man) I have attempted to bring the fame Me-

thod to Arithmetical Calculation ; and that

with all the Succefs I cou'd with. For, having

collected all the Obfervations of Comets I cou'd,

I have fram'd this following Table, the refult of

a prodigious deal of Calculation ; which, tho'

but ſmall in Bulk, will be no unacceptable Pre-

fent to Aftronomers. For thefe Numbers aré ĉa-

pable of reprefenting all that has been yet ob

ferv'd about the Motion of Cómets, by the help

only of the annex'd General Table ; in the ma-

king of which I fpar'd no Labour, that it might

come forth perfect, as a Thing confecrated to

Pofterity, and to last as long as Aftronomy it

felf.

..tar . The



The Aftronomical Elements of the Motions in a Parabolic Orb

of all the Comets that have been hitherto duely obferv'd.
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4
0

8
4
7
5
0

9
.
9
2
8
1
4
0

N
o
v
.

2
.
1
5
.
4
0

2
2
.
3
0
.
3
0
3
2
.
3
5
.
5
0
0
0
2
5
.
5
8
.
4
0

4
4
8
5
1

9
.
6
5
1
7
7
2

J
a
n
.
1
6
.
2
3
.
4
1

3
3
.
2
8
.
1
0

D
i
r
e
c
t

2
1
.
1
4
.

0
2
1
.
1
8
.
3
0

1
0
.
4
1
.
2
5

1
0
2
5
7
5

0
.
0
1
1
0
4
4

N
o
v
.
2
4
.
1
1
.
5
2

4
9
.
2
7
.
2
5

R
e
t
r
o
g

1
6
6
5

m
1
8
.
0
2
.

0
7
6
.
0
5

.
1
1
.
5
4
.
3
0

1
0
6
4
9

9
.
0
2
7
3
0
9

A
p
r
.

1
4

5
.
1
5
1
5
6
.

7
.
3
0

R
e
t
r
o
g
.

1
6
7
2

V
S
2
7
.
3
0
.
3
0
8
3
.
2
2
.
1
0

1
6
.
5
9
.
3
0

6
9
7
3
9

9
.
8
4
3
4
7
6

F
e
b
.

2
0
.

8
.
3
7

1
6
7
7
m

2
6
.
4
9
.
1
0
7
9
.
0
3
.
1
5

1
7
.
3
7.
5

2
8
0
5
9

9
.
4
4
8

A
p
r
.

2
6
.
0
0
.
3
7

1
6
8
0

V
S
2
.
2
.

0
5
0
.
5
6
.

0
2
2
.
3
9
.
3
0

C
0
6
1
2
7
.
7
8
7
1
0
6

D
e
c
.

8
.
0
0
.
6

1
6
8
2

2
1
.
1
6
.
3
0

1
7
.
5
6.
0

2
.
5
2
.
4
5

5
8
3
2
8

9
.
7
6
5
8
7
7

S
e
p
t
.

4
.
0
7
.
3
9

1
6
8
3
2
3
.
2
3
.
0
8
3
.
1
1
.

2
5
.
2
9
.
3
0

5
6
0
2
0

9
.
7
4
8
3
4
3

J
u
l
y
3
.

2
.
5
0

1
6
8
4

2
8
.
1
5.

0
6
5
.
4
8
.
4
0

m
2
8
.
5
2
.
o

9
6
0
1
5
9
.
9
8
2
3
3
9

M
a
y

2
9
.
1
0
.
1
6

1
6
8
5
2
0
.
3
4
.
4
0
3
1
.
2
1
.
4
0

1
7
.
0
0
.
3
0

3
2
5
0
0

9
.
5
1
1
8
8
3

S
e
p
t
.

6
.
1
4
.
3
3

1
6
9
8

2
7
.
4
4
.
1
5

1
1
.
4
6

.
o

V
S
0
0
.
5
1
.
1
5

6
9
1
2
9

9
.
8
3
9
6
6
0
0
8
.

8
.
1
6
.
5
7

A
W

1
0
9
.
2
9
.
o

D
i
r
e
c
t

9
9

1
2
.

R
e
t
r
o
g

9
.
2
2
.
3
0

D
i
r
e
c
t

1
0
8
.
2
3
.
4
5

R
e
t
r
o
g

8
7
.
5
3
.
3
0

R
e
t
r
o
g
.

2
9
.
2
3
.
0
0

D
i
r
e
c
t

8
6
.
2
5
.
5
0

D
i
r
e
c
t

3
.
7
.

R
e
t
r
o
g

This Table needs little Explication, fince 'tis plain enough

from the Titles, what the Numbers mean. Only it may be

obferv'd, that the Perihelium Diſtances, are eſtimated in

fuch Parts, as the Middle Diſtance of the Earth from the

Sun, contains rooooo .

B
-

2
9
9
8
5 A



A General Tablefor Calculating the Motions

of Comets in a Parabolical Orbit.

Med. Angul. à

mot. perihelio.

Logar.

pro dift.

Med. Ang. d

mot. perihelio

Logar.

pro dift.

Sole. à Sole.O
gr.

O gr.

1.31.40 0.000077 41 53.29.44 0.098300

2
3. 3.15

3

0.000309

4.34.43 0.000694

42 54.27.32 0.102019

43

4
6. 6.0 0.001231

44

55.24.21 0.105752

56.20.12 0.109490

5 7.37. I 0.001921 45 57.15.6 0.113240

6
46

r
7

8

10

12

22

9. 7.43 0.002759

10.38. 2 0.003745

12. 7.54 0.004876

9 13.37.17 0.006151

15. 6. 7 0.007564

1116.34.20 0.009115

18. 1.54 0.010798

13 19.28.47 0.012609

14 20.54.54 0.014550

1522.20.14 0.016607

16 23.44.44 0.018783

17 25. 8.22 0.021072

18 26.31 .
80.023470

19 27.52.55 C.025969
20 29.13.47 0.028570

21 30.33.40 0.031263

31.52.32 0.034045

23 133.10.23 0.036916

24 34.27.12 0.039864

25 135.42.59 0.042892

26 36.57.41 0.045989

27 38.11.20 0.049154

28
39.23.54 0.052382

29 40.35.23 0.055668

30 41.45.47 0.059009

31 42.55.06 0.062400

44. 3.20 0.065838

33 45.10.29 0.069319

34 46.16.35 0.072839

35 47.21.36 0.076396

36 48.25.33 0.079984

37 49.28.27 0.083600

38 50.30.19 0.087244

39 51.31.8 0.090910

40 52.30.56 0.094596 |

58. 9. 30.116995

47 59. 2. 4 0.120756

48 59.54.11 0.124518

49 60.45.25 0.128278

50 61.35.45 0.132035

51 62.25.14 0.135792

52 63.13.52 0.139544

53 64. 1.40 0.143291

54 64.48.38 0.147029

55 65.34.50 0.150762

56 66.20.13 0.154482

67.04.50 0.158192

58 67.48 42

57

0.161890

59 68.31.50 0.165578

60 69.14.16 0.169254

61 69.55.58 0.172914

62 70.36.56 0.176557

71.17.16 0.180188

71.56 56 0.183803

65 72.35.57 0.187404

66
73.14.15 0.190978

67 73.51.59 0.194540

68

63

64

74.29. 6 0.198085

69 75.05.38 0.201614

70 75.41.35 0.205122

71 76.16.56 0.200612

72 76.51.43 0.212080

73 77.25.57 0.215529

74 77.59.41 0.218963

75 78.32.54 0.222378

76 79 5.35 0.225769

77 79.37.45 0.229142

78 80. 9.23 0.232488

79 80.40.34 0.235809

80 81.11.16 0.239127



The General Table continued.

Med. Angul. à

mot. Perihelio.

Logar.

pro dift.

à Sole.

Med. Angul. à

mot. Peribelio.

O gr. gr.

81

82

83

84

85

81.41.31 0.242416

82.11.19 0.245684

82.40.40 0.248933

83. 9.34 0.252159

83.38. 4 0.255366

86

87

88

89

90

91

84. 6.8 0.258552

84.33.49 0.261720

85. 1.5 0.264865

85.27.58 0.267989

85 54.27 0.271092

86.20.34 0.274176

86.46.20 0.277239

87.11.43 0.280284

87.36.45 0.283306

92

93

94

95 88.01.27 0.286308

96 88.25.49 0.289293

97 88.49.48 0.292252

98 89.13.32 0.295201

99 89.36.54 0.298122

100

102

90.00.00 0.301030

90.45.14 0.306782

104 91.29.18 0.312469

92.12.14 0.318060

92.54. 4 0.323587

Logar.

pro dift.

à Sole.

142 102.32.41 0.407380

144 103.00.31 0.411784

146 103.27.47 0.416132

148 103.54.31 0.420430

150 104.20.43 0.424676

152 104.46.22 0.428866

154 105.11.33 0.433012

156 105.36.16 0.437110

158 106.00.32 0.441164

160 106.24.23 0.445178

162 106.47.47 O 449144

164 107.10.44 0.453060

166 107.33.17 0.456936

168 107.55.27 0.460772

170 108.17.14 0.464208

172 108.38.37 0.468318

174 108.59.39 0.472030

176 109.20.20 0.475705

· 178 109.40.40 0.479340

180 110.00.40 0.482937

182 110.20.20 0.486498

184
110.39.41 0.490022

186 110.58.44 0.493512

188 111.17.28 0.496965

190 111.35.55 0.500384

192 111.54.05 0.503769

194 112.11.58 0.507121

196 112.29.34 0.510441

198 112.46.55 0.513729

200 113. 4.00 0.516984

106

108

110 93.34.520.329042

112

114

115

94.14.40 0.334424

94.53.30 0.339736

118

I20

122

124

126

95.31.22 0.344979

96. 8.22 0.350153

96.44.30 0.355262

97.19.48 0.360306

97.54.17 0.365284

98.28.00 0.370200

99.00.57 0.375052

99.33.11 0.379842

132 100. 4.43 0.384576

134 100.35.45 0.389252

136 101. 5.48 0.393868

138 101.33.22 0.398428

140 102. 4.19 0.402930

E e

128

130

204 113.37.25 0.523406

208 114. 9.52 0.529705

212 114.41.23 0.535886

216 115.12.02 0.531958

220 115.41.51 0.537922

224 116.10.52 0.553782

228 116.39. 70.559538

232 117.06.38 0.565199

236 117.33.27 0.570762

240 17.50 25 0. 22



The General Table continued.

Med. Angul. à

mot.

Logar.

perihelio. pro dift.

Med. | Ang. d

mot. perihelio

"

gr.

Sole.

244118.25. 50.581616

248 118.49.570.586912

252 119.14.140.592122

256 119.37.56 0.597252

260 120. 1. 60.602301

264 120.23.440.507274

268 120.45.520.612174

272 121. 7.300.616998

276 121.28.390.621750

280 121.49.220.626438

284 122. 9.380.631056

288 122.29.28 0.635608

292 122.48.54 0.640098

296 123. 7.570.644525

300 123.26.36.648893

310 124.11.400.659559

320 124.54.360.669880

330 125.35.340.679876

340 126.14.44 c.689568

350 126.52.120.698970

360 127.28. 60.708104

370 128. 2.33 0.716976

380 128.35.380.725606

390 129. 7.27 0.734006

400 129.38. 4.742186

410 130. 7.340.750160

420 130.36. 20.757930

430131. 3.300.765516

440 131.30. 20.772918

450 131.55.410.780148

460 132.20.30 0.787216

470 132.44.320.794122

480 133. 7.500.800882

490 133.30.250.807494

500 133.52.200.813969

520 134.34-180.826522

540 135.14. 00.838600

560 135.51.280.850187

580136.27. 60.861369

600 137.00.570.872155

O gr.

Logar.

pro dift.

à Sole.

620 137.33.130.882575

640 138. 3.58 0.892649

660
138.33.210.902401

680 139. 1.290.911866

700 139.28.250.921012

720 139.54.160.929907

740 140.19. 50.938549

760 140.42.560.946951

780 141. 5.55,0.955124

800 141.28. 30.963082

820 141.49.240.970836

840 142.10.000.978397

860 142.29.560.985771

880 142.49.100.992970

900 143. 7.480.100000

920 143.25.511.006871

940143.43.211.013586

960 144.00.18 1.020155

980 144.16.461.026583|

1000 144.32.46 1.032876

1500 149.26. 81.158188

2000 152.26.15 1.246058

12500 154.32.20 1.313703

3000 156.7. 27|1.368678

3500 157.22.49 1.414974

400058.24.361.454950

4500 159.16.36 1 490125

5000 160. 1.121.521521

5500 160.40. 51.549874

6000 161.14.241.575718

6500 161.45.00 1.599460

7000 162.12.341.621417

7500 162.37.34 1,641838

8000 163.00.23 1.660922

8500 163.21.201.678834

9000 163.40.42 1.695708

5900 163.58.38 1.711662

10000 164.15.20 1.726784

50000 170.52. 02.197960

100000172.45.442.399655

The
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The Conftruction and Ufe of the GeneralTable.

As

S the Planets move in Elliptic Orbs, fo

do the Comets in Parabolic ones, having

the Sun in their common Focus, and defcribe

equal Areas in equal Times. Now fince all

Parabola's are fimilar to one another, there-

" fore if any determinate Part of the Area of a

given Parabola, be divided into any number of

65 Parts at liberty, there will be a like divifion

" made in all Parabola's under the fame Angles,

" and the Diſtances will be proportional: Con-

fequently this one Table of ours will ferve for

Thus far Dr. Halley.all Comets."

But it is to be noted, that our famous Author

doth not affertin this Place theTrajectories of Co-

metsto be compleatlyParabolical'; but only means,

that whereas they are indeed Elliptical , they are

withal fo Eccentrical, that that Part of the Orbits

of Planets which refpects the Planetary World,

and which we the Inhabitants of this Earth can

fee, doth fo little differ from the curveft Part of a

Parabolic Line, that it may fafely, and without

any fenfible Error, be affum'd to be a Parabola.

For it was before noted, that there may be Ellipfes

of all Species, and that the Concentrical do at

tength degenerate into Circles, the infinitely Ec-

centrical into Parabola's. Nor is it therefore to

be wonder'd at, if inftead of an Ellipfis, a Figure

of more difficult Contemplation, and generally

of an unknown Species , we chufe to uſe a

Parabola, a Figure more eafy to be Contempla-

ted, and ofone Species only ; in that Place, efpe-

E e 2
cially
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cially where the Phænomena of Comets mark

out to usTrajectories fcarce other than Parabolical."

We have before fhew'd "that the Proportionality

of the Area to the Time is common to Comets

as well as Planets ; and fhall not go over the famè

Thing again. It is alſo manifeft, that like Figures,

as Circles and Parabola's do admit and require,

that the like Divifions of them, or their Propor-

tional or Correſpondent Parts fhould be exprefs'd

by the fame Numbers. But let our Author pro-

ceed.

" Nowthe Manner of the Calculation of this

" Table is thus : In Fig. 5. Plate 9. let S be

" the Sun, POC the Orbit of a Comet, P the

" Perihelion, O the Place where the Comet is

CC 90 gr. diftant from the Perihelion, C any o-

" ther Place. Draw the Right Lines CP, CS,

and make ST, SR, equal to CS ; and having

drawnthe Right Lines C R, CT, (whereofthe

one is a Tangent, and the other a Perpendicu-

" lar to the Curve ) let fall CQ Perpendicular
CC to the Axis PSR.

66

It is here as it is in the Planetary Aftro

nomy, (where we firft enquire the Place of the

Planet, or the Angular Diſtance from the Axis of

the Ellipfis, which we call the True Anomaly of

the fame , together with the abfolute Distance

from the Sun ; Even fo here, we muft in the firft

Place find out the like Angle and Diſtance. But

it is to be noted, that according to the Nature of

all Parabola's, the Line SO is half the Latus

Rectum. SP is a 4th Part of the fame Latus Rectum,

or half of SO ; and that a Tangent CT being

drawn unto any Point C, and there being erected

Perpendicular to the fame the Line CR, cutting

the Axis ; and there being let down fromthe fame

Point,
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Point C, to the Axis, the Perpendicular CQ cut-

ting the Axis in Q ; SC, SR and ST are equal

amongst themſelves ; and the Line QR is equal

to SO, or half the Latus Rectum. All which

Things are well known from the Conics. But ,

our Author proceeds.

"
=

" Now any Area, as COPS being giv❜n, it

" is requir'd to find the Angle CSP, and the Di-

ftance CS. From the Nature of the Parabola

RQ is ever the Parameter or Latus Rectum

Сс of the Axis, and confequently if the Parame-

ter be put= 2, then R.Q= 1. Let CQ= z ;
CC PQ fhallzz, and the Parabolic Segment

" COP zzz ; But the Triangle CSP will

z, and fo the Mixtilineal Area COPS =

zxza, whence z ' x 3z12 a. Where-

" fore refolving this Cubical Equation, z, or the

Ordinate CQ will be known,

CC I

I

A

Thus far our Author. But it is to be well ob-

ferv'd, that we have here the Analytical way for

finding the Coequate Anomaly in a Parabola from

the Mean Anomaly given, that is, from the Area

defcrib'd, which is every-where Proportional to

the Time of the Deſcription. Nor can the Angle

CST, or the Coequate Anomaly be found di-

rectly from the Given Area or Mean Anomaly,

without Analyfis. But that upon the Hypothefis,

that the Line CQ, which is firft to be fought,

( for when that is found, the Angle CST will

eafily be found, as will be manifeft preſently) be

called z, the Line P Q will be equal to zz, is eafy

to be demonftrated : For as RQ = 1, is to

CQ = z ; fo the fame CQ = z is to QT, or

zz, the half whereof confequently QP will be :>

equal to zz. But that the Parabolic Segment

COP, according to the fame Hypothefis, will be >>

*

Ee 3 rightly
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rightly exprefs'd byrizzz, easily follows from the

Conics. For the Area COPSQ is to the Tri- :

angle CPQ, or CPT equal to the fame as 4 to

3 ; and confequently the Parabolic Area COP is

to CPQ as I to 3 ; and fince the Triangle CPQ

made of the Perpendicular CQor z, drawn into

half the Baſe zz, becomes zzz, the 3d Part of

it will be zzzz, equal to the Parabolic Area

COP. The Triangle CSP alfo is made of

the Perpendicular z, drawn into half the Bafe į

equal to z ; and confequently the Sum of the

Area's COP and CSP, or the whole Area

COPS,Proportional to theTime,will be equal to

the Sum of thefe Quantities, which is called a : or

there will arife this Equation } z' * ; z * = a ;

and by multiplying on both Sides by 12, 2³ + 2 z

12a ; which is a Cubic Equation, the 2d and

4th Terms whereof are wanting. The Root there-

fore of this Equation being found, or the Value

of z being found in Numbers by Dr. Halley's Me-

thod, or otherwife, the Length of the Line CQ

will be known. QE.I. And now let us hear our

Author himſelf.

s6

Dr. Halley.

cc

Now let the Area OPS be pro-

" pos'd to be divided into One Hundred Parts ;

this Area is of the Square of the Parameter,and

confequently 12 a is equal to that Square = 4.

" If therefore the Roots of thefe Equations z' +

.. 320,04 0, 08 : 0 , 12 : 0, 16 , &c. be fuc-

ceffively extracted, there will be obtain❜d fo

many z or Ordinates CQ respectively, and

" the Area SO P will be divided into One Hun-

" dred equal Parts. And in like manner is the Cal-

" culation to be continued beyond the Place O.

" Now the Root of this Equation (finee R Q is

<<

1 ) is the Tabular Tangent of the Angle

CRQ, orof the Angle CSP, wherefore the

Angle

•
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66

66
=

Angle, CSP is given. And RC, the Secant

" of the fame Angle CRQ, is a mean Propor-

" tional between R Q, or Unity and RT, which

"6 is the double of S C, as is plain from the Co-

nics. But if SP be put 1 , and fo the Latus

" Rectum = 4 ( as in our Table ) then RT will

be the Diſtance fought, viz. the double of SC

" in the former Parabola. After this manner

" therefore, I compos'd the foregoing Table,

which ferves to reprefent the Motions of all

our Comets ; of which hitherto there has been

none obferved , but thofe that come within

" the Laws of the Parabola..

-

Now that the Area O PS is a twelfth

Part of the Square of the Latus Rectum, it is ma-

nifeft : Becauſe, according to the Conics, the

Area OPS is of the Rectangle of OS, mul-

tiplied by SP ; that is, of the Rectangle of half

the Latus Rectum , multiplied by a 4th Part of the

fame. For x = But any Numbers, as 4. 8.

12. 16. If they be put in the 2d Place of Deci

mals, as here is done, will rightly exprefs 100th

Parts. And we are therefore content with a Right

Angle as the principal Guide of Computation,

becauſe we want an entire Period in Parabola's.

But becauſe of the equal Angles SC, SR, the

external Angle of the Ifofccles Triangle CRS

will be equal to the double Angle CRS. And

there being giv'n confequently by the Tables of

Tangents the Angle CRQ, the Double thereof,

or the Angle CST ; that is, the Coequate Ano-

maly ofthe Comet is found. In like manner,the

Angle CST being now giv'n , if you make by

the Golden Rule : As RQ1 is to the Secant

of that Angle to be taken out of the fame Ta-

Ee 4 bles ;

1
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bles ; fo that Secant is to the 3d Proportional

RT; The half hereof R S is equal to SC, orto

the Diſtance of the Comet from the Sun. 2. E.I.

Nov. 29. 1708.

asasas

Dr.

"C

CC

LECT. XL.

Halley. " It now remains , that we

give the Rules for the Calculation,

to fhewthe way of determiningthe

" Vifible Place of a Comet, by theſe

Numbers. The Velocity of a Comet

moving in a Parabola, is every-where to the Velo-

city of a Planet defcribing a Circle about the Sun, at

the fame Distance from the Sun , as √ 2 to 1. as

appears from Cor. 7. Prop. 16. Lib. 1. of the
cc Princip. Phil. Nat. Math. If therefore a Comet

Сс

in its Perihelion were fuppos'd to be as far di-

ftant from the Sun as the Earth is, then the

" Diurnal Area which the Comet wou'd defcribe,

woud be to the Diurnal Area of the Earth , as

V2 to 1. And confequently, the Time ofthe

Annual Revolution, is to the Time in which

" fuch a Comet wou'd defcribe the Quadrant of

its Orbit from the Perihelium, as 3. 14159, &c.

( that is the Area of the Circle ) to .

That the Velocity in a Parabola is to the

Velocity at the fame Diſtance in a Circle"

as V2 is to 1, or as 10 to 7 almoft, was de-

monftrated in Prop. XXII. foregoing ; or rather
:

deduced
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deduced as it were a Corollary, from the Na-

ture of Circular and Parabolic Curvity, and the

Proportion of the Subtenfes ofthe Angle ofCon-

tact . But the Annual Time in an Elliptic Circle,

or the Time ofan Entire Revolution, repreſented

by the whole Area of a Circle, which is to be

eftimated from the Multiplication of halfthe Cir-

cumference by the Radius ; will be to the Time

of the Defcription ofa Quadrantal Arch in a Pa-

rabola, which is to be reprefented by a Quadrantal

Area of the Parabola, to be estimated from the Multi-

plication of of half the Latus Rectum, by a quar-

ter of the fame Latus or Radius ; as the Area's

themſelves ; or as the Heighths of the Rectangles

to the Common Bafe ; only fo far asthe Velocity

of Deſcription in a Parabola doth difturb and di-

minish that Proportion of the Times, in the Pro-

portion of 1 to 2 ; and therefore inftead of

let & be taken and let the Numerator be dou-

bled, becauſe of the Square Number two, the dou-

ble of Unity ; that is, for the Circle, let the Area

of it 3 , 141, 59, be taken, for the Parabola v .

And thus the Truth of our Author's Reaſoning

will easily be understood.

sc

•

Dr.Halley. "Therefore the Comet wou'd defcribe

" that Quadrant in 109 Days, 14 Hours, 46 Mi-

nutes ; and fo the Parabolic Area ( analogous

to the Area POS ) being divided into One

" Hundred Parts, to each Day there wou'd be al-

" lotted 0.912.280 of thofe Parts, the Log. of

" which, viz. 9.960128, is to be kept for con-

" tinual ufe. But then the Times in which Co-

66 mets, at a greater or lefs Diftance, wou'd de-

" fcribe fimilar Quadrants, are as the Times of

the Revolutions in Circles, that is, in the Sef-

fquiplicate Ratio of the Diſtances : Whencethe

" Diur-
انر
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" Diurnal Areas eſtimated in Centefimal Parts of

"the Quadrant ( which Parts we put for Mea-

" fures of the mean Motion, like Degrees ) are

in each, in the Subfefquialtera proportion of

the Diſtance from the Sun in the Perihe.

« lion.

66

Mr. Whifton. The Mean Diurnal Motion, to

wit, o, 912, 280, to be exprefs'd by a Negative

Logarithm after the Old Manner- 0,039,872, is

in this Place exprefs'd in a NewWayby a Pofitive

One 9,960, 128, to avoid the Difficulty about the

Negative Characteriſtic ; but is preſently made'

equivalent to the wonted Form, by cafting away

Ten in the Addition when occafion fhall require.

But our Author obſerves here rightly, that in di-

vers Parabola's, a Quadrant is always reckon❜d of

the fame Number of Parts, I mean an Hundred

in fuch Sort nevertheless, that thofe Parts be in-

deed unequal, and according to the Magnitude of

the Parabola greater or lefs, but not in that Pro-

portion greater or lefs, in which the Distances

increaſe or decreaſe from the Sun, but in the Sub-

fefquialteral Proportion ofthe fame : So that the

Squares of the Distances be betwixt themſelves,

as the Cubes of theſe Parts reciprocally.

Dr. Halley. " Thefe neceffary Things premis'd,

" let it be propos'd to compute the apparent Place

86 of any one of the foremention'd, Comets for a-

ny given Time. Therefore,

[" 1. Let the Sun's Place be bad, and theLog. ofits

Distance from the Earth.

2. Let the difference between the Time of the Peri-

belion and the Time given be gotten, in Days andDeci

mal Parts ofDeys. To the Log. of this Number, let

there

;

1
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there be added the conftant Log. 9.960.128, and the

Complement Arithmetical of three balves of the Log. of

the Perihelion Distance of the Comet from the Sun : The

Sum will be the Log. of the mean Motion, to befought

in the first Column of the general Table,

3. With the mean Motion let there be taken the cor-

refpondent Anglefrom the Peribelion in the Table, and

the Log for the Distance from the Sun : Then in Co-

mets that vare Direct, add, and in Retrograde ones

Labtract ; if the Time be after the Perihelion , the An-

gle thus found, to or from the Peribelion : or in Direct

Comets, fubftract ; and in Retrograde ones add ; if the,

Time be before the Peribelion, the forefaid Angle to or

from the Place of the Peribelion ; and fo we shall have

the Place of the Comet in its Orbit. And to the Log.

for the Distancefound, let there be added the Log. ofthe

Distanceat the Perihelion, andthe Sum will be the Log.

of the true Diftance of the Comet from the Sun.

1

4 The Place of the Nodes together with the Place of

the Comet in its Orbit, being given, let the Distance of

the Comet from the Node be found ; then the Inclination

of the Plane beinggiven, there will be given alfo (from

the common Rules of Trigonometry) the Comet's Place re-

duced to the Ecliptic, the Inclination or Heliocentric La-

titude, and the Log. of the Curt Distance.

5. From thefe things given ( by the very fame Rules

that we find the Planet's Places , from the Sun's Place

and Distance given) we may obtain the Apparent or

Geocentric Place of the Comet, together with the Appa-

rent Latitude. And this it may be worth while to il-

luftrate by an Example or two." ]

As
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As to the Place of the Sun, and the Diſtance

thereof from the Earth , we have elſewhere

taught how to find both by Aftronomical

Calculation. But the Logarithms of the Di-

ftances, we through fome neglect, omitted in that

Place ; and therefore fhall add them in the End

of this Work. But the Logarithm of Days is

therefore added to the Given Logarithm of one

Day, that the Motion of one Day may be un-

derſtood to be multiplied by the Number of Days:

For it is known, that the Addition of Logarithms

doth inferthe Multiplication of Numbers corre-

fponding to thofe Logarithms,

1

2

3

And thefe Things may fuffice, if fo bethe Co-

met be fuppos'd to pafs in its Perihelion at a Di-

ftance equal to a Radius of the great Orb. But

if, which commonly is the Cafe, the Comer doth

not pass at that Diſtance, but at a greater, as it is

fometimes ; or at a lefs, as oftner happens ; that

Area, proportional to the Time, is to be increas'd

or diminish'd ; and this in the Sub-fefquialteral

Proportion of that leaſt Diſtance from the Sun ;

fo that at length that Area may rightly repre-

ſent the Mean Anomaly. From whence the Lo-

garithm of that Sefqui-plicate Distance is to be

added to the former Sum of the Logarithms, and

the Radius to be fubftracted according to the

Exigence of the Golden Rule, to be practis'd in

Logarithms ; or which is the fame, the Arithme-

tical Complement only of that Sefqui- alteral Lo-

garithm is to be added. Neither ought it to feem

ftrange, that in leffer Diftances we, by adding

the Logarithm, obtain the true Proportion in-

creas'd , and the fame in greater Diſtances dimi-

nish'd For Multiplication by a Fraction, or De-

cimal
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cimal Parts, doth no lefs diminiſh the Sum, than

Multiplication by whole Numbers doth increaſe

it. And the Thing is the fame in Logarithmeti-

cal Addition. But we are to obferve, that the

Logarithms marked in the 3d Column ofthe Ge-

neral Table, are not the Logarithms ofthe Num-

bers of the Diſtances from the Sun, to be added

over and above the Radius to the Mean Diſtance ;

but of Numbers, by the Multiplication of which,

that true Diſtance were to be obtained. From

whence the Logarithms of the fame being fuper-

added to one another, will eafily give us the Lo-

garithm of that whole Diſtance from the Sun.

Theſe Things being well underftood, we fhall be

able to undertake and perform the Calcula-

tion.

EXAM
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EXAMPLE I

Let it be requir'd to find the Place of the Comet of the

Year 166 , March 14, 7 , 00 , P. M. London.

That is, 964, 19h, 8 ', after the Perihelion, which

bappen'd Novemb. 24, 11 , 52'.

Log. Dift. Perihel. o. 011044

Log. Sefquialt. ọ. 016566

Comp. Arith. 9. 983434

9. 960128

Log. Temp.
I. 985862

Log. Med. Mot. i. 929424

85.001

Afcend. Nod. д

Medius Motus

Perihel. &

Ang. Correfp.

Comet in Orb. Ŏ

Com. à Nodo

Red. ad Eclip.

10. 41. 25

83. 38. 05-

17. 3. 20

21. 14. 00

34. 10. 40

32. 19. 05

Com. Helioc. Ŏ
1 18. 54.55

Incl. Bor.
II. 46. 50

Log. pro dift. @. 255369

Log. Perihel.

Co-fin. Incl.

Log. dift. Cur

0. 011044.

9.990754

0. 257167

Log. dift. O
9. 997918

Ox 21. 44. 45

Com. Vifus ԴՐ
29. 18. 30

Lat. Vifa (Bor.) 8.36. 15

EXA M-
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EXAMPLE II.

Let it be requir'd to find the Place of the Comet of the

Year 1683, July 23°, 13h, 35', P. M. London :

Or, 13 , 40' Equat . Time. That is, 21ª, 10ª, so'

after the Peribelion.

Log. Dift. Perihel. 9. 748343

Log. Sefquialt.
9. 622514

Comp. Arith. o. 377486

9. 960128

Log. Temp.
I. 310723

I. 648337

44. 498

Log. Med. Mor.

Medius Motus

Perihel. II

Ang. Correfp.

Comet. in Orb. T

Nod. Defcend. *

Com. à Nodo

Red. ad Eclip.

25. 29. 30

56.47. 20-

28. 42. 10

23. 23. oa

35. 19. 10

4. 48. 30

Com. Helioc. * 28. 11. 30

Incl. Bor.
35. 2.00

Log. pro dift. 0. 111336

Log. Perihel. 9. 748343

Co-fin. Incl.
9. 913187

Log. dift. Curt. 9. 772866

Log. dift. O 0. 006104

Locus a

Com. Vifus

Lat. Bor.

10. 41. 25

5. 11. 50

28. 52. DQ

But
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But now, that we may rightly perform this

Calculation ; It is to be noted,

(1.) That the Logarithm of the leaft, or perihe-

lion Diſtance, is only fet down here, that we may

obtain the other Logarithm , which is Sefqui-

alteral of the fame, or is thereto as 3 to 2.

(2.) That theArithmetical Complement ofthis

laft Logarithm being added to the Conftant Loga-

rithm of oneDay, doth make the Logarithm ofthe

whole Time before or after the Perihelion. For

working by Logarithms, the Numbers in the for-

mer of the Examples will be thus. The Loga-

rithm of one Day is 9,960, 128 ; and the Loga-

rithm of Days is 1,985,862. Theſe alone being

added together, would make the Logarithm of

the Mean Motion , if the Perihelion Di-

ftance were equal to Unity, or the Radius ofthe

great Orb But when the Area of that Mean

Motion is to be increas'd in the Proportion of that

Sefquialteral Perihelion Diſtance to the Radius of

the Annual Orbit, that Sefquialteral Logarithm

0,016, 566, is to be added to the former Loga-

rithm ; and the Logarithm of the Number 10 is

to be fubftracted ; or, which comes to the fame,

the Arithmetical Complement of the Sefqui-alte-

ral Logarithm is only to be added : which is done

in this Place. Now the Mean Motion will eafily

be known, when the Logarithm of the fame is

given.

•

(3.) The Mean Motion, or Mean Anomaly,

being now given , the Angle Correfponding

thereto in the General Table, is 83 ° 38'.5". (the

intermediate proportional Parts being every-

where found, where there is Occafion, by the Gol-

den Rule.) Which being deducted from the Place

of the Perihelion in Leo 10°. 41 ' . 25", becauſe

of the Retrograde Motion of the Comet giveth

us

•
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us the Place of the Comet in its own Orb, 17°

3. 20", in Taurus,

(4) Subftract this Place from the Place ofthe

defcending Node in Gemini ; the Remainder will

be the Diſtance of the Comet from the Node,

34. 10. 40".

(5.) And now that we may reduce the Place

of the Comet in its own Orb to the Ecliptic, we

muft refolve a Rectangular Spherical Triangle,

and from the Given Angle and the Hypotenuse,

muft find the other Sides. And for Reduction to

the Ecliptic, for the Heliocentrical Longitude,

the following Analogy will fuffice.

As Radius 10, 000,000

is to Cofin.of the Ang. 21 °. 18. 30".-- 9.969.248

34. 10. 40.9.831.890So is Tangent,

To Tangent, 9.801.138

=32°. 19.5"

Then for the Inclination, or Heliocentrical

Latitude,

As Radius, 10.000.000

To Sin.
34°. 10′ 40″. 9.749-553

So is Sine of2

9.560.369

To Sine of 2

Ang. fought

9.309.92
2ź

the giv'n Ang. 21. 18. 30.

11°. 46'. 44,

i

(6.) For obtaining the Logarithm ofthe true

Diſtance of the Comet from the Sun , we muft

add the Logarithm for the Distance from the

Sun, which in the General Table belongs to the

Mean Motion, to the Logarithm of the leaft or

perihelium Diftance ; that is , o. 255. 369, to

p. 011. 044, which make o.266,412.And then ſay,

As Radius-

To Dift. from Sun

F f

10. 000. 000

0.266. 413
•

1 So
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So is Co-fin of Inclin. 9. 990. 754

-
0.257. 167To Curt. Dift.

Or, which comes to the fame ; the three Loga-

rithms are to be added, and the Logarithm of

the Radius to be caft away ; as is done in our

Examples.

(7.) For obtaining the Geo-centrical Longi-

tude of the Comet, or the visible Place in the E-

cliptic, do thus. Subftract the Helio-centrical

Longitude 15. 18°. 54′ 55″ out of the true Place

of the Sun in the Ecliptic 11³. 21°. 44′. 45″;

there will Remain the Angle of Commutation

10. 2° 49'. 50" ; the Complement whereof unto

a Circle is 1. 27. 10. 10", or 57°. 10. 10". The

half hereof is 28°. 35. 5". From whence ſay,

As dift. of the Earth 9.997.918

ToCurt. Dift.oftheCom.10.257.167

So is Radius

ToTangent

10.000.000

10.259.249 = 61°.10 . 3 "

Now 45 Deg. being caft away,there refts- 16.10.3 .

Therefore,

As Radius

To Tang. 16. 10. 3″
·

10.000.000

9.462.265

So is Tang. of Semi-Sum .-- 9.736.294 =28° 35 ′ ·5″.

To Tang. ofSemi-differ. 9.198.5598.58.36.

Which Half-difference being taken away out

of the Half-Sum,there remains 19°: 36′. 29″ ; that

is, the Parallax of the Orb. But the Parallax be-

ing in this Cafe fubftracted from the Heliocen-

trical Place of the Comet, the Geocentrical Place

of the fame is V. 29. 18°. 26. Something more

exactly, as I fuppofe, than our Author's Calcula-

tion hath it.

But ifthe Curtated Diſtance ofthe Comet from

the Sun be less than the Diſtance of the Earth from

the Sun,as it is in the other Example,we muſt work

in
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n the Calculation, as is done for the Inferior Pla-

nets, (like as we have Calculated here, as we do

for the Superior.) And the Half-difference of

the Angles, which in that Cafe will repreſent the

Elongation from the Sun, is to be added to the

Longitude of the Sun in the Ecliptic, or fub-

ftracted from the fame, for obtaining the Geo-

centrical Place of the Comet.

(8. ) For determining the Geocentrical Lati

tude of the Comet , we are to Work thus ; the

Angle of Elongation being made up of the Ag-

gregate of the Half-Sums.)

Q

"

As Sin. ofAng. ofCommut. 57.10.10. 9.924.423

Is to Sin. ofAng. of Elong. 37.33.41 . 9.785.053

So is Tang. of Inclination- 11.46.44. 9.219.161

To Tang, of Latitude (8.26.09.) 9.179.791

66 At the Inftant of Time fpecified in the first

Example, 'twas obferv'd ( at London) that the

Comet applied to the fecond Star of Aries ; fo

" that it was found to be 9' more Northerly,

cc and 3 ' to the Eaft, according to Dr. Hook's Ob-

fervation. But at that of the fecond Example,

I my felf ( near London, with the fame Inftru-

mentswhereby I formerly obferv'd the Southern

Conftellations) found the Place of the Comet

to be , f°, 11' , and 28°, 52' North Latitude,

which agreed exactly with the Obfervation

made at Greenwich, almoſt at the very fame Mo-

66

<c

6c

σε

66

ment.

" As forthe Comet of the Year 1680, which

came almoſt to the very Sun it felf (being in its

" Perihelion, not above one third of the Semidia-

meter ofthe Sun diſtant from the Surface ofit,)

" fince the Latus Rectum ofits Orb is fo very fmall,

it could hardly be contained within the Limits

Ff 2 ❝ of
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" of the General Table, becauſe of the exceffive

Velocity of the Mean Motion. Wherefore in

this Comet, the best way will be ( after the

" Mean Motion is found) to get from thence (by

the help ofthe foregoing Equation z3 + 32=100

66

4

ofthe Mean Motion ) the Tangent of halfthe

Angle from the Perihelion, together withthe

Log, for the Diſtance from the Sun. Which be-

ing found, we are to proceed bythefame Rules,

as in the reft.

σε

After this manner therefore, the Aftronomi-

66 cal Reader may examine thefe Numbers, which

" Ihave calculated with all imaginable Care,from

the Obfervations I could meet with. And I

have not thought fit to make them publick be-

'fore they have been by my felf duly examin'd,

" and made as accurate as 'twas poffible, not with-

out the Labourof manyYears. I have publish'd

?

4

Sca

this Specimen of Cometical Aftronomy, as a

" Prodromus of a future Work I have in defign,

left , happening to be prevented by Death,

thefe Papers might chance to be loft, which e-

very Man would not be capable to retrieve, by

reafon ofthe great Difficulty ofthe Calculation.

et

159

lin,

Now it may not be amifs to put the Reader

in mind, that our five firft Comets, (the third

and fourth obferv'd by Peter Apian, the fifth by

" Paulus Fabricius) as alfo the tenth, feen by Maſt-

ifI miſtake not, in the Year 1596, are not

fo certain as the reft ; for the Obfervations

were made neither with fufficient Inftru-

❝ments, nor dueCare, and upon that account are

200 difagreeing with themfelves, and can by no

" means be reconcil'd with a regular Computus.

" The Comet which appear'd in the Year 1684,

" was only taken notice of by Blanchinus, who

obferved it at Rome : And the laft, which ap-

sr

" pear'd
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66

66

"

pear'd in the Year 1698, was feen only bythe

Parifian Obfervers, who determin'd its Courfe

after a very uncommon manner. This Comet

66 was a very obfcure one , and altho' it may'd

fwift, and came near enough to our Earth yet

we, who are wont not to be incurious in thefe

Matters, faw nothing of it. For want of Ob-

fervations, I have alfo left out of the foregoing

Catalogue, thofe two remarkable Comers which

have appear'd in this our Age, one in Novem

" ber inthe Year 1689, the other in February i

the Year 1702. For they directing their Cour-

fes towards the Southern Parts of the World,

and being ſcarce confpicuous any where in

Europe, met with no Obfervers proper for the

purpoſe. But if any one ſhall bring from India,

66 or the Southern Parts, an accurate Series ofOb-

fervations, I will willingly fall to work again,

" and undergo the Fatigue of repreſenting their

Orbits in Numbers, as I have done the reft,

66

66

66

66

66.

By comparing together the Elements of the

Motions of thefe Comets, 'tis apparent, then

Orbits are difpos'd in no manner of Order; nor

can they, as the Planers are, be comprehended

within a Zodiac; moving indifferently every

way, as well retrograde as dire ; from whence

66 it is clear, they are not carry'd about or mov'd

in a Vortical Syftem . Moreover, the Diſtances

in their Perihelia are fometimes greater, fome-

times lefs ; which makes me fufpect, there may

be a far greater Number of them, which may

move in Regions more remote from the Sun,

" and being therefore very obfcure; and wanting

" Tails, may pafs by us unfeen.

66

CC

CC
1

66 Hitherto I have confider'd the Orbits ofCo-

mets as exactly Parabolic ; upon which Suppo-

" fition it wou'd follow, that Comets being im-

pell'd towards the Sun by a Centripetal Force,

Ff3

66

would
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66

66

σε

66

.

ແ

Сс

s6

would deſcend as from Spaces infinitely diftant,

66 and bytheir fo falling acquire fuch a Velocity,

as that they may again fly off into the remoteft

Parts of the Univerſe, moving upwards with a

perpetualTendency, fo as never to return again

to the Sun. But fince they appear frequently

enough, and fince none of them can be found

66 to move with an Hyperbolic Motion, or a Mo-

tion ſwifter than what a Comet might acquire

by its Gravity to the Sun, 'tis highly probable

66 they rather move in very Eccentric Elliptic Or-

86 bits, and make their Returns after long Periods

66 of Time : For fo their Number will be determi-

náte, and, perhaps, not ſo very great. Befides,

the Spacebetween the Sun and the Fix'd Stars is

66 fo immenfe, that there is room enough for a

" Comet to revolve, tho' the Period of its Revo-

lution be vaftly long. Now, the Latus Rectum of

an Ellipfis, is to the Latus Rectum of a Parabola,

which has the fame Diftance in its Perihelium ;

66. as the Diftance in the Aphelium in the Ellipfis,

is to the whole Axis ofthe Ellipfis. And theVe-

locities are in a Subduplicate Ratio ofthe fame :

Wherefore in very Excentric Orbits the Ratio

comes very near to a Ratio of Equality ; and the

very ſmall difference which happens on account

of the greater Velocity in the Parabola, is eaſily

compenfated in determining the Situation ofthe

Orbit. The principal Uſe therefore ofthis Table

ofthe Elements of their Motions, and thatwhich

indeed induced me to conftruct it, is, that when-

ever a new Comet fhall appear, we may be a-

ble to know, by comparing together the Ele-
só ments, whether it be any of thoſe which has

appear'd before, and confequently to deter-

mine its Period, and the Axis of its Orbit,
se and to foretel its Return. And, indeed there

are many things which make me believe that

66

વ્હ

&6

46

ec

te

" the
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66
the Comet which Apian obferv'd in the Year

1531 , was the ſame with that which Kepler and

Longomontanus more accurately defcrib'd in the adal
CC Year 1607 ; and which I my felf have feen re-

CC

66

cc

ઃઃ

cc

ર

turn, and obferv'd in the Year 1682. All the

Elements agree, and nothing ſeems to con-
CC tradict this my Opinion, befides the Inequality

ofthe Periodic Revolutions. Which Inequality

is not fo great neither, as that it may not be

owing to Phyfical Caufes. For the Motion of

Saturn is fo difturbed by the rest ofthe Planets,

especially Jupiter, that the Periodic Time of

that Planet is uncertain for fome whole Days to

gether. How much more therefore will a Co-

met be fubject to fuch like Errors, which riſes

almoſt four times higher than Saturn, and whofe

Velocity, tho' increaſed but a very little, would
ແ be fufficient to change its Orbit, from an Ellips

tical to a Parabolical one. And I amthe more

confirmed in myOpinion of its being thefame ;
"CC for that in theYear 1456, in the Summer-time,

cc

cc

cc

65

a Comet was ſeen paffing Retrograde between

" the Earth and the Sun, much after the fame

σε

manner:Which tho' nobody made Obſervations

$6 upon it, yet from its Period and the manner of

ἐσ its Tranfit, I cannot think different from thoſe

I have just now mention'd. And ſince looking

over the Hiftories of Comets I find, at an equal

Interval of Time, a Comet to have been ſeen a-

" bout Eafter in the Year 1305, which is another

" double Period of 151 Years before the former :

" Hence I think I may venture to foretel, that it

" will return again in the Year 1758. And, ifit

fhould then fo return, we fhall haveno reaſon to

“ doubt but the reft may return alfo : Therefore

Aftronomers have a large Field wherein to exer-

" cife themſelves for many Ages, before they will

be able toknow the Number oftheſe manyand

great

66
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66

great Bodies revolving about the common Cen-

ter ofthe Sun, and to reduce their Motions to

66 certain Rules. I thought indeed that the Comet

which appear'd in the Year 1522, might be the

" famewith that obferv'd by Hevelius in the Year

1661. But Apian's Obfervations, which are the

only ones we have concerning the firft of thefe

Comets, are too rude and inaccurate for any

thing ofcertainty to be drawn fromthem, info

66 nice a matter. But as far as probabilityfrom the

equality of Periods, and fimilar appearance of

Comets, may be urged as an argument, the late

wondrousComer of168;, ſeems to have been the

fame, which was feen in the Time of ourKing

Henry I. Anno 1 106,which began to appear in the

Weft about the middle of February, and continu-

Сс

«

ed for manyDays after, with fuch a Tail as was

" feen in that of 168. And again in the Cor-

" fulate of Lampadius and Oreftes, about the Year

" of Chrift 531, fuch another Comet appeared,

" in the Weft, of which Malela, perhaps an Eye-
66

CC

68

witneſs, relates that it was as y pobres, agreat

andfearful Star ; that it appeared in the West, and

emitted upwards from it a long white Beam ;

and was feen for 20 Days. It were to be wiſh'd

*C the Hiftorian had told us what Time oftheYear

it was feen ; but ' tis however plain, that the

Interval between this and that of 1106, is near-

ly equal to that between 1106 and 1681, viz.

about 575 Years. And if we reckon backward

" fuch another Period, we fhall come to the

44th Year before Chrift, in which Julius Cæfar

was murder'd, and in which there appear'd a

very remarkable Comet, mentioned by almoft

all the Hiftorians of thofe Times, and by Pliny

in his Natural Hiſtory, lib. 11. c. 24. who recites

the Words of Auguftus Cæfar on this Occaſion,

which lead us to the very Time of its Appear-

<<

""

"

ance,
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CC
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CC

cc

66

ance, and its Situation in the Heavens. Thefe

Words being very much to our purpoſe, it may

86 not be amifs to recite them. In ipfis Ludorum me-

orum diebus, fydus crinitum perfeptem dies, in regione

" Cali quæfub Septentrionibus, eft confpectum . Id orieba-

tur circa undecimam boram diei, clarumq; & omnibus

CC terris confpicuum fuit. Now thefe Ludi were de

dicated Veneri genetrici, (for from Venus the Ca

fars wouldbe thought to be defcended,) and be-
cc with the Birth- day of Auguftus, viz. Sept.23 .

gan

(as may be collected from a Fragment of an

" Old Roman Calendar extant in Gruter, pag.135.)

"C and continued for 7 Days,during which the Co-

met appeared. Nor are we to fuppofe thatit was

" feen only thoſe7 Days, but poffibly both before
<s and after. Nor are we to interpret the Words

fub Septentrionibus, as ifthe Comet had appear'd

in the North, but that it was feen under the Sep-

tem triones, or brighter Stars of Urfa major. And

65 as to its rifing Hora undecima diei, it can no ways
cc be understood, unless the word diei be left out,

as it is by Suetonius ; for it must have been very

far from the Sun, either to rife at Five in the

Afternoon, or at Eleven at Night ; in which
cc Cafes it muſt have appeared for a long time, and

" its Tail have been fo little remarkable, that

CC

6c

66

CC

it could by no means be call'd , Clarum & om-

" nibus Terris confpicuum Sydus. But fuppofing this

Comet to have traced the fame Path with that

oftheYear 1680, the afcending part ofthe Orb

" will exactly reprefent, all that Auguftus hach faid

concerning it ; and is yet an additional Argu-

“ ment to that drawn from the Equality of the

" Period. Thus ' tis not improbable but this Co-

met may have four times vifited us at Intervals

of about 575 Years : Whence the Tranfverfe

Diameter of its Elliptic Orb will be found

575×575 times greater than the annual Orb ;

or
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66 or 138 times greater than the mean Distance

" of the Sun ; which Diftance, tho' immenfely

great, bears no proportion to that of the Fix'd

co Stars.

Sc

C6

" I have lately found out a ready Method to

compute the Motion of Comets in thefe Ellip-

" tic Orbs, of which perhaps fhortly we may ex-

hibit a Specimen, giving this Comet for an Ex-

ample. In the mean time, thofe that defire to

know howto conftruct Geometrically the Orb

" of a Comet, by three accurate Obfervations gi-

ven, may find it at the End of the 3d Book of

" Sir Ifaac Newton's Principles of Natural Philofo-
sc phy, entituled De Syftemate Mundi, in the Words

of its renowned Inventor.Which have fince been

more fully explain'd by my very worthy Col-

legue Dr. Gregory, in his learned Work of Aftro-

" nomia Phyfica & Geometrica.

66

(6

One thing more perhaps it may not be im-

proper or unpleaſant to advertiſe the Aftrono-

66 mical Reader; That fome oftheſe Comets have
Cs their Nodes fo very near the Annual Orb ofthe

Earth, that if it fhall fo happen, that the Earth

be found in the Parts of her Orb next the Node

" offuch a Comet, whilft the Comet paffes by ;

as the apparent Motion of the Comet will be

incredibly fwift, fo its Parallax will become

very fenfible ; and the proportion thereof to

that of the Sun will be given. Wherefore fuch

Tranfits of Comets do afford us the very best

means, tho' they feldom happen, to determine

66 the Diſtance of the Sun and Earth : Which hi-

" therto has only been attempted by Mars in his

Oppofition to the Sun ; or elfe Venus in Peri-

gæo, whofe Parallaxes, tho' triple to that ofthe

Sun, are fcarce any ways to be perceived by

our Inftruments ; whence we are ftill in great

66 Uncertaintyin that Affair. This Uſe ofComets

66

sc

66

66

was
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was the ingeniousThought ofthat excellent Ge-

ometrician Mr. Nicolas Fatio. Now the Comet

of 1472, had a Parallax above twenty Times

greater than the Sun's. And if the Comet of

1618,had come down,about the middle ofMarch,

to his defcending Node ; or if that of 1684,

" had arriv'd a little fooner at its afcending Node,

they would have been yet much nearer the

Earth, and confequently have had more notable

Parallaxes. But hitherto none has threaten'd the

Earth with a nearer Appulfe, than that of 1680.

For by Calculation I find, that Novemb. 11°, 1 ,

6', P. M. that Comet was not above the Semi-

" diameter of the Sun to the Northwards of the

" Way of the Earth. At which time, had the

Earth been there, the Comet would have had

a Parallax equal to that of the Moon, as I

take it. This is ſpoken to Aftronomers : But

" what might be the Confequences of fo near

σε

66

an Appulfe ; or of a Contact, or, laftly, of a

" Shock of the Celestial Bodies, (which is by no

means impoffible to come to pafs, ) I leave to

be difcufs'd by the Studious of Phyſical Mat-

ters.
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